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PREFACE

This book contains the papers presented at the International Symposium on Electromagnetic 
Fields in Electrical Engineering ISEF'03 which was held in Maribor, Slovenia on September 
18-20, 2003. ISEF conferences have been organized since 1985 as a common initiative of 
Polish and European researchers who deal with electromagnetic fields applied to electrical 
engineering. Until now the conferences have been held every two years, either in Poland or in 
one of the European academic centres known from its electromagnetic research. The city of 
Maribor is well-known in the world for its beauty and academic flavour as well as for its 
researchers’ achievements in the area of applied and computational electromagnetism. 
 Almost 200 papers were submitted as abstracts and after selection process 159 papers were 
accepted for the presentation at the Symposium, and almost all of them (ca. 90%) were 
presented both orally and in poster sessions. The papers published in this book were refereed 
by the sessions’ chairmen and the papers accepted for further publication were divided into 
two parts: these of more computational aspect and those of more applicable nature. The latters 
are published here, while the first part went to COMPEL journal.  
 It is the tradition of the ISEF meetings that they comprise a vast area of computational and 
applied electromagnetics. Moreover, the ISEF symposia aim at joining theory and practice, 
thus the majority of papers are deeply rooted in engineering problems, being simultaneously 
at a high theoretical level. Bearing this tradition, we hope to touch the heart of the matter in 
electromagnetism. The main topics of ISEF meetings are listed below: 

• Computational Electromagnetics 
• Electromagnetic Engineering 
• Computational Techniques 
• Coupled Field and Special Applications  
• Bioelectromagnetics and Electromagnetic Hazards  
• Magnetic Materials Modelling. 

The papers in the book have been grouped in three sections which cover the above topics: 

• Computational Techniques 
• Electromagnetic Engineering 
• Special Applications. 

 It makes some order in reading but also it somehow represents the main directions which 
are penetrated by researchers dealing with contemporary electromagnetics. Looking at the 
content of the book, one may also notice that more and more researchers go into the 
investigation of new applications of electromagnetics, especially these connected with 
medicine, biology and material sciences. The computational techniques which were under 
development during the last three decades and which are being still developed serve as good 
tools for discovering new electromagnetic phenomena. This conclusion is unnecessarily 
shared by all the readers but we try to show here the trend which can be clear from the book.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain.



x Preface 

 A more conventional approach is presented in the first paper of the volume which was the 
invited paper at the conference. The author is Professor Jan Sykulski from Southampton 
University, UK, who is well-known for being the key person of the International Compumag 
Society from its beginning. His writing shows contemporary computational techniques placed 
in the history of the subject, and the examples which are quoted in the paper are just confined 
to classical applications, as electrical machines and the like.  
 The three chapters are prefaced by short introductory remarks. They will help readers in 
looking for some particular topic in which they are interested.  
 We, the Editors of the book, would like to express our thanks to our colleagues who have 
contributed to the book by refereeing the papers at the conference as well as in the 
publishing process. We also convey our thanks to Kluver Academic Publishers for their 
effective collaboration in shaping this editorial enterprise. As ISEF conferences are 
organised biannually, we do hope to keep our strong links with Kluwer.  

Mladen Trlep
Chairman of the 
Organising Committee 

Andrzej Krawczyk
Scientific Secretary 

S awomir Wiak 
Chairman of the ISEF 
Symposium
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COMPUTATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETICS:
A TOOL, AN ART OR BLACK MAGIC?

Jan K. Sykulski, FIEE, SMIEEE, FInstP
University of Southampton, Southampton SO17 1BJ, United Kingdom, jks@soton.ac.uk

Abstract – The paper is an attempt to review the state of the art in Computational Electromagnetics 
(CEM) with a focus on applications related to electrical engineering. Design and optimisation, as well as 
development of new materials, are emphasised as of paramount importance in the real engineering world. 
Modern computational methods based on finite elements and related techniques have now become a 
mature design tool, but the complexity of the underlying mathematics and physics often hampers 
widespread use of these efficient techniques. Recent advances in general purpose software are 
encouraging but much remains to be done in improving the standards of education to remove the mist of
mystery surrounding the subject.  

Introduction

The research activity known as Computational Electromagnetics (CEM) has evolved alongside the 
modern developments in the digital computing hardware. Moreover, CEM is both a special case and 
part of the broader subject of computational mechanics. The speciality arises in many obvious ways,
e.g. free space is an unbounded magnetic ‘material’, there is a vast range of physical dimensions
encountered with critical feature sizes often varying over many orders of magnitude, the fundamental 
properties of Maxwell’s equations are different to equations governing other physical phenomena. 
There is also a very broad spectrum of frequencies encountered: from DC to daylight. Activities of the 
CEM community are well organised within the International Compumag Society [1,2], an independent 
international organisation in existence since 1993 with nearly 700 members from over 40 countries. 
The IEE Professional Network on Electromagnetics [3] is also gaining momentum and establishing
itself as an international forum for discussion. The IEEE Magnetics Society [4] and ACES [5] manage
the activities in North America. Journals such as IEE Proceedings [6], IEEE Transactions on
Magnetics [7] and COMPEL [8] contain a significant number of papers showing fundamentalff
advances and applications of CEM. There are many conferences reporting regularly on recent 
developments, including COMPUMAG [9,10], CEFC [11], CEM [12,13] and, of course, ISEF [14].f

There exist many books on fundamental aspects of field computation in applications relevant to
electrical engineering (see for example [15-17]), as well as monographic publications devoted more 
specifically to finite-element aided modelling and simulation of electromechanical devices in electrical 
power engineering [18,19]. Design and optimisation feature prominently in literature; it is worth 
mentioning here some of the books devoted to optimal design in electricity and magnetism [20] and 
more general monographs on multi-objective optimisation [21,22]. Recent advances in material
science and discovery of new types of materials (e.g. high temperature superconductivity) have an
immense impact on the way in which modern designs of electromechanical devices are approached 
and present a continuing challenge to fundamental sciences in terms of development of new, cheaper,
more efficient and accurate methods for electromagnetic field modelling and simulation. Coupled field 
systems are of particular importance as practical designs have to address simultaneously all aspects of 
performance of the device: electromagnetic, mechanical, thermal and economic. One of the reasons 
why progress is impeded is because the mathematics and physics behind the numerical formulations 
are often quite complex and thus few designers have sufficient skills to master available software.
Nevertheless, recent progress with the general purpose software – such as OPERA [23], MAGNET
[24], or ANSYS [25] – makes these programs extremely powerful tools in the hands of an expert.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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CAD of Electromechanical Devices

Recent advances in CEM, supported by continuing increases of power and speed of computers, make 
finite element modelling an attractive alternative to well established semi-analytical and empirical
methods, as well as to the still popular ‘trial and error’ approach. A typical system incorporating FE
computation is demonstrated by Fig. 1 [15,16]. First, a designer has to build a computational model of 
his physical problem. This is a vital step, often underestimated, which may decide on a success or a
failure of the whole process. Clearly, the model must be adequate for the results to be meaningful.
This emphasises the significance of human input to the design and importance of an experiment and/or
alternative models for solving the same problem, so that comparisons can be made. Once the model
has been formulated the CAD system will facilitate finding a solution.

Fig. 1.  A typical CAD system for electromagnetics       Fig. 2.  A general DEM and its relation to FE package

Parameterisation of the model is often desired, so that various parts – as well as the whole device –
may be constrained in a convenient way, for example for optimisation or sensitivity analysis. A typical
example of software development addressing this issue is the concept of Design Environment (DEM)
[23,26,27] – see Fig. 2. A DEM facilitates the use of electromagnetic analysis software by providing
an application specific shell to guide a non-specialist through the geometric design and physical
property specification of a class of device. DEMs are created by experts and contain a parameterised 
model of a device with a set of decision making routines suggesting optimal representation of 
materials and boundary conditions, followed by automatic analysis of performance. The post-
processor offers top level commands for specific tasks such as calculation of device parameters. 

One of the more important issues associated generally with such CAD systems is the question of error
estimation and the ability of the system to refine the model to improve the accuracy. Various adaptive
schemes are available based on h, p or r mesh refinement [16] or dynamic bubbles shown in Fig. 3. r

     Fig. 3.  Anisotropic mesh using dynamic bubbles [28]                 Fig. 4.  3D model of an induction motor
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The CEM community has gone a long way to address the needs of designers and contemporary
commercial software is capable of solving static, quasi-static and full transient problems in 2D as well 
as in 3D. Nonlinearity of materials, permanent magnets, various shapes of excitation coils – these are 
just examples of what can easily be solved (see an example of Fig. 4). Finally, coupled problems can
be handled involving interactions between electromagnetic field, motion and supplying circuit [29].

Fundamental Formulations and Techniques

There has been important progress in fundamental formulations providing more solid foundations for
numerical field analysis. These have been reported at COMPUMAG [9], CEFC [11] and CEM [12].
Lack of space does not permit to elaborate on these developments here but some more exciting
advances are mentioned. Equally, progress has been made in implementation of new techniques
leading to more efficient, faster, more accurate and numerically stable algorithms. The following is a 
non-exhaustive list of such advances which have made the greatest impact on the CEM community. 

• a new Finite Element Difference (FED) method, 
• higher order Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) approach,
• further developments of the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method, 
• advances of the Multiple Multipole Technique (MMT),
• the use of Finite Integration Technique (FIT),
• a new Subspace Projection Extrapolation (SPE) scheme, 
• working field theory problems with Random Walks,
• formulations in terms of differential geometry,
• the usage of total/reduced magnetic vector potential and electric scalar potential,
• an introduction of Lie derivative as a tool for force computation,
• implementation of edge and facet elements, 
• improved anisotropy models,
• efficient application of Continuum Design Sensitivity Analysis (CDSA).

Modelling of New Types of Materials

Discovery and/or development of new materials present a modelling challenge and often lead to
reformulation of fundamental equations or methods of solution. We will focus here on recent advances
in superconductivity. Ceramic superconducting materials were discovered in 1986 and their main
advantage is that they can operate at liquid nitrogen temperature (78K) – hence the name High
Temperature Superconductors (HTS) – and thus offer cheap and reliable technology (often compared 
to water cooling). With practical current densities 10 to 20 times larger than in conventional copper
windings they have great potential in electric power applications (generators, motors, fault current 
limiters, transformers, flywheels, cables, etc.), as losses are significantly reduced. From the design
point of view they offer a challenge because of very highly non-linear characteristics and anisotropic 
properties of materials, and due to unconventional design solutions. Fundamental characteristics and 
underlying physical processes are well described in literature. Some recent advances at Southampton
University in the application of the HTS technology to electric power devices are described in [30-39]. 

There is continuing significant activity around the world in the development of HTS tapes and wires, 
applications of the technology to power devices and modelling of fundamental processes in the
superconducting materials. From the practical point of view the ability to predict and reduce all ‘cold’
losses is of paramount importance to demonstrate economic advantages of HTS designs. The
behaviour and characteristics of the highly non-linear and anisotropic HTS materials is markedly 
different to conventional conductors. A typical field distribution is depicted in Fig. 5, whereas the
dependence of AC losses on field level is shown if Fig 6 [33]. It can be clearly seen that field direction
is of paramount importance and thus steps need to be taken to ‘shape’ the leakage field in the device to
avoid excessive losses and prevent the conductor from being exposed to fields higher than critical.
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Fig. 5.  Current density distribution (applied field at 45o)       Fig. 6.  AC loss as a function of peak magnetic field 

Low Temperature Superconductivity has not been very successful in electric power applications due to
low reliability, high cost and difficult technology. HTS offer better thermal stability, cheaper cooling 
and improved reliability. Currently all conceptual HTS designs and small demonstrators use BSCCO
tapes at temperatures between 20K and 30K because critical fields and currents are an order of 
magnitude better than at 78K and it is possible to have a core-less design. However, liquid neon or
helium gas is needed leading to increased cost and complexity of refrigeration plant, reduced 
thermodynamic efficiency and worse reliability and higher maintenance requirements. All 
Southampton designs use cooling at 78/81/65/57 K (liquid nitrogen or air / sub-cooled nitrogen or air). 

The first devise built and successfully tested in Southampton in 1997/98 was a small 10kVA 
demonstrator transformer (Fig. 7) [39]. A particularly satisfying result was the two-fold reduction of 
losses through introduction of magnetic flux diverters as demonstrated by Figs. 8.

Fig. 7.  HTS winding in a 10kVA transformer                          Fig. 8.  Power loss in HTS winding vs load current 

Fig. 9.  A cross-section through 100kVA HTS generator            Fig. 10.  3D flux density and its distribution
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A new 100 kVA, 2 pole HTS synchronous generator – nearing completion at Southampton – uses a
magnetic core made of 9% cryogenic steel to lower the ampere-turns required by a factor of ten and to
significantly reduce fields in the pancake coils made of BSCCO (Fig. 9). In terms of modelling the 
important issues are no-load tooth ripple losses due to the distortion of the fundamental flux density
wave by the stator slotting, and full-load losses that include the effects of the MMF harmonics of the 
stator winding. Two models were used: full transient non-linear rotating (no-load, see Fig 10), and a 
combination of static and steady-state (full-load), respectively. Losses are released into liquid nitrogen
and have to be removed using inefficient refrigeration system. Each 1W of loss requires between 15 –
25 W of installed refrigeration power at 78K (a similar figure at 4K would be about 1000 W). 

Optimisation

Optimal design of electromechanical devices often necessitates repetitive usage of finite-element (FE)
solvers, or other numerically intensive field computation. A direct way of incorporating field 
modelling into an optimisation loop is to call the FE package every time a function evaluation is
needed. Although fairly straightforward in implementation, this on-line approach will normally lead to 
unacceptable computing times, as for each set of selected design parameters a full field analysis needs 
to be undertaken. The number of necessary calls to the FE software escalates as the number of design
variables increases; moreover, additional calls are normally required to calculate each gradient of the
objective function. Although theoretically this is of no consequence, in the design office environment 
such an approach becomes impractical. 

The Minimum Function Calls (MFC) approach relies on evaluating the objective function a priori for a 
number of pre-determined cases and fitting an interpolating function through the data points [40]. The 
optimiser then uses the interpolating function rather than calling the FE directly. In thisaa Response
Surface Methodology (RSM) approach it is usual to use polynomial interpolating functions. Using the 
RSM reduces computing times dramatically, but care must be taken not to sacrifice accuracy.
Extensive numerical experiments have shown that further significant improvements may be achieved 
by introducing on-line learning with g dynamic weighting [40]. To illustrate the process a brushless g
permanent magnet (PM) motor has been optimised for efficiency (with minimum torque constraint) in
terms of magnet height, tooth width and stack length. The convergence is illustrated in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 11.  Convergence of efficiency and torque   Fig. 12.  Flowchart of the ES/DE/MQ method [41]
in a PM motor

The deterministic approach, despite the addition of learning points, may not be able to avoid local 
minima traps. If this is identified as a potential problem stochastic techniques may offer a better
choice. Most such techniques are very expensive in terms of number of necessary function evaluations 
and thus impractical. Some more recent methods, however, look more promising and one such
technique introduced originally in [41] is reported here. It uses a combination of Evolution Strategy,
Differential Evolution and Multiquadrics Interpolation (ES/DE/MQ) as shown in Fig. 12. This hybrid 
method has been shown to be able to avoid local minima traps for a number of test functions and 
achieves a significant reduction of the number of necessary function calls, making the approach 
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suitable for computationally intensive FE design/optimisation problems. Moreover, the quality of the
resultant optimum is comparable to, or better than, those obtained using other methods.

The Neuro-Fuzzy Modelling (NFM) [42] uses optimisation based on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and g
the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) method. In the NFg /GA/SQP approach, an n-
dimensional hyper-space is sampled initially using a grid structure or a suitable Design of Experiment
(DoE) orthogonal array if the number of variables is high. The model data is subsequently employed 
to create a neuro-fuzzy model which provides an approximation of real function. The notion of 
Membership Functions (MFs) is introduced which can be described by Gaussian, generalised bell or
other curves. During the supervised training process the parameters of each MF are modified using the
back-propagation algorithm and the consequent parameters established using least squares, ultimately
providing an approximation of the system under investigation. This empirical model effectively
replaces the actual function generator – in this case the finite element solver – easing the 
computational cost when applying the optimisation routine. This comprises a GA to identify the
locality of the global optimum followed by the SQP method to isolate it accurately. The latter is 
possible due to the extraction of derivative information from the neuro-fuzzy model.

There is growing interest in the ways in which the performance of a specific device could be modelled 
using a neural network. Such a network learns the shape of the hyper-surface and provides a fast
evaluation of any point in it. Typically, the neural network is trained in a batch mode, prior to the 
optimisation process – essentially “off-line”. A recent attempt has been made to construct a system
which can provide “on-line” training, i.e. a network which is capable of learning and modifying its 
behaviour as it is used [43]. Such a network has major benefits over a static system in that it can
handle a large number of variations of a device and track developments in design related to material
changes and manufacturing processes.

Design has to be put in the context of general
trends in optimisation methods The role of multi-
objective tasks is increasing as practical designs 
often involve conflicting requirements. Such 
problems may be converted into single-objective 
tasks with a priori application of knowledge or
imposition of a decision (e.g. weighting factors), 
but it is argued that information can easily be lost 
in the process. Instead the application of Pareto
Optimal Front (POF) approximation is advocated.t
The mathematical theory of Pareto optimisation
may be somewhat complicated [44], but some 
basic definitions and properties are easily 
explained using a special case of two objective 
functions being minimised as shown in Fig. 13. 

Finally, often in practice, it is the improvement to the design, not necessarily a global optimum, which
is of interest. Hence the sensitivity analysis is of great value as computing times are not affected by the 
number of design variables. The Continuum Design Sensitivity Analysis (CDSA) is particularly to be 
recommended as standard EM software may be used for extracting gradient information [45]. 

Industrial and Educational Requirements

From the industrial perspective it is probably true to say that many managers still perceive
computational electromagnetics as a kind of “black magic” – and yet these are the very people who
would benefit most from using CEM techniques to reduce design times and costs. There is lack of 
appropriate skills to benefit fully from the enormous power and versatility of the available CEM tools.
It may be argued that three categories of users are required in industry: 

• those able to run EM software with basic understanding of field displays and ability to
interpret the numerical results to incorporate them into design processes;

POF

Objective domain search spacec

F2FF

UTOPIA

NADIR 

DISTOPIA 

F1
min

F1
max

F2FF min

F2FF max

Fig. 13.  Example showing Pareto Optimal Front  
and UTOPIA, DISTOPIA and NADIR points
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• design experts who understand the language of electromagnetics and are capable of creating
computational models using available software; 

• EM software developers – the ultimate CEM experts producing computational tool.
Decision makers in industry – in their very best interest – need to support the universities and 
government in providing sufficient funding for both the development of CEM tools and for providing
sufficient education at different levels. Academic institutions face a great opportunity of reversing the 
current trend of reducing the amount of EM teaching and making sure that relevant courses are
available to undergraduates and engineers in industry. There is some cause for optimism as progress
with CEM software development is accelerating and more programs find their way to design offices. 

Future Developments

Further progress is required and a possible list of topics for research and development may include:
• adaptive meshing with particular emphasis on problems with strong skin effect,  
• reliable error estimation (a posteriori and a priori), 
• code development for high speed computing,
• efficient handling of non-linearity, hysterisis and anisotropy, 
• modelling of new types of materials (e.g. composite, superconducting),
• incorporation of linear movement and rotation of some parts of the device,
• combined modelling of fields and circuits (e.g. supply electronic circuits), 
• coupled problems (electromagnetic + stress + temperature, etc), 
• optimisation (deterministic and stochastic, practical implications),
• integrated design systems (combined mechanical, electromagnetic, thermal, economic). 

It can be argued, however, that CAD in Magnetics is already a mature practical tool for design and 
optimisation of a variety of electromechanical devices and the engineering community can benefit 
from tremendous advances that occurred in the field over the past many years.
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SECTION I 
COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

Introductory Remarks

The first section is devoted to the problems connected with computational electromagnetics. The 
subject has been intensively developed in the last decades – one can place in time very roughly the 
starting date of the subject in the mid-seventies when the first COMPUMAG conference was held in 
Oxford, UK. Since that time many conferences have been held and the ISEF conference is one of 
them. Elderly participants can probably remember the first activities in this field which in the main 
were devoted to making numerical models in simple two-dimensional modes with stationary or quasi-
stationary time variation. The content of the section shows that research on the problems is much more 
advanced: the 3-D numerical code regarding all the sophisticated material features, complicated 
geometry and arbitrary course in time is nowadays the tool for optimizing and designing processes. 
Very few authors consider the so-called direct problems, i.e. the problems of electromagnetic field 
computation. Just the opposite, most papers deal with the so-called inverse problems, i.e. the problems 
of shape or parameters designing. That is signum temporis (the sign of the times).  
 The papers which belong to this section can be divided into two subgroups, regarding the subject of 
their contents:  

• improvement of computational techniques, 
• optimization problems, 

The first subgroup concerns the problems which can be divided into two piles: one pile is represented 
by papers I-1, I-11, I-13 and I-14 and comprises some methodological considerations. They are very 
interesting, indeed, as they introduce analytical formulae to the algorithm or they analyze the features 
of the algorithm. Paper I-1 gives the solution of the problem which seems to be simple as its geometry 
is simple but, as a matter of fact, it is not a trivial problem. The authors give some analytical solutions 
of the problem and discuss them from the point of view of assumptions adopted. The authors of paper 
I-11 consider the problem of imaging two-dimensional current density distributions on the basis of the 
magnetic field that is generated by the currents. It is, in other words, the problem of regularization 
which appears when dealing with inverse problems. Paper I-13 deals with the calculation of magnetic 
fields created by permanent magnets by the use of the indirect boundary-integral model. One meets 
here a creative introduction of the boundary-integral method. Fictitious sources are introduced and 
considered as unique sources of the conservative magnetic field. The approach leads to advanced 
analytical expressions for usual magnetic quantities, by means of which various technical objects 
containing permanent magnets can be analyzed. Paper I-15 describes the application of the general 
load line method to a magnetic circuit problem with series and parallel branches of uniform cross 
sections consisting of the same homogeneous ferromagnetic core material. It also compares the results 
with those obtained by finite element analysis. 
 The second pile of papers considering computational techniques is more or less connected with 
computer software. Two of them (I-7, I-10) concern the problems of peripheries of numerical 
software: in (I-7) one can find the method of mesh generation, while in (I-10) the method of 
visualization is described. Paper (I-12) introduces some new technique of calculation, namely the 

 The second group is connected with optimization and design techniques. As has already been 
mentioned, the main stream of activity in computational electromagnetics is directed at solving such 
problems. Indeed, one can find in the section many techniques of optimization as well as many objects 

coupling of field and circuit method.

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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to be optimized and designed. As to the techniques, three of them are mostly quoted: genetic and 
evolution strategies (I-2, I-18), simulated annealing (I-3) and methods based on sensitivity analysis (I-
17).
 The rest of the papers deal with other methods of optimization, such as experimental method (I-4, 
I-5, I-15), Taguchi method (I-8) and combined. One can observe even bigger variety when one looks 
at objects either designed or/and optimized. We have here power transformers and shielding technique 
(I-5, I-6), small electric motors and devices (I-8, I-9, I-16), magnets (I-17), planar thick film filters (I-
4), high voltage lines and insulators (I-2, I-15).  
 Of course, the techniques and the objects are crossed mutually and there is no rule which would 
prescribe one method to one object or there is neither this nor that method in its pure form.  
 The papers placed in the section show, more or less, the state of the art of computational techniques 
in applied electromagnetics. We devoted a little bit more space to papers dealing with some analytical 
solutions. It seems a little strange to work out such approaches, especially if one takes into account the 
common use of numerical modeling. It is believed, however, that such approaches can enrich pure 
numerical models providing them with a priori information on the problem considered. And, above all 
other aspects, the analytical solutions are pretty and they will never pass into oblivion. 
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1. Electromagnetic field induced by current flowing in the circular coil without inside 
cylinder (R0 = 0)

We assume, that current flowing in the conductor has the following form: 

1,exp, 0 jnjiti  (1.1) 

We will calculate spatial, complex amplitudes of electromagnetic field excited by the current of this 
type. Equation (1.1) can be treated as one of terms of complex Fourier series of angular function 
periodical with respect to the angle .

Fig.1. Diagram of analyzed configuration 

Retarded electromagnetic potential is a mathematical base for the calculations A  [3]: 

Abstract – Equations, describing the distribution of electromagnetic field induced by currents of (1.1) type
flowing in the circular coil, including symmetrically infinitely long metal cylinder (fig.1), are presented in
the paper. In spite of simply physical configuration, they are very complicated. Main research goals set by
authors are presented below: a/ general analyze of electromagnetic field in the considered configuration,
b/ examination of electromagnetic waves in the distant zone with respect to possible interferences, c/ 

metal wall (circular cylinder) of curved surface. It is obvious, that in the case of surface, which is not
curved, influence of Maxwell displacement currents on distribution of field in the near zone is negligible.
Influence on the distribution of electrical field is essential and cannot be omitted even during the
approximation [1]. However, in the case of cylindrical wall, Maxwell currents may influence significantly
even on the distribution of magnetic field (in the case of exciting currents flowing in the linear conductors,
which are parallel to the axis of cylinder) [2].

examination of influence of Maxwell displacement currents on distribution of field in the environment of 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain.
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Differential ld  is written in the Cartesian coordinates ( zyx ,, ); all next calculations are carried out in 

the cylindrical coordinates ( zr ,, ). Electric field E  and magnetic field H  can be expressed in the 
following form: 
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After some rather arduous mathematical calculations, on the basis of these equations we obtain [4]: 
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- and adequately of magnetic field: 
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If the influence of Maxwell currents ( c0k  in equations (1.2)) is omitted and it is assumed, 
that i current does not change along the conductor (n=0), we achieve the distribution of field in 
accordance with Biot-Savart formulas:  

 (1.6) 
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2. Description of electromagnetic field in the distant and near zone

On the basis of formulas (1.4), (1.5), we may present description of  field in the distant zone.   

Consequently, in this zone ; functions W ,W ,W   do not depend on the integration 
parameter 
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Additionally, by rejection of non significant values, we may assume:  
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Similarly in the near zone (induction) 
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3. Description of electromagnetic field, taking into account eddy currents in the metal 
cylinder

For the sake of range of paper, we limit the examination of influence of Maxwell displacement 
currents on the distribution of electromagnetic field on the surface of metal cylinder, to the case of 
axial symmetry only.   With such an assumption, we may also take into account displacement current, 
though exciting current does not change along the circular conductor. There is another situation, when 
current flows in the infinite long straight conductor; In such a situation, it is possible to omit the 
displacement current only, if exciting current does not change along the conductor. 
In the axially symmetrical case, electric field will have the circumferential component E only and 
magnetic field will have the radial component  and axial component :1H 3H

31 ,0,,0,,0 HHHEE  (3.1) 

These components meet the equation:  
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Additionally, we assume, that radius  is great comparing to the depth of field penetration in the 
metal: 
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So, we may  apply the impedance boundary conditions for r = :0R

jHE 2
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Solutions of equations (3.2) may be presented using Fourier integrals; If impedance condition (3.4) is 
met, we obtain: 
a/ if Maxwell displacement currents are omitted ( c0 )k :
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b/ taking into account Maxwell displacement currents ( 0k ):
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Conclusions

On the basis of performed calculations, the following conclusions may be presented: 
a/ In the distant zone, electromagnetic field excited by currents, flowing in the circular coil, appears 
only, if n=1 in the equation (1.2).
b/ If axial symmetry does not exist ( 0n ), all components of electromagnetic field occur in the 
cylindrical coordinates. 
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Abstract – The work presents a mathematical model of electrodynamic parameters calculation, 
determining the optimization process of high-current lines. Special attention was paid to speeding up the 
optimization calculation with the use of genetic algorithms with different modifications and with the use of 
the computers including several parallel operating processors. The optimization calculation and the 
discussion of obtained results were presented. 

Introduction

Optimization of engineering systems is often a highly complex process. Introduction of multi-
criterial analysis of systems and more and more sophisticated mathematical methods designed for 
calculating of object parameters  give rise to the problems of accuracy and duration of the optimization 
process. An important factor in such cases is appropriate choice of optimization method and the use of 
suitable modifications of the chosen method (according to considered technical problem). 
Additionally, parallel execution of the calculation may be considerably helpful in efficient realization 
of the task.  The paper presents optimization problem of three-phase high-current lines. For the 
purpose of optimizing the genetic algorithms were applied, with their various modifications. For 
particular modification variants the effectiveness of optimization process was analyzed. The effect of 
parallel organization of the calculation process on the time of optimization search was examined. 

Description of the system and electrodynamic computation methods

The object of the analyses of the present paper 
is a three-phase screened air-insulated high-
current line (power busway). It consists of three 
phase conductors, made in the form of oval cross-
section tubes, distributed symmetrically each 
120°, inside a screen of circular cross-section. 

Geometry of the system (Fig. 1) is 
characterized by the following values: thickness 
of conductor wall (g), major (a) and minor (b) axis 
of the oval cross-section, height of conductor 
suspension (h) and internal radius of the 
screen (RS).  Thickness of screen wall (tS) is 
assumed to be constant and amounts to 3 mm.  

s

iz

S

Fig 1. Geometrical parameters of the system 

External radius of the screen (Rsz) and height of insulator (hiz) are determined by the above mentioned 
values. Hence, the analyzed system is characterized by five independent variables: a, b, g, h, RS.

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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In order to determine selected electrodynamical parameters (reckoned among optimization 
elements) of shielded three-phase power busways (power loss, temperatures, electrodynamics forces, 
voltage gradients) the method of integral equations was used.  Starting from the equations of magnetic 
vector potential A written for the areas of the analyzed system respectively one may define the 
distribution of current density J(r,ϕ) of the phase conductor on the ground of an approximate solution 
of the system of integral equations obtained from the known relationship of electromagnetic field  
E = -jωA  and J = γE : 

0'ddr'])o,or,',K(r')r,,',[K(r'
s

)',J(r'coj
4

3
)o,o(rJ),(rJ   (1) 

I'ddr'r')',J(r'
Sc

     (2) 

where: (ro, ϕo) is a reference point, γc is conductivity of conductor material, I - current intensity in 

the phase, K(r',ϕ',r,ϕ) - a kernel of the integral equation: 
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Coefficients occurring in the equation were defined by the works [3, 4]. 
It results from symmetry of the system that distribution of current density of two remaining phase 

conductors (S and T) is the same as in R but shifted by +120° and -120°, respectively.  
Similar relationship remains in force for the shield, with an additional equation: 

0'ddr'r')',(r'J
Ss

S
    (4) 

The presented system of integral equations may be solved in approximate manner using a moment 
method, being a variation of Ritz method. Methods of solving the above questions and determining the 
coefficients occurring in equations are discussed in detail in the works [3, 4]. 

Knowledge of approximate distribution of current density vector enables to determine the value of 
active power loss in the conductor and its shield (based on Joule's law). Knowledge of the active 
power losses and the distribution of power density emitted in the conductors and in the screen is 
necessary for determining thermal conditions of the system [3, 4]. Due to voltage and current values 
the optimization results depend rather on temperature distribution than on electrodynamic forces and 
voltage gradients. However, these parameters are also determined during the optimization process.  

Optimization criterion

The optimization is aimed at determining such dimensions of the system for which a minimal 
amount of conductor and screen material shall be used, for assumed values of rated voltage, rated 
current, and the parameters characterizing the conductors and the screen. Therefore, the optimization 
consists in minimization of a function S(u) determining the area of the busway cross-section, written 
in a general form [2, 3]: 

S(u) = f ( u
1
, u

2
, u

3
, ... , u

r
)     (5) 

where: u1, u2, u3,...,  ur - decisive variables (r=5), namely the values of  a, b, g, h, and Rs.
Constraints of the optimization process are admissible electrodynamical and thermal parameters 

(temperatures of working lines TCmax and of the screen TSmax, electrical strength of the system – Emax,
the forces acting in steady conditions and in short-circuit state Fmax), as well as admissible ranges of 
variation of the geometrical dimensions.   
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 A set of the above mentioned constraints Zi in a general form is given by the function:  

Z(u) = [ Z
1
(u), Z

2
(u), ... , Z

k
(u) ]    (6) 

 In order to convert the presented problem to a constraint-free optimization problem the criterion 
function S

Z
(u) has been modified:  
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The formula (7) includes Pi - a so-called penalty factor, of high value, being positive for the case of 
minimization S(u) (and negative for maximization). 

Due to the dependence of criterion function included extremized variables on delimiting parameters 
(the values of which are to be determined in result of complex numerical calculation) and due to the 
constraints included in the objective function, the modified criterion function can not be written in an 
explicit form. This imposes an additional problem that complicates the optimization calculations and 
considerably extends the time consumed for getting the results. 

The optimizing method is based on genetic algorithms. Therefore, the criterial function was 
converted into an adaptation function (bringing the problem to a maximization task) [2]. 

Genetic algorithm and effectiveness of its modification

The genetic algorithm in its elementary version includes the following operations: selection 
according to the roulette rule, simple crossing with random linking, and simple mutation.  

Optimization methods in their classical forms often do not take into account the nature of 
considered problem and, therefore, are less effective. However, their effectiveness may be improved in 
result of some modifications. 

The selection according to the roulette principle is a process characterized by considerable 
variation, i.e. providing important spread of actual number of the copies around its expected value. 
The paper presents and implements modification of the selection operation based on the model of De 
Jong's expected values and Brindle's random selection using the remainders without repetitions.  

In order to avoid the loss of the best existing individual two variants of a method of keeping the 
best of existing solutions were proposed: such a solution is kept 1) always, or 2) provided that the 
adaptation factor of the best individual of the P(t+1) population is lower than for the best individual of 
the P(t) population (exclusivity model). 

Another modification method consists in scaling of the adaptation. In the presented algorithm linear 
scaling was applied. Adjustment scaling is aimed at preventing domination of the above average 
individuals at the beginning of the computation process, that could result, on the one hand, in 
stagnation of the procedure in a local maximum, and, on the other hand, in increasing the differences 
in accommodation factors of the individuals in final stage of the computation, when the average 
accommodation factor only slightly departs from its maximal value [2, 3].  

During the calculation the course of the genetic algorithm was monitored for 100 generations. 
Probabilities of crossing and mutation were constant and amounted to 0.8 and 0.005, respectively. For 
computation purpose binary coding was used. Every individual (chromosome) included 20 genes 
(bits). Constant population size was maintained, including 20 individuals. 

Examples of optimization search are shown in Figs. 2 - 9. In order to depict better the existing 
relationships the charts of absolute values of the adaptation coefficients have been used (referred to 
optimal values for each of the solutions).  
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Fig. 2. Optimization course in case of selection 
according to the roulette principle

Fig. 3. Optimization course in case of selection with 
regard to remainders without repetitions  

Fig. 4. Optimization course in case of selection 
according to the roulette principle, scaling of 

accommodation factor  

Fig. 5. Optimization course in case of selection with 
regard to remainders without repetitions, scaling of 

accommodation factor  

Fig. 6. Optimization course in case of selection 
according to the roulette principle, scaling of 

accommodation factor, "unconditional" transferring of the 
best individual  

Fig. 7. Optimization course in case of selection with 
regard to remainders without repetitions, scaling of 

accommodation factor, "unconditional" transferring of the 
best individual  
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Fig. 8. Selection according to the roulette principle 
(average points for 10 trials)

Fig. 9. Selection with regard to remainders without 
repetitions, with accommodation scaling and 

"unconditional" transferring of the best individual 
(average points for 10 trials)

Every computation trial is of exclusive character, as the genetic algorithms consist in a random 
optimization method. Therefore, in order to come to generalized conclusions (for given variants) 
values depicted by particular points of the diagrams included in the paper are the averages taken from 
10 trials (Figs. 8 - 9). This enables more reliable analysis of effectiveness of particular modifications. 

A selection process more advisable than the roulette rule is the selection method with remainders 
without repetitions.  

The non-exclusivity reproduction methods, i.e. the ones keeping no the best individual from the last 
generation, characterize with the possibility of a loss of promising solutions, that could result in wrong 
orientation of the whole optimization process. This might result in longer computation time or even 
lead to wrong results (the loss of the global optimum - which occurred in both selection cases without 
the modification (Figs. 2-5)). Thus, an important part of the optimization process carried out with the 
method of genetic algorithm is its modification consisting in transferring of the best individual. 

Scaling of the accommodation function causes an increase in averaged factors of maximal 
accommodation of the individuals belonging to the population (Figs. 4-7). In result the average and 
minimal accommodation factors also increase (approach the maximal value). 

Application of parallel computation

The genetic optimization algorithm gives 
a possibility to separate the operations of 
determining values of adaptation functions (for 
particular individuals of given generation) among 
several computation units. This enables shortening 
of computation time of the most time-consuming 
tasks of the optimization procedure [1, 3]. Fig. 10 
presents relative per cent time of optimization 
calculations performed with genetic method for 
various numbers of calculating units, compared to 
the same process performed with a single 
processor. The following denotation has been 
adopted:  Tk- calculation time with k processors 
(where k = 1, 2, 3, or 4), T1 – calculation time for 
a single processor. Errors of solutions obtained 
during the test calculations were similar. 
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 Fig 10.  Relative time of optimization calculations  
as a function of the number of processors 
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Results of optimization calculations

In the optimization calculations the following 
operation data and material parameters are 
assumed: rated voltage 1 kV and 17.5 kV, rated 
current 1-4 kA,  conductivity  of  conductor  and  
screen  materials 37⋅106 S/m, frequency 50 Hz, 
environment temperature 308 K, thermal 
resistance of conductor and screen materials 
0.004 1/K, emissivity coefficient of outside 
conductor surface 0.45, emissivity coefficient of 
outside screen surface 0.5, maximal operation 
temperature of the conductors 363 K, assumed 
temperature of the shield 338 K. Figure 11 shows 
the results of optimization calculations of cross-
section area of the busways S[mm2] as functions 
of the rated current I[kA]. 
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Fig. 11. Dependence of optimal entire section area  
of the busways as a function of the current,  

for voltage values 1 kV and 17.5 kV. 

Final notes and conclusions

• The genetic algorithms are effective methods of searching of optimal solutions in the global sense.  
• The selection based on the roulette principle gives worse results than the method of remainders 

without repetitions. In the second case the algorithm gave higher averaged accommodation factor. 
• In case of modification consisting in transferring of the best individual and accommodation scaling 

similar results are obtained - the modifications improve the rate and accuracy of achieving the 
optimal point. 

• The use of a 4-processors computer enables shortening of computation timed by more than 
60 percent. The use of more processors leads to further shortening of the solving procedure. 

• The presented tests of parallel computing were carried out on a multi-processor computer. At 
present further work aimed at paralleling of computation with the use of parallel virtual machine of 
cluster type is in the course. 

• Both the modification of the classical genetic algorithm and parallel organization of the 
computation process considerably improve effectiveness of the optimization search. 

• As an optimization assumption a material criterion has been adopted. This leads to an increase of 
power loss falling to unit length of the busway.   

• Appropriate selection of calculation methods of electrodynamic parameters of the power busways 
and their optimization methods allow to achieve remarkable savings during the designing and 
exploitation processes if these devices.  
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Abstract – Stochastic methods offer a certain robustness quality to the optimization process. In this 
paper, the Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) and two Genetic Algorithms (GA) are used for the shape 
optimization of a shimming magnet pole. The magnetic field is computed using the finite element method 
in 2D. The aim of optimization is the search for a pole shape geometry which leads to a homogeneous 
magnetic field in the region of interest.

Introduction

For optimal performance of electromagnetic devices, it is necessary to perform design optimization of 
the shape and parameters of their magnetic circuit, size and position of the current windings, magnetic 
properties of the used magnetic materials, etc. The traditional optimization methods based on trial-
and-error procedures are not very suitable, especially for highly complex and multivariable 
optimization problems because they are very laborious, time consuming and not enough accurate. 
Therefore, the development of new and more efficient methods for inverse optimization and 
automation of the entire optimization process are always desired. 

Optimization methods are usually classified into two categories: the gradient-based (deterministic) 
search methods and non-gradient-based (stochastic) search methods. While the former ones need 
computation of the gradient of the objective function, the latter ones work directly with the values of 
the objective function, and are more convenient in cases where it is difficult or even impossible to 
compute exactly the gradient of the objective function [1]. 

In electromagnetic device optimization the problem of obtaining such devices which will result with 
desired values of the magnetic flux density at several certain points, is a very common problem. 
However, since the exact expression of the gradient function is impossible, therefore, usage of the 
deterministic optimization methods is excluded. Consequently, for such optimization problems 
designers usually utilize stochastic methods. Genetic Algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), 
Evolution Strategy (ES), or Tabu Search (TS) are such stochastic methods which become very popular 
in the design of electromagnetic devices [2-4]. 
In this paper, we compare ASA and two different versions of GA to the shape optimization of the pole 
shape geometry of a simple shimming magnet, where we are searching for the pole shape 
modifications leading to a homogeneous magnetic flux density in a certain region. 

Shape Optimization Problem

The proposed framework to optimize is presented in Fig. 1. It is a simplified 2D configuration of a 
shimming magnet where the optimization goal is to obtain a modified magnetic pole shape generating 
a constant magnetic flux density in a certain part of the central region of the air gap.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. Layout of the considered shape optimization problem in a simplified 2D shimming magnet system (left), 
and the field problem used for the shape optimization, with iron core, impressed current density J,

and boundary conditions (right). 

The magnetic flux in the iron core, which is assumed to be linear or nonlinear, is driven by the current 
density J indicated in Fig. 1. Because of the symmetry only a part of the framework has to be taken 
into account. This region of interest is indicated by the dashed line. Extracting this region of interest 
we get the configuration to which the stochastic optimization methods were applied (Fig. 1).  
A current density of 1 A/mm2 was applied to the coil, and two different cases of magnetic material 
were considered: a linear one with µr = 100 and a nonlinear one where a material characteristic of steel 
M19 was assumed. The magnetic fields were computed using the free available finite element 
software code FEMM (http://femm.berlios.de). The goal of the shape optimization is getting a constant 
magnetic flux density at y = 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ 80mm. 
To develop our idea, first, let us briefly describe the strategy for shape optimization based on the 
searching techniques employed in our approach. First, we have to define the searching space, and 
establish several control points along the outline of the device which shape optimization is desired as 
shown in Fig.2.  

Fig. 2. Field problem used for the shape optimization, with positions of the six control points y1, … y6. 

Fig. 3. Finite element mesh (left) and magnetic flux density distribution (right) of the starting configuration 
computed with the FEM code FEMM. 
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In this example, we are interested in an optimal shape of the iron core, and for that purpose, we have 
chosen a set of six control points, indicated by the variables y1 through y6 (Fig. 2). Each point is fixed 
in the x-coordinate, while it can move freely within the searching space (y-direction), which is defined 
by the interval of 10mm yi  65mm. The control point y1 is doubled which means that the control 
points at x = 0mm and at x = 50mm can be moved only together. Between the control points no 
smooth approximation of the core shape has been done. The control points are connected by polygons 
corresponding to the finite element mesh (Fig. 3, left). The magnetic flux density distribution for this 
starting configuration is given in Fig. 3 (right). 

Optimization using Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA)

Annealing is actually a term from metallurgy. If a metal is heated to a very high temperature, the 
atoms move at high speed. If they are cooled now very slowly, they settle into patterns and structures, 
rendering the metal much stronger than before.  
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a stochastic relaxation technique which is based on the analogy to the 
physical process of metal annealing: at high temperatures the atoms are randomly distributed. With 
decreasing the temperature they tend to arrange themselves in a crystalline state which minimizes their 
energy. Using this analogy, the algorithm generates randomly new configurations by sampling from 
probability distribution of the system. New configurations are accepted with a certain acceptance 
probability depending on the temperature. It has been shown that the algorithm converges to a global 
energy minimum if the temperature is reduced slowly enough [8]. 
In this study we have applied the Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA) Code which is a C-language 
code developed to statistically find the best global fit of a nonlinear constrained non-convex cost 
function over a N-dimensional space [7]. This algorithm permits an annealing schedule for 
“temperature” T decreasing exponentially in annealing-time k,

T = T0 exp(-c k1/N).

The introduction of re-annealing also permits adaptation to changing sensitivities in the multi-
dimensional parameter space. This annealing schedule is faster than fast Cauchy annealing, where T = 
T0/k, and much faster than Boltzmann annealing, where T = T0/ln k.

The ASA algorithm consists of three main parts [8]: 

Generating probability density function

In a N-dimensional parameter space with parameters pi having ranges [Ai, Bi], about the k-th saved 
point (e.g., a local optima), pi

k, a new point is generated using a distribution defined by the product of 
distributions for each parameter, gi(yi; Ti) in terms of random variables yi∈[-1,1], where pi

k+1 = pi
k + 

yi(Bi-Ai), and “temperatures” Ti,

Acceptance probability density function

The cost functions, C(pk+1) – C(pk), are compared using a uniform random generator, U ∈ [0, 1], in a 
“Boltzmann” test:  

exp[-(C(pk+1) - C(pk))/Tcost] > U,

where Tcost is the “temperature” used for this test. If the above inequality is fulfilled then the new point 
is accepted as the new saved point for the next iteration. Otherwise, the last saved point is retained. 
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Reannealing temperature schedule

The annealing schedule for each parameter temperature, Ti from a starting temperature Ti0, is  

Ti(ki) = Ti0 exp(-ci ki
1/N).

The annealing schedule for the cost temperature is developed similarly to the parameter temperatures. 
However, the index for re-annealing the cost function, kcost, is determined by the number of accepted 
points, instead of the number of generated points as used for the parameters. This choice was made 
because the Boltzmann acceptance criterion uses an exponential distribution which is not as fat-tailed 
as the ASA distribution used for the parameters. As determined by the selected program options, the 
parameter “temperature” may be periodically adaptively re-annealed, or increased relative to their 
previous values, using their relative first derivatives with respect to the cost function, to guide the 
search “fairly” among the parameters. The re-annealing of the cost temperature resets the scale of the 
annealing of the cost acceptance criteria as 

Tcost(kcost) = T0 cost exp(-ccost kcost
1/N). 

The new T0 cost is taken to be the minimum of the current initial cost temperature and the maximum of 
the absolute values of the best and last cost functions and their difference. The new kcost is calculated 
taking Tcost as the minima of the cost function, constrained not to exceed the current initial cost 
temperature. This procedure essentially resets the scale of the annealing of the cost temperature within 
the scale of the current best or last saved minimum. 

Optimization using Genetic Algorithms (GA)

Various searching techniques based on the GAs have already been applied for inverse shape 
optimization of electromagnetic devices, mainly due to their ability to avoid trapping into local 
optimum of the objective function [1-4]. Genetic Algorithms work with the coded information rather 
than directly with the optimized functions. Therefore, they can be adjusted to the particular problem 
relatively easily.  
In this study we have applied a C++ library of genetic algorithm components (GAlib) developed at the 
M.I.T. [5]. From the implemented algorithms offered by the GAlib we have chosen the standard, 
simple genetic algorithm which uses non-overlapping populations, optional elitism and roulette-wheel 
selection scheme. We have applied the 16 bit binary-to-decimal genome (which converts binary 
strings to decimal values) and modified the crossover and mutation probabilities for population sizes 
of 60 individuals.  
We have also applied the Genetic Algorithm Optimization Toolbox (GAOT) developed at the North 
Carolina State University [6]. GAOT implements simulated evolution in the Matlab environment 
using both binary and real representations. Here the crossover and mutation operators were chosen 
much more sophisticated. Arithmetic, heuristic and simple crossover operators were applied with 
different frequencies [6]. 

Table I. Applied frequencies of the crossover operator and the mutation operator in GAOT, where Gmax  is the 
 maximum number of generations and b is a certain shape parameter describing the mutation rate. 

     

arithmetic 4 0
heuristic 1 3
simple 4 0

Crossover   Applied frequency          n Mutator            Applied G b
                                       frequency

max

boundary   1 0 0
uniform 1 0 0
non-uniform 4 200 2
multi non-uniform 4 200 2
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Optimization results

The aim of the simulation study is the investigation of the effects of modified stochastic operators on 
the shape optimization process. We minimized the cost function 
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where B0 is the desired constant magnetic flux density along the symmetry line (0 < x < 80mm; y = 0). 
With the impressed current density of 1 A/mm2 we defined a value of B0 = 40 mT. The GA 
simulations were performed for crossover rates of 0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, and 0.95, and for mutation 
rates of 0.01, 0.1, and 0.2. The search for the optimal shape was terminated after 100 generations. 
Fig. 4 shows the results of both GA and ASA optimization, respectively, for the linear case (iron core 
with µr = 100) and for the nonlinear case (iron core with steel M19). The population contained 60 
individuals. The best results were obtained with a mutation probability of 0.01 and crossover 
probabilities of 0.65 and 0.85 for the linear case and the nonlinear case, respectively.  
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Fig. 4. Results of the optimization for the linear (µr = 100) and the nonlinear problem (steel M19) 

Because of the stochastic characteristics of the applied methods it is not sure that we have got the 
“best” result if the process is terminated by the maximum number of generations, i.e. in some cases we 
have got lower cost function values for other crossover rates or mutation rates than given here. But in 
all cases we found that it makes no sense to increase the mutation rate considerably. Usually, a 
mutation probability of 0.01 is a good choice. Another essential parameter is the population size. We 
could improve the results if their number was increased (e.g., 30 → 60). 
Fig. 5 shows the magnetic flux density distribution at the symmetry line for linear and nonlinear 
problems together with the solution for the start configuration. 
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The three methods (GA/ASA) have given similar results (CF around 0.5%) although the shapes of the 
iron core are slightly different. The time of calculations has been also comparable i.e. several minutes 
on 1GHz Pentium4. The only difference has consisted in the fact that GA demanded more carefully 
tuning (choosing the adequate population size, the crossover and the mutation probabilities) than ASA 
which has been applied with the standard options only. 

Conclusions

In optimization problems where derivatives of the cost function are not available stochastic methods 
like Genetic Algorithm or Simulated Annealing can be applied. In this paper both these methods have 
been used to optimize the pole shape of a simple shimming magnet configuration. Different 
optimization algorithms (GA, ASA) known from the literature have been combined with the finite 
element code FEMM to study their performance for shape optimization problems. 
The true strength of SA lies in its ability to statistically deliver a true global optimum, but there are no 
theoretical reasons for assuming that it will be more efficient than GA which also can find the global 
optimum. Thus, a possible comparison of GA and SA must be viewed in the context of “judging” 
these algorithms only specific to the problem just being tested. It should be expected that there are 
systems for which one of GA or SA will be better suited than the other. For our problem no one could 
be preferred. With GAlib we found in both the linear and nonlinear cases exactly the same value of the 
cost function, whereas GAOT gave the best result in the linear case but the most wrong result in the 
nonlinear case. On the other hand, ASA is easier to handle and works more robust than the GA codes.  
In the next future, further modifications of the so far used standard algorithms will show under which 
conditions these conclusions can be maintained. 
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Abstract – This paper presents planar thick film components and their practical implementations to filters. 
Different thick film LC filter geometries were designed, printed on alumina, fired and characterized in the 
HF range. They were asymmetric to input and output terminations, and to positive and negative (or 
ground) applied voltages and HF signals. L-inductive, C-capacitive parameters were distributed using 
different planar thick film constructions: inductor windings were printed as the top electrode of capacitor 
and vice versa, planar capacitors were printed between the windings. In addition, four types of optimised 
planar thick film filter are built using dielectric and ferrite middle layer. As a result, the groups of cells 
were realized on 0,5x1, 1x1 inch alumina substrate as DIL (dual-in-line package) matrix to serve as filter 
arrays in EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) suppression. 

Introduction

Wireless communications continue to grow at a very fast rate, notably enhanced by the rapid 
expansion of portable communication systems and open an important market opportunity to electronic 
interconnect technologies, having excellent performance in the high frequency range. Applications for 
filters circuitry are in rapid expansion, particularly in the field of portable communications systems, 
and the operating speeds of digital integrated circuits (DIC) continue to increase, creating the need for 
suitable optimised thick film structures. A lot of efforts take place to integrate or embed passives not 
only to reduce size and weight but also to enhance the performance and necessarily or hopefully to 
lower the costs [1]. Several papers [2-6] have been written in the last five years to describe the 
characterization and the performance of thick film symmetrical thick film filters and to compare these 
properties mutually under the same test conditions. These scientific results are good basis for future 
research. 

The first part of presentation will deal with the development of the asymmetrical thick film filter, 
while the second part of the presentation will deal with optimised planar thick film filters. 

Fig. 1 explains the expected frequency profile of the proposed thick film RF noise filter. The 
transmition line basically has a passband that covers the signal frequency range. Without the filter, the 
noise harmonics of the signal pass through the transmission line with only a little attenuation.  

Fig. 1 Desired transfer characteristics of the thick film filter [7]. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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The ideal role of filter is not to raise attenuation in the passband and to give as large attenuation as 
possible to eliminate the noise harmonics at the stop band, where the frequency range is higher than 
the meaningful signal. 

Design of the asymmetrical and optimised planar thick film filters

The traditional additive ceramic based thick film technology is used for asymmetrical and optimised 
planar filters, Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, on the surface of alumina (Al2O3), substrate. 

a) b) 
Fig. 2 Top view of asymmetrical thick film filters: a) schematic enlarge layout, b) picture of realized filter.

Fig 3 compares the measured attenuations of asymmetrical filters versus frequency with dielectric and 
ferrite material for filter number 4 and 7, where the largest attenuation enhancement is obtained using 
ferrite midlelayer. 

a)      b) 
Fig. 3 Attenuation of two different filters: a) Filters number 4 and 7 with dielectric midlelayer; 
               b) Filters number 4 and 7 with ferrite midlelayer.
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Optimised planar thick film filters

In [3] basic LC filters, series combination of two filters, and series combination of three filters are 
being compared. Using these results we realized the optimised symmetrical thick film filters with 
dielectric and ferrite middle layer, shown on Fig. 4. These filters are symmetrical looking from input 
to output. Symmetrical design means operation is the same for wave forms propagation in the opposite 
direction. 
Lumped-element and distributed circuit models are used for each optimised planar thick film filter [2-
4]. In the case where the middle layer is ferrite material, filter model is little modified, because the 
permittivity and permeability of ferrite material are complex parameter consisting of real and 
imaginary part. The real component represents the reactive portion and the imaginary component 
represents the losses. Rf given by 

''

02 rf LfR ,           (1) 

where f is frequency, L0 is inductance of inductor in vacuum environment and µr’’ imaginary part of 
complex permeability. The impedance curve can be translated to a pure material curve, the so-called 
complex permeability curve. As impedance consists of reactive and resistive part, permeability should 
have two parts too to represent this. The real part corresponds to the reactance, positive for an 
inductance, negative for a capacitance, and the imaginary part to the losses. The impedance of the 
filter is given by 

oLjjZ '''
oo LjL ''' , jXRZ ,''

oLR fLX o 2'

2''2'22
oLXRZ .         (2) 

Optimised symmetrical filters performances are investigated and compared in terms of attenuation (A) 
as shown in Fig. 5 for optimised thick film filter B from Fig. 4. 

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

Fig. 4. Photograph of realized optimised planar 
thick film filters. 

Fig. 5. Measured and simulated attenuation for optimised 
planar thick film filter B. 

Fig. 5 shows the simulated and measured values of attenuation for optimised symmetrical planar thick 
film filter B. We compared the influence of dielectric middle layer for dielectric constants of interest.  

The equivalent circuit analysis shows the contribution of the magnetic film to the optimised planar 
thick film filter. By applying the magnetic film to the dielectric middlelayer filter attenuation was 
increased from 1 to 3 GHz. 
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Conclusion

Filters from EMI suppression have been fabricated using magnetic and dielectric materials that have 
good properties and can be incorporated into a thick film process without any additional technological 
steps. The use of advanced functional modules illustrate that it is necessary to have suitable CAD 
software that can handle with technological and geometrical demands. 

Characteristics of the asymmetric filters are measured and investigated. Further extensions may also 
allow realisation of novel filter that consist of series combination of presented asymmetrical filters as 
was done for symmetrical filters. Wider bandwidths can be obtained using more than two 
asymmetrical thick film filters. Desired attenuation characteristic will be achieved using this optimised 
structure. The results of this work will be published at a latter date. 
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5. ACTIVE SHIELDING OPTIMISATION 
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Abstract: – This paper describes the analysis and the optimisation of an active shielding. The shield is 
designed for space application. A comparison of the performances of two magnetic shields is first used to 
have a point of comparison. The second shield is 2 times thicker than the first. A Finite Element Analysis 
of the cylindrical metallic shield in a 1 Gauss flux density is performed in 2D. An active shielding is 
achieved by placing coils around the cavity inside the thinner shield. Another FEA is made to explore the 
effect of each coil when they are fed with a current density of 1A/m2. An optimisation method is used to 
establish the best current density to apply in the coils to neutralise the exterior magnetic field in the inner 
cell. Finally an introduction to multiple shells shielding is given.

1. Introduction

Figure 1. Thin Shield 

The goal of this study is to shield an apparatus from an exterior magnetic shield. As the apparatus will 
be finally dedicated to an application aboard a satellite, the mass of the system is a very critical 
parameter. A first system is presented where we compare two shields of different thickness. We define 
then the characteristics of an active shielding and finally we introduce double shell shielding. The 
performances of these different systems are discussed.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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2. Standard shield analysis
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Figure 2 Comparison of shielding methods. Residual flux density on the axe y=0

The shields analysed here are cylindrical and a typical model is shown in the figure 1. They are 
excited by and applied external flux density of 1 Gauss. The efficiency of the shielding is estimated 
with level of internal residual field on the axis. The first shield is made with magnetic material whose 
thickness is 5mm and the relative magnetic permeability value is 1000. The residual magnetic field is 
evaluated by FEA, as shown in figure 2, its value at the centre of the cell is 25mG. The other shield 
with the same permeability and a thickness of 1cm give a residual field whose value is 14mG at the 
centre of the cell. On the other side a sensibility analysis shows that the attenuation factor should vary 
proportionally with the thickness of the shield. These results prove the validity of this analysis. 
Unfortunately the weight of the shield varies with the thickness too.

3. Active shield analysis

To limit the weight augmentation and to increase the axial attenuation factor of the shield, we propose 
the use of coils to neutralise the external axial flux density excitation. The coils are located in the inner 
cell of the shield and are cylindrical. We have to define the right current distribution in a given 
number of coils.  

3.1 Effect analysis of each coil

The first step of this active shielding optimisation is to analyse the effect of each coil on the induction. 
We apply successively in each coil a current density of 1A/m2. The resultant induction on the axe is 
shown in figure 3. The induction is superposable, here with no saturation, so we can put different 
currents in each coil to neutralize the exterior magnetic field. This is done by a least square 
optimisation to optimise the attenuation factor by searching the current density distribution in each 
coil.
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Figure 3. Effect analysis of each coil separately. Flux density on the y-axis = 0 

3.2 Least square optimisation
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Figure 4. Currents applied to the coils. Black: standard least square, grey : nnls

With the data of the induction distribution of each coil, it is possible with a least square fit to try to 
neutralize the external axial excitation flux density. Two methods are presented, the first use a least 
square minimisation, in this case the current densities can be positive or negative. The second use a 
non negative least square (nnls) minimisation; in this case the current densities are of the same sign. 
Evidently the first method give the best result in term of shielding, but it can be difficult to have a 
small apparatus to deliver positives and negatives currents. A typical current distribution in each coil 
is given for the two methods in the figure 4.  
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3.3 Results
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Figure 5. Ten coils. Residual flux density on the y-axis = 0 

Figures 5, 6, 7, show the residual flux density distribution on the axe for respectively 10, 30 and 50 
coils. In each figures are reported the resultant induction for nnls and standard least squares. Let’s 
introduce some results: 

• The shielding for standard least square optimisation is always more efficient than nnls.

• The attenuation factor increase with the number of coils for standard least square optimisation. 

• The attenuation factor is almost constant with the augmentation of coils for nnls optimisation. This is 
explained as we can see in the figure 4 that the distribution of current in the coils is distributed in only 
three regions: each border and the centre. This distribution doesn’t vary with the number of coils.
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Figure 6. Thirty Coils. Residual flux density on the y-axis = 0 
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Figure 7. Fifty coils. Residual flux density on the y-axis = 0 

3.4 Multiple shells

Figure 8. Double shells shield 

Another method to shield this apparatus is to use multiple shells of shielding material. An example is 
given in the figure 8 with the resultant line field. The induction on the axe is shown altogether with the 
other methods in figure 2. The figure 9 shows the induction at the centre of the shield in function of 
the distance of the two shells. This distance is indicated in abscises by the rapport of gap distance over 
the thickness of the shield (supposed constant). We can see that there is an extremum for the 
attenuation factor located between a distance between 6 and 8 times the thickness of the shell. We will 
explore this study in a further article.
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4. Comparisons and conclusions

As shown in figure 2 the best attenuation factor is given by the active shield. It’s far better the double 
shell shield presented in the precedent section, and much better than the simple shield. Moreover the 
weight of shield itself and the coils is less than the necessary iron to achieve the same shielding with a 
standard or double shield. In this study we have shown the efficiency of coupling a standard iron 
shield with electrical coils to realise and active shield. The obtained attenuated factor is around 4000 
with the active shield, while with the thick shield it is around 70. The weight of the active shield is 
lower if we do not consider the supply circuit. The further study will be to compare with multiple 
shells of shields.
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Abstract – The Reluctance Network Method, which has already proven to be very fruitful for the 3D 
analysis of power transformers, is here proposed to design screen and tank in order to fulfil two 
conflicting objectives: to minimize power losses and tank volume. It is shown how non-dominated design 
geometries follow from fast magnetic analyses carried out by the reluctance network method.

1. Introduction

It is well known that many important phenomena in power transformers are strongly connected with 
leakage field distribution which, in turn, depends on the ratio of distances of tank wall at and core limb 
ac from the interwinding gap, respectively, and also on the thickness d of the screen covering the tank 
wall [1].  In fact, the stray flux in the interwinding gap is almost constant, only the flux to the core and 
the flux to the tank wall vary, when tank distance or screen are changed [2] [3]. 
In particular, in the case of electromagnetic screens, the screening effect gives rise to a conflict of 
design objectives: on one hand, the flux entering into the core limb is increased with respect to the flux 
into the tank wall; on the other hand, axial forces and additional losses from the radial component of 
flux density in the LV winding are increased too. Moreover, when distance between windings and tank 
increases, power losses in tank decrease, but volume and cost of the whole device are increased in 
turn.
Moving from this background, the shape design of the screen could be tackled in a systematic way in 
terms of the identification of the non-dominated solutions, namely the set of solutions such that no 
decrease of an objective is possible without a simultaneous increase of the other objectives [4]. More 
specifically, the inverse problem could be stated e.g. as follows: starting from a set of feasible 
geometries, identify the corresponding non-dominated geometries, such that power losses are 
minimum and tank volume is minimum too (two-objective shape design). 
In the case of a single screen, three design variables can be selected, namely: radial position, height 
and thickness of the screen itself. In order to meet the requirement of a rapid-design method for 
industrial environment, the following computational scheme is adopted: given a prototype transformer, 
a sequence of fast magnetic analyses, based on reluctance-network method, is performed first, by 
varying the design variables in the feasible design space. Then, the solutions so obtained are sorted in 
the objective space according to the definition of non-dominated solutions. As a result, an 
approximation of the set of best-compromise design is identified without the use of a time-consuming 
optimisation algorithm linked e.g. to a finite-element solver.

2. Case study

A three-phase transformer with tank is considered; its geometric and electric data are summarized in 
Tab. I and Fig.1; the transformer is symmetrically placed inside the tank. 

Rated power S [MVA] 240 
Rated current IHV [A] 346.41 

Tab. I. Transformer data. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. Vertical (left) and horizontal (right) cross-section of transformer. 

For the purpose of magnetic analysis, the transformer is discretized by means of the three-dimensional 
reluctance network shown in Fig.2, taking into account the magnetization curve of steel by means of 
an analytical approximation [7].  

Fig. 2. Reluctance network discretizing the device [5].

3. Results

All results have been obtained using the code RNM-3D [5] referring to the device described above; 
local quantities have been considered first. In Fig.3 and Fig.4 the flux density ratio Br max / Bg is plotted 
against the distance ratio at / ac of the interwinding gap from the tank and the core, respectively. The 
former is referred to the HV winding, while the latter to the LV winding. Br max is the maximum value 
of radial flux density along the winding at y=0 (see Fig.2) while Bg is the flux density supposed to be 
constant at the interwinding gap at x=0. The effect of different materials of the screen is compared, 
considering a full-height screen with various thickness.
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Fig. 3. Radial flux density along HV winding at y=0 vs distance ratio at / ac .

Fig. 4. Radial flux density along LV winding at y=0 vs distance ratio at / ac.

Ratios Br max / Bg and at / ac can be considered as indexes of performance and cost, respectively; in fact, 
the former is proportional to the axial force exerted on a winding, while the latter is related to the tank 
volume [1]. By comparing Fig.3 and Fig.4 a conflict between the two windings of the same phase 
arises. In fact, for a given value of at / ac, in the HV winding the radial flux density in the case of 
magnetic screen is higher than in the case of no screen, while in the LV winding the corresponding 
radial flux density is lower than the in case with no screen. Conversely, in the case of electromagnetic 
screen the radial flux density in the HV winding is lower than in the case of no screen, while the radial 
flux density in the LV winding is higher than in the case of no screen. 
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Fig. 5. Power loss vs distance at / ac: effect of screen material.

Fig. 6. Power loss vs distance ratio at / ac for different costs of an Al screen. 

Moving from fields to global quantities, in Fig.5 the power loss in tank and screen is plotted against 
the distance ratio of the tank, comparing different materials for a full-height screen of variable 
thickness. Again P and at/ac may be considered as indexes of performance and cost, respectively; 
therefore, curves represented in Fig.5 may be regarded as sets of non-dominated curves by varying the 
screen material. 
Finally, in Fig.6 the effect of screen cost is investigated for an Al screen; the (dimensionless) cost is 
proportional to the product of screen thickness times its height; given a cost, there are several possible 
combinations of thickness and height, each of which has a different screening effect. Results of 
repeated analyses are represented as power loss in tank and screen against distance ratio of the tank, 
each curve corresponding to a given screen cost. For thickness and height of the screen are 
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independent variables, the curves shown in Fig.6 cannot be ranked monotonically with respect to the 
resulting screen cost. Best-compromise solutions can identified by selecting the non-dominated curve, 
i.e. the one such that no reduction of power loss is possible without a simultaneous increase in the tank 
volume. Non-dominated curve corresponds to the curve of maximum screen cost; in particular, it is 
meaningful to extract the points located along it as shown in Tab. II, where they have been ranked 
from the solution of minimum tank volume to the solution of minimum power loss. 

at/ac power loss [kW] screen thickness [mm] screen height [mm] 
1.2 (minimum tank volume) 95.35 

2 60.06 
3 36.85 
4 24.33 
6 12.54 (minimum power loss) 

8 4200

Table II. Example of best-compromise design.

Moreover, the distribution of specific power on the tank wall has been investigated for both solutions 
outlined in Tab. II; no hazard of local over-heating has been detected. 

4. Conclusion

The RNM-3D code, based on non-linear reluctance network method in three dimensions, has proved 
to be an effective tool for fast analysis of power transformers, with accuracy and runtime fulfilling the 
requirements of industrial design. Moreover, the use of this kind of computational tool makes it 
practical to apply the concept of non-dominated solution to the shape design of the transformer screen, 
considering design criteria that may be in conflict. 
The problem solved has considered a single and continuous screen. Usually screens are not 
continuous, are laminated and are located in various positions depending on flux concentration and 
distribution. Their optimisation is a more complicated and challenging problem for which, however, it 
is believed that RNM can turn out to be a profitable tool again. 
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Abstract: – To obtain a high accuracy solution from the finite element method the mesh should be suitable 
to the field distribution. Adaptive mesh refinement offers an automatic way to generate meshes fitting the 
problem. An a posteriori error estimation has a key role in the adaptive mesh refinement, since the 
accuracy of the solution depends on how effective is it in locating elements with larger local error. In this 
paper different error estimation techniques for 2D and 3D cases are discussed. A comparison was made 
between them to show the effectiveness of the estimators. 

Introduction

Adaptive techniques has been proved to be a necessary tool for the numerical treatment of partial differential 
equations (PDE) with FEM. In order to reduce the size of the arising computational effort, work is put only into 
subregions where a large local error of the current discrete solutions assumed. The adaptive algorithm uses two 
types of error estimation, namely a priori and a posteriori error estimators.  
The shape of the element is of great importance. At the beginning or after of solving the problem some poorly 
shaped elements could exist in the mesh. This may make further refinement impossible, which affects directly 
the accuracy of the solution. To locate these elements, an a priori error estimator exploiting the geometrical 
properties of the element is used. Then using some topological transformations techniques the quality of the 
elements can be improved.  
In order to increase the accuracy of the FE solution, the mesh should be suitable to the field distribution. So the 
number of elements should be increased in some regions to fit the field behavior. A locally working a posteriori
error estimator is used to identify the subregions of high discretization error. Then elements within these 
subregions are refined. Many such estimators are known, as well as their theoretical foundation. The most crucial 
part of an adaptive FE computation is the availability of an efficient and reliable error estimation technique to 
predict accurately the error in the solution. In this paper different error estimators were implemented to the 
adaptive algorithm. Test problems in 2D and 3D were considered. A comparison was performed between the 
results of these error estimators to show the efficiency. The criteria of comparison are the reduction of the error 
in energy norm  

A priori Error Estimation

This type of error estimation is performed before a numerical computation to enhance the quality of the mesh. 
Because no solution is known, geometrical properties, such as shape of a finite element of the mesh, are chosen 
to estimate the quality of discretization [1]. The quality factor of the generated elements according to Lindholm 
[2] is obtained for 2D, 3D elements  as following: 
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r
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r
QD 33,2:2 (1)

r   – the diameter of the inscribed circle (2D) or sphere (3D) in the element 
R  – the radius of the circumscribed circle (2D) or sphere (3D) on the element 

The quality factor of an element is 0 if the element is degenerated to a line segment and 1 if it is regular. 
In order to get a better picture of the quality of the generated mesh, a quality factor for the mesh is calculated as 
the arithmetic mean of the quality factors of the elements. This mean is defined by: 
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where:  NE – number of elements. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Mesh Modification

The adaptive mesh generation is started with a coarse mesh which represents the geometrical properties of the 
model. The mesh refinement scheme chosen in the algorithm is the edge-based refinement, i.e. new nodes are 
inserted along the edges of the element. Using this scheme of mesh refinement the number of new elements per 
refined element is high (Fig. 1) 
The subdivision of elements produces poorly shaped elements that cause the numerical solution to be less 
accurate and more difficult to compute. That is bad conditioning of stiffness matrix [5] and the shape functions 
cannot approximate the continuous quantity with accuracy [6]. Therefore, an algorithm consisting of different 
smoothing techniques was used to improve the shape of distorted elements. These techniques are: 
1. Node relaxation : in 2D case each node that has no fixed position, not being a node on the external boundary 

or on the interface between different media, can be moved to a new position which is the centroid of the 
polygon, formed from it’s neighboring nodes [6]. In 3D case it is extension of the 2D case. The new position 
of the node is the centroid of the polyhedron. In some cases the new position of the node may be outside the 
space of the polyhedron, so a check must be applied to avoid misshapen and overlapping tetrahedra [7]. 

2. Swapping diagonals : in 2D case the algorithm applies swapping diagonals on elements. Basing on 
Delaunay criterion i.e. circle criterion [6]. In 3D case this technique can be employed only in the case when 
the two faces lie on the same surface[7]. 

3. Local mesh reconfiguration : there are two techniques: face swapping and edge swapping. Face swapping 
reconnects the tetrahedra separated by a single interior face[3]. So, two tetrahedra can be transformed to 3 
and vice versa. Edge swapping reconfigures N tetrahedra incident on the longest edge of the mesh by 
removing that edge and replacing the original N tetrahedra by 2N –4 tetrahedra. This reconfiguration is 
performed only if every new tetrahedron has better quality than the worst of the N original tetrahedra[3].   

Figure 1. Subdivision of element: a) 2D b)3D 

A posteriori Error Estimation

An a posteriori error estimator evaluates the local error ek per element, based on a previously computed solution. 
To obtain a local error between 0 and 1, it is normalized, i.e. divided by maximum error over all elements in the 
mesh.  

)max( k

k
k e

e
(3)

A maximum accepted local error εlocal (e.g. 10%) can be specified by the user and all elements with a larger error 
bound are considered for refinement [1]. 
Flux density and refraction of the field lines on the interface between elements is used as error indicators.  
The flux density in the element can be estimated by two ways: 
1. Flux density at a node : The magnetic flux density Bn,i at a node i is the weighted average of the values of the 

magnetic flux density Be,k of the surrounding elements k belonging to the same label. The weighting factor in 
2D is the area ∆k of the elements [1] and in 3D is the volume of the elements. 
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 The local error ek of an element is calculated by: 
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2. Flux density in the surrounding elements : The magnetic flux density Bn,i in element i is the weighted average 
of the values of the magnetic flux density Be,k of the surrounding elements k belonging to the same label. The 
weighting factor in 2D is the area ∆k of the elements [5] and in 3D is the volume of the element. 
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The local error ek of an element is calculated by: 

'
, ,k e i e ie B B (7)

The second, a posteriori error, basis on the field intensity inside the elements The field intensity lines in 
inhomogeneous environment, reveal an angle of refraction α at the interface between elements (Fig. 2). Angle of 
refraction is uses as an error indicator. It is calculated for each side of the element i between this side and its next 
element e by two ways:  
1. by dot product :

' 1 cos 1 i e
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(8)

2. by vector product : 
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The local error ek is then estimated for the element as mean of the δ’
sm or δ”

sm of the element sides as following:  
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The maximum accepted local error εlocal value will determine the elements to be refined. 
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Figure2. Refraction of the field intensity lines at the interface between elements a)2D b)3D 
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Problems

A . 2D Problem:

As an example for the 2D case a simple magnetostatic problem has been chosen (Fig.3).  

Fig. 3. 2D sample problem with initial mesh 

The problem has been calculated  up to 4705 nodes and 9126 elements,  in order to compare the adaptive and 
uniform refinement (Fig. 4).  

             

Fig. 4. Uniform refinement mesh and field lines  

The adaptive refinement was performed using different a posteriori error estimators discussed above. The total 
energy of the model was chosen as a global error. The memory requirements is expressed by the number of 
nodes. Figure 5 shows the results for the uniform and the adaptive refinement. It can be clearly noticed , that the 
error estimators based on the flux density gives better results than these based on field lines refraction for this 
kind of  problems. Figure 6 shows the adaptive mesh and the field lines using error estimators a) based on flux 
density from elements nodes, b)  based on the refraction of the field lines ( vector product)  

Fig. 5. Total energy of the model and the number of nodes for uniform and adaptive refinement 
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Fig. 6. Adaptive mesh and field lines using error estimators: a) based on flux density from the element nodes,  
b) based on the refraction of the field lines. 

B. 3D problem

As an example for the 3D case an L-shape problem has been chosen. Figure 7 shows the surface view of the 
initial mesh with boundary conditions and the uniform refinement. The initial mesh has 33 nodes and 72 
elements with a mean quality of 0.25, the uniform refined mesh has 7089 nodes, 36864 elements with a mean 
quality of 0.20.  
Figure 8 shows the surface view of  the adaptively refined mesh using error estimators a) based on flux density 
from next elements with 1771 nodes and 8716 elements and mean quality factor of  0.2, b) based on field lines 
refraction with 1874 nodes, 8868 elements and mean quality factor of 0.18. 

Fig. 7. Initial and uniform refined mesh for 3D sample problem 

a) b) 
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Fig. 8. Adaptively refined mesh using error estimators based on: a) flux density from next elements, b) field lines 
refraction 

Conclusions

The effectiveness of the adaptive mesh generation has been examined for a 2D and a 3D example. For both 
cases, the adaptive refinement has shown significant advantages with respect to the accuracy of the solution  and 
the computational effort (expressed by the number of the nodes). Weighing the parameter of refinement by the 
element area (2D) or volume(3D) gives good results. The reason behind this weighting is that the field in larger 
elements provide a greater contribution to the global error than the same error in a smaller element. 
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Abstract – The performance of permanent magnet motor can be improved by optimization of its magnetic 
circuit. That can be achieved by means of finite element method in torque calculation and statistical 
analysis using orthogonal arrays and multi-objective approach. The magnetic field was calculated taking 
into account non-linear density and effect of current commutation. The electromagnetic torque was 
determined from magnetic vector potentials of moving conductors. The effect of change for every 
geometric parameter was particularly calculated. A fast improvement in shapes of the motor magnetic 
parts was achieved by an appropriate number of field and torque calculations.  

Introduction

The design and development of various electric machines include the methods of optimization 
described in [1] and some recent methods of genetic algorithm, experiment planning, quality 
engineering, etc. The design is governed by the aim of maximum efficiency in electromechanical 
energy conversion with minimum needs of material and space. 
An optimal magnetic field distribution giving the acceptable local magnetic saturation and permanent 
magnetization is essential prerequisite in order to reach this aim. Such a field distribution can be 
achieved using appropriate optimization method together with numerical field calculation method and 
parametric sensitive geometric model. With presented methods and technique it is possible to calculate 
magnetic field and optimal shapes for arbitrary parts of a permanent magnet DC motor.  
The well-known methods for optimization with or without constraints [1] demand a large number of 
field calculations to determine optimal magnetic field. Some of them include also very sensitive 
calculations of field derivatives searching for the most appropriate shape changes. During the 
optimization computation sequence one can’t have real quantitative information on the effect of each 
parameter because of possible different paths of optimization procedure. 
The parametric CAD modeling software can generate the geometry of the motor cross-section for 
determined values of chosen parameter set. The magnetic field analysis program calculates nonlinear 
FEM model prepared by CAD program and passes the electromagnetic torque values to an 
optimization procedure based on a method introduced by G. Taguchi and known from quality 
engineering [2,3]. 
The software package for a motor optimization usually contains three major parts: parametric (CAD) 
pre/post-processor, electromagnetic field (FEM) solver and numerical optimization program (TAM). 
The mathematical method and software accessories must fulfill the conditions outlined in recent 
papers [4, 5]. 
The governing equations included the space with permanent magnetization and nonlinear magnetic 
properties. Every solution of magnetic field was consisted of a stationary spatial distribution of the 
magnetic vector potential. The electromagnetic torque was calculated directly from vector potential 
difference of a conductor according to [6]. The procedure of Taguchi method was adopted for this 
particular problem and shown with an orthogonal array including 25 consecutive experimental 
calculations. The main equations, figures and diagrams for calculated PMDC motor are presented and 
can be compared with recent results [7, 8]. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Orthogonal Array and Objective Functions

We choose a set of field calculations where we change the settings (levels) of the parameters we want 
to study from one calculation to another. The data from all calculations in the set taken together are 
analyzed to determine the effects of the various parameters.  
The use of special matrices called orthogonal arrays [2, 3] allows the effects of several parameters to 
be determined very efficiently. As the name suggests, the columns of an orthogonal array are mutually 
orthogonal. Consider the linear form Li = wi1· 1 + wi2· 2 + +…+ wik· k which is a weighted sum of k
calculations. Recall that the linear form Li is called a contrast if the weights add up to zero (wi1 + wi2

+…+ wik = 0). Two contrasts, Li and Lj , are said to be orthogonal if the inner product of the vectors 
corresponding to their weights is zero (wi1·wj1 + wi2·wj2 +…+ wik·wjk = 0). 
The orthogonality is interpreted in the combinatorial sense, i.e. for any pair of columns all 
combinations of parameter levels occur in an equal number of times. This is a balancing property that 
implies orthogonality. 
The columns of the standard orthogonal arrays are commonly arranged in increasing order of the 
number of changes. The number of times the level of a parameter has to be changed in running the 
calculations in the numerical order is less for the columns on the left when compared to the columns 
on the right. Hence we should assign a parameter whose levels are more difficult to change to columns 
on the left.  
For optimization of electromagnetic torque a quadratic quality loss function can be used and a larger-
the-better characteristic that has to be continuous and non-negative 
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where A0 is the loss at the tolerance 0 for variable y. We would like the characteristic to be as large as 
possible and we do not have any adjustment factor. The objective function to be maximized in this 
case is given by 
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where µ and  are the mean and variance of the quality characteristics. As we need to focus our 
attention on (µ2/ 2), it is common practice to call it signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio (because 2 is the effect 
of noise factors and µ is the desirable part of the calculated data) and take log transform to express it in 
decibels. For optimization for some other objective function (e.g. ratio of the motor weight to torque) a 
quadratic quality loss function can be used but with a smaller-the-better characteristic (continuous and 
nonnegative) 
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We would like the characteristic to be as small as possible and we do not have any adjustment factor. 
The objective function to be maximized in this case is given by 
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If carefully modeled, one set of field calculations for chosen parameters can be used for optimization 
of more than one objective function which can be calculated from the field results. The total influence 
of the parameter change in its range can be calculated as design effect for every parameter. Hence, in 
the case of additional limitations one is free to choose another combination of parameters than that 
larger-the-better (or smaller-the-better) characteristic. The influence of every parameter can be re-
calculated per unit for the purpose of easier use in further design analysis. 
In the particular case of electrical machine optimization four or five levels are necessary to ensure 
good approximation of parameter influence in nonlinear conditions. It means that 64 calculations for 
(up to) 21 parameters and 50 calculations for (up to) 11 parameters respectively have to be performed. 
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Magnetic Field and Torque

We want to optimize some of the main dimensions in a representative (middle) cross-section of a 
PMDC motor. The vector potential is defined by B = rot A. Using Stokes theorem in two-dimensional 
domain we obtain 
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where J is real current density and Jm is an equivalent permanent magnet excitation through a current 
defined by 

dlMMJ yyxxm 00       (6) 

Quasi-Poisson equation (5) is commonly solved by finite element method with prescribed boundary 
conditions. Assuming no change of energy storage in motor space due to losses, an infinitely small 
shift of the rotor d   will cause the change of conservative (magnetic) field energy that must be equal 
to the difference of electrical (input) energy and mechanical (output) energy 

dTdtiudW em      (7) 

The electromagnetic torque has to be independent on the current change during a very small shift of 
rotor and hence given by 
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where  = u·dt  is a linked flux. The magnetostatic treatment of the field can be applied after any 
discrete shift of rotor and its energy and the linked flux are respectively 
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where A  and  A  are respectively the average vector potentials of the left and the right hand side of a 
turn located in (two electrically nearly diametrical) slots, l is axial length of slots and  w’ = w/N  where 
w is total number of conductors and N is a total number of slots around the armature. If the winding 
has 2·a parallel branches and p poles, the voltage Ei induced during the shift  (rad) at speed n (rpm) 
is
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where p is the angle of a pole pitch. If current I is the only independent variable, a total  
electromagnetic torque is 
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Optimization Procedure and Results

We have analyzed a PMDC two-pole motor with 12 armature slots and 192 turns. The magnets are 
longer then the armature to give some flux concentration. The yoke is also longer then the magnets to 
reduce yoke saturation. The characteristics of iron sheets, yoke and ferrite permanent magnets were 
smoothly interpolated according to manufacturer data. Many details of calculation were presented in 
[6]. Its magnetic field at load is shown in Fig.1 with material boundaries in the middle cross-section 
and geometry parameters we have chosen in advance. Parameter A is thickness of magnet holding 
part, B is housing thickness, C is tooth width, D is inner slope of tooth-tip overhang, E is thickness of 
the armature core and F is an angle of one half of the magnet. 
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Table 1: Parameters of motor geometry 

Level # 1 2 3 4 5 
A (mm) 0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 
B (mm) 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.90 4.15 
C (mm) 4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 
D (deg) 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 
E (mm) 7.00 8.00 9.00 10.0 11.0 
F (mm) 59.5 61.5 63.5 65.5 67.5 

                          Fig. 1 Motor cross-section with geometry parameters 

The parameter range is given in Table 1 for five levels in equal steps (mm or deg). The number of 
levels should be high enough to describe non-linearity in parameter changes. The parameter range has 
to be adequate to shape possibilities in manufacturing.  The dimensions of permanent magnets (inner 
57.0 mm and outer diameter 71.1 mm), shaft (10.5 mm) and air-gap (2 mm) were constant for the 
manufacturing reasons. The end regions of magnet were already shaped to minimize problems in 
current commutation and vibrations (plain part and angular end) and were not changed for the clarity 
of the example results, i.e. parameter F was changed by enlargement of middle part of magnet profile.  

Table 2: Orthogonal array L25 with calculated torque and weight 

Calc.# A B C D E F te (p.u.) w (p.u.) te /w
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 
2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1.105 1.097 1.056 
3 1 3 3 3 3 3 1.208 1.197 1.062 
4 1 4 4 4 4 4 1.307 1.300 1.038 
5 1 5 5 5 5 5 1.399 1.406 0.997 
6 2 1 2 3 4 5 1.207 1.181 1.071 
7 2 2 3 4 5 1 1.261 1.248 0.949 
8 2 3 4 5 1 2 1.201 1.166 1.072 
9 2 4 5 1 2 3 1.277 1.248 1.057 

10 2 5 1 2 3 4 1.279 1.205 1.088 
11 3 1 3 5 2 4 1.222 1.145 1.110 
12 3 2 4 1 3 5 1.299 1.229 1.093 
13 3 3 5 2 4 1 1.211 1.293 0.967 
14 3 4 1 3 5 2 1.212 1.255 0.999 
15 3 5 2 4 1 3 1.276 1.173 1.126 
16 4 1 4 2 5 3 1.233 1.280 0.997 
17 4 2 5 3 1 4 1.296 1.197 1.113 
18 4 3 1 4 2 5 1.295 1.151 1.153 
19 4 4 2 5 3 1 1.207 1.213 1.029 
20 4 5 3 1 4 2 1.322 1.305 1.019 
21 5 1 5 4 3 2 1.227 1.238 1.012 
22 5 2 1 5 4 3 1.225 1.197 1.054 
23 5 3 2 1 5 4 1.301 1.287 1.046 
24 5 4 3 2 1 5 1.367 1.207 1.159 
25 5 5 4 3 2 1 1.281 1.264 1.030 

There was no change in the electric circuit of the motor during the optimization procedure and a 
strongly stabilized voltage source was assumed. The magnetic field was evaluated under 25 shape 
conditions with parameters given in an orthogonal array (Tab. 2). The electromagnetic torque 
calculations were performed using eq. (11). The change of weight was calculated for magnetic active 
parts of the motor. Further analysis was performed by the statistical technique based on (2) and (4) to 
determine the contribution of each parameter. 
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The results for electromagnetic torque are presented as S/N ratio for every parameter at every level in 
Fig. 2. It is obviously that the inner slope of tooth-tip overhang D and armature core thickness E have 
smaller influence on electromagnetic torque than the other parameters. The influence of every 
parameter can be helpfully re-calculated per millimeter or per degree in design analysis according to 
Table 1. Hence, in the case of additional limitations one is free to choose another combination of 
parameters than the larger-the-better characteristic (levels A5, B5, C5, D4, E4 and F5) that gives 
maximum torque 1.060 Nm in an added calculation. The results for motor weight are presented as S/N 
ratio for every parameter at every level in Fig. 3 based on smaller-the-better calculation. The results 
for electromagnetic torque per weight of magnetically active motor parts are presented as S/N ratio for 
every parameter at every level in Fig. 4. The optimum of the design is at new parameter set (levels A4, 
B3, C2, D3, E1 and F5). The total influence of the parameter change was calculated as design effect 
for every parameter and given in Table 3.  
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Fig. 2: S/N ratio of torque for parameter levels  Fig. 3: S/N ratio of weight for parameter levels 
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Table 3: Parameter effects (%) for torque, weight and torque per weight calculation 

Parameter A  B  C  D  E  F  
Electromagnetic torque 12.974 30.936 16.796 3.051 5.833 30.041 
Weight of active parts 4.178 21.577 27.395 0.397 44.262 2.191 
Torque per weight 4.596 1.871 6.129 0.061 42.688 44.105 

The first result of optimization was maximum torque increase of 47% compared with starting shape 
where we had performed the measurements of speed and current at a full range of load (Fig. 5). The 
heating effect was obviously neglected at this stage of torque calculation but the characteristic was still 
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slightly non-linear. The losses at no-load condition were determined as a correlation between 
measured (mechanical torque on the shaft) and calculated (electromagnetic torque) values at initial 
geometry of motor cross-section. The second result of optimization was maximum torque per motor 
weight and parameter set strongly differs from previous one (A4, B3, C2, D3, E1 and F5). 

Conclusions

The optimal geometry was determined by Taguchi method using the combination of values given in an 
appropriate table. Instead of a number of possible combinations for six parameters and five discrete 
values (levels) for each of them (56=15625), one had to consider only 25 patterns defined by L25

orthogonal array. The optimal shape had to be selected from given patterns in 25-dimensional design 
space. The effect of each parameter change was estimated by means of FEM calculation and Taguchi 
method from the point of view of quality engineering. Signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for each calculated 
combination of parameters was evaluated by the analysis using FEM to get results of starting 
electromagnetic torque as an objective function, Taguchi method to reduce the number of calculations 
and standard statistical analysis. S/N ratio of every level on every parameter had to be calculated. The 
effects (in dB) of the relative influence were presented for all parameters. The optimal model from 
given levels was selected using S/N ratio’s maximization and confirmed by an additional calculation. 
A very moderate number of field calculations in the optimization procedure were used without any 
field derivatives. The same set of field calculations was used also for other objective functions (motor 
weight and torque per motor weight). 
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Abstract – While Switched Reluctance Motors have good performances, such as  high torque/volume ratio, 
high speed, and high reliability, the motor has serious disadvantage on  large torque ripple. In this paper, 
therefore, the Switched Reluctande Motor having barriers in the rotor is proposed to improve the torque 
performance of the motor. In order to reduce the torque ripple, the shape optimization of the barrier is 
accomplished by a combination technique employing Response Surface Methodology, Moving Least 
Square Method, and Genetic Algorithm. 

Introduction

The applications of switched reluctance motors are recently received much attention in various industrial 
fields due to its superior advantages, such as high speed, efficient variable speed, and high reliability [1-2]. 
However, the SRM has severe nonlinear characteristics and suffers from high torque ripple and the 
torque/volume ratio dependents on the designed shape of salient poles, which lead to limit their applications in 
industrial fields.  Therefore, in order to improve the torque performance, this paper introduces a SRM having 
barriers [3] in the rotor and describes the optimum design of the barrier shape.  

A computational optimization can be complicated and time-consuming because the numerous design variables 
are used and have usually a lot of interactions each other. Therefore, in order to introduce an effective 
computational approach, the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) is employed [4-6]. The RSM is used to 
build an analytical expression, which is utilized as an objective function or constraint in the optimization process. 
Moreover, to enhance the accuracy of the analytical model, the regression coefficients in the RSM are estimated 
by using the Moving Least Square (MLS) method [7]. The RSM combined with the MLS method is able to 
display an overall perspective of the torque performance according to the behavior of design variables, which are 
the components of the barrier shape. Although, several different search methods can be available for the 
optimization problem, Genetic Algorithms [8] have been selected to use as the search method because the 
genetic algorithms are able to find the global optimum. And the electromagnet field within the motor is 
computed by using the time-stepping procedure, which is coupled with 2D-FEM and the voltage equation 
together. 

Concept of the Statistical Fitting Method

Response Surface Methodology

The RSM is very powerful method, which seeks the relationship between input variable and output variable 
through statistical fitting method, to make simple model for a complex problem. A polynomial approximation 
model is commonly used for a second-order response and can be written as following [4-6]. 

2
k k k

0 j j jj j ij i j
j=1 j=1 i j

U x x x x= + + + +
                                                (1) 
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where β is regression coefficients and ε denotes the random error. The least squares method is used to estimate 
unknown coefficients. The least squares method, which is to minimize the sum of the squares of the random 
errors, is used to estimate unknown vector β. The least squares function can be expressed as follows: 

e e e ( (
n

2
i

i=1

L = U - X U - X= =  )   )                                                          (2) 

The estimated vector of the unknown vector must satisfy as (3). 

2 2 0
L

+ =X U X X=
                                                              (3) 

Therefore, the estimated vector  can be written as (4) and the fitted response vector U is given by (5). Matrix 

notations of the fitted coefficients and the fitted response model should be 

-1= (X X) X U                                                                         (4) 

U = X                                                                                (5) 

Moving Least Square Method

In the traditional regression, coefficients of the functional approximation are estimated by the Least Square 
(LS) method. The LS method has a weak point increasing approximation errors in some cases because of 
minimizing the sum of the squares of the errors through whole sample points. To overcome its disadvantage, the 
MLS method is proposed to fit relationship between inputs and outputs. Unknown coefficients of the functional 
response modeling are estimated by the MLS method. The main idea of the MLS method is that a whole 
approximation Uh(x) of a sampling space can be accomplished by going through a moving process. 

In domain , an unknown relationship between inputs and outputs can be expressed as follows: 

( ) ( )hU x  =U x  +                                                                      (6) 

where ε denotes the random error mean zero and variance σ 2, ( )hU x is an approximation function in the 

unknown relationship, and x is an design variable. 
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U x  = P x a x x xP a=
                                                      (7) 

where m is the number of the polynomial basis, 
i ( )P x is a complete polynomial basis, and ( )ia x is unknown 

coefficients.  
The coefficients can be estimated by minimizing a weighted least square function, which is shown as follows: 
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hJ d = d d U x  -U x=
                                            (8) 

where 
IW ( )d  is a weight function depend on the distance (d) between approximation point and point I in a 

influence domain and N is the number of points in that.  
In this work, the quartic spline function is used as the weight function [7]. 
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where 
Ir = d is the radius of influence domain and is the scaling factor.  

Substituting  (7) and (9) into (8), the matrix notation of the unknown coefficients can be rewritten as follows:    

1( )xa A B U=                                                                      (10) 
T=A P W P , T=B P W                                                               (11) 

where P and U are composed with a set of sample points regarding design variables and outputs, respectively.  

Application to the Optimization Design in Barrier Type SRM

Barrier Type SRM and Field computation Method

The proposed barrier type 8/6 SRM is shown in Fig. 1 and the barrier is employed to improve the torque 
characteristic. The voltage equation of the motor is written as follows: 

a
a a a a a

d

d t

i
V R i L E= + +

                                                               (12) 

where 
aE denotes the motor back emf, 

aR is the resistance of windings, and 
aL is inductance of that, per a phase. 

The governing equation of the electromagnetic field in the motor can be described by magnetic vector potential 

A .

[ ( A) ] = J× ×                                                                   (13) 

where is the magnetic reluctivity and J is the z-component of the density of the current.  

To consider the nonlinear nature of inductance as a function of exciting current and rotor angular displacement, 
it is necessary to solve the differential circuit equations for the appropriate switched conditions and transient 
performance. Therefore, system matrix is composed of coupling the voltage equation (1) with the governing 
equation (2), and solved by the time-stepping procedure. The reluctance torque is calculated by using the 
Maxwell stress tensor.  
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Fig. 2. Analysis results of the barrier type SRM. 

When an input voltage is 150 V and a speed is 1800 rpm, Fig. 2 shows the comparison of analysis results of the 
prototype SRM and the barrier type SRM. The analysis results are computed by time-stepping procedure, and as 
will be seen, the reduction of the torque ripple is achieved in the barrier type SRM.

Objective function and Procedure of Optimization 

While several different optimization methods can be applied at the motor design, the optimization technique 
based on the genetic algorithms has been used in this paper. The genetic algorithms research in the design space 
of the motor by means of a process of reproduction, crossover and mutation [8], which is able to avoid the local 
minimum as contrasted with gradient based method.  

The schematized procedure of the optimization is shown in Fig. 3. In order to apply the shape optimization of 
the barrier, an objective function is defined as the torque ripple of the barrier type SRM and the constraint 
condition is defined to satisfy the running torque of the prototype SRM as follows: 
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Minimize: 
( ) ( ) (N - m)h

Torque ripplef x  =U x                                                             (14) 

Subject to:  
( ) (N - m)h

Torqueg(x) = U x 1.37                                                        (15) 

Design space: 
, , ,1 2 3 40.6 x 2.2 0.3 x 1.1 18 x 20 1.2 x 2.4                                       (16)  

In this paper, the functional expressions of the objective function and constraint are obtained by the sampling 
point based RSM combined with MLS and the full factorial design is used for building the second-order fitted 
model. This design of experiments involving four factors is required to conduct 81 experiments. And then the 
time-stepping procedure, which is coupled with 2D-FEM and the voltage equation together, is used for acquiring 
the samples.  

Results of Numerical Optimizaton and Discussion

Fig. 4(a) shows the overall experimental test-bed, built at Changwon University in Korea and it was tested 
under the conditions for experiment with 80V input voltage and 800 rpm speed. As shown in Fig. 4(b), it is 
noted that the simulation results has a good agreement with the experimental results.  

Figs. 5 and 6 show the perspective response surface of the torque characteristics that have been fitted with 81 
samples where solid black dots represent the simulation results of 2D-FEM. From these results, it can be 
confirmed that the MLSM gives a response surface, which is much closer to the results of 2D-FEM.  

In this paper, The RSM combined with the genetic algorithms is applied to the optimum design of the barrier 
shape in the proposed barrier type 8/6 SRM. The design parameters of the proposed motor and torque 
performances are shown in Table 1. The torque ripple of the proposed motor is less than that of the prototype 
SRM and its running torque becomes greater than that of the prototype SRM. 
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Fig. 4. Experimental set and comparision of phase current about prototype SRM. 
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Fig. 6. Response surface of torque ripple with both fixed x2 and x4.

Table 1. Analysis model and design variables. 

Item Prototype SRM Barrier type SRM 

Torque 1.37 (N-m) 1.4 (N-m) 

Torque ripple 1.65 (N-m) 1.27 (N-m) 

Optimized shape of  barrier in the proposed motor 

Barrier-width ( x1 ) Bridge-depth ( x2 ) Tooth-width  ( x3 ) Middle tooth-width  ( x4 )

1.0 (mm) 0.44 (mm) 20 (deg.) 1.3 (mm) 

Conclusion

In this paper, the Barrier Type SRM is proposed in order to improve the torque performances. Also, taking 
advantages of barrier shape, the optimization technique based on the statistical fitting method has been 
developed. Moreover, Moving Least Square method is introduced to enhance the accuracy of the predictive 
performance according to varieties of design parameters. The comparison with the prototype SRM has been 
performed and the result of the comparison indicates that the torque performance of the Barrier type SRM is 
superior to that of the prototype SRM.  
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Abstract – This paper presents the solutions of human-machine communication in scientific visualization, 
especially in the electromagnetic fields visualization. The methods described concern three issues: the 
navigation in three-dimensional result space connected with the position manipulation of the results set’s 
graphical representation, the user communication with the application using the special menu system and 
the value obtaining directly from the graphical representation. The method described in this paper was 
implemented by authors in own interactive and 3D stereo visualization system for electromagnetic fields 
having the virtual reality features.  

Introduction

The User–Application Interface

The interaction between a user and the computer systems is a problem which accompanies 
constantly the computer science development. With a progress in domain of the computer peripheral 
devices, grow both  the possibilities but also the requirements for user–application communication 
systems. The interaction plays particular role in the systems of graphical data analyses.  The basic aim 
of interaction is the simplification of passing the visualization’s parameters. The earlier solutions such 
as modifiable  text files or scripts controlling the data analyze process, created by the user in a script 
language dedicated for given system or in one of the popular programming languages, have typical 
features of batch processing. The necessity to set up many parameters in a text configuration file or to 
create the script controlling visualization process before each results generation process, was not 
conducting to efficacy nor comfort of the analyze. The significant step ahead was the command line 
introduction. It allows controlling the data analyze or visualizations interactively. Similar to batch 
scripts the user should know the command syntax. But it can significantly increase the work 
efficiency. Additionally the functionality of that solution could be increase with the defining 
possibility of own commands and functions. It allowed to personalize the user work environment.  
 Currently the hierarchical menu systems are the standard. They give the access to 
indispensable options and graphical dialog windows allowing the parameters input or the requested 
information (such as cipher results) output. Such solutions featuring with high degree of data analyze 
environment integrations. They do not require the knowledge of any internal language nor the 
structure of configuration files, creating graphical communication layer above their level. The user can 
focus exclusively of content-related layer of the issue. The graphical environments of data analyze 
having the context menu pose the new quality of  interaction. The idea of a context menu is the 
obtaining access to program’s options or numerical values  concerning nothing but the indicated 
object, the area or the point. Thanks to such a mechanism it is possible to know the values featuring 
the particular point from graphical data representation indicated by the cursor. These values can relate 
to the quantity currently shown but also they can inform about any quantity existing in data set, but not 
illustrated. Unfortunately, the advanced interaction mechanisms are not widely applied in commercial 
data analyze systems. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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 In the analyze systems placed in three-dimensional space where the user observe the scene 
projected on monitor screen the essential problem is the manipulation of data set graphical 
representation in relation to observer position. The advantage of interaction between user and 
application is taken in order to change the direction the observation or the distance from observer to 
data set. The smoothness of these changes depends on the interaction method applied in given system. 
If it is required to enter precisely the coordination of observer position and observation direction in the 
scene coordination system, in order to change the direction of the observation, the user suffer not only 
from harshness but also from discomfort of the work. Applying the intuitive navigation mechanism in 
three-dimensional space presented on computer monitor improves the comfort of work with 
application exempting the user from necessity of using the coordination values or frames of reference. 
Such approach is the base assumption of the virtual reality environment but it is not fully applied in 
the graphical data analyze systems. 
 In this paper the methods and the solutions developed by authors and applied in visualization 
system for the results from electromagnetic calculations are presented. These methods concern either 
the navigation during the observation or the control of application’s by menu system. The main goal of 
developed methods was to create the virtual reality environment for scientific data presentations, 
allowing the intuitive and functional process of observation and data analyze and giving the access to 
indispensable options and functions. 

Interactive navigations in three-dimensional result space

The issue of the data space exploration in authors’ system was realized base on virtual reality idea. It 
had been assumed to use PC mouse as a most popular PC peripheral tool. The main trump of PC 
mouse is a possibility of widely application. Since the graphical application and graphical operating 
systems were appeared, almost all desktop computers or workstations are equipped with this tool. The 
main problem to solve was the organization of the movement in three-dimensional space using the PC 
mouse operating in two dimensions. The idea of the movement is compatible with the standard of 
virtual reality environment. It consist in dividing the computer screen’s plane into a few areas. Each of 
them is related to specific direction or kind of movement. 

Pressing the mouse button in the upper area determined by crossing diagonals causes the 
movement of observer deep into the scene (in the direction perpendicular to screen’s plane). Pressing 
the button when the cursor is in one of the side areas generates, depending on implementation: the 
rotation of the observer around the vertical axe of the scene coordinates system, the rotation of the 
observer around his own axe or the movement in parallel direction to screen’s plane to the left or right.  
This solution gives the possibilities of free and easy observer’s movement through the scene. It is easy 
to find out, however, that the movement can be realize only in one plane XZ of the world coordinates 
system with constant y coordinate value, it is also not possible to change the view direction vertically. 
The possibilities of all space penetration are then significantly limited. Two different solution of this 
problem was proposed in authors’ visualization system. The first consist in the rotation possibility of  
the object representing the data set using the separate navigation mode: “the rotation”. Pressing the 

Picture 1. The conventional screen 
dividing for navigation  

Picture 2. The idea of object’s rotation  
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mouse button in this mode causes the conventional object holding, then the vertical movement 
generates rotation around the x axe, the horizontal – around the y. Thanks this solution, even though 
the observer moving only in the range of one given plane, it is possible to reach any point in the 
examined data set. Additionally the observer’s orientation vector is still directed toward the center of 
the scene. It is an essential advantage in the case of stereoscopy presentation mode, where the center 
of the scene is a point of reference for direction of cameras associated with moving observer. 
Moreover, described solution forces the graphical data representation retaining in the view area the 
whole visualization process. The idea of making rotation is presented on the illustration below.  
The second solution, setting free from operating on the only one plane, is the possibility to making 
rotations around the own operator x axe.  This cause the change of the y component of observer’s 
direction vector. In order to organize additional movement possibilities using a mouse as a 
manipulator, two additional areas on the top and bottom were separated. The new conventional screen 
divide is presented on illustration below. 

Pressing the mouse button at one of the extreme areas cause the camera’s rotation around its own x 
axe. This is the way to change vertical component of camera’s orientation vector. The camera 
represents the observer, so in effect the user have impression looking up or down. For the camera’s 
orientation changes are kept after rotation, so the movement forward causes the changes not only in 
the range of x and z coordinates but y coordinate as well. 
 During the free exploration through  the space fulfils with graphical data representation, taking 
to consideration the scientist’s or engineer’s goals of visualization, getting the information about 
current observer position in scene coordination system is necessary. This information in the three 
component vector form and other numerical values indispensable in visualization process can be 
presented in additional window displayed dynamically during application process. This information 
window is placed in the bottom left-handed corner so as not to blind visualized data. It can be easily 
hidden by the simple mouse click over. 

Visualization control process

The menu construction

 In graphical data analyze process the possibility of the visualization course control is 
profitable or even necessary. The user should be able to for instance change the current data 
visualization method, set the observer position to the one of predefined points or run the special 
application function. This problem was called the control of the visualization’s parameters. The 
control’s organization has the particular importance in the data analyze system based on virtual reality 
environment. In this case the most important is the possibly effective showing of the graphical data 
representation, which can be viewed from all directions using free navigation in data space. All 
remaining application control functions should be realized in intuitive and simplified manner so that 
not to interfere with observation nor cause the loss of the data view. In the application adopted to the 

Picture 3. The additional solution 
for vertical movement
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stereo observation the necessity of work in a full screen mode is an additional difficulty. Usually, in 
this kind of applications it is not possible to use standard menu from graphical window systems. 
 The control of visualization parameters proposed in the graphical analyze system developed 
by the authors for electromagnetic fields, was realized using the dynamic, auto-hidden, hierarchical 
menu. During the space exploration the menu is invisible.  Placing the cursor near the screen’s top 
edge cause the displaying of the main horizontal menu bar. On this menu bar the names of functions 
group available in application are displayed. Positioning the cursor over the one of the names cause 
the field highlighting and rolling down the vertical list containing the functions names from chosen 
group. The rolled down list can contain fields starting application’s functions or the names of menu’s 
group of the next level. The menu prototype used in authors’ system and described in this paper 
assumes the groups of first level only.  The following can be added in similar way. The menu function 
is activated by the mouse button pressing when its name is highlighted. Moving the cursor out from 
rolled down menu area causes the menu hiding. 
 Although the idea of the menu implemented in authors’ system poses the standard in modern 
hierarchical menu system, its implementation in the stereoscopy graphical data analyze system is a 
new solution related to current commercial packet. 
 The example of menu implementation was created for Windows operating system using object 
oriented programming language Visual C++. The menu was realized as a set of independent windows. 
Its construction bases on definition of objects of three class: the menu command class 
CDxMenuCommand, the main menu class CDxMenu and the menu of first level CDxSubMenu. The 
objects of the first class are responsible for menu’s content, the objects of two other classes – for 
appropriate displaying, positioning and interaction with a user. 
 The Objects of CDxMenuCommand class represent individual menu’s positions with their 
labels (m_Label), assigned function (m_Command) and with determination of group’s position in 
main menu (m_MenuPos) and in submenu (m_SubMenuPos). The scheme of the class is presented in 
the table 1. 

CDxMenuCommand 
 m_MenuPos 
 m_SubMenuPos 
 m_Label 
 m_Command 
 CDxMenuCommand() 
 ~CDxMenuCommand() 

Table 1. The menu 
command class 

The object of CDxMenu class representing the main menu bar derives the methods and properties of 
CWnd window class from MFC library. Moreover it owns the specific method and properties 
presented in table 2. 

CDxMenu 
 m_MenuNum 
 m_lpMenuText 
 m_PrevMenu 
 m_lpSMenu 
 m_lpSMenuNbPos 
 InitMenu() 
 CDxMenu() 
 ~CDxMenu() 
Table 2. The main menu 
class 
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The object properties include: the information of currently chosen menu group (m_MenuNum), the 
information of previously selected menu group (m_PrevMenu), the pointer to the table containing the 
labels of individual groups (m_lpMenuText), the pointer to the objects table representing first level 
menu (m_lpSMenu) and the table with number of positions in each of submenus (m_lpSMenuNbPos). 
The InitMenu() method fills in the table m_lpMenuText with labels texts, creates instances of all 
submenu objects and sets their properties. 
 The objects of CDxSubMenu make the first level menu functionality and appearance. 

CDxSubMenu 
 m_MenuNum 
 m_lpMenuText 
 m_PrevMenu 
 m_left 
 m_right 
 m_lpParentMenu 
 m_SubNum 
 m_SubID 
 InitSubMenu() 
 CDxSubMenu() 
 ~CDxSubMenu() 

Table 3. The submenu 
class 

The properties m_left, m_right, m_SubNum determine the size and the position of each submenu 
window. The submenu windows are identified by integer value assigned to m_SubID field. 
 At the begin of application the two dimension table MenuTab[][] of CDxMenuCommand 

objects are created, then the functions, exact the pointers to the functions which execute given tasks, 
the labels and the positions in menu structure are assigned to these objects. The position in MenuTab 
table corresponds with position in graphical menu structure. 
While the main visualization window is being created, the object of CDxMenu and CDxSubMenu 
classes are forming. These object thanks to method and properties derived from CWnd class are 
windows in Windows system meaning. They are not visible during visualization process. Only the 
cursor placing near the top edge of visualization area causes the displaying the main menu bar – the 
window of CDxMenu object. Then the cursor movement are traced by the Windows system and the 
system message containing cursor position coordinates is passed to CDxMenu object and handling by 
the event handler OnMouseMove(). In this way, the cursor movement along the menu strip causes the 
displaying the consecutive submenu windows representing by CDxSubMenu object.  In the similar 

Group_1 Group_2 Group_3 Group_4 Group_5
SubMenu_1_1 SubMenu_2_1 SubMenu_3_1 SubMenu_4_1 SubMenu_5_1 
SubMenu_1_2 SubMenu_2_2 SubMenu_3_2 “” (NULL) SubMenu_5_2 
“” (NULL) “” (NULL) “” (NULL) “” (NULL) “” (NULL) 
     

    
MainMenu 
window

SubMenu 
window

     
Table 4. The hierarchical menu construction schema. 
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way the cursor movement and position is tracing and handling by this object. Based on cursor position 
all the menu fields are consecutively highlighted, the mouse button pressing causes function execution 
assigned to one of CDxMenuCommand objects placed in MenuTab table. The indexes in the table are 
determined by fields m_SubID and m_MenuNum of CDxSubMenu object. Placing the cursor out of 
main and submenu window area causes theirs disappearing. 
 Thanks the system menu constructed like that, it is possible to free control of the menu 
window position and to show it in full screen application particularly for  different stereo visualization 
format. Also it is possible to change dynamically of individual fields or even the whole groups of 
menu so that the function set available from the menu could be adequate to visualization’s state and in 
the same time simple and easy to reach. 

Data querying in the analyze process

 The interaction problem includes also the methods of data querying  directly from graphical 
data representation during visualization process. The only graphical representation, although it gives 
general view of the phenomenon, is not enough for engineer or scientist requiring the precise values of 
interesting quantity in specific well defined areas. The values are required to be expressed with a high 
precision relating to calculation results precision. The possibility to obtain a value from any point of 
data set in a simply and intuitive way is a necessity. Authors developed appropriate method for 
obtaining values from the points indicated with mouse cursor. These points are indicated on 
isosurfaces using two dimensional cursor. Additionally any point from the space can be chosen using 
special cursor moving easily through entire volume. The values are displayed in a specially prepared 
windows taking to consideration the possibilities of using several different stereo formats. Using the 
spatial cursor, the user can chose a set of points creating for instance the data analyze path. The points 
indicated by cursor can also determine the position of plane which is made to cut data set for colored 
map creation. Presented method allows to combine generality of data graphical model with a precise 
of analyzing result required by engineers and scientist. 

Conclusions

 Developed by authors and presented in this paper methods of interaction between the user and 
the visualization system concern: the navigation in the space, the object manipulations, the user-
application communication and the extracting values directly from graphical data image. They allow 
to project and develop the comfortable visualization system featuring with interactive engineering data 
analyze. The method described in this paper was implemented and tested in developed by authors the 
interactive and stereoscopy visualization system based on virtual reality environment for 
electromagnetic field analyze. 
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Abstract - In this paper we consider different aspects of imaging two-dimensional current density 
distributions from their magnetic field. Such an imaging is important for its application in nondestructive 
testing of thin conducting plates. Maps of magnetic fields of currents injected into the plates can be 
converted through a solution to the inverse problems into images of the currents, and next maps of the 
conductivity distributions can be created throughout the plates. The inverse problem is equivalent to the 
solution of the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, which belongs to the class of ill-posed 
problems. There is a wide variety of inverse algorithms for such kind of problems. In this paper different 
methods are compared. 

Introduction

The inverse problems have been intensively developed in recent years. One of the methods 
used for the nondestructive evaluating is the visualisation of the currents injected in to the conducting 
object, when the magnetic field above it is known. The magnetic field is described by the law of Biot-
Savart: 

0
3 d

4

J r
B

r
 (1) 

which can be rewrite to the discrete form: 
B AJ  (2) 

or
B K J  (3) 

where A  is the discrete equivalent of the integral operator of the equation (1), K  is the discrete 
equivalent of the kernel of the integral equation (1),  is the convolution operator. 

To obtain the image of the current from the magnetic field, which was measured at height h
above the plate it is necessary to use the inversion of the equations (1), (2) or (3). The equation (1) is 
the Fredholm equation of the first kind if the function J(...)  is treated as an unknown quantity, and the 
equations (2), (3) are its discrete equivalents. The discrete forms of the Fredholm equation are often 
used in practice. The solution to equation (2) can be written as: 

1
J A B  (4) 

The equation (4) is ill-posed, that means its solution is unstable, and cannot be solved by the 
standard numerical methods. 

This paper describes two methods of solution of the equation (4): the method of Tikhonov 
regularization and the method of Hosaka-Cohen transformation. The method of Tikhonov 
regularization will be described in two variants: the direct solution of equation (4) and solution by 
means of the Fourier Transform (3). For each method it is described: the algorithm property, cost of 
computation and sensitivity to changes of different parameters of the system. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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The inverse problems

The Tikhonov regularization method [1]

This method relies on minimisation of the functional: 
2 2

F AJ - B J  (5) 

The λ is the regularization parameter and J  is the unknown quantity. The quality of solution depends 
on the regularization parameter. At present there are many methods of choosing λ (for example: the L-
curve method, the general discrepancy method). The functional (5) has a minimum for J satisfying the 
equation: 

( )T T
A A+ I J A B  (6) 

in other words:  
1( )T T

J A A+ I A B  (7) 

For correctly chosen λ, the solution (7) is numerical stable. 

The Tikhonov regularization by means of the Fourier Transform [1,2]

The equation (1) is a convolution-type equation, so use of the Fourier Transform is possible 
for its solution. This method is very fast and powerful, especially for large equation systems. The 
discrete convolution equation has the Fourier transform: 

IFFTn FFTn FFTnK J = K J  (8) 

where FFTn is the n-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform (Fast Fourier Transform), IFFTn is the 
inverse n-dimensional Discrete Fourier Transform. The equation (8) says us that the convolution in the 
time domain is equal to multiplication of frequencies in the frequency domain. 

The equation (7) can be written as: 

FFTn( ) FFTn( )
IFFTn 

FFTn( ) FFTn( )

K B
J

K K
 (9) 

where K is the  complex conjugate.  
The equation (9) describes the Tikhonov regularization by means of the Fourier Transform. 

The real magnetic field above the plate is described by: 

mB K J  (10) 

where K  is the unbounded kernel, mJ  is the current injected into the plate, but we can calculate 

only: 

cB K J  (11) 

where K  is the kernel with local support and cJ  is the wanted current.  

When we solve the inverse problem on the basis of the magnetic field we get form (10) and (11): 

m cK J K J  (12) 

therefore 

m cJ J  (13) 

what marks that we never calculate exactly the current which generates the magnetic field, but only its 
approximate value. 
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The Hosaka-Cohen transformation [2]

A “current-pattern” in the xy-plane can be obtained from z-component of the flux density 
vector by the Hosaka-Cohen transformation 

z zB B
HC i j

y x
, (14) 

where the field is measured a distance h above the currents. It was shown in [2] that the components of 
the current density vector in the conducting plate of thickness d can be calculated as: 

0

2 z
x

Bh
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, (15) 

0
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y

Bh
J

d x
. (16) 

The Hosaka-Cohen transformation is the first-order approximation of the exact inverse solution. The 
approximation is best for small values of h.

Simulations

The test problem

The methods described above were tested by using the structure shown in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. The structure under test 

Figure 1 shows a printed circuit pattern with current 1 A. The printed pattern width is 1 mm, 
the thickness is 0.01 mm. The measuring area is the rectangle shown in Fig. 1 (dashed line). The 
measuring area was divided by the grids described in Table 1. For all grids the magnetic field was 
calculated at heights h: 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 5 mm; 10 mm. The noise was modelled by the 
Gaussian noise with amplitudes: 1 µT, 5 µT, 10 µT, 20 µT. The grids for the Tikhonov regularization 
by means of the Fourier Transform is described in Table 2. The normal grids (Table 1) are central 
parts of Fourier grids (Table 2). 

Tab. 1 - Grid description

Grid no. Mesh size 
[mm] 

Grid size 
[nodes] 

Grid 1 1.0 [26 × 15] 
Grid 2 0.50 [52 × 30] 
Grid 3 0.25 [104 × 60] 
Grid 4 0.125 [208 × 120] 

Tab. 2 - Grid for FFT based regularization

Grid no. Mesh size 
[mm] 

Grid size 
[nodes] 

Grid 1F 1.0 [76 × 43] 
Grid 2F 0.50 [154 × 88] 
Grid 3F 0.25 [310 × 178] 
Grid 4F 0.125 [622 × 358] 

1 27

4

19

mm

mm
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Results

The Tikhonov regularization method 

Simulations: The simulations have been done for the first two grids. For the Grid 1 the size of 
matrix A  is [390×390], memory consumption is 1.16 Mb, calculation time of inverse 
problem is about 2 seconds. For Grid 2 the size of matrix A  is [1560×1560], memory 
consumption is 18 Mb, calculation time of inverse problem is about 40 seconds. The 
size of matrix A  is a second power of geometrical size of analysed region. 

Sensitivity: If the scanning height h is small in comparison to the size of analysed region, the 
solution of the inverse problem is numerical stable. Above this height the 
regularization is necessary for solving the inverse problem. For any plate it is possible 
to find the height below it the regularization is not necessary and the numerical 
solution is stable. In this case the solution with or without regularization is identical 
and the error of the solution is minimal. Above this height it is necessary to use the 
regularization for correct solution of the inverse problem. For each height h it is 
possible to find the regularization parameter λ that the error of solution is minimal. 
When the height and the noise level grow up the error of the solution grows as well. 

Conclusions: The Tikhonov regularization method is perfect to solve small problems. It is reference 
method for other ones. For big problems the method is too slow and uses too many 
computer resources (Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). 

The Tikhonov regularization by means of the Fourier Transform 

Simulations: The simulations have been done for all grids. The time of calculation are: Grid 1 - less
than 1 second, Grid 2 - less than 1 second, Grid 3 - ≈1.5 second, Grid 4 - ≈14 seconds. 
This algorithm uses significantly less memory than the previous method. 

Sensitivity: The conclusions are as in the previous case, but it introduces additional error to the 
solution. 

Conclusions: This method is faster than normal Tikhonov regularization and uses less memory. 
Nowadays there are known very speed and powerful algorithms for the Fourier 
Transform. This method is perfect for big problems if we can accept the introduced 
error (Figs. 4, 12). 

The method of Hosaka-Cohen transform 

Simulations: The simulations have been done for all grids. The time of calculation is a linear 
function of data size and the memory requirement is very small. 

Sensitivity: This method is height-dependent. The quality of the solution dramatically falls down 
with the height. This method is relatively resistant to noise in the input signal. For the 
test problems, if the height h is smaller than 1 mm then we can interpret the solution. 

Conclusions: This is the fastest method, but it has a big disadvantage: it works correctly if the height 
h is very small (Figs. 5, 13). 

Conclusions

We can classify described methods on many criteria: speed, accuracy and sensitivity. For 
example, if the criterion is the speed of algorithm, the sequence is: 1) the Hosaka-Cohen method, 2) 
the Tikhonov regularization by means of the Fourier Transform, 3) the Tikhonov regularization. If the 
criterion is the insensitivity on the height at which the magnetic field is measured, the sequence is 
reverse. It should be stressed that all the conclusions have no general use, as they depend strongly on 
the nature of the problem. In each particular case it is necessary to perform the calculations according 
to the individual requirements.  
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Fig. 2. Forward problem Fig. 3. Inverse problem without regularization and 
noise, h=1 mm  

Fig. 4. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization  
+ FFT, without noise, h=1 mm 

Fig. 5. Inverse problem with Hosaka-Cohen 
transformation, without noise, h=1 mm 

Fig. 6. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization, 
without noise, h=1 mm 

Fig. 7. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization, 
noise 1µT, h=1 mm 
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Fig. 8. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization, 
noise 5 µT, h=1 mm

Fig. 9. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization, 
noise 10 µT, h=1 mm 

Fig. 10. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization, 
noise 20 µT, h=1 mm

Fig. 11. Inverse problem without regularization, 
noise 20 µT, h=1 mm

Fig. 12. Inverse problem with Tikhonov regularization 
+ FFT, noise 20 µT, h=1 mm 

Fig. 13. Inverse problem with Hosaka-Cohen 
transformation, noise 20 µT, h=1 mm 
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Abstract  - The method presented in this paper is based on the incomplete coupling of circuit and field 
models for the simulation of electromagnetic fields in a transformer, which provides power to the 
converter system during different modes of operation and failures. With this method the coefficient 
matrix remains symmetric and banded and circuit and field equations are solved simultaneously. The 
presented model allows the analysis of the currents, voltages and the flux density distribution in several 
converter sets. Two examples are presented here. The first analysed model was a converter transformer 
applied for railways. The second example concerns a specially prepared three-limb, two-winding model 
transformer supplying a three phase 6D bridge. 

Introduction

The model presented here is the result of the authors’ ongoing research activities on the subject since 
many years. The aim was the creation of a universal mathematical model for simulation of 
phenomena, which could arise during the performance of the converter set supplied with a three-phase 
transformer, both during proper operation and failures. There are two different approaches to the 
coupling of finite element models with circuit equations. The equations of the finite element model 
and the circuit model may be handled as a single system of equations, or alternatively, the finite 
element part may be handled as a separate system, which communicates with the circuit model by the 
aid of coupling coefficients. The first approach is called direct coupling, the second one indirect 
coupling [1]-[3]. An important reason for the popularity of the direct coupling is the fact that one 
obtains quite effective convergence of computation by applying multidimensional Newton-Raphson 
iteration on the combined field-circuit equations. Usually the number of the node points in the finite 
element mesh is so large that a sparse matrix solution technique has to be used when handling the 
Jacobian matrix of the Newton-Raphson algorithm for the combined field/circuit equations [2]. A 
drawback of the direct coupling is the fact that we have to formulate the circuit equations in such a 
way that the sparse matrix solution technique still works when the circuit models are added in parallel 
with the finite element model. This, of course, limits our freedom with the circuit modelling. By using 
the indirect coupling, we do not have to destroy desirable properties like symmetry and positive 
definiteness of the large coefficient matrix of the combined finite element/circuit equations. The 
method is based on incomplete coupling of circuit and field models, making it possible to maintain 
matrix features convenient for programming. The finite element model was treated as a multi-input, 
nonlinear macro element connected to the electric circuit. The circuit may contain resistors, inductors, 
mutual inductances, capacitors, voltage sources, diodes, controllable power electronic components 
such as thyristors, and other components. This facilitates the simulation of different faults such as a 
short circuit or the disconnection of a diode in the converter system.  

Basic equations of the electric circuit and 2D electromagnetic field of the transformer

At low frequencies, with displacement currents neglected, the governing equation for transient, eddy 
current problems can be expressed in terms of the magnetic vector potential A.  The electromagnetic 
field was assumed to be flat-parallel, with two flux density components in the x- and y-directions, one 
component of current density J in the z-direction, as well as one component of the vector potential A 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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in the z-direction. Hysteresis was not taken into consideration in the field model. The materials in the 
domain of computation may be inhomogeneous and anisotropic. The magnetic vector potential A 
satisfies the equation 

t
AVAB xyxy ,  (1) 

where v is the reluctivity of the material, which depends on the magnitude of the flux density and 
angle of anisotropy, γ  is the electrical conductivity, V  is the gradient of the electric scalar potential. 
To describe a 2D field we can use a scalar a(x,y) defined as yxAlyxa z ,,  where lz is the equivalent 
depth of the region. By introducing the scalar a(x,y) we obtain: 

yxu
t

yxa
lyxagradlBdiv pkzz ,

,
,, 11  (2) 

where upk(x,y) is in flat-parallel field the voltage between the ends of the single coils, passing by the 
point (x,y). The right-hand side of (4) depends on the type of conductor in the finite element analysis. 
Consider a conductor made of many thin strands, each strand too thin to model in a practical finite 
element grid. Instead we lump them together in one finite element region and assume that their 
contributions to the current density are averaged over the area of the region. The strands are wound in 
n turns connected in series. We assume that the current density is uniform over the cross section of one 
coil. The voltage drop in the winding can be expressed as a function of current 

iSyxagradlBdiv pz
11 ,,  (3) 

where Sp is the cross sectional area of the coil. The voltage of every coil is given by kkpk iRu , where n
is the number of turns. After the finite element discretization of the transformer volume we obtain the 
following global system of differential equations: 

01 Z
lt

G pkiQaaaS T  (4) 

where: [a] is the column matrix of the values of vector a in the current nodes; [ipk] is the column 
matrix of currents in the windings; [S(a)] is the stiffness matrix, which depends on the shape function 
of elements and on the anisotropic magnetic permeability of the material; [Q] is the coupling matrix; 
[G] is the conductivity mat-rix, which depends on the shape function of the conductor elements and 
on the conductivity of the material; [Z] is the matrix representing boundary conditions. The 
contribution of each element and each winding to the coupling matrix is given by 
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e
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where e is the number of the element containing node in, ic is the winding number containing 
element e,  Nin is the function of the shape associated into node and element. The vector of voltages is 
given as: pkpk iRu , where [R] is the diagonal matrix of resistivity of the winding. The time 
dependence is discretized by a time stepping trapezoidal rule. The vector potential, currents and 
voltages are calculated at the time instant k+1 from 

01212 11111 kkpkkkkkpkk
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These equations may be seen as a nonlinear, multiport macro element with the nodal values of the 
vector potential [ak+1] as internal variables of this element. It is connected to the electric circuit by the 
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voltages and currents in the windings. The equation of the electric circuit model is given below in 
order to show the coupling of the circuit with the multiport element representing the finite element 
model. Supply voltages Ua, Ub, Uc feed the primary windings, and the secondary windings are only 
converter-loaded. The formulation of the electrical equations depends on the winding connections. 
Three types of connections are possible: 
 (a) star-connected windings with active neutral Yn; the electrical equations are given by 

dt
diLRi

dt
d

nU kk
k

k     (7) 

dt
d

R
nii

k
rkk

where φk is flux coupled with the winding, R is resistance, L is inductance of the winding,  k = 1,2,3. 
 (b) star-connected windings without neutral terminal Y:

dt
diLRi

dt
d

nVoVu kk
k

kk 321 iii     (8) 

(c) delta-connected windings: 
dt

diM
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The number of equations corresponds to the number of windings, but every delta connection needs an 
additional equation of the following form: 

0
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diLiR
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R(t) is the equivalent resistance in series with the winding. R(t) is a variable containing the time-
dependent switching action of particular elements (faults and disconnection of diodes by the fuses and 
current-dependent nonlinearity like in power electronic components such as diodes and thyristors). 
The power electronics components are modelled with the Ebers-Moll model [4]. The model allows 
simulating barrier state, one directional conductivity state, two-directional conductivity state: 

dd ifu ,where id is the diode current. The function f (id) is defined as follows 

 f(id)=α Rsid+(1-α)/C* ln ((id+Is)/Is)+ id (1-α)Rd (11) 

where α [0,1] is the control parameter defining the state, the coefficient C = 40, Is = 2VT/Rs, VT is the 
threshold voltage of the diode, and Rs is the barrier resistance. The fault (a) and disconnection (b) of 
the diode is based on two basic states: (a)No conducting state – large impedance R = Rs = 1 M ,
α=1; (b)Conducting state in both directions – small impedance R=Rd=1µ , C=100000, α=0. The 
thyristor needs simultaneous fulfilment of two conditions: forward voltage and effect of gate impulse 
delayed with an angle  releasing the thyristor blockade in the forward direction. The impulse, that

means releasing condition, in the three phase bridge has to be either long (>
3

) or short, but repeated 

after 
3

. This condition can be easily realized in the program cancelling the blockade of the thyristor 

in proper instance according to the angle  either for long time (e.g. 
2

) or for a short time (e.g. 
36

)

but repeated after 
3

. The operation of a fuse can be represented in an approximate manner. Beginning 

the initial instant of S.C. the value of i2dt is computed and reaching the critical value for considered 
fuse introduces an additional resistance rising with given nonlinear steepness to Rd. The information 
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about the damage of any diode or change in receiver branch providing the transient can be introduced 
in discrete form in an arbitrary instant of the operation. All these operations are included in the 
parameter Rdj. All currents in the circuit are expressed as combination of the loop currents. The 
construction of the circuit equations is based on Kirchhoff’s voltage law  [B][u]=0, where [u] is the 
column matrix of branch voltages and [B] is the incidence matrix. The elements of the matrix are 1 if 
the branch current has the same direction as the loop current, -1 if opposite, 0 if the branch does not 
belong to the loop. Let Ne represent the number of electric circuit branches, No the number of electric 
circuit independent loops. The j-th branch includes the transformer winding with wj turns, external 
resistance Rj, inductance Lj and external sources ej. The system of circuit equations can be written in
the following form:

jjjjdjjSRj
j

jjj
j

ueiifRiL
dt
diLiR

dt
d

))((  j = 1,2, …, Ne (12) 

where LSRj(Ij) is the nonlinear inductance of smoothing reactor. The magnetic flux coupled with the 
winding is given by: 

wind
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where ws is the total number of discretized elements in the winding area; 
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where zj is the number of turns of the j-th winding, Vkj is the volume and Skj is the cross sectional area 
of the j-th winding. In matrix form the equation (14) is: 

]][[]][[][][]][[]][[][ ekukikiLiLiRu edpbb kpkpsoo Rn
dt
d

dt
d  (15) 

where the matrices [Kd], [Kpp], [Ke] are the incidence matrices. The branch currents are obtained 
from the loop currents  [i] = [B]T[il] , where [il] is the column matrix of loop currents. After 
substituting  we obtain 

0ekBukBikBiBLBiBLBiBRB edp0T0Tb0Tb kpkpsn R
dt
d

dt
d  (16) 

The presented circuit equation is discretized by the trapezoidal rule. The Newton-Raphson iteration 
procedure is applied to the time-discretized circuit equations. The Gauss-Jordan algorithm solves the 
system. The multiport element presented in section 2 is connected with the circuit system by the 
currents in the coils of particular windings. 

Applications

The presented model allows the analysis of the currents, voltages and the flux density distribution in several 
converter sets. Two examples are presented here. The computer used for simulation was an IBM RISC System 
600/250, workstation. The first analysed model was a converter transformer applied for railways. The main 
parameters of the transformer were:  S = 5851 kVA,  = 0.1523 Wb, turn voltage e’= 33.862 V/turn, the primary 
windings were star-connected with 311 turns per phase wound with two parallel conductors as cylindrical 
continuous winding consisting of discs (every second disc reversed), the rated current was 168.9A, the rated 

phase voltage was 3/20 kV. There were two secondary windings: the first one was star-connected with 22 
turns, the rated winding current was 1310A, the second winding was delta-connected with 38 turns. The rated 
winding current of the delta was 756.3A. The secondary line voltages in the star-connected windings were 
1286.76V, in the delta-connected windings 1290.323V. On the DC side no load voltage Udco=3480.3V, rated 
load current Idc=1604.4A. Both secondary windings form a cylinder where the coils of particular windings are 
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interlaced (pancake system). The transformer supplies a 12-pulse double bridge set connected in series. For the 
s.c. test only the smoothing reactor loads the system, R=0 and E=0. This reactor is practically linear up to 120% 
of the rated current (L=0.01H), over this value it begins to saturate and by 400% its dynamic inductance achieves 
only 0.0005H. Such situation appears during S.C. on DC terminals [5]. In Figure 1a the equivalent circuit 
connected with the macro-element is shown. 

 a)     b) 

Fig.1. (a) Equivalent circuit of Yyd connected transformer with macro-element; (b) The equivalent circuit of the 
two-winding transformer 

The macro-element is a finite element model with the quadratic triangle and quadrilateral. The finite 
element mesh contains 5184 quadratic, isoparametric, triangular and rectangular elements and 12909 
nodes. The winding currents connect both the model macro-element and the electrical circuit. 
Application of rated load on the DC side as well as a transient during short circuit on the output 
terminals, including only non linear smoothing reactor are presented in Figure 2. 

 (a) (b) 

 (c) (d) 

Fig.2. The computed load current on the DC side: (b) primary currents, (d) both secondary currents, (a) delta 
currents, (c) star currents, during short circuit through non-linear smoothing reactor in DC output. 

In order to get information about the efficiency of the proposed method in case of different types of 
windings, a star-connected cylindrical primary winding and a star/delta-connected pancake secondary 
winding were tested. This example enabled us to test the influences of non linearity of the smoothing 
reactor on the dc current. The computed values of current agree in the limits of 8% with the measured 
ones. The second example concerns a specially prepared three-limb, two-winding model transformer 
supplying a three phase 6D bridge (Fig 1b). It has the following rated primary parameters: S = 23.65 
kVA; Uline = 167,4V; I = 81,65A; winding connections Yy0 (primary winding 62 turns, secondary 
winding 64 turns); short circuit data: zsc = 7,63%, xsc = 6,5%, rsc = 4%; Bm = 1,4T; on the DC side: Udco

= 226 V, Id = 100A. For this set a series of tests has been done concerning different conditions of 
operation and different kinds of failures. In the computer simulation the anisotropy, the overlapping 
and equivalent air gaps were all taken into account. The macro-element is a finite element model with
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the quadratic triangle and quadrilateral. The transformer space is divided into 3458 triangular elements 
and 7065. The computation of the circuit with the above given parameters was done for the case of a 
break through of one diode disconnected by the fuse during rated load. The system was maintained in 
work with one valve shut off. The voltage on the D.C. output decreases under such conditions to 83 % 
of rated voltage. Short circuiting the diode for five periods (meaning 0.1s) is long enough to obtain full 
saturation of the core with D.C. (Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3. The  secondary currents and the flux in limb B after disconnecting the valve. 

After disconnecting the valve, the primary current in the phase B diminishes and is at first 
unidirectional. With passing time the primary D.C. component diminishes exponentially to zero, the 
current rises and begins to be alternating, considerably deformed. The saturation of the core due to the 
D.C. component of the secondary current caused a strong noise during the test not only because of 
magnetostriction, but first of all due electromagnetic vibrations amplified with high D.C. 
submagnetization of the core (effect of diaphragm). The simulation of such an operation for different 
load conditions was accomplished. The results of the simulation have been validated by experiment. 
Figure 4 shows the results of calculated and measured currents on the primary side. 

 (a) (b) 
Fig.4. (a) Primary currents calculated by applying the presented method. (b) Measured primary currents. 

The above-presented computations are only a few selected examples from the wide possibilities 
covered by the described mathematical model. The presented 2D model is interesting in case of 
computation concerning the distribution of magnetic field in transformer cores, proper selection of 
interlacing mode and core design as well as methods of calculation for the iron losses.  This work was 
made within the framework of a French-Mexican collaboration. 
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Abstract – The magnetic field created by permanents magnets can be effectively analysed by the use of the 
indirect boundary-integral model. The fictitious magnetic densities upon both pole surfaces are imagined. 
They are considered us unique sources of the conservative magnetic field. The approach leads to the 
advanced analytical expressions for usual magnetic quantities, by means of which various technical 
objects containing the permanent magnets can be analysed. In the case of disc- or ring magnets, special 
solutions are obtained, when Lipschitz-Hankel integrals are employed to express the magnetic scalar 
potential. Special considerations are devoted to the magnetic energy created by permanent magnets. The 
original test software has been performed and the test results of the magnetic energy computation are 
presented

Introduction

The subject of problems, which are presented in the paper, belongs, generally, to the magneto-statics, 
or, more precisely, to the magnetic fields created by permanent magnets. In particular, the magnetic 
energy is examined. We deal with such quantity that is not directly measurable, and because of that, 
probably, the quantity magnetic energy is not largely exploited in engineering design. The aim of the 
paper is to show that it is possibly to perform the reliable considerations and calculations devoted to 
determining the magnetic energy in engineering structures, going thoroughly into the matter.  

We consider the yoke-less permanent magnet of a cylindrical or ring shape (radii Re , Ri , length lm)
that is flat (lm < 2Rm) and sufficiently small to suppose be uniformly magnetized in axial direction. It 
means that the magnetic polarization J(r, ,z) = const is steadily distributed in the whole magnet body. 
A value of J is not given a priori, but it shall be determined basing on the magnet size and its 
magnetic curve – see [4]. It is not to conclude from the above that the magnet quantities B and H

would be constant inside the magnet piece, indeed, as it is generally supposed when the magnet forms 
a part of a magnetic circuit.  

Two equivalent boundary models of a permanent magnet may be used in such form that was defined 
by the author. The reader may find the author’s treatment of such problems in [1-2], [4-5], [9]. We 
use, here, the first boundary model with analogy between magneto- and electrostatic approach based 
on a fictitious polar quantity attributed to the magnet polar surfaces, that we call surface monopole 
density of the magnetic charge, symbol σ. When the magnet piece is homo-geneously magnetized 
lengthwise the z-axis of the magnet piece, it is supposed that σ = ± J on the N-or S-surface, 
respectively.  

Magnetic scalar potential

 The magnetic scalar potential created by the both ±σ  distributed upon N- and S-pole surface can 
be analytically expressed [4] by means of the following integral of Lipschitz-Hankel type 

m e 1 e i 1 i
0 0

( , ) J ( ) J ( )
2

r z R R u R R u 1
0J ( ) e e dz l u z l uru u u                      (1)

where r, z – cylindrical coordinates, J1, J0 – Bessel functions, l = lm/2, u – internal variable. For Ri = 0, 
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the formula covers the case of a disc magnet, as well. The Lipschitz-Hankel integral is a very effective 
tool to analyze cylindrical permanent magnets being set in free space. To obtain magnetic quantities 
within the magnet body as well as in neighboring region a relevant differentiation on the integrand 
with respect to r and z should be easy performed. A space distribution of the magnetic quantities can 
be easy computed by means of elliptic integrals, to which integrals (1) and the similar ones are 
reducible. 

Magnetic energy

The polar densities ±σ uniformly distributed on the polar surfaces are considered as unique sources 
of the magnetic energy in R(3), thus, it can be evaluated by integration of the magnetic scalar potential 
upon the both N and S polar surfaces. The magnetic energy Wm created by the inherent magnetization 
of the magnet alone and stored within the whole space should be determined as the sum of four terms: 

m N S SN NSW W W W W                                                           (2) 

where: WN – self energy of the N-pole surface, WS – self energy of the S-pole surface, WN S – mutual 
energy created by σS = +σ  acting on the N-pole surface, WSN – mutual energy created by σN = –
σ  acting on the S-pole surface. To summarize, we have readily N SW W  and similarly SN NSW W ,

hence: m N SN2( )W W W .

 To obtain WN , let us firstly express dWN related to the small ring of radius Re < r < Ri and of width 
dr on N-pole surface, to read: 

1
N m N2d ( , ) 2 dW r l r r                                         (3) 

where ψm(r,l) represents a contribution to the magnetic scalar potential created in any point on the N-
pole surface by σN, only. Therefore, that part of the magnetic energy can be expressed in the form of 
integral of Lipschitz-Hankel type to read:  

e2
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It is, generally, 2 2 2
N S , hence, after integration with respect to r we have: 
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Similar procedure yields the mutual member WSN:
2

2 2
SN e 1 e
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J
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W R R u m2 2 2
i 1 iJ e dl uR R u u u                      (6) 

In conclusion, the total magnetic energy can be expressed as follows: 

2
2 2

m e 1 e
0 0

JW R R u m2 2 2
i 1 iJ 1 e dl uR R u u u                              (7)

The above integral of Lipschitz-Hankel type (with u power minus two) does not have its elliptical 
equivalence, hence, to compute the magnetic energy a special approach should be dealt with. In order 
to obtain the usable algorithm allowing an effective integration, the following approximation 

m
m1 e l u l u was suggested by Craik [3]; it leads to Wm

(+) = Vm J 2 / 2µ 0 where 2 2
m e iV R R

represents a magnet volume and J – the magnetic polarization with supposition that it is 
homogeneously distributed within the magnet body. The above result does not reflect the fact that the 
magnet is submitted to its inherent demagnetization effect. For that reason, we could interpret the 
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above as an upper band of the expected magnetic energy value, rather, then its true value. A trial to 

improve the formula by taking into account the next terms of the series m
21

m m2
1 e l u l u l u

characterized by permuted sings, indeed, seems to be disappointed because it results in the successive 
members, the values of which tent to infinity.  

Use of a hypergeometric series

We would like to show that a direct use the hypergeometric series 2F1(α, β, γ, ζ ) leads really to an 
effective benefit in computation of such Lipschitz-Hankel integrals as they occur in (7). The 
hypergeometric series is generally defined as a series of an infinite number of terms: 

2
2 1

1 1
F 1 ...

1! 2! 1
                                              (8) 

For α or β  being negative integers, the series breaks off. We can employ that fact to compute the 
integers of Lipschitz-Hankel type within the Bessel functions of kind 0 or 1 and with any negative 
power of the internal variable u. Let us firstly consider that term of integral (7) that is deprived of an 
exponential term. Generally, we have  

1
0

J J dm nI Ru Ru u u                                                      (9) 

where m, n, δ  are positive integers fulfilling, for positive R, the following inequality: m+n+1>δ. In the 
case when R is common within the arguments of both Bessel functions the relevant hypergeometric 
series has an implicit value. Thus, the integral I1 can be expressed, see [8] 4.415.2, by means of the 
error functions of a half integer argument Γ(p/2) and of a factorial, to be equal to: 
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where p1=m+n–δ+1; p2=–m+n+δ+1; p3=m+n+δ+1; p4=m–n+δ+1. In relation to formula (10) we have 
for related integrals, e.g. for that depending on Re, the following value: 
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that is g exactly equal to e4 3R .
Let us pass now to the second term of integral of (7). It means we consider now the term containing 

the exponent multiplier of the argument – lm u. We would like to refer to the general formula, given by 
Bateman [7], modified here suitably to a particular Bessel functions of a real kind. For the following 
Lipschitz-Hankel integral: 

m 2
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0

J J e dl u
m nI R u R u u u                                               (12)

In particular, we have: 
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The constants occurring in the above expression contain same number of factorials, in particular: 
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The specialised software has been developed by the author in order to compute I2. The tests 
performed with the use of that test software showed that a satisfactory convergence of (Ek 2F1) can be 
easy reached, at least for R  lm.
 To summarise the above, we can establish that the following expression for the magnetic energy, 
defined by (2), of a ring-shape permanent magnet holds: 

2
2 2

m e 1e 2e i 1i 2 i
0

W R I I R I I                                         (14) 

The integrals I1e and I1i are given by (11). The integrals I2e and I2i should be computed on the basis of 
(13). In the case of disc magnets, one put Ri = 0 and the same procedure holds.  

The magnetic energy Wm given by (14) allows such interpretation that it is stored within the whole 
space, a magnet piece included. A separation of the energy on two parts, one stored within the magnet 
piece and other outside of it, seems to be very difficult. It is because of fact that the distribution of the 
magnetic quantities created by a yoke-less magnet is analytically expressed by elliptic functions not 
allowing an explicit integration.  

Examples

Consider the modern rare-earth Schramberg’s disc magnet Neodymium Iron Boron 240/95 w. It is 
characterised by the following average material data related to the temperature +20oC:  
• energy product (BH)max  = 265 kJ/m3,
• remanence Br = 1,200 T,  
• coercivity HcB = 890 kA/m,  
• magnetic susceptibility  = 0,072.
We choose the size 11-6004001:  
• diameter 2R = 10 mm,  
• length lm = 10 mm,  
• volume Vm = 785,4 mm3.

Magnet in free space

The magnetic state of the above magnet was recognized by the use of the author’s test-software1 The 
program determines values of the magnetic quantities when the magnet is set in free space and is not 
influenced by external fields. In the software, a homogeneous distribution of the magnetic polarization 
is assumed. Its value is determined on the basis of the algorithms published in [4]. For the magnetic 
state of the considered magnet being set in free space, we obtained:  
• magnetic polarization J = 1,180 T,  
• average value of the magnetic flux density on the central cross-section B = 0,906 T,  
• average value of the magnetic field strength (corresponding to the above value of the magnetic 

flux density) H = – 221 kA/m. 
 The upper band of the magnetic energy is Wm

+ = 435 mJ. The volume magnetic energy equal to 
Wm

+/V = 554 kJ/m3 corresponds directly to that value. We can doubt on practical importance of the 
upper band mW . Nevertheless, the formula is widely quoted by many authors. 

Let us make rather use on expression (14). We put Re = 0,005 m, Ri = 0 and σ  = J = 1,18 T. We 
obtain: 
• 3

1e 2,122 10 mI , by formula (11), 

• 3
1e 0,564 10 mI , by the author’s test software2.

1 Test software packet FLAT_CYLMAG2, developeded in 2001, not published. 
2 Specialized computer program HYPER_GEOM recently developed, not published. 
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Formula (14) gives the magnetic energy: m 136 mJ,W  and a quotient of the magnetic energy by the 

magnet volume: 3
m m 172 kJ/m ,W V  that we can hardly interpret it as a volume energy density. 

Magnet within the magnetic circuit

Let us examine yet the same magnet placed within a super-permeable magnetic circuit with an air 
gap. We choose its size being equal to hδ = 0,0046 m. That value of hδ is chosen in such a way that the 
total magnetic energy be quite the same as in the previously examined case, i.e. when the magnet was 
deprived of a magnetic circuit. For the considered example, the magnetic quantities can be simply 
calculated. We obtain the following values of them:  
• magnetic polarization J = 1,173 T,  
• average value of the magnetic flux density on the central cross-section B = 0,804 T,  
• magnetic field strength inside the magnet piece H = – 294,2 kA/m,  
• magnetic field strength in the air gap Hδ = 639,6 kA/m. 

The calculation of the magnetic energies gives the following values:  
• the magnetic energy stored in the air gap Wmδ  = 92,8 mJ,  
• magnetic energy within the magnet piece Wmm  = 45,8 mJ,  
• total magnetic energy Wm =138,6 mJ. 

Ring magnets in free space

Let us present yet on figures 1 and 2 the calculation results pertaining to ring magnet pieces 
imaginably reconstructed from the disc magnet considered in previous sub-sections. Keeping the 
external radius unchanged, we assume four various internal radii equal consecutively from one to four 
resulting in the relevant ring breadths. The previously mentioned author’s test software is used.  

Fig. 1. Disc magnet & four ring magnets: magnetic flux Fig. 2. Disc magnet & four ring magnets: magne- 
  [µWb] throughout: an external space, cross-section    tic energy [mJ], magnetic energy by the volume 

and hollow tube.         [kJ/m3], Re = 5 mm, Ri given [mm]. 

Conclusions

Generally, the boundary integral model seems to be a good tool for numerical examination of the 
magnetic field created by yoke-less permanent magnets when set in free space. When disc or ring 
magnets are under consideration the static magnetic field can be handled by means of the Lipschitz-
Hankel integrals. They offer facilities in performing various differential and integral operations. Due 
to the main feature of those integrals to have equivalence forms to some algebraic expressions 
containing the complete elliptic integrals (of the first, second and of third kind) effective computer 
programs can be performed. In order to compute the magnetic energy stored by those magnets the 
approach using the elliptic integrals is inappropriate. It is shown in the paper that the magnetic energy 
may be calculated by means of direct computation of the hypergeometric series.  
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The specialized computer software was performed. It can be applied to compute as well the 
magnetic field quantities as the magnetic energy of the yoke-less permanent magnet structures 
characterized by axial symmetry. It is worth to point, that the algorithms used in the programs are in 
fact in their most part analytical ones and then accurate (in frame of the supposed idea). They offer, 
too, a good tool to improve other professional and universal programs covering (among other things) 
the calculations of the magnetic fields created by permanent magnet structures. 
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Abstract − The paper describes the application of the general load line method to a magnetic circuit 
problem with series and parallel branches of uniform cross sections consisting of the same homogeneous 
ferromagnetic core material, and presents a comparison with finite element analysis results. 

Introduction

The operating point of the homogeneous core of a series magnetic circuit with uniform cross section and an air 
gap with negligible fringing can be found by a graphical method called the load line method (LLM) [1] provided 
that the B-H magnetization curve of the core material is known. Unfortunately, the operating point of a series 
magnetic circuit with an inhomogeneous and/or non-uniform core material cannot be calculated by the LLM 
because each region has its own B-H magnetization curve and/or B is multi-valued. However, the general load 
line method (GLLM) described in [2] is applicable to magnetic circuits with both inhomogeneous and non-
uniform magnetic cores. Each homogeneous section of the core has its own B-H curve. The solution of this type 
of magnetic circuit problem by the GLLM requires the transformation of B-H curves into core flux versus core 
mmf curves (or φc-ℑc curves). The GLLM can be applied to both series and parallel magnetic circuits with non-
uniform, inhomogeneous magnetic cores. 

In this paper, the application of the GLLM to a magnetic circuit problem with series and parallel branches is 
described. For simplicity, the branches have uniform cross sections and consist of the same homogeneous 
ferromagnetic core material. The equivalent φc-ℑc curve for the core as a whole can be found by graphically 
summing all the mmfi-s, where the subscript i refers to the i-th core section of mean length i [2]. The operating 
point of the core is given by the intersection of the non-linear equivalent φc-ℑc  curve and the load line expressed 
as [2] 

g

g0
c

g

g0
c

NIAA
      or      

g
c

g
c

NI1

 (1)

Here φc is the core magnetic flux, ℑc is the core mmf, Ag is the air gap effective cross-sectional area, g is the air 
gap mean length, NI is the total mmf, µ0 is free space permeability, and ℜg is the air gap reluctance. For the 
solution of these problems the equivalent φc-ℑc curve is obtained by graphically summing the mmf ’s for series 
elements and the fluxes for parallel elements. 

Magnetic Circuit Problem

Fig.1 shows the geometry of a series-parallel magnetic circuit of uniform cross-section with an air gap, which is 
used for the GLLM and finite element method (FEM) examples. The magnetic core has a winding of 600 turns 
in which a current of 10A is applied. The magnetic core consists of two parallel branches in series with the 
center element of the core and the air gap. In Fig.1, φc represents the total magnetic flux of the core, φc2 and φc3

the magnetic fluxes in the parallel elements 1 and 2, N the number of turns, I the total current and Ac the cross-
sectional area of the magnetic core. Fig.2 shows a plot of the B-H data for the core material. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the series-parallel magnetic circuit. Dimensions are given in millimeters. 
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Fig. 2. Matlab® plot of the B-H data for the core material. 

GLLM Solution

To find the operating point of the magnetic circuit shown in Fig.1, the B-H magnetization curve of Fig.2 is 
transformed into an equivalent φc-ℑc curve by making use of the following relations [2]: 

cicici A  (2) 

cicici

 (3) 

where the subscript i refers to the i-th section of the core of length ci and cross-sectional area Aci. Table I 
summarizes the known quantities. 
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Table I. Given data for the magnetic circuit of Fig.1. 
Quantity Notation Value 

Number of winding turns N 600 turns 

Excitation current I 10 A 

Length of series element c1 0.495 m 

Length of parallel branch 1 c2 1.7 m 

Length of parallel branch 2 c3 1.1 m  

Air gap length g 0.005 m 

Core cross-sectional area Ac1 = Ac2 = Ac3 = Ac  0.001 m2

The series and parallel elements have their own φc-ℑc curves. Equations (2) and (3) yield the equivalent flux-
mmf values of these elements as given in Table II. Columns 2 and 3 of Table II show the 19 measured values of 
the B-H magnetization curve of the core. The corresponding magnetic flux values, φc1, which are the same for all 
the elements because the cross-sectional areas are equal, are shown in column 4. Column 5 shows the values of 
the mmf of the series element, ℑc1, of length c1 = 0.495m. Column 6 shows the values of the mmf, ℑc2, of 
parallel branch 1 of length c2 = 1.7m. Parallel branch 2, with a length given by c3 = 1.1m, has mmf values, ℑc3,
given in column 7.

Table II. Magnetization curve data 
Column 2 3 4 5 6 7 

B H φc1 = Β Αc1 ℑc1 = Η c1 ℑc2 = Η c2 ℑc3 = Η c3 
Row [T] [A-t/m] [µWb] [A-t] [A-t] [A-t] 

1 0.00 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 
2 0.10 125 100 61.9 212.5 137.5 
3 0.20 250 200 123.8 425.0 275.0 
4 0.33 375 330 185.6 637.5 412.5 
5 0.48 500 480 247.5 850.0 550.0 
6 0.74 625 740 309.4 1062.5 687.5 
7 0.90 750 900 371.3 1275.0 825.0 
8 1.02 875 1020 433.1 1487.5 962.5 
9 1.11 1000 1110 495.0 1700.0 1100.0 

10 1.16 1125 1160 556.9 1912.5 1237.5 
11 1.20 1250 1200 618.8 2125.0 1375.0 
12 1.25 1375 1250 680.6 2337.5 1512.5 
13 1.30 1500 1300 742.5 2550.0 1650.0 
14 1.33 1625 1330 804.4 2762.5 1787.5 
15 1.38 1750 1380 866.3 2975.0 1925.0 
16 1.41 1875 1410 928.1 3187.5 2062.5 
17 1.44 2000 1440 990.0 3400.0 2200.0 
18 1.50 2125 1500 1051.9 3612.5 2337.5 
19 1.55 2250 1550 1113.8 3825.0 2475.0 

In a parallel circuit, the mmf is the same for each parallel element. The equivalent φc-ℑc curve of the parallel 
elements results from the summation of the magnetic flux of each element for common values of the mmf 
(similar to current summation in a parallel electric circuit). The equivalent φc-ℑc values of the parallel sections of 
the magnetic circuit are given in Table III, where the values of magnetic flux for the common values of the mmf 
were obtained by interpolation. Column 2 shows ℑcp, the common values of the mmf. The values of the 
interpolated magnetic flux, φc2, are shown in column 3 and the interpolated values of φc3 in column 4. The total 
magnetic flux of the parallel section of the core, φcp, is obtained by summing φc2 and φc3 (see column 5). Fig.3 
shows the φc-ℑc curves of the parallel elements and the equivalent φc-ℑc curve of the parallel section of the core 
using the values of columns 2 and 5 of Table III. The equivalent parallel section of the core is in series with the 
section of the core with the winding and air gap. Fig.4 shows the φc-ℑc curves of the equivalent parallel section 
and the section of the core with the winding. The equivalent φc-ℑc curve of the core is obtained by summing the 
mmf-s of the series elements of the core ℑc1+ℑcp for common values of the magnetic flux consisting of values of 
φc1 and φcp. The values of φc and ℑc1+ℑcp represent the equivalent φc-ℑc curve of the core. With φc given in Wb 
and ℑc given in A-t, the load line is obtained from (1) as 

)10800.4()1000.8( 4
c

8
c  for no fringing at the air gap (4a)

)10960.6()1060.11( 4
c

8
c  for 45% fringing at the air gap (4b)

)10392.7()1032.12( 4
c

8
c  for 54% fringing at the air gap (4c)
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Column 10 of Table III shows the ℑc values for no fringing. Fig.5 shows the plot of the equivalent φc-ℑc curve of 
the core and the three load lines. The operating point of the core is obtained from the intersection of the φc-ℑc

curve of the core and a load line. For no fringing, the solution is φc ≅ 1178 µWb and ℑc ≅ 1311 A-t. 

Table III. Combined magnetization curve data and load line. Interpolated values are printed in bold. 
 Parallel section of the core (Fig.3) Series combination of the core (Fig.4) Load line 

Column 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

ℑcp =ℑc2&ℑc3 φc2 φc3  φcp = φc2+φc3 φc = φc1&φcp ℑc1 ℑcp ℑc1+ℑcp ℑc 
[A-t] [µWb] [µWb] [µWb] [µWb] [A-t] [A-t] [A-t] [A-t] 

Row common values    common values         
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6000.000 
2 137.5 64.7 100.0 164.7 100.0 61.9 83.5 145.4 5602.113 
3 212.5 100.0 154.5 254.5 164.7 101.9 137.5 239.4 5344.656 
4 275.0 129.4 200.0 329.4 200.0 123.8 167.0 290.7 5204.225 
5 412.5 194.1 330.0 524.1 254.5 128.9 212.5 341.4 4987.560 
6 425.0 200.0 343.6 543.6 329.4 136.1 275.0 411.1 4689.311 
7 550.0 276.5 480.0 756.5 330.0 136.1 275.1 411.2 4686.972 
8 637.5 330.0 645.5 975.5 480.0 247.5 309.6 557.1 4090.141 
9 687.5 365.3 740.0 1105.3 524.1 258.0 412.5 670.5 3914.601 

10 825.0 462.4 900.0 1362.4 543.6 262.6 425.0 687.6 3836.941 
11 850.0 480.0 921.8 1401.8 740.0 309.4 462.0 771.4 3055.634 
12 962.5 617.6 1020.0 1637.6 756.5 315.7 550.0 865.7 2990.098 
13 1062.5 740.0 1085.5 1825.5 900.0 371.3 575.3 946.5 2419.014 
14 1100.0 768.2 1110.0 1878.2 975.5 410.2 637.5 1047.7 2118.788 
15 1237.5 871.8 1160.0 2031.8 1020.0 433.1 656.3 1089.4 1941.549 
16 1275.0 900.0 1170.9 2070.9 1105.3 491.8 687.5 1179.3 1602.191 
17 1375.0 956.5 1200.0 2156.5 1110.0 495.0 690.0 1185.0 1583.450 
18 1487.5 1020.0 1240.9 2260.9 1160.0 556.9 716.8 1273.6 1384.507 
19 1512.5 1030.6 1250.0 2280.6 1200.0 618.8 738.2 1356.9 1225.352 
20 1650.0 1088.8 1300.0 2388.8 1250.0 680.6 764.9 1445.5 1026.408 
21 1700.0 1110.0 1310.9 2420.9 1300.0 742.5 791.6 1534.1 827.464 
22 1787.5 1130.6 1330.0 2460.6 1330.0 804.4 807.7 1612.1 708.098 
23 1912.5 1160.0 1375.5 2535.5 1362.4 844.4 825.0 1669.4 579.370 
24 1925.0 1162.4 1380.0 2542.4 1380.0 866.3 832.8 1699.0 509.154 
25 2062.5 1188.2 1410.0 2598.2 1401.8 911.3 850.0 1761.3 422.343 
26 2125.0 1200.0 1423.6 2623.6 1410.0 928.1 853.9 1782.0 389.788 
27 2200.0 1217.6 1440.0 2657.6 1440.0 990.0 868.2 1858.2 270.422 
28 2337.5 1250.0 1500.0 2750.0 1500.0 1051.9 896.8 1948.7 31.690 
29 2475.0 1282.4 1550.0 2832.4 1550.0 1113.8 920.7 2034.4 −167.254 

Comparison with FEM Solutions

The FEM, implemented in commercially available computer programs, has been in use for many years [3] and 
offers an alternative way to solve this type of problem. Two commercially available computer packages called 
PC-Opera® and FLUX2D® were used for the finite element (FE) simulation of the magnetic circuit shown in 
Fig.1. Fig.6 shows the magnetic flux distribution in the core obtained with PC-Opera. The corresponding PC-
Opera FE value of φc is 1547 µWb. With FLUX2D the value of φc is 1488 µWb. These values are in sharp 
contrast with the GLLM solution of φc ≅ 1178.4 µWb when there is no fringing. However, with fringing 
corresponding to an air gap effective area of Ag = 1.45Ac the GLLM solution of 1487 µWb matches the 
FLUX2D FE solution. Similarly, with fringing corresponding to an air gap effective area of Ag = 1.54Ac the 
solution of 1543 µWb matches the FLUX2D FE solution. Clearly, fringing cannot be neglected in this example.
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Fig. 3. Equivalent φc-ℑc curve of the parallel section of the core. 
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Fig. 6. Magnetic flux distribution (PC-Opera® FEM solution) clearly showing fringing at the air gap.
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Abstract – In the paper a method for optimizing parameters of HV composite insulators is presented. The 
optimal values of design parameters are determined by multivariable optimization procedure using theory 
of experimental designs. For repetitive calculation of the electric field strength the finite element method is 
used with domain decomposition. This method gives fast working software with accurate results to 
examine a very complex geometry without extra high computational effort.  

Introduction

Composite insulators are being increasingly used to replace porcelain and glass insulators because of 
their advantageous features [1]. Main components of them are the fiberglass rod, the sheath and the 
weather sheds on the rod and the metal end fittings (Fig. 1). The sheath and sheds are made of 
polymeric materials (silicon rubber, ethylene propylene copolymer etc.). Controlling of the electric 
field strength around polymeric HV insulators is very important. Mainly because of, that, polymers are 
more sensitive to degradation initiated by surface discharges. 

FRP rod

End fitting

Grading rings

Weather sheds

End fitting Sheath

High voltage end Low voltage end 

z

R

D

Fig.1. Main parts of HV composite insulators 

Pollution and wetting related to hydrophobic surfaces may lead to the formation of small polluted 
water droplets which can initiate discharges due to field enhancement if the background field is high 
enough [2]. Possible other negative consequences of high level of electric field are additional losses, 
electromagnetic pollution and premature aging of insulation. To decrease the high electric field 
strength, manufacturers provide special grading rings attached near the ends of insulators (grading 
rings). In this paper a method is presented for obtaining the optimal design of and the grading ring at 
the high voltage end of the insulator.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Method of optimization

Objective of the optimization is the minimization of the overall electric field strength along the surface 
of the insulator at the high voltage end. For the electric field analysis the finite element method (FEM) 
is used. However, FEM-analyses for a complex 3-dimensional problem are very time consuming, 
which results very long run-time in case of iterative optimization. To decrease the computation time 
we have developed a fast FEM solver for electric field analysis [3] and instead of iterative 
optimization we used the method of experimental designs [4]. 

A) FEM using domain decomposition

Considering the specific conditions for the application of the insulators (towers, line conductors of 3-
phase system and the ground conductors) a model with very complex geometry is resulted. To 
determine the accurate value of the electric field strength a very fast field solver is needed. For this 
purpose we apply a modified domain decomposition method presented in [3]. This method applies 
iterative solutions on two overlapped sub-domains (global and local domain) of the problem resulted 
in effective decrease of the time of FEM computation. We assume that the model of the structure in 
domain D1∪D12 is the large-scale model of the whole problem (global domain), see Fig. 2. In the 
domain D2∪D12 only the sub-problem is modeled, where the exact field distribution is required (local 
domain). These domains are overlapped along D12 (mortar domain). The finite element meshes 
generally are not adjacent at the boundaries Γ1b and Γ2b.
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Fig.  2. Computational model partitioned into global and local domains. 

 The iterative procedure starts with the solution of the boundary value problem for the entire analyzed 
domain Da=D1∪D12∪D2, using an initial adjacent mesh for the local domain, but the structure is 
simplified significantly inside of it. This step is used to get the initial boundary conditions for Γ1b and 
Γ2b instead of arbitrary chosen values. After the initialization, the boundary value problem is solved 
repeatedly with two different meshes in the sub-domains. This method ensures that embedding the 
full-scale 3D model of the insulators into the real 3D environment of the power transmission lines can 
be analyzed without extreme high demands of computer memory and CPU time also. 

B) Optimization using experimental design theory

Using method of experimental designs instead of repeatedly analyzing the structure and subsequently 
updating the design variables, several structures chosen a priori analyzed. The FEM calculation of a 
chosen structure is termed as “experiment” and the set of appropriate structures to be analyzed as 
“experimental design”. In order to run the experiment, different values, so-called levels, have to be 
chosen for each design variable. The space spanned by the design variables forms the design space, 
and a point of the design space is mapped to result of that experiment. The discretization of the design 
space, by assigning a certain number of levels to each design variable, results in a set of candidate 
points. The number of them is denoted by nc. Analyzing all candidate points in the design space is 
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expensive and inefficient. Therefore the restriction of the experiments to a subset of candidates is 
advisable. The experimental design theory provides optimality criteria and algorithms by means of 
them optimal experimental designs can be generated. In this work we apply the algorithm DETMAX 
developed by Mitchell [5]. On base of experiments the regression equation of the model is created 
(simple polynomial function), which are used as the problem function of the optimization. 

Application

The above outlined method is applied for grading rings of composite insulators on power transmission 
line with 400 kV nominal voltage. The transmission line has doubled three-phase systems with bundle 
of conductors. In case of the FEM analysis with domain decomposition, the solution domain of the 
global problem includes the transmission line tower together with the phase- and ground conductors as 
well as the simplified insulators. The local domain is bounded by a cylindrical surface coaxial to the 
investigated insulator (Fig.3). In the local domain, the investigated insulator was modeled by the exact  

Fig.  3. View of the global model with the power 
line tower. 

Fig. 4. The view of the high voltage end of the 
insulator with grading ring. 

geometry together with the metal end-caps and the shedding. This structure is presented in Fig. 4, 
where the cross-sectional view of the high voltage end of the investigated insulator is shown. 
Design parameters are the mean radius R, the thickness diameter D and the axial disposition z of the 
grading ring (see Fig. 1). The design variables are constrained to the intervals: ][600 mmz ,

][245185 mmR  and ][6036 mmD . Design variable z is varied on four equidistant levels, 
while R and D are varied on three equidistant levels, so we have nc=4x3x3=36 candidate experiments. 
For regression model we apply the function 

dzcrdczrcdcrczcdcrczccE 1098
2

7
2

6
2

54321max ,  (1) 

where 0RRr , with mmR 2150  and 0DDd , with mmD 480  notations are used. The 

model (1) contains 10 unknowns; we apply in three cycles 10, 11 and 15 experiments for model 
building. Finally, with help of function LSQCURVEFIT of the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox, we 
have obtained parameters of the model listed in Table I.  

Table I. Values of the model parameters 
c1 1.0238 c6 -13.2061 
c2 -5.6688 c7 -9.1739 
c3 2.9372 c8 -4.2806 
c4 -8.0279 c9 -42.7284 
c5 75.5481 c10 -38.8339 
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Due to its simple shape, the minimization of the second order model function (1) can be performed 
either graphically or analytically. 

Fig. 5. Views of the model functions 

In Fig. 5 the model function is displayed, where the value of Emax practically monotonously varies with 

variables r and d. Thus the 0max

z

E
 condition serves the optimal values for the disposition of the 

grading ring. As an analytical result of the optimization we have obtained  z=39.75 mm for disposition
with r=-30 mm and d=12mm, and the overall electric field intensity is Emax=0.7221 kV/mm. Graphical 
solution gives practically the same results: z=40 mm with the same r and d values, and the maximum 
of the field intensity is 0.721 kV/mm. This means that the overall field is reduced to approximately 
70% comparing to the original arrangement. Validating this result we have performed a FEM analysis 
of the model using the optimal value of the grading ring that is: z=40 mm, r=-30 mm and d=12mm.
The maximum of the overall electric field intensity by this analysis is 0.7041 kV/mm, that is the 
relative difference is 2.5%, so the presented procedure of optimization gives very good results. 
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Abstract – This paper describes the field and circuit modelling of 2D/3D structure of surface 
micromachined  (MEMS) accelerometers. This comb structure has been able to move only 
within the plane (two-axes movement). The main goal of investigation is to exploit the field 
method to extract equivalent capacitance characteristics to be treated as the background for 
equivalent circuit analysis and optimisation process. 

Introduction

Actually, the task of the designer is complicated by the evidence that different energy domains, in 
general being mutually coupled, are involved when modeling micro-electro-mechanical devices 
(MEMD), in the frame of more general micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). Moreover, the 
designer has to take into account the constraints imposed by the process technology, that limit the 
feasibility of innovative devices. 

MicroElectromechanical Systems (MEMS) technology has generated a significant interest of 
academic, research and business sectors. The above is caused by very promising technology market 
and as well cost reduction connected with microscale devices fabricated by use of silicon technology. 
Due to rapid grow of this market, year after year, the market is just segmented. This is also true in the 
reference to accelerometer market. Efficiency of the device development is also due to design 
flexibility, developing of simulation tools and CAD systems, integration of mircodevices and 
microelectronics, etc. In general, multi-layer surface mircoactuator fabrication process is enough 
flexible to produce advanced device structures. MEMS structure development requires reliable 
fabrication processes and flexible CAD/(analysis and optimal design) tools. We could treat mask 
layout tools as complementary to CAD/(analysis and optimal design) tools. The device geometry is, in 
general, defined in the mask layout tool, then transferred to integrated circuit layout package, while 
specific surface micromachining process ahs been employed. Some specific codes based on Finite 
Element Method could be successfully applied to MEMS designing while microdomain physics are 
also taken into account. Such a sophisticated software could allow creating 3D structure of the device, 
full model analysis (structural mechanics, electrostatics, fluid flow, vibration, etc.). The strongest 
impulse to the development of such advanced tools should come mainly from industrial companies; in 
fact, virtual prototyping of optimal devices would determine a twofold benefit: decreasing the total 
time lasting from the device ideation to its implementation as a marketable product; reducing the 
number of fabrication experiments on real prototypes; identifying the device of minimum cost, given 
the performance or, conversely, the device of maximum performance, given the cost; increasing the 
global quality of the industrial product. 

Accelerometer Design – Planar structure

Accelerometers are important devices in the range of variety applications such as air bag actuation 
(by Analog and Sandia), microrobots, etc (see Fig. 1). The accelerometers available on the market are 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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capable of measuring high values of accelerations. The electrostatic comb accelerometer is fabricated 
by use of different techniques like CDV, RIE, wet etching, etc. The relationship between input voltage 
and output displacement has been widely analysed experimentally and theoretically in the literature 
[1]. The accelerometer consists of a moving comb teeth, suspended by spring beams on both sides, and 
fixed teeth. The suspension is designed to be compliant in the x direction of motion and to be stiff in 
the orthogonal direction (y) to keep the comb fingers aligned. The applied voltages on the force unit 
causes a net electrostatic force to pull the movable part in the desired direction. 

Fig. 1. Selected  comb accelerometer structures 

Equivalent Circuit Model

Energy stored in the device is defined as follows:  

2CU
2

1
W       (1) 

A simplified scheme of a capacitive microaccelerometer is shown in Fig. 2. For the capacitive 
sensing approach, the displacement is detected by measuring the capacitance change (see formula 2), 
expressed as a function of displacement of moving comb teeth against fixed comb teeth (see Fig.3).  

yh

da
C

xm

)yhz(a
C

xp

)yhz(a
C gmp   (2) 

Total accelerometer capacitance, defined as the symmetrical structure (both symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical structures are analysed), is the sum of three following terms: Cp, Cm and Cg: 

gmp C)3n2(C)1n(C)2n(Cs    (3) 

Circuit method has been applied to capacitance calculations of the comb accelerometer with the 
following data: tooth width  d = 2 µm, tooth length z =  30 µm,  tooth height  a = 8 µm, number of 
teeth n = 10, tooth distance of base plane h = 1 µm, distance between teeth p = 4 µm, symmetrical 
structure, applied voltage 10V, relative permittivity ε= 1. We consider as first step of capacitance 
computation the planar comb structure to extract the shape of  each equivalent capacitance 
components and its influence on accelerometer drag force.  
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Fig. 2.  Analysed comb accelerometer structure with main dimensions: a) general view of structure, B) zoom 
view, c) the main capacitances and dimensions

Fig. 3.  Capacitance curves versus x  displacement (d=2µm, s=8µm, z=15µm, m=p=(s-d)/2, a=5µm) 

Sensitivity of the circuit model along X and Y we could express as follows:  

x

C
s

y

C
s xy       (4) 

Basing on the stored energy evaluation (see expression 1) the acting force in Y and X direction are 
expressed by the following formulas: 
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       (5) 

and finally (s-symmetrical structure): 

c)
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Acting force along X axis is expressed as follows: 
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and finally (s-symmetrical structure): 
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 Having derived formulas for the set of capacitances and drag force for each direction (x and y) 
we could perform  the force computations (see Fig. 4).  

Fig. 4. Accelerometer drag forces in x and y axes corresponding 
 to equivalent capacitance components

Comparative Study by Field Model

The analysed comb drive structures, in the literature, by means of circuit models are generally two 
–dimensional models. Moreover these models are rather intuitive equivalent circuit  “proposals” than 
precisely defined structures. Therefore, in authors’ opinion, only the field approach is the base 
knowledge of exact computation of equivalent capacitance characteristics. This leads to next step of 
sophisticated  method of capacitance calculations, namely field approach. It is recommended to go on 
with two streams of capacitance calculations; first - circuit approach than to be verified by second 
approach - exact field method. 

Since most of the analytical solutions (models) neglect fringing fields, they cannot predict 
accurately the dependence of the drive force on the moving comb teeth. In order to better determine 
this dependence, numerical three-dimensional finite-element method (FEM) for electric field 
simulations in are used. A static FEM computation of electric potential, based on tetrahedron elements 
was carried out (see Fig. 5). Fixed potential boundary conditions were assumed. The stored electrical 
co-energy was computed as a function of the movable part position. In particular, detailed field 
analyses can be developed for investigating local effects in the steady state operation of the device. 
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Fig. 5.  Emod distribution of 3-D comb accelerometer structure

The comparative study performed for equivalent circuit method and field method allows 
making some improvements in final equivalent capacitance formulas. Therefore, the discrepancy 
between both values obtained by means field and circuit methods are negligibly small (see Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6 Capacitance curves versus y  displacement (d=2µm, s=8µm, z=1.5µm, m=p=(s-d)/2, a=5µm) 
(♦,  - symmetrical structure,. , - unsymmetrical structure; 1-field method, 2-circuit method) 

Single criterion problem and multiobjective shape design of comb accelerometer

In a design problem from real-life engineering, the presence of a single design criterion is rather an 
exception than a rule; often, the designer has to cope with the minimization of two or more conflictual 
criteria. It is reasonable to state that design – or inverse - problems are multiobjective problems by 
their very nature and imply the simultaneous minimization of a number of objectives being in mutual 
conflict. Traditionally, multicriteria problems are reduced to single criterion problems, for instance by 
means of one of the following procedures: i) the use of a penalty function composed of the various 
criteria; ii) the separate solutions of single criterion problems and their trade-off; iii) the solution of a 
single criterion problem, taking the other criteria as constraints. This approach leads to classical 
methods of multiobjective optimization and gives a solution which is supposed to be the optimum. A 
much more satisfactory way to tackle the problem of multicriteria optimisation consists of applying 
the Pareto optima theory in connection with a suitable minimization algorithm. These improved 
analytical formulas are in the next step of accelerometer design introduced to optimal design 
procedure. Authors have defined the following optimisation criteria being partially conflictual criteria:  
1)Maximum of accelerometer drag force, 2) Maximum of accelerometer force sensitivity, 3) Minimum 
stress response. As the test problem optimisation, while two crietria are defined (1 and 2 as separate 
criteria), the comb drive with movement in one direction (y) is taken. The dedicated software is with 
gradient methods has been elaborated to carry out optimisation process. The list of accelerometer basic 
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variables to be introduced into optimisation algorithm for selected: pole configurations, air gap length 
and geometric parameter variations are as follows: amin=1µm; amax=10µm; pmin=2µm; pmax=5µm; 
dmin=1µm; dmax=5µm; hmin=1µm; hmax=10µm; zmin=10µm; zmax=50µm; nmin=10; nmax=15.
 Improved circuit formulas, verified by field method, leads to the following expressions, than 
to be treated as the basic two optimisation criteria:  

Max sensitivity Ss y( )
y

Fs x0 yd

d
Ss_opta h d n y( ) 

a U
2

2
2 n 3( ) 

d

h y( )
3

Max force   Fs_optd a p h d n x y( ) Fxs_opt a p h d n x y( )
2

Fys_opt a p h d n x y( )
2

The preliminary results are displayed in Figure 7 confirming that both first and second criterion are 
not in conflict, moreover the maximum values (optimisation criterion) are for almost the same 
accelerometer structure.  

Fah a h( ) Fs_opt a p h d n x0 y0 Sah a h( ) Ss_opt a h d n y0

Fig. 7. Force and sensitivity curves in  y axis corresponding   to geometry constraints (d, n, p) and  
variables (a, h). 
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Abstract–This paper presents a useful and simple method to design the passive shimming system for 
homogeneous permanent magnets based on numerical optimization. To simulate the effects of 
manufacturing and assembling tolerances, the actual geometrical parameter of the magnet with a 
derivation is suggested. Then, the optimal design model of a passive shim system is set up to correct the 
derivative of field homogeneity. The numbers, sizes and locations of the passive shims are optimized by 
steepest descent algrithm combined with design sensitivity analysis. Two implementations show the 
proposed method can achieve required homogeneity of the field with the minimum quantity of 
ferromagnetics. 

Introduction

The MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) requires very high homogeneous static magnetic field. In order to produce 
high-resolution images, the magnetic field inhomogeneity produced in high performance MRI scanner must be 
maintained to the order of several ppm. However, the initial static magnetic field built by virgin magnets is usually 
less uniform than that required to image successfully because of manufacturing tolerance. Especially with 
permanent magnet, the initial inhomogeneity is higher than the order of 10-3. After manufacturing, thus, the magnet 
must be adjusted in some points to produce a more uniform field by making small mechanical and/or electrical 
adjustments to the overall field. This process is known as shimming. The mechanical adjustments, which add small 
pieces of iron or magnetized materials, are typically called passive shimming, while the electrical adjustments, 
which use extra exciting currents, are known as active shimming [1]. The active shimming can be easily achieved by 
adjusting the physical and electrical parameters of the exciting coils. But there are numerous drawbacks associated 
with it. For example, the electric current in the shim coil may be unstable, which causes “ghosting” in the MR 
images, and the shim coils are temperature sensitive, which results in image artifacts and, furthermore, it is very 
complicated and expensive. The passive shimming, however, can overcome the disadvantages of the active 
shimming although it needs a lot of iron pieces of which the sizes and locations are concerned with the experience 
of the designer.   
The shimming system can be designed in two ways: analytic and numerical methods. The analytic method uses 
special-shaped and composed shimming coils or permanent magnetic elements to compensate the harmonic fields 
of each order. In fact, the harmonic fields above the fifth order can’t be compensated by using the analytical method, 
because it is very difficult to design the higher order shimming [1]. Especially with permanent magnets, the field 
error caused by the harmonics of higher orders may be so large that the homogeneity of the field cannot reach a 
satisfactory uniformity. By using numerical method, the design directly sets the total field error rather than each 
harmonic field as the objective of correction. Therefore it is simpler and more effective than the analytic design 
method.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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In this paper, an intelligent design method of the passive shimming system is presented. The size of shim is 
determined by using sensitivity analysis combined with the steepest descent method. The proper homogeneity of the 
magnetic field is also achieved with the minimum quantity of ferromagnetics.                  

Description of the Proposed Method

The proposed method is composed of four steps: 1) acquisition of original magnetic data, 2) expansion of the 
magnetic field in orthonormal basis set, 3) design of pre-shim or initial shim system, and 4) calibration of shim 
sensitivity and calculation of shim size needed to get the desired homogeneity.  
The first step is the preparation of field data for shim design. The basic magnetic field data may be measured for a 
MRI system. But, in the design stage the measured data can not be available, and therefore, the construction 
tolerances in manufacturing and assembling are simulated. The field data can be obtained by computing the 
magnetic field of the magnet under deviation. For example, the permanent magnet system shown in Fig. 1(a) 
consists of 64 Nd-Fe-B permanent magnet bars in length of 0.8m with the directions of magnetization as follows: 

oo 2.81255.625*1)-(ii                                                                                                          (1) 

where, i is the number of permanent magnet bar, and βi is the angle from symmetrical axial of each bar. Fig. 1(b) 
shows the magnetized direction in a block. To simulate a magnetic field with manufacturing tolerance in the 
direction of magnetization, the direction of magnetization of each permanent magnet bars with little deviation is 
assumed as: 

oo 2.81255.6*1)-(ii .                                                                                                           (2) 

After computing the magnetic field by using F.E. method, the initial field data are obtained. 

                                       64 1 2

1294

        48,49                                                     16,17
1122

                                    the air gap 
                         between two bars is 1mm

                                      33 32

(a) Cross section of the permanent magnet                 (b) one of the Nd-Fe-B bars 

Fig. 1. A test example of the permanent magnet 

The next step is to expand the original magnetic field data in the form of a polynomial expansion having a 
predetermined number of harmonic terms. It is necessary for two reasons. The first, if the original magnetic field is 
serious inhomogenous, a special pre-shim should be made by examining the harmonic terms, determining which 
harmonic term of the polynomial expansion should be modified in order to change the homogeneity. The second, it 
is helpful for the design of initial shim system, which is the initial of an optimization process. The initial size and 
position can be determined by the harmonic analysis result.  
Supposing the magnetic field of the permanent magnet is along the z direction in a magnetically homogeneous 
region, the dominant component zB  can be expressed in a spherical harmonics series as follows: 
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where, B0 and ( m
nA , m

nB ) are the homogenous magnetic field value and the amplitudes of harmonic components in 

the volume of interest. Using the magnetic field data, the amplitudes of harmonic series can be best determined by 
solving the following equation:  

Minimize 
measuredN
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ziz BB
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2)
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(                                                                                                     (4) 

where, 
izB is the ith magnetic field value of known data set, zB

~
is assumed to be adequately represented by a finite 

number of terms of (3).  
Based on the dominent terms of the harmonics, we can design the preshim or initial passive shim system. This step 
is usually for open type MRI magnet because its initial inhomogeneity is higher than 10-3 order. The preshim is to 
improve the homogeneity by modifying the shape of pole piece[2], or by using iron element having specified 
physical dimensions, such as rings, arcuate segments and blocks[3]. The initial passive shim system is composed of 
the shim element having a predetermined size. Each dominent term of the harmonics should be compensated by 
shim elements with proper location[3]. 
The next step is the optimal design of passive shim system by using small magnitized pieces. Our purpose is to 
design a passive shimming system to compensate the high order of harmonic field and obtain a highest 
homogeneous magnetic field.  

With the pre-shim or initial shim, the inhomogeneity of initial field may be less than 310 , and the shimming 
elements should be very small. Here we utilize small magnetized pieces, such as magnetic dipole, to improve the 
field homogeneity. A magnetic dipole located at )( sss zyx  will produce magnetic field at point ),,( zyx as:
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where mM V ; m  is magnetizing intensity and only in the direction of main magnetic field, that is km zm ; V

is the volume of shim piece; kjir )()()( zzyyxx sss ; )( sss zyx is the coordinates of shim located. The 

optimization model is  
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where sNk ,......,1  is for shimming blocks, Np ,......,1  for testing points, pB is the initial field at each testing 

point, and the magnetic field zkkpkp mVAB ,,  produced by shimming pieces is calculated by (5), and  is a 

weighting factor to dictate the relative minimization of the total volume of shim and the field inhomogeneity. For 
example, 0  indicates that the aim is to minimize the field inhomogeneity and to neglect the total volume of 
shim. For the solution of (6), the gradient search method based on design sensitivity analysis is used. The design 
sensitivity of the objective function with respect to the design variables can be written as follows: 
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The new design variables are obtained according to modified one dimensional line search as follows: 
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Numerical Application and Results

A. Example 1: Passive shim for a superconducting magnet

The original magnetic field data come from a superconducting magnet, which is the first superconductive NMR 
imaging magnet produced in China[4]. There are two sets of measured data from 50cm DSV surface. The 
coordinates Arf and Sita in Fig.2 and Fig.3 indicate the α and θ angle in spherical coordinate respectively. By using 
the proposed optimization method, 900 magnetic dipoles are located on a tube like surface with radius of 0.485m 
and mz 6.0 . For the first set of measured data, the inhomogeneity can be improved from 162.437ppm to 

4.172ppm. For the second data set, the initial and optimum inhomogeneity are 98.022ppm and 5.78ppm 
respectively. 
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Fig. 2. The field error in the initial and optimal case based on the first set of measured data set 
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Fig. 3. The field error in the initial and optimal case based on the second set of measured data 

B. Example 2: Shim design of a permanent magnet with manufacturing tolerance

For the permanent magnet geometry, shown in Fig. 1, each permanent magnet bar should be magnetized in the 
direction of specified in (1). However, in the numerical simulation, it is supposed as in (2) to take into account of the 
deviations in manufacturing. The inhomogeneity of the magnetic field is 56649.82ppm. Fig. 4 shows the magnetic 
flux distribution. Expanding the original field data in the spherical harmonic form of 2nd order and arranging the 
pre-shim by using iron rings and bars, the inhomogeneity is increased to 9704.89ppm. Then, 255 test points are 
arranged in the region of a 0.7m DSV. Passive shims are located on a cylinder of diameter 1.12m and length 0.8m. 
The position of shims and the interesting region DSV are shown in Fig. 4(b). After the optimal design of the 
shimming elements, the homogeneity of the field is improved to 256.43ppm. Fig. 5 compares the error distribution 
of initial and optimal field. The final flux distribution, shown in Fig. 6, is acceptable. 

Conclusions

A passive shim design method is presented, in this paper, based on numerical optimization. By using sensitivity 
analysis, the size of shims with the minimum volume of ferromagnetics can be determined intelligently. The 
numerical implementations reveal that the proposed method can effectively improve the homogeneity even when 
the initial fields have different inhomogeneity levels.  
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(a)                                                                                 (b) 
Fig. 4. A permanent magnet with some defaults and the sketch figure of shims 

(a) The field distribution of a permanent magnet with some defaults 
(b) The sketch figure of shims and interesting region. 

(a) after pre-shim                                (b) optimal result 
Fig. 5. The field error distributed in the interesting region 

Fig. 6. The field distribution after correction with passive shimming. 
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Abstract – In magnetic fluid dynamics appears the problem of reconstruction of free boundary between 
conducting fluids. The reconstruction problem of the interface between two conducting fluids with 
different conductivities using external magnetic field measurements in the case of a highly simplified 
model of an aluminium electrolysis cell has been investigated.  In the paper, the comparison of two 
reconstruction procedures based on modified and simple genetic algorithms has been presented.

Introduction

There are a variety of problems in material processing where it would be useful to know the time-dependent 
distribution of the electrical conductivity of a single fluid or a multiphase flow. For instance, the knowledge of 
the position of the interface between highly conducting molten aluminium and poorly conducting electrolite 
(cryolite) is important to prevent unwelcome instabilities in aluminium reduction cells [1]. In the previous work 
[2], it has been demonstrated that concepts of Magnetic Field Tomography (MFT) can be successfully used for 
detection of interfaces between current carrying fluids of different electrical conductivity. We have demonstrated 
that the external magnetic field generated by the electrical current flowing in a highly simplified model of an 
aluminium reduction cell provides sufficient information to reconstruct the unknown interface shape. In the 
reconstruction process we have applied a simple genetic algorithm (GA). Genetic algorithms (GAs) – search 
techniques based on the mechanism of natural evolution and genetics – are particularly effective when the goal is 
to find an approximate global maximum (or minimum) in a multimodal function domain. In genetic algorithms a 
population of potential solutions evolve toward a global optimal solution as a result of pressure exerted by a 
weighted selection process and exploration of the solution space. That is accomplished by recombination and 
mutation of existing characteristics represented in the current population. In the present work, we study different 
versions of GAs applied to magnetic fluid dynamics (MFD). The basic idea of our research is to exploit different 
GAs and their parameters in order to obtain precise solution and efficiency of the computation process.

Inverse Field Problem in Magnetic Fluid Dynamics

If we consider typical figures of aluminum electrolysis cells it must be noticed that the cross section has a length 
of about L = 10 m, whereas the interface displacement  is very small compared to the lateral extent of the 
system. Industrial practice shows that already such small interface displacement can perturb significantly the 
operation of the cell [4]. Consequently, our physical model is characterized by a very small ratio /L. The 
considered problem is shown in Fig. 1. Two fluids with different electrical conductivities 1 (up) and 2 (down), 
are situated in a long cylinder with the radius R. The cylinder walls are non-conducting. Along the length axis of 
the cylinder a homogeneous electrical current density J0 is applied.  
The complete interface perturbation can be found solving the Euler equation and the mass conservation law as 

1

,
M N

jm
mn m mn

m M n

r A J k r e   .          (1)
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Fig.1. Highly simplified aluminium electrolysis cell model with a non-axisymmetric interface (left). Sample 
distribution of the magnetic flux density (Br component) around cylinder and on the enveloped cylindrical 

surface for 36x17 sensors (right).

The value n is called the radial mode number and the value m the azimuthal mode number. Although the 
quantity of modes is usually unlimited, the highest modes have the smallest amplitudes and can be neglected. 
The abbreviation ηmn is used for the description of the interface shape as it is shown in Fig.2. The validity of the 
above interface representation is limited by the amplitude of the interface oscillations. We consider only small 
interface oscillations because the larger interface oscillations lead to instabilities due to drop formation. 

Fig. 2. Sample interface modes: η12 (left) and η14 (right).

If the interface between fluids is flat, the current density J is homogeneous everywhere in the cylinder. As soon 
as the interface deviates from its flat shape due to interfacial waves or an external forcing, the current density J
will become inhomogeneous near the interface. The inhomogeneity of J can be represented by the perturbation 
current density j. If the perturbation of the fluid interface is non-axisymmetric, it leads to a perturbation of the r-
and z-components of the magnetic field outside the cylinder.  

To model the magnetic field we have to calculate first the current density distribution in the cylinder. This can be 
done by applying finite element method (program FEM3D). Having the distribution of the current density j in 
the cylinder volume, the magnetic flux density around the cylinder (at the sensors positions) is calculated using 
the Biot-Savart law: 

3 ´
4 V

dV
j r r´

B r
r r´

      (2)

The inverse problem is formulated as follows: having the magnetic field flux density distribution (Br, Bz

components) in the sensors positions around the cylinder we would like to reconstruct the interface shape 
described by (1). 
The flowchart of the procedure for the interface reconstruction is shown in Fig. 3. In the current state it enables 
to identify the modes of the interface between two conducting fluids on the basis of simulated data. It consists of 
two basic parts: simulation and reconstruction.  In the first part for the chosen mode, e.g. mode η13, the magnetic 
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flux density distribution at the sensors positions is calculated using the finite element method. To simulate more 
realistically the problem, the magnetic field is modified by adding some white noise to the calculated values and 
reducing the number of sensors. 

Fig.3. Flowchart of the mode identification procedure with the genetic algorithms. 

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the modified genetic algorithm. The goal of the modification is to eliminate the 
problem of the premature convergence which has been observed in the case of the simple genetic algorithm. We 
have applied a multiple optimization loop accompanied by a scaling block which enables to rescale the initial 
vector of each simple GA run. In that sense starting point for each run is the same but the parameter vectors are 
scaled to the best solution from the previous step. 
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Fig.4. Flowchart of modified genetic algorithm. 
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Results of simulations

To test the presented procedure we have applied it to  reconstruction of the interface surface described by the 
mode 13. We have restricted the search space to 12 parameters consisting of amplitudes of the interface 
perturbation given by (1). The simulated magnetic field has been calculated for one row of equally distributed Br

sensors located at the radius 35 mm (Fig.5).  

Fig.5. FE mesh (NP=60090, NE=270760) of bottom part of analyzed model (mode η13) with 8 Br sensors. 

In our simulations we have assumed that the oscillating interface is in a steady state, i.e. we record the signal 
from the sensors and then we choose the time instant in which the signal reached the maximum. That time 
moment corresponds to the maximum of the amplitude of the interface which is identified with the presented 
procedure. 
In the modified reconstruction procedure, we have used a C++ library of genetic algorithm components (GAlib) 
developed at the M.I.T. [5] with non-overlapping populations (size 30), the optional elitism (i.e. the best 
individual from the previous generation is copied to the next generation) and the roulette-wheel selection 
scheme. We have applied the 16 bit binary-to-decimal genome (which converts binary strings to decimal values) 
and the values of one-point crossover pcross and mutation pmut probabilities equal 0.95 and 0.01 respectively. The 
cost function has been defined as 

     
2 2

1

Ns

ri ro zi zo
i

CF B B B B ,         (3) 

where Ns denotes the number of sensors, and Bi, Bo are the values of the magnetic flux density for the current 
generation and the simulated input data, respectively. For evaluation of the cost function in the GA, the finite 
element method (program FEM3D) has been used. Additionally, we have defined the quality of the 
reconstruction ( eta standard deviation) using the following formula 
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i j

SD M N

ij
i j

,               (4) 

where M, N  are the numbers of Bessel’s functions and radial modes used in the reconstruction process, 0,ij ij
are 

the amplitudes (1) defining the reconstructed and the original surface, respectively. 
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Fig.6 shows the reconstructed interface shape for the mode η13 after 75 generations together with the original 
interface shape in the case when only the information from 8 Br sensors is available. Both reconstruction 
procedures have found correctly the positions of extremes but the modified algorithm have circumscribed more 
precisely the shape of the interface. 

Fig. 6. Reconstructed interface shape of mode η13: modified GA (left), simple GA (right).

In Fig.7, the cost function (3) is plotted versus number of generations. After 75 generations, the simple GA has 
found the solution with the value of CF equals 1.1 nT whereas the modified version stopped with 0.35 nT 
conforming the qualitative conclusion given above. 

Fig. 7. Comparison of  cost function values versus generation number for modified and simple GA. 

To compare how close the reconstructed interface shapes are to the original mode, the goodness parameter SD
(4) has been also calculated and plotted versus the number of generations (Fig.8). It can be observed that in the 
presented case, the solution found by modified algorithm is over 4 times better (SD=10%) than in the simple GA 
(SD=43%). In Fig. 8 it is also presented the distribution of Br component corresponding to the reconstructed 
interface (modified GA). 

Modified GA 
Simple GA 

Original interface shape 
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Fig. 8. Eta standard deviation (SD) versus generation number and distribution of Br component for one row of 8 
sensors equally distributed around cylinder located at z=H/2.

We have also performed the simulations for various values of  GA parameters (crossover pcross and mutation pmut)
and with the greater number of generations but all those experiments confirmed the results presented above i.e. 
modified version of GA has given always better solution than simple GA. 

Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to reconstruct the shape of the interface between two conducting fluids on the 
basis of magnetic flux density simulations with a good quality using genetic algorithms. The new 
implementation of the reconstruction procedure (modified GA version) gives better results than the simple GA 
due to avoiding premature saturation of the cost function. Further tests of the algorithm have to be performed to 
assure proper reconstruction results also in the case of measured data.
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SECTION II 
ELECTROMAGNETIC ENGINEERING 

Introductory Remarks

The second section is devoted to classical applications of computational techniques. As has already 
been mentioned in the Preface, the classical applications are a little bit out of date but there is still 
some need to consider them. It is obvious that electrical devices are more and more complex, and so 
their analysis becomes more and more complex too. And it works inversely too: more and more 
complex methods of calculation mean that more complex devices can be designed and manufactured. 
In the past, electrical devices (motors, generators, transformers, reactors and the like) were designed 
by using electric circuit schemes and led to evaluation of bulk parameters, such as reactance, 
resistance and capacitance. This gave good designs, but probably far from optimum. The advent of the 
computer era has totally changed the philosophy of designing electric devices. The main attention is 
nowadays focused on electromagnetic field calculation which allows a deepening of the design 
process and to be close to an optimum design. However, the numerical techniques again have to be 
more complex and must possess some new optimizing tools, like these discussed in the previous 
section. In this section, theory of numerical modeling meets its practical use.  
 Unlike the previous section, this one is completely heterogeneous as concerns the variety of 
subjects considered. Thus, it seems to be difficult to find any good way to classify the papers. One can 
divide them grosso modo into two subgroups: 

• numerical analysis of electric devices, 
• computer analysis and design of electric drive systems.  

The above distinction is of essential meaning, as there is a difference in looking at an electric machine 
as the machine itself and as an element of a drive system. And there are different approaches which 
are being applied in both cases.  
 Needless to say, the first subgroup dominates at the ISEF conference, as the conference is of 
computational electromagnetics priority. Again, one can meet a large variety of machines. And thus 
the papers deal with: a doubly slotted machine (II-3), an instrument transformer (II-5), a power 
transformer (II-7, II-14, II-20), an induction motor (II-4, II-9, II-12), a disc-type brushless DC motor 
(II-10, II-19, II-21), a fractional slot wound PM motor (II-17), and an electromagnetic drum-type 
separator (II-22). In fact, almost each particular paper concerns one device.  
 We encourage all readers to look at the papers carefully, just in order to find some inspiration for 
solving one’s own problem. It is, indeed, a good area of interest for all people who are more involved 
in practical problems.  
 Many fewer papers are devoted to modeling of drive systems. The reader who wants to find more 
papers from this area is advised to look into the proceedings and post-conference material from 
electrical machine conferences, e.g. ICEM.  
 The papers from this subgroup deal mainly with an electric machine model (II-1, II-2, II-12), an 
invertor fed machine (II-13), and the characteristics of skeleton type PM motors (II-8). Again, the 
readers are requested to find the papers they need by themselves.  
 Summing up the section on electromagnetic engineering, one has to say that careful reading of the 
papers strengthens the common feeling that the more attractive areas of adopting computer models lie 
in the novel applications. This is the theme of the next section. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Abstract – The goal of the present paper is to analyse the comparative implications related to the use of the 
current and flux state variables in the dynamic analysis of a magnetoelectric network. This analysis is 
made from both the energetic and system theory viewpoint. The paper also defines criteria on the basis of 
which the topological identification and the consequential formalization of the solving equations in terms of 
the flux variables can be carried out directly by inspection. Finally it defines, the topological properties 
that a network must satisfy in order to consent the analysis in terms of the current variables. 

Introduction

The dynamic analysis of magnetoelectric networks usually assumes voltage v as the input, current i as the output 
and the flux ψ=Νφ as state variable. This value however is internal to the system: it is thus of some interest, 
when this is possible, to be able to substitute it with the current, as the latter is a port value and is therefore 
directly measurable (Fig 1). 
In the case of a single winding (n=1), if the b(h) constituent relation is non linear, this choice may not be 
advantageous. This is because it implies the calculation of the differential inductance di/idiLd

 from the 

b(h) relation which is only given empirically. Similarly, the presence of time dependence, which causes the 

separation of the derivative dψ/dt in the two motional /  and variational t/  terms, increases the 

formal complexity of the model. 
In the more general case of n≥2 windings the use of the current variables is constrained by even more binding 
conditions, which lead to the constituent relation in terms of non-linearity and time dependence. To these one 
must then add considerations related to the topology of the network. Concerning the former the evaluation of the 

differential inductance would be equivalent to that of a Jacobian matrix 
j

ni

i

i,...,i1  performed by 

considering a one-dimensional b(h) relation. Concerning the latter, if the current state variable were employed, 

matrix notation would lead to the following relation viRi
dt

d
L .

The integrability of such a model cannot be assumed a priori: it depends on the fact that the matrix [L] be non-
singular.  
This paper gains insight into the comparative implications related to the use of the current and flux state 
variables, from both the energetic and system theory viewpoint. It also defines criteria on the basis of which the 
topological identification and the consequential formalization of the solving equations in terms of the flux 
variables can be done directly by inspection. Finally, it analyses the conditions of integrability of the state model 
based on the current variables [i] in the formal and topological aspects. 

Conditions for equivalence of the flux-current state variables: the energetic point of view

In Circuit Theory variables may either be intensive or extensive. The former, known as network variables, are 
such that their product yields a power term. The latter, classified as state variables, are the time integrals of the 
former. In the case of an inductor such a distinction gives a twofold interpretation related to the two distinct 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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electrical and magnetic ports of the component. In terms of the energetic balance one has the following two exact 
differentials:  

di

dm
dW (1)

respectively associated to the magnetic and electric constituent relations m(ϕ) and i(ψ). In both cases the 
extensive flux variable appears as a differential: it is therefore and without exception the state variable 
representative of the energy accumulation and of the dynamics of the inductor. The current variable is present as 
an integrand: it is an intensive and therefore “auxiliary” variable. Consequentially the order of the mathematical 
model depends exclusively on the flux ϕ and not on the current i. In the case of Fig. 2 for example, since energy 
is expressed by: 

0

2211

0

2

1

diNiNdmW
k

k
 (2) 

the model, related to the flux ϕ, is of the first order. The currents instead are two and independent as they are not 
bound by any electrical connections. 
The use of the intensive current variables, whenever possible and/or advantageous, must be done in such a way 
so as to preserve the specific dynamical behaviour of the mathematical model. It must thus be carried out in an 
indirect fashion, starting from the original flux state model and subsequently implementing the appropriate flux-
current change of variable. The employment of the current variables is foreign to any energetic implication, 
which pertains uniquely to extensive variables, and assumes as such a solely formal function. It is strictly 
subordinate: indeed, during integration of a set of equations the change of variables implies that there be a 
bijective correspondence between those same variables. 
In the multi-dimensional case of n perfectly coupled inductors, the magnetic analysis is still possible, without 
any exceptions. However, two distinct aspects, both specifically associated to multi-dimensional functional 
expressions, condition the electrical equivalent. The first is related to the presence of non-linearity in the 
constituent relations [1]. The second, which will be thoroughly examined in the following, is linked to the 
network topology and to the constraints that it implies in terms of the bijective flux-current correspondence. 

Conditions for the use of the flux state variables

By extending to magnetic planar networks the properties of graph theory usually employed for electrical 
networks, the magnetic state variables are the loop fluxes φ.
With reference to the case of a linear and planar magnetic network consisting of n windings not electrically 
interconnected,  edges with one winding at the most per edge and a loops, by employing the number of 
windings diagonal matrix [N] and the restricted edge-loop incidence matrix of the magnetic graph [Mm], this 
approach leads to the definition of the following linkage matrix1:

,,,
*

,,,

,,
*

,,,, 0
00

0
ananac

nnnn

nnnn
amamaC N

N
MNMN  (3) 

which is generally rectangular. The following relations consequently hold:  

1 The magnetic edges are enumerated starting from the active ones, i.e. from those which feature a winding. It is furthermore 
assumed that for the case n=a there is a winding for each loop a. If that were not the case, that is in the presence of passive
meshes, these must be preventively eliminated.

Fig. 1. The role of voltage, flux and current in the dynamic 
analysis of magnetoelectric networks.

Fig. 2. 
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*

1,

1,,
*

1,,1, *
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T

Cn

nnaCaCa

N

iNiNm  (4) 

and describe the correlation respectively existing between the loop mmfs (magneto motive force) and the edge 
currents and the linkage fluxes and the loop fluxes. The magnetic loop analysis and the Ohm equation 
formulation for each solenoid implies the following equation set2:

111111

11

,n,a

T

a,n
*
C,nn,n,n,n,nn,n

,a,aa,a

v
dt

d
N*iRv

dt

d
*iR

m
 (5) 

where [ϑ] is the reluctance matrix of the magnetic network and [R] is the edge resistance matrix. The magnetic 
approach implies the removal of the [i] vector. This entails, starting from the second expression in (5), the 
preventive use of the following relation:  

dt

d
NvR*i

T*
C

1  (6) 

This calculation is binding for the magnetic analysis and depends on the existence of [R]-1. Since the [R] matrix 
is always non-singular, it can always be performed. This would not be the case had [i] been inferred from the 
first of (5). As *

CN  is generally rectangular, its inverse matrix is not even defined a priori. By substituting (6) in 

the first of (5), having defined:

1*
1

*1*
,

1
*1*

,
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C

T

CCa
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CCaa  (7) 

one has the following normal form:  

oot

vGF
dt

d
(8)

The correctness of this procedure is subordinated to the non-singularity of the matrix:  

an

T

CnnnaCaa NRND ,
*1

,,
*

,
 (9) 

To this regard, having observed that (9) may be expressed as:  
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 (10) 

one can deduce that (10) assumes the typical structure of the loop matrix of classical theory. It can be obtained 
by inspection in the following way: the terms Dkk on the leading diagonal are equal to the sum of the terms 

R/N 2  pertaining to loop k; the terms Dkh not belonging to the leading diagonal are equal to the opposite of the 
sum of the terms R/N 2  pertaining to the common windings of the loops k and h [3]. 
By observing the analogies with circuit theory one can deduce that this matrix is invertible if n≥a. In case n<a3,
that is when there are passive magnetic meshes, one can still bring oneself to the preceding case by preventively 
eliminating these meshes.
Solving (8), and taking (6) into account, having set: 

2 The electrical network connected to the winding is represented by its Thevenin equivalent. 
3 This case corresponds to the case featuring shortcircuited edges in the electrical network in the classical loop analysis.
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FNRK

GNIRH
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C

T
C

1

1
 (11) 

the currents, algebraically become:  

KvHi (12)

The loop fluxes always lead to the formulation of the state equations for the study of the dynamics of the 
magnetoelectric network, for which there always exists a solution. 
Equations (8) may also be written by means of inspection by applying the well known rules of electrical circuit 
theory [3]. 

Conditions for the use of the current state variable

The substitution, in the state model, of the loop flux extensive variable φ with the intensive current variable i is
carried out by solving the first of (5) with regards to the loop flux, in a form such as the following: 

111
1

1 ,,a,,aCa,a,aa,a,a iTiNm  (13) 

Expression (13) must be a bijective relation between the variables i and φ since it represents a change of 

variables. This requires that the matrix T  be square and non-singular.  

The first requirement implies that the number of rows a, equal to the number of magnetic loops, be greater or 
equal than the number of solenoids n. Indeed, in terms of matrices of matrices: 
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from which by eliminating the last a  rows/columns one obtains: 
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This turns out to be non-singular in the case n=a. In this case the two factors 
a,a
 and 

a,a
*
CN are each in turn 

non singular without exception: the first is the matrix of the magnetic loops; the second is the restricted 
incidence matrix of the magnetic network and therefore consists of linearly independent rows/columns and for 
n=a it is also square. 
By substituting (13) in the second of (5) one obtains the following equation in the current state variables. 
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dt

d
NN*iR  (16) 

whose solution leads to, in a form such as the following:  

viRi
dt

d  (17) 

to the electric state model. This is always 
valid as long as the elastance matrix 

1
1

n,a
*
Ca,a

T

a,n
*
Cn,n NNL  is 

defined, that is when det[L]≠0. The 
inductance matrix: 

n,a
*
Ca,a

T

a,n
*
Cn,n NNL  (18) 

Table I. State variables that may be used for the dynamic analysis of 
a magneto-electric network

D [L] [T]
State 

variable 

a<n
Square and 
invertible 

Square and not 
invertible 

Rectangular φ

a=n
Square and 
invertible 

Square and 
invertible 

Square and 
invertible φ, i 

a>n

Square and not 
invertible, can be 

reduced to 
invertible  

Square and 
invertible 

Square and not 
invertible, can be 

reduced to 
invertible 

i, φ
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for the same reasons as for matrix [T], turns out to be non-singular when n=a.
The following topological properties can be deduced. In a magnetoelectric network the analysis in terms of the 
currents requires that the n solenoids – at most one per edge – be equal, in a network with no passive meshes, to 
the number a of magnetic loops. In this case there will be a one to one correspondence between the flux and 
current variables. In the case a<n it will not be possible to employ the current variable because the inductance 
matrix [L] is not invertible. In the case a>n, that is in the presence of passive meshes, it is possible to use both 
variables by preventively reducing the magnetic network, whereas the current variable is of immediate use. 
Table I shows which state variables may be used, as a function of a and n, and the characteristics of the matrices 
representative of the system state equations. 

Example

In the following an example will be considered as an application of the preceding statements. The analysis of this 
network shall be carried out with reference to the three cases n greater, equal and less than a.
Consider for example, the planar magnetoelectric network of Fig. 3a. The magnetic network equivalent, Fig. 3b, 
has =3 magnetic edges, a=2 magnetic loops and n=3 windings, as can be seen from Fig. 3c, representing its 
topological graph.  
In this case one has:  
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from which, to the purpose of employing the flux variable, the following holds:  
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This matrix is invertible without exception. Furthermore, it can be formulated by means of the aforementioned 
inspection rules. 
The use of the current variables entails that the following inductance matrix:  

32313

23212

13121

LLL

LLL

LLL

L

be invertible. Having observed that:  

133221

212
33

133221

312
22

133221
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11

NL

NL

NL

133221

2
3113

133221

1
3223

133221

3
2112

NNL

NNL

NNL

the following holds:  
02det 132312

2
123

2
132

2
231321 LLLLLLLLLLLLL

The singularity of matrix [L] holds ∀{ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3, N1, N2, N3} and is therefore due to topological reasons.  
Eliminating one of the mmfs may equalize the number of independent magnetic and electric variables. In this 
case, for the fluxes one can have the following:  
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1
2
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Both are invertible without exception. 
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To the purpose of the employment of the current state variables one has in the two cases: 

133221

31
2
2

133221

321

133221

321

133221

32
2

1

3 0
NNN

NNN

LN

133221

21
2
3

133221

231

133221

231

133221

32
2

1

2 0
NNN

NNN

LN

which are also invertible without exception. 
There is consequently complete equivalence between fluxes and currents for n=a. The inductance matrix is 
therefore invertible. It is thus possible to use the current vector as state variable.  
One can obtain the case n<a by eliminating one of the remaining fmms. In this case as well there are two 
different conditions. For the flux one has:  

00

0
0

1

2
1

32 R

N
DNN a,a

3
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3

3

2
3

3

2
3

3

2
3

21 0
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N
R

N

R

N

DNN a,a

Matrix [D] is not invertible. This is due to the presence of a passive loop and a passive mesh in the magnetic 
network. In this case it is therefore not possible to uniquely identify the two loop fluxes; it is thus necessary to  
preliminarily eliminate the passive meshes. In doing so one obtains:  

1

2
1

32 0
R

N
DNN a,a

3

2
3

21 0
R

N
DNN a,a

which are evidently invertible without exception.  
To the purpose of the employment of the current state variables one has in the two cases: 

133221

32
2

1
32 0

N
LNN

133221

21
2
3

21 0
N

LNN

which, by means of the notion of self-inductance, consents the use of the current state variables.  
In this last case the use of the current state variables is straightforward whereas that of the flux state variables 
requires some preliminary verifications.  

Conclusions

Having gained insight into the different energetic significance that pertains to intensive and extensive variables, 
the twofold and simultaneous nature of physical and systemic variables is duly attributed to the magnetic flux 
extensive variables. On the other hand the current variables are intensive and therefore uniquely systemic. After 
having explicitly stated that models based on the use of the magnetic flux variables are invariably feasible and 
that those based on the current variables are only conditionally valid, appropriate criteria for the formulation of 
the state equations in terms of the flux variables and the topological properties that a network must possess to 
consent the analysis in terms of the current variables are specified (see Table I). 
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II-2. CALCULATION OF LINEAR MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
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Abstract – The paper presents calculation of linear induction motor and linear synchronous motor 
steady- state characteristics using finite element method. 2D non-linear magnetostatic and eddy-current 
solver were used for magnetic field and force calculation. A detailed insight in magnetic field distribution 
and produced output force is a basic step for evaluation of motor performance. Calculations were 
performed for different excitation currents and different air gap lengths for both types of linear motor. 
The results obtained from the magnetic field calculations could also be used for determination of motor 
parameters (e.g. inductance) useful for mathematical modelling and control system simulations. 

Introduction

Linear motors are widely used in machine tools, linear tables, textile tools, saws, separators, 
transportation systems and many others [1]. This paper focuses on permanent magnet linear 
synchronous motor (PMLSM) and linear induction motor (LIM) applied as servo motor for machine 
tools. For optimal operation of the motor a detailed insight into a steady-state and dynamic 
performance characteristics is very important [2,3,4].  

Both types of linear motors are installed in our laboratory and a lot of measurements have already 
been performed. In spite of that there is a problem of analysing steady-state operating conditions since 
the available moving range is short, the system is highly dynamic and during operation there are 
almost no steady states. Furthermore all measurements of electrical and mechanical quantities are very 
demanding. In Table 1 basic parameters of the linear motors are stated.

Table 1. Basic constructional and rated parameters of the motors 

 Number of 
pole pairs 

Length of 
primary part  

(mm) 

Length of 
secondary part 

(mm) 

Rated 
force 
(N)

Rated 
current 

(A) 

Rated 
speed 
(m/s) 

LIM 2 390 3000 1000 19 1 
PMLSM 4 390 3000 1500 17 2.5 

Analyses of Motors Using FEM

For analyses of both motors a 2D FEM software was used. The force produced by the motor was 
calculated using a method of virtual work. For linear induction motor analyses the eddy current solver 
was used. Magnetic field was described by equation (1)  

t

A
A)

1
(  (1) 

where µ is permeability, A  is magnetic vector potential, σ is conductivity and φ is electric scalar 
potential.  

The fluxes in primary and secondary part have different frequencies for all operating states except for 
a locked primary condition. Equation (1) describes electromagnetic conditions only at one frequency. 
To solve that problem the frequency of primary excitation current corresponds to instantaneous slip 
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value at chosen steady-state operating point [5]. With sweeping the excitation frequency from rated 
value down to zero the complete steady-state force characteristic can be obtained.   

For analyses of linear synchronous motor a magnetostatic field solver was used and the result was 
derived from equation (2) 

JA)
1

(  (2) 

where J is current density which consists of exciting current and equivalent magnetizing current of 
permanent magnets. Force was calculated for different displacement of primary part and different air 
gap lengths.  

Magnetic Field Distribution

Figure 1 shows the magnetic field distribution at maximal force of (a) linear induction motor at slip 
0.12 and (b) linear synchronous motor at displacement of 12.5 mm. The primary part has a two-layer 
winding with half-filled end slots, which is typical topology for linear motors [1]. Because of this 
constructional particularity the number of poles is odd. Contrary to the magnetic field in rotational 
motors, which is always symmetrically distributed along air gap the magnetic conditions in linear 
motors are regularly asymmetrical. Besides that the holes of the water-cooling system are placed in the 
yoke of the linear synchronous motor primary core (Fig. 1b). They obviously have an additional 
influence to asymmetrical magnetic flux distribution. The linear induction motor also has a water-
cooling system but the aluminium unit is mounted above the primary part and has no influence on the 
magnetic field. 

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. Magnetic field distribution of (a) linear induction motor and (b) linear synchronous motor 
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Steady-state Force Characteristics

For both motors a propulsion force (Fx) characteristics were calculated at different excitation currents. 
Figure 2 shows those steady-state force characteristics of (a) linear induction motor and (b) linear 
synchronous motor. There is obvious influence of detent force in linear synchronous motor 
characteristics, which could be reduced in a design phase with an appropriate choice of secondary 
configuration and permanent magnet length [8]. As it was expected two times greater current is reqired 
in the linear induction motor to get the same propulsion force as in linear synchronous motor. 

Characteristic of attractive force (Fy) between primary and secondary part is shown in Fig. 3 for (a) 
linear induction motor and (b) linear synchronous motor. At same excitation current the ratio of 
maximal attractive to propulsion force is about 10 for linear induction motor and just 4 for linear 
synchronous motor. 
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Fig. 2. Propulsion force characteristics at different excitation currents 
of (a) linear induction motor and (b) linear synchronous motor 
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Fig. 3. Attraction force characteristics at different excitation currents  
of (a) linear induction motor and (b) linear synchronous motor 

Since the linear synchronous motor produces the same propulsion force at just half of the current of 
linear induction motor, the force characteristics for different air gap lengths had to be calculated at 
different exciting currents: 18 A for induction motor and 9 A for synchronous motor. Comparison of 
the characteristics is shown in Fig. 4. Decreasing of the propulsion force while the air gap was 
changing from 0.4 mm to 1.2 mm was relatively small: 18.8 % for induction motor and 12.8 % for 
synchronous motor. 
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Fig. 4. Propulsion force characteristics for different air gap lengths  
of (a) linear induction motor and (b) linear synchronous motor 

Conclusions

Magnetic field calculation results enable simulation of many steady-state and dynamic characteristics. 
Obtained parameters of linear motors are very useful in the process of inverter control design of servo 
drives with linear motors. 

Comparison of linear induction motor and linear synchronous motor reveals as expected, that 
synchronous motor has the same performance at much lower currents than induction motor. Due to 
application of permanent magnets the dimensions of linear synchronous motor are smaller, thus more 
appropriate for servo drives. Linear induction motor still has the advantage in lower price and simpler 
construction. 
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II-3. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN DOUBLY 
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Abstract – The quantities of interest in an electrical machine (e.m.f. and torque) can be evaluated once 
known the air-gap flux density. The paper shows how to analytically model this flux density distribution, 
as a function of time and of the rotor position, considering the actual disposition of slots and conductors 
and the geometrical characteristics of the air-gap periphery. The winding m.m.f. is evaluated by summing 
suited step functions; as regards the slots, specific field notch functions are obtained, by analytical field 
solutions and applying suited superposition techniques. The method is applied to constant air-gap 
machines, neglecting magnetic saturation. Some e.m.f. and torque evaluations are shown and discussed. 

Basic step model of the m.m.f.

The winding m.m.f. is obtained by adding the contributions of the various coils.  
At first, sharp step functions will be employed, subsequently showing how to smooth the field near the coil 
sides.  
In the following, x is the generic linear coordinate, measured along the air-gap periphery. 

M.m.f. of integer pitch coil windings

The m.m.f. space distribution of an integer pitch coil of a winding with a generic N° of poles Np is expressed by: 

( ) cos 1 2cM x x  ,     (1) 

where τ = π⋅D/Np is the pole pitch, D the air-gap diameter and σ(x) is the step function:  
σ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0,         σ(x) = 0 for x < 0.      (2) 

Called It(t) = Nt⋅i(t)/a the coil total current (Nt = N° of turns/coil; i(t)= phase current; a = N° of parallel paths), 
the coil m.m.f. becomes: 

( , ) ( ) ( ) cos 1 2c c t c t tm x t M x I t M x N a i t x N a i t . (3) 

In case of uniformly distributed phase coils, called q the number of coils/(pole-phase) and τs the slot pitch, the 
phase m.m.f. space distribution can be obtained by adding q terms like (1); by adopting a displacement equal to 
(q – 1)⋅τs /2 in order to obtain a phase m.m.f. centred along the phase axis, the following expression follows: 

1

( ) cos ( 1) 1 2 1 2
q

f s s
k

M x x k q .   (4) 

Called ip(t) the instantaneous current of the phase p (p = 1, 2, 3), the three-phase m.m.f. equals: 

3 1 2 3( , ) ( ) ( 2 3) ( 4 3)f f t f t f tm x t M x N a i t M x N a i t M x N a i t ; (5) 

In case of balanced, three-phase, sinusoidal currents, we have: ip(t) = √2⋅I⋅cos[ω⋅t − (p−1)⋅2⋅π/3].
In a similar manner it is possible to obtain corresponding expressions for the m.m.f.s in case of two layer 
windings, both with integer and shorted pitch coils [7]. 

Field functions and their superposition

The basic analytical approach employs the method of the conformal transformations. As known, a classical 
example is the problem of a surface with one indefinitely-deep single slot, separated from a faced smoothed 
surface throughout a constant air-gap g; among the surfaces, a constant scalar magnetic potential difference 
(m.p.d.) U is applied. This problem, studied by Carter for unsaturated magnetic cores [1], leads to express the 
position p(w) within the air-gap and the corresponding flux density B1(w) as a function of an auxiliary complex 
parameter w. To our aims, we are interested in analysing B1 just along the smoothed surface (p(w) ≡ x(w)): thus, 
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a more suitable expression can be obtained by substituting the parametric formulation with a function B1(x),
interpolating a suited N° of points along x axis (e.g. by means of a cubic spline); B1(x) is a real function of a real 
variable (in fact, the flux density vector, always orthogonal to the smoothed surface, has just one component).  
Called Bi = µ0⋅U/g “ideal” flux density (as it exists between two smoothed faced surfaces), we define “lost” flux 
density BL(x) the difference among Bi and any actual flux density B(x), and call “field function” β(x) the ratio 
among B(x) and Bi: β(x) is so named as it describes the field behaviour by means of a p.u. function. For example, 
the field functions related to B1(x), and to the lost flux density BL1(x), and the corresponding relations are: 

1 1 ix B x B , 1 1( ) ( ) /L L ix B x B ,    (6) 

1 1 1 11L i i i LB x B B x B x B x .    (7) 

The problem is how to combine simple field functions like (6), in order to model the actual geometrical 
structures, in which several slots are disposed along one surface (for now the other surface is maintained 
smoothed): to this aim, the Principle of Superposition of the Lost Flux Density (PSLB) must be introduced. 
The PSLB declares the possibility to sum the lost flux densities of the single slots: the actual lost flux density of 
a multi-slot structure equals the sum of the lost flux densities due to each slot, as if it were the only existing slot; 
thus, the actual flux density equals the difference among the ideal flux density and the global lost flux density:  

1 1 ,   1        ,   1L L s L L L s Lj jB x B x j B x B x x x j x x  ,  (8) 

with j extended to all the slots. The PSLB is valid also in case of intersecting lost flux density curves, due to very 
near adjacent slots, and it can be applied also to other geometrical “disturbances”, as the interpolar zones.  
The PSLB has not been demonstrated yet, but several FEM tests have shown its correctness [3, 4, 5, 6]. 

Air-gap flux density distribution 

The analysis is aimed to obtain the air-gap flux density distribution among two toothed surfaces, with any 
disposition of the currents in the slots: to this aim, some simple, basic situations must be progressively analysed. 
Called x and y the linear peripheral coordinates along the stator and rotor surfaces respectively, and called z the 
position of the rotor origin with respect to the stator origin, it follows:  

x = y + z.      (9) 

Two slotted surfaces, between which a constant m.p.d. U is applied

The following functions should be defined (subscripts S , R , L indicate: Stator, Rotor, Lost):  
− BS(x) and BLS(x): flux density and lost flux density due to a slotted stator surface faced to a smoothed rotor 

one, evaluated along the rotor smoothed surface (βS(x) and βLS(x) = 1−βS(x) are the related field functions); 
− BR(y) and BLR(y): flux density and lost flux density due to a slotted rotor surface faced to a smoothed stator 

one, evaluated along the stator smoothed surface (βR(y) and βLR(y) = 1−βR(y)  are the related field functions); 
− B(x,y) and BL(x,y): resultant flux density and lost flux density, in case of both slotted surfaces, assumed as 

purely radial, considered at half air-gap width (β(x,y) and βL(x,y) = 1−β(x,y)  are the related field functions). 
The field functions βLS(x) and βLR(y) could be obtained by the previously described analytical procedure, and 
applying the PSLB: indeed, once operated the superposition (8), it is more suited to employ an interpolating 
function. Good results have been achieved by using exponential periodic functions.  
For the stator field function, called τsS the slot pitch, the following equation was used: 

2exp sin
S

LS LSo S sSx x  ,   (10) 

where βLSo, νS, and λS can be evaluated by parameter identification, from analytical or FEM solution results. 
As regards βLR(y), an expression like (10) can be similarly obtained only if the rotor is uniformly slotted (as in 
the induction motors). In case of an isotropic synchronous machine, this condition is not verified, and a different 
global slotting model must be developed: after performing the superposition (8), the function βLR1(y) should be 
considered, interpolating the field just within one rotor slot pitch; then, the slotting repetition is obtained by  
summations, at first extended within one pole (βLRp(y)), subsequently all along the overall periphery (βLR(y)): 

12

1 1
0

1
exp ,  

2 2

R pR

r

c
pR

LR LRo R sR LRp LR R sR
j

c
y y y y j , (11)   

  ,    0,..., 1
p

LR LRp p p pjy y j j N ,   where   (12) 

cpR = N° of rotor slots/pole, τsR = slot pitch, Np= N° of poles, βLRo, νR, and λR to be evaluated as for the stator. 
As regards the functions B(x, y) and β(x, y), y must be explicitly expressed by eq. (9): in fact, while the rotor 
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position z among the faced structures is indifferent for the evaluation of βLS(x) and βLR(y) (because one structure 
is smoothed), in a doubly slotted machine the mutual position z among the structures must be defined; thus: 

, ,        ,     , ,B x y B x x z x y x x z ,    (13) 

so that, for a given rotor position z, B and β are expressed only as a function of the coordinate x along the stator. 
In order to evaluate the resultant functions β(x, x−z), it could seem reasonable to extend the PSLB, by summing 
the lost flux density distributions of each structure; on the contrary, various FEM simulations have shown that: 

,

, 1 1

L LS LR

S R LS LR

x x z x x z

x x z x x z x x z
 .        (14) 

As for the PSLB, also eq. (14) has not been demonstrated yet; just some remarks can explain its soundness: 
− from eq. (14), the actual flux density can be obtained as follows: 

, ,i i S R S RB x x z B x x z B x x z B x x z ;  (15) 

thus, the βR(x−z) function can be considered as the correction field function to be applied to BS(x);
− the Carter’s factor of a doubly slotted structure is similarly evaluated, as the product of the single factors. 

Single coil fed by current in a slotted structure, faced to a smoothed surface

Coming back to the case of a smoothed surface faced to a slotted one (e.g. the stator), consider that just a single 
coil is fed by current (fig.1): in case of an integer pitch τ, the m.m.f. has the square wave distribution of eq. (1). 

B1c
x

2

1 1 11 1
2

Fig.1 – Flux density distribution produced by a 
single coil fed by current, disposed in a slotted 
structure faced to a smoothed one. 

Called B1c(x) and β1c(x) the flux density and the field function 
distributions respectively, the β1c(x) waveform appears as follows: 
− between the coil sides, the flux density is that due to a constant 

m.p.d., applied among a smoothed and a slotted structure; 
− near the current fed slots (N°2 in fig.1), the flux density gradually 

reverses, with a zero crossing in the position of the slot axes. 
Called Bin(x) and βin(x) the flux density and the corresponding field 
function evaluated along the smoothed surface in front of each fed 
slot, it should be observed that this field behaviour is the same of 
that in the interpolar zone of a salient pole synchronous machine.  

Various FEM analyses confirmed this hypothesis: thanks to this property, the field distribution βin(x) can be 
obtained from the conformal transformation solution of the interpolar field of a synchronous machine [2, 3, 4]. 
For this reason, we call “interpolar” the current fed slots, and “intrapolar” the other ones (slots 2 and 1 in fig.1 
respectively).  The problem is how to combine the notch field function βs(x), which exists in front of the 
intrapolar slots, and the field function βin(x) in front of the interpolar slots. 
A first way to solve this difficulty could consist in defining the following function, called interpolar function: 

in sx x x   .     (16) 

In fact, this allows to apply the notch function βs(x), due to slots, to all the slots; as regards the field in front of 
the interpolar slots, it can be correctly modelled by applying the function α(x) as follows: Bin(x) = Bi⋅βs(x)⋅α(x).

s(x)

x/ s

so

in(x)

(x)

0.5 0

1

Fig.2 – Field functions in front of an interpolar 
slot (origin in the slot axis).

The typical shapes of the functions βin(x), βs(x) and α(x) are shown 
in fig.2, within the half slot pitch at the right of the axis of the 
current fed slot: while βs(x) is an even function, both βin(x) and 
α(x) are odd functions. As suggested by fig.2 and verified by FEM 
simulations, α(x) can be fairly approximated by: 

tanh ix x  ,                                (17) 

where τi is a space constant, that can be easily estimated as follows: 

0i so in x
d x dx   ,                      (18) 

thanks to the linear behaviour of the functions near the slot axis. 

Whole phase winding fed by current in a slotted structure, faced to a smoothed surface

A difficulty that arises in using the interpolar function α(x) is due to the fact that, when all the phase winding 
coils are fed by current, each fed slot simultaneously appears as intrapolar (when considering the field produced 
by currents in slots external to it) and interpolar (as regards the field contribution caused by its own current): in 
the general case, this makes quite complicated the application of α(x) to the flux density distribution. 
The use of α(x) becomes easier if it is associated to the distribution of the m.m.f. rather than to the flux density 
distribution: in fact, this choice allows to apply α(x) to each contribution of the coil m.m.f. (1), thus transforming 
the step variations of m.m.f. (implemented in eq.s (1) – (5)) in smoothed variations, according to the interpolar 
slot field behaviour: in this way, the use of α(x) is very simple, because, when performing the superposition of 
the coil m.m.f. contributions, α(x) is selectively and automatically implemented.  
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Of course, even if applied to the m.m.f., in principle α(x) is a flux density correction function. 
The application of α(x) to the basic situation of a coil with an integer pitch shows that the product among α(x)
and the step square-wave waveform (1) can be conveniently substituted by the following expression: 

1 2 tanh cosm mM x k x  ;   (19) 

kmτ is a coefficient set to the value that correctly reproduces the slope of α(x) at the zero crossing; it is always 
sufficiently high (usually higher than 10) to saturate the tanh value to ±1 when the cosine function tends to unity. 
In case of a shorted pitch coil, called τc the coil pitch, the smoothed slope m.m.f. expression is: 

. ( ) 1 2 tanh cos cos 2 2m sh m c cM x k x .  (20) 

As concerns eq.s (3), (4), (5), they remain unvaried, but in them (19) and (20) should substitute (1). 

Doubly slotted synchronous machine with three-phase stator winding and distributed field rotor winding

Consider an isotropic synchronous machine having a generic three-phase stator winding (one or two layers; 
integer or shorted pitch) with q slots/(pole-phase), a rotor winding with cp slots/pole and Nf  turns/(field coil), 
and stator and rotor slot pitches equal to τsS and τsR.
Called MfS(x) and MfR(y) the m.m.f. space distributions of one phase stator winding and of the field winding 
respectively, and indicated with if(t) the instantaneous current in the field winding, the following stator, rotor and 
resultant instantaneous m.m.f.s. can be written: 

1,2,3

, 1 2 3    ;           ,S t fS p R fR f f
p

m x t N a M x p i t m y t M y N i t   , (21) 

, , , ,       , , , ,S R S Rm x y t m x t m y t m x x z t m x t m x z t  . (22) 

The second formulation of the instantaneous distribution of the total m.m.f. points out that the m.m.f. acting in 
each point x measured along the stator periphery depends on time (as concerns the current time waveforms) and 
on rotor position z (that can vary as a time dependent variable too). 
Finally, the instantaneous distribution of the air-gap flux density is described by this compact expression: 

0 0, , , ,   , , , ,S R S Rb x y t g m x y t x y b x x z t g m x x z t x x z , (23) 

where βS(x) and βR(x−z)  are the “notch” field functions taking into account the stator and rotor slotting effects, 
while the interpolar field effects are modelled directly by the tanh zero crossing shape of the m.m.f. terms. 
As an example of m.m.f. space distributions, in case of single-layer, integer pitch stator windings, the stator and 
rotor coil m.m.f. expressions can be written as follows: 

1 2 tanh cos   ;    1 2 tanh coscS mS cR mRM x k x M y k y , (24) 

while the corresponding phase and field winding expressions are given by: 

1 1

11
1  ; 1

2 2

p

S R

cq
p

fS cS S sS fR cR R sR
j j

cq
M x M x j M y M y j . (25) 

Validation of the field analytical model by FEM comparison

A lot of global and local tests have been done, performing FEM simulations [6] and analytical evaluations of 
different geometrical and operating conditions: in the following, just one example is shown, aimed to show the 
soundness of the adopted approach. Reference is made to a constant air-gap synchronous machine (see Table 1). 
Fig.3 shows the flux density distribution as a function of the angle θ along the stator bore. Since the analytical 
model assumes a purely radial flux density, in the FEM simulations only radial components at half air-gap width 
have been considered.  As can be noted, the field distributions are very close, confirming the model soundness. 
As regards the method accuracy also in case of partial overlapping of faced slots, several comparisons with FEM 
simulations have confirmed the correctness of the field evaluation [7], both in waveforms and values. 
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Table 1- Data of the 
analysed constant air-gap 

synchronous machine 
N° of poles 2 

N° of  
parallel paths 1

N° of  
stator slots 18

N° of  
stator phases 3

N° of winding layers 1 
N° of rotor slots/pole  

4
mech. angle among 

rotor slots 30° 
stator internal 
diameter  [m] 1
air-gap [mm] 5 

stator and rotor slot 
opening [mm] 30
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Fig.3 - Flux density distribution as a function of the angle θ along the stator bore, for the shown rotor position; Ban = 
analytical method; BFEM = FEM calculations (radial component, evaluated at half air-gap width); machine data of Table 1; 
operating conditions: field slot tot. current = Itf = 1000 A; sinus. stator currents: peak phase slot tot. current = ItphM = 400 A. 

Analytical evaluation of the winding e.m.f.

Called yc the coil pitch (expressed in N° of slot pitches), and xip1 the position of the initial active side of the first 
stator coil of the p-th phase; the initial and final active side positions of the k-th coil of the same p-th phase are: 

1 1  ;    ipk ip sS fpk ipk c sSx x k x x y   ,         (26) 

For an unskewed machine of stack axial length  and stator internal diameter D, the flux linkage of a group of q 
series connected coils under each pole (obtainable from (22), (23)) and the corresponding e.m.f. ep are given by: 

0
1 1

, , , ,fpk

ipk

q q x
p pk t S R S Rx

k k

z t z t g N x x z m x t m x z t dx   . (27) 

, , ,p p p
p pm pt

d z t t z t z tdz
e t e t e t

dt z dt t
  .  (28) 

Being Ω = Ω(t) the rotational speed and km = µ0⋅ ⋅D⋅Nt/(2⋅g), by performing the z-derivative under the integral 
operator, observing that ∂f(x−z)/∂z = − ∂f(x−z)/∂x, and performing a “per part” integration, epm becomes [8]: 

1

, ,

,

,

fpk

ipk

fpk

ipk

x R S
S S R Rq x

pm m
xk

S R R x

x z d x
x m x t x z m x z t dx

x dx
e t z t k

x x z m x z t

(29)

As regards the transformer e.m.f. ept of a group, by time derivating under the space integral operator, it becomes: 

0
1

, ,
, fpk

ipk

q x S R
pt t S Rx

k

m x t m x z t
e t z t g N x x z dx

t t
  . (30) 

The calculation of the eq.s (29) and (30) appears cumbersome, mainly because of the presence of time dependent 
quantities under the space integral operators; on the other hand, it is possible to extract these time dependent 
factors out of the integrals, leaving inside just the space dependent terms: 

1 1 2 2 3 3

1

,

                      + fpk

ipk

pm m t

q x
m f S R fR f fx

k

e t z t k N a J z t i t J z t i t J z t i t

k J z t x x z M x z N i t
  ,             (31) 
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1,2,3

,pt pu u pf f
u

e t z t L z di dt L z di dt   , p = 1, 2, 3,  with          (32) 

1

1 2 3fpk

ipk

q x R
p S fSx

k

x z
J z x M x p dx

x
, p = 1, 2, 3, (33) 

1

fpk

ipk

q x S
f R fRx

k

d x
J z x z M x z dx

dx
 ;   (34) 

2
0

1

1 2 3fpk

ipk

q x
pu t S R fSx

k

L z g N a x x z M x u dx , p, u = 1,2,3,   (35) 

0
1

fpk

ipk

q x
pf t f S R fRx

k

L z g N N x x z M x z dx , p = 1, 2, 3.   (36) 

Equations (31)-(36) suggest that the functions Jp(z), Jf(z), Lpu(z), Lpf(z) (p, u = 1,2,3) can be evaluated off line 
just once, subsequently taking into account the time dependent functions.  
In the particular case of the steady-state, no-load, operation, just the motional e.m.f. epm exists; considering the q
series connected coils of the group under one pole of the phase p, its e.m.f. is given by (see eq.s (31), (34)): 

1
0

1

,

fpk

ipk

fpk

ipk

q x S
R fRx

k
m f fq x

S R fR x
k

d x
x z M x z dx

dx
e t z t k N I

x x z M x z

  .   (37) 

Fig.4 shows the comparison among the no-load phase-to-neutral e.m.f. evaluated analytically (by means of eq. 
(37), multiplied by the N° of poles Np = 2), and by a transient FEM simulation (machine geometry in Table I). 
The following remarks can be made: 
− the analytical and FEM results are very close, confirming the correctness of the developed model; 
− the waveform disturbances due to the stator and rotor slotting effects are very important: they correspond to the 

classical, well known e.m.f. tooth harmonics, whose amplitude can be reduced by using skewing only (not 
considered here, just with the aim to show and estimate the evaluation accuracy of this effect). 
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Fig.4 – No-load e.m.f. 
simulated waveforms for the 
machine whose data are given 
in Table I:  
solid line = analytically eva-
luated waveform (see eq. (37));  
dotted line = FEM transient 
simulation waveform.  
Time is expressed in p.u., 
referred to the waveform 
period T.

Analytical evaluation of the electromagnetic torque

As known, the torque evaluation is based on the rotor position derivative of the co-energy Wc, performed at 
constant currents: adopting the hypothesis of zero ferromagnetic voltage drops, the magnetic energy W equals 
Wc: thus, W will be directly considered in the following, performing its position derivative at constant currents.  
The stored energy should be expressed as a function of the flux density distribution (see eq.s (22), (23)), but this 
distribution does not allow to obtain an accurate torque evaluation; in fact: 
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− it does not model the tangential components of the flux density and its radial variation; 
− it does not consider the flux paths in slots, near the slot openings, that give some torque contribution.  
Thus, in order to improve the energy and torque calculation, equation (23) has been modified, by substituting the 
functions βS(x) and βR(x−z) with suited “effective” notch field functions βeS(x) and βeR(x−z):

0, , , ,e eS eR S Rb x x z t g x x z m x t m x z t   ;  (38) 

be is the equivalent flux density, whose be
2/µ0 volume integral in the machine gives the correct stored energy. 

As regards βeS(x) and βeR(x−z), starting from the lost flux densities βLS(x), βLR(x−z), they are defined as: 

1   ;     1eS S LS eR R LRx x x z x z   ,  (39) 

in which ηβS and ηβR are field constants (for their evaluation, based on an energetic approach, see [9]). 
On the basis of eq. (38), called  the stack length and ζ the rotor angular position, carrying the ∂/∂z operator 
under the integral ∫(⋅)dx, and observing that ∂f(x−z)/∂z = − ∂f(x−z)/∂x, the torque expression becomes [9]: 

2

0 00 0

, , , ,
, , ,

2 2 2

D De e
e

b x x z t b x x z tD D g
T z t g dx b x x z t dx

z x
.    (40) 

Called Λg = µ0⋅ ⋅(D/2)/g, by developing eq. (40), and putting ∂(⋅)/∂x = Dx(⋅), the following terms follow: 
− mutual torque, due to the simultaneous existence of stator and rotor m.m.f.s: 

2

0

,
,

2 , ,

D S eReS
m g

R x eR eR x R

m x t x x z
T z t dx

m x z t D x z x z D m x z t
  ;   (41) 

− stator slotting reluctance torque, to which the torque reduces in case of zero rotor m.m.f.: 

2 2
0

, ,
D

S g eR x eRS eST z t m x t x x z D x z dx   ;     (42) 

− rotor slotting reluctance torque, to which the torque reduces in case of zero stator m.m.f.: 
2

0

,
,

, ,

D R eReS
R g

R x eR eR x R

m x z t x x z
T z t dx

m x z t D x z x z D m x z t
  .   (43) 

The integration of eq.s (41)-(43) appears cumbersome; as before, we can separate space and time dependence: 

1,2,3

,m g t f f p mp
p

T z t N a N i t i t Y z   , with    (44) 
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  ;        (45) 
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2 2,R g Rf fT z t N i t Y z   , with      (48) 
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M x z D x z x z D M x z
  .       (49) 

As an example, consider the holding torque, at constant stator currents I1, I2, I3 and at constant field current If : 
to this aim, the stator currents are assumed as evaluated in a chosen instant t0 (I1 = i1(t0), I2 = i2(t0), I3 = i3(t0)):

2 2
0

1,2,3
0 0 0

2
0 0

, 1,2,3

, , ,

t
f f p mp Rf f

p
h m S R g

t p u Spu
p u

N
N I i t Y z N I Y z

a
T z T z t T z t T z t

N a i t i t Y z
 .(50) 

Fig.5 shows the comparison among the holding torque evaluated analytically by means of (50) (solid line), and 
by a transient FEM simulation (dotted line), as a function of the rotor angular position θ, performed for the same 
machine geometry described in Table I (field constants: ηβS = ηβR =0.66): a fair similarity can be observed. 
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Fig.5 – Holding torque 
simulated waveforms, as a 
function of the angular rotor 
position θ; machine data of 
Table I;   
solid line = analytical 
evaluated waveform (see 
eq.(50));  
dotted line = FEM transient 
simulation waveform.

Conclusion

An analytical method for the evaluation of the flux density distribution at the air-gap, taking into account the 
stator and rotor slotting effects and the actual distribution of the instantaneous currents, has been described. 
It is well suited to the analytical, accurate, evaluation of e.m.f. and torque waveforms, of great interest in many 
modelling and design problems concerning slotted electrical machines. The good level of accuracy of the method 
has been verified considering a test case, concerning an isotropic synchronous machine. 
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Abstract – In the paper, three-dimensional analyses of the electromagnetic field of a fractional 
power induction motor are presented. The results of these analyses for different discretizations 
were compared with 2D analyses to determine the proper discretization. The skewing effect of 
the rotor slots was taken into account using solid modelling of the motor. 

Introduction

Induction motors are usually investigated using 2D method according to the proportions of the 
outer motor diameter and core length. For the fractional power motors this proportion is not large, 
hence a more interesting 3D analysis, especially that the skewing effect of the rotor bars can be 
described properly only using 3D analysis. This problem was analysed using 2D method in [2] but this 
analysis takes into account only a multi-sliced model with straight slots in each section. The 3D or 2D 
models of the motor are always the results of approximations of real field distributions with the finite 
element shape function so neither of them are error free. It is very important from the practical point of 
view to observe the differences between both solutions for different discretization densities. In the 
paper the results of 2D and 3D are compared. 

Mathematical model.

Despite the growing possibilities of modern computers the solution of the equation systems created 
by 3D analysis is still very time consuming. Therefore the optimal description of three-dimensional 
electromagnetic field of induction motor needs the application of methods, which use the smallest 
number of variables. The use of scalar description is always less expensive than the vector one. The 
magnetic scalar potential can be used to describe the magnetic field in non-conducting materials. 

.0=gradgrad

0=graddiv
2

 (1) 
The disadvantage of magnetic scalar is well known. Because of this, 

rot  grad  =0
 (2) 

this description can only be used in current-less areas. Furthermore by applying the integral Ampere’s 
law, the integral of the tangential component of the magnetic field strength along any closed contour, 
in an area described with scalar potential, must be zero.  

Application of reduced magnetic scalar potential Φ provides a basis for accounting the presence of 
the forced currents of known distribution in non-conducting areas. The magnetic field strength can be 
expressed as the sum of three components  

eHHHH ms=   (3) 
from the first Hs is the magnetic field strength obtained as a result of the source’s current flow in the 

air (µ=µ0), the second Hm is a result of the existence of a ferromagnetic material in the surroundings 

and the last He is a result of the existence of some conducting material in the surroundings. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Using the Biot-Savart law the formula for the first component becomes: 

V

2
0

dv
r4

=
1

= r
s

1J
BH

. (4) 
The last two components can be described using the mentioned reduced magnetic scalar potential Φ.

grad=em HH . (5) 
Resultant magnetic field strength takes the form: 

H
J 1r=
4  r

dv  grad   
3

V

. (6) 

The magnetic vector potential can describe the electromagnetic field in the conducting area. The 
magnetic vector potential is defined by the expression  

rot AB  (7) 
and leads into the equations  

0
t

divgradVdiv

grad
t

=div
1

grad-rot
1

rot

A

A
AA V

 (8) 

with an unambiguous solution for the Coulomb condition 

0=div A . (9) 
In quasi-static problems field solutions are obtained in complex form. The real-time fields E and H are 
related to their complex forms 

tje)z,y,x(ERe)t,z,y,x(E  (10) 
Hence the complex Maxwell’s equations  

HE j  (11) 
With this assumption the equations (8) become  

1 1
rot rot  - grad div = grad   

div gradV div 0

j V

j

A A A

A  (12) 

For obtaining the unambiguous solution of the equations (1, 8 and 12) in the whole area, the above 
equations have to be completed by taking into account the equations of conditions of continuity of 
solution at borders of areas described by different potentials.  
Application of Ψ-Φ-A-V method is difficult because of the necessity of correctly describing the area 
where scalar potential is used. It requires a high precision in determination of the topology of the 
object and the introduction of properly oriented cuts to the areas described by the magnetic scalar 
potential Ψ. It is possible to model non-linear materials using a quasi non-linear model. The 
assumption is that B and H are both in phase. The magnitude of the field is used to determine the 
value of the permeability. The Galerkin procedure and the weighted residual method are used to 
transform the partial differential equation to a discretized set of non-linear algebraic equations. 
Boundary conditions and interface conditions will also be embedded in these equations. 

Analysis

The object of investigation was the three-phase induction squirrel-cage motor of 380 V (star 
connected) with rated output power 0,37 kW. Table 1 shows the specification of the motor.  
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Table 1. Specification of analysed motor 

Diameter of Rotor and Stator 60,5 mm, 106 mm 
Air gap length 0,25 mm 
Core Length 56 mm 
Number of phase and poles 3 phases, 4 poles 
Primary Winding Resistance 21 Ω
Primary Winding Pitch Single layer, 5/6 short pitch 
Number of series turns in stator winding 612 
Rotor winding Aluminium Cage 
Number of stator and rotor slots 24, 18 
Depth of Secondary Slot 10,56 mm 

 The presented motor was used to study the influence of the discretization on the results and to 
compare the results of 2D and 3D analyses. For this study the 2D model shown in Fig. 1 was taken. 
Because the real winding produces some extra effects connected with coil-ends two simplified models 
for 3D calculation were taken into account. The first, shown in Fig. 1, consist of two long, straight 
conductors going out of the modelled space and the second consist of one coil of the winding only. 

Fig. 1. The 2D model and simplified 3D models of the investigated motor 

In Fig. 2 the complete model of the motor is shown. The stator windings overlap each other at the coil-
ends because the real shape of the winding’s outhangs is very complicated. Nevertheless the amount of 
currents in the coil-ends region is equal to the real one. To take advantage of motor symmetry only 
half of the motor was investigated. 

              

Fig. 2. The complete 3D model of the investigated motor and the 3D model of the motor with skewed slots 

 The software package OPERA-3D includes the possibility of building models in terms of 
brick (hexahedral) elements as well as tetrahedral elements. It is a feature of the two types of finite 
element that, for the same number of nodes, hexahedral can give greater accuracy than tetrahedral.  
Complex geometric shapes make modelling in terms of hexahedral elements very time consuming and 
sometimes impossible. The skewed slots in the rotor are a good example. It is possible to create a 
model with straight slots and then rotate points on each level to create a skew effect but the elements 
in the air gap between the stator and the rotor will be unacceptably distorted or they overlap the rotor 
elements. For this reason only the model without skewing was analysed using tetrahedral elements and 
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compared with the 2D model. The created model makes it possible to analyse different meshing and 
grade of elements. 
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Fig. 3. The change of the flux linkage with the coil versus the radial and angular positions of the patch. 

The flux linkage with the coil may be calculated using a suitable patch and the expression for a normal 

component of the flux density vector is x x y y z zS
B N B N B N where N is the vector normal to 

the surface at any point. When the solution is obtained in complex form the real and imaginary part of 
flux can be calculated using the proper real or imaginary part of the flux density vector respectively. 
An additional problem is the choice of the appropriate patch on which the flux will be integrated. In 
multi-strand coils each separate wire can be placed in any position within the coil. The integration 
patch has to be as close as possible to the real coil placement. Therefore the influence of the patch 
position was investigated. In Figure 3 we can observe the change of the flux linkage versus the radial 
and angular positions of the patch. Despite the small dimension of the motor, the radial change is 
significant for starting conditions. The process of flux calculation consists of performing separate 
calculations for different patch radial positions and then producing a weight sum of all of this taking 
into account the width of the coil. 
In the Modeller, the user is able to construct the model using primitive volumes, swept surfaces and 
Boolean operations. Surfaces of volumes (cells) are initially discretised into triangles. Defining a 
maximum element size on vertices, edges, facets or cells within a model can control element size. 
Using Modeller function is possible to create only sliced models of the skewed rotor. Therefore we try 
to use another solid modelling package, which also uses the SAT format, to collect data of objects. 
The Solid Edge package from Electronic Data Systems gives us the possibility to create a real skewed 
bar, which is then used, by Boolean operations, to create a model of the skewed rotor. In order to 
avoid the existence of multi-valued scalar potential in the stator and rotor core volumes the air gap was 
divided into two layers of equal width. The layer that touches the stator surface consists of reduced 
scalar volumes and the layer touching the rotor surface consists of vector potential volumes. Due to 
the very small width of the air gap (0,25 mm) it is quite impossible to place extra layers with total 
scalar potential in the middle of the air gap.  

Results of computation

In order to compare 2D and 3D computation results the starting conditions were taken into account 
with the starting current equal to 3,7 rated currents. The current distribution in the stator windings was 
assumed. For this current excitation the current induced in rotor bars and magnetic flux linkage with 
stator coil was investigated. 
Table 1 and 2 shows the comparison of the results for different, in terms of discretization, models built 
with hexahedral elements. The basis for this calculation was the simplified model with one stator coil 
only. In Table 1 the values of maximal current induced in the nearest rotor bar and in Table 2 the 
values of magnetic flux linkage with the stator coil are presented. For comparison results for 2D 
calculations were also presented. Analysis of the models with and without end parts shows very little 
influence of the coils outhangs on the induced current in the rotor bars. Summarizing the results from 
Tables 1 and 2, the integral values like bar’s current or flux linkage with coil are not very sensitive to 
discretization density and the basic division produces adequate results. 
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Table 1. The comparison of rotor bar induced currents for different discretization and element type for: 
       a) 3D calculations                                                            b) 2D calculations 

Table 2. The comparison of the magnetic flux linkage with the stator coil for different discretization and element 
type for 3D calculation 

       a) 3D calculations                                                            b) 2D calculations 

              

Fig. 4. The flux density and current density on the surface of the model with straight rotor bars 

In Figures 4 and 5 the distributions of flux density and current density for models with straight and 
skewed rotors bars are shown. As can be seen from Fig. 5 the skewing of the rotor bars reduces the 
value of the rotor bars’ currents. The starting torque is also about 4% lower than for straight bars. 
Additionally, in a skewed cage induction motor the interbar currents, related to imperfect insulation of 
the rotor bar from the iron, can be an important component of the stray load losses. This effect was 
analysed in [2] using 2D multislice models. The authors’ own 3D model can be used for modelling the 
interbar current problem with the use of anisotropic conductivity with zero component along the motor 
length. In Fig. 6 the effect of interbar current on the rotor surface can be observed. The power loses 
due to interbar currents are nearly 3% of rotor power. To ensure that these currents really flow 
between the rotor bars the calculation without rotor bars was also performed showing no presence of 
the currents in this case.  

Number of 
equations 

Element type Induced 
current [A] 

4763 linear 817,2 
64000 linear 811,0 

256000 linear 808,4 
570000 linear 808,2 

Number of 
equations 

Element type Induced 
current [A] 

164 000 linear 713,1 
203000 linear 712,7 
441000 quadratic 698,8 
546000 linear 712,0 

Number of 
equations 

Element type Magnetic flux 
[mWb] 

164 000 linear 0,612 
203000 linear 0,611 
441000 quadratic 0,619 
546000 linear 0,615 

Number of 
equations 

Element type Magnetic flux 
[mWb] 

4763 linear 0,624 
64000 linear 0,674 

256000 linear 0,674 
570000 linear 0,675 
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Fig. 5. The current density on the surface of the model with skewed rotor bars and the comparison of bars current 
for straight and skewed rotor bars. 

Fig. 6. The interbar current density on the surface of the rotor core 

Conclusion

The obtained results of using 3D modelling of fractional power induction motors shows the 
possibility of efficient investigation of analysed objects especially at starting and no-load conditions. 
The solid modelling technique allows modelling of the rotor with skewed slots. This creates the 
possibility to investigate currents flowing between rotor bars through rotor sheets. Many authors 
suggest the great influence of these currents on the additional losses especially for die-cast aluminium 
rotor cages. The comparison of results for different discretization creates a basis for estimation of 
errors and possible accuracy limits, which can be obtained using numerical methods. 
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Abstract – In this paper, the methods of improvement of an insulation system of a voltage transformer are 
considered. Computations, carried out based on the finite element numerical method, make it possible to 
find the locations of high electric field strength values. The electric field distributions for several different 
versions of insulation systems are compared. The design process was continued until the permissible 
electric field strength was not exceeded in any part of the insulation system and the homogeneity of the 
electric field was maintained. Conclusions concerning constructional modifications are also given. 

Introduction

The subject of analysis is a voltage transformer with two insulated voltage terminals and a 
transformation ratio of 15kV/100V. The aim of redesigning the voltage transformer was the 
achievement of a greater rated power at the same accuracy class and greater electric strength in the 
same dimensions. This modernisation considered the shape of its core and windings. The main 
assumption was the same external dimensions of both versions. Greater rated power requires an 
increase in the cross sectional area of the core, causing a decrease in the thickness of the insulation 
layer and in consequence lowers the electric strength of the whole insulation system of the voltage 
transformer. 
In order to determine the value of the electric field strength the computations for some variants of the 
insulation system were performed. Computations were carried out based on the finite element 
numerical method. The commercial software OPERA was used to compute field distributions in 
insulation systems. 
The two versions of a voltage transformer 15kV/100V before and after redesign (the last version) are 
shown scaled in Fig.1.  

The Mathematical Model

The electric field in an insulation system (after introducing the scalar electric potential E = -∇V
where E is the electric field strength) is described by the Laplace's equation  

∇2 V = 0      (1) 

with Neuman's and Dirichlet's boundary conditions. Applying the numerical finite element method 
can solve this equation. The electric field analysis allows the estimation of the field distribution in the 
system and makes it possible to determine the maximum electric field strength in insulation.  
The insulation system contains some materials of different permittivity (epoxide resin  ε'=4,  trivolton  
ε'=4,2, pressboard ε'=3 and the other elements. ε'=1). The computation was performed in a 2D system 
for two perpendicular cross-sections of the voltage transformer. Accuracy of the field distribution 
requires the model of the physical device to be a precise reproduction of the device. Two conditions 
were taken into consideration: the voltage test and the operating state of the voltage transformer.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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The electric field strength obtains maximum value in time when test voltage obtains amplitude 
38 2 kV. The boundary conditions for the test are: values of potential (Dirichlet's) of the grounded 
bottom, bolts, secondary windings and core all at 0kV, of the voltage terminals and the outermost 
layers of the both parts of the primary coil at test voltage 38 2 kV, the innermost layers of the 
primary coil wound on the electrostatic shield at 19 2 kV, and the condition of the tangential electric 
field strength (Neuman's) at the boundary of the whole system with the surrounding air.  
During rated operation the worst condition is when the voltage at one terminal will be 15 2 kV and 
at the second terminal –7.5 2 kV. The boundary conditions for this state are: values of potential 
(Dirichlet's) of the grounded bottom, bolts, secondary windings and core all at 0kV, of the voltage 
terminal and the  outermost layer of one part of the primary coil at 15 2 kV, the terminal and the 
outermost layer of the second part at –7.5 2 kV, the innermost layers of the primary coil wound on 
the electrostatic shield at 0kV, and the condition of the tangential electric field strength (Neuman's) at 
the boundary of the whole system with the surrounding air.  

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Two constructional variants of the same external dimensions of the voltage transformer 15kV/100V  
                   a) before redesign                                       b)  after redesign 
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Fig. 2. The worst condition of supply at ωt=90°
results in u1= Um, and   

u2= Um sin (90°−120°)= Um sin (-30°) = −Um/2 

The Analysis of Electric Field Distribution

The results of the numerical analysis are presented in Figs 3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows distribution of 
electric potential in insulation system of the voltage transformer at the voltage test condition.  
The electric field strength distributions are presented in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3. Distribution of electric potential [V] at the surfaces passing through the centres of the voltage transformer 
under the test condition (38kV-1 minute) 

a) before redesign                                                                        b) after redesign 

The computations show that the electric field concentrates nearby the primary coil, and especially in 
the core window. The level of the electric field strength in voltage transformer insulation is below 
8kV/mm at the test voltage of 38 kV. But the peak values of the electric field strength may be 
observed by the edges of both parts of the primary coil. Because of the definition of the picture, the 
field distributions shown in Fig.4 are presented at the assumption of the upper limit 8kV/mm in the 
insulation of the voltage transformer. 
The maximum values of the electric field strength occur near the edges of the primary coil in the foils 
of trivolton and achieve, under test voltage, 16.2k V/mm in version 1 and 12.3kV/mm in version 2. 
Fig.5 shows the comparison of the electric field strength distribution between the old and new 
versions. The final version achieves a greater rated power at the same accuracy class and the field 
distribution is more even. However, the fixed radius of the epoxide resin pipe, which the secondary 
winding is cast in, limited the designer. The increasing of the cross-section of the core and the fixed 
radius of pipe only slightly reduces the value of the electric field strength.  

a)b)
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Fig.4. Distribution of the electric field strength [V/mm] in the area of the voltage transformer under the test 
condition (38kV-1 minute) 

       a) before redesign (version 1)                                                            b) after redesign (version 2) 

Fig.5. The comparison of the distributions 
of the electric field strength [V/mm] along 
the symmetry axis in the insulation system 
of two constructional variants of the 
voltage transformer at the test voltage 
38kV (1 minute)

a)

b)

version 2 

version 1 
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The computation done for the final version of the voltage transformer at the operating state shows the 
level of electric field strength to be 3kV/mm and the peak values in trivolton, near the edges of the 
primary coil, to be 6.4kV/mm. The potential distribution and electric field strength distribution during 
operation are presented in Fig.6 and 7.  

Fig. 6. Distribution of electric 
potential [V] at the surface passing 
through the centre of the voltage 
transformer after redesign under 
operating conditions 

Fig.7. Distribution of the electric field strength [V/mm] in the area of the voltage transformer after redesign under 
operating conditions  

The electric strength of epoxide resin as well as trivolton is higher than the level of the values of the 
electric field strength in the insulation of the voltage transformer and there are no dangers of 
breakdowns of insulation or partial discharges neither at voltage test nor at rated operating state.  
Compatibility of the computed field distributions with distributions in real-life models depends on 
very accurate mapping of the real-life model. The dividing meshes, which were used in the 
computation, had respectively 50985 and 41371 nodes for two perpendicular cross-sections. The 
division was the result of the accuracy analysis and further mesh refinement does not change this 
solution.
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Conclusions

Computations of the electric field distributions for several different versions of insulation systems are 
compared. The electric strength of an insulation system during the design process was achieved using 
an iterative approach. The design process was continued until the permissible electric field strength 
had not been exceeded in any part of the insulation system and the homogeneity of the electric field 
was maintained. The results of computations and tests were compared. 
Every construction improvement is carried out in order to obtain better devices. For the voltage 
transformer it means achieving a greater rated power at the same accuracy class and greater electric 
strength at the assumption of the same external dimensions. The author has presented the results of 
the use of numerical methods in the design process. The numerical analysis of the electric field 
distribution shows that the final constructional version of the voltage transformer is better than the 
starting version. The test results are a confirmation of the results of the numerical analysis.  
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Abstract:  The paper presents a general approach to minimization of the cogging torque in electrical 
machines using surface-mounted magnets with discrete skew angle. Two types of pole shapes, namely 
monotonic skewing as well as herringbone-shaped magnets are proposed for the purpose of reducing the 
cogging torque. The elaborated algorithm is validated against the 3D finite element model as well as 
experimental data obtained from physical model of the motor. The presented cost-effective method leads 
to a great reduction of cogging torque with only slight decrease of overall electromagnetic torque. 

Introduction

Some applications like servodrives or hdd micromotors do not tolerate cogging torque of any level [1-
3]. Among various approaches, skewing is known to be the most effective method for reducing of 
cogging torque in PM machines [2-4]. There are two alternative solutions, in which skewing of either 
the stator sheet pack (laminated core) or the rotor permanent magnets can be applied. The latter 
method is a cost-effective solution recommended for the machines with short stack length [3]. This 
paper demonstrates how the cogging torque can be reduced when replacing continuous skewing of 
permanent magnets with discrete one along the machine length (see Fig. 1). Such a construction of 
magnetic circuit leads to a great reduction of the cogging torque and its optimisation procedure is less 
complicated than that for the magnets with continuous skew angle. 

a) b) c)

Fig. 1. Three alternative solutions for skewing of the magnets: a) continuous, b) simple monotonic two-segment 
stepped skewing, c)  simple three-segment stepped herring-bone-shaped magnet 

Field model

The skewed magnets need to be analysed using 3D field models. In this paper the simplified appro-
ach, only partially supported by the three-dimensional finite element model is presented. To describe 
the optimisation procedure using the proposed model, introduce the symbols shown in Fig. 2.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 2. Symbols  

The design variables are as follows: 
- number of PM segments (slices) per single pole  k,
- slice width  α,
- pole shape expressed by the vector of consecutive dislocations of PM pole-slices Γ=(γ1,γ2,...,γk-

1,γk).
The optimisation procedure for the stepped magnets contains the following stages: 

1. The permanent magnet is divided into k symmetric slices. Because the torque is not constant 
along the machine length, each n-th among all k slices contributes to the production of 
cogging torque in accordance to the following formula: 

                         T
f

f
T n

n   ,                                                                                   (1)                           

where: 
fn – area under n-th segment of the torque curve (see Fig. 3), 
f – total area under the torque curve (see Fig. 3), 
T(Θ) – angular variation of the cogging torque (see Fig. 4). 
The above functions are determined from the 3D finite element model, using Maxwell stress tensor. 
To obtain the variation of torque along machine length, the Maxwell stresses are integrated over each 
pole slice (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 4. Angular variation of cogging torque determined from the 3D field model 

2. The specific optimisation procedure is started when each of k segments is shifted over the 
rotor surface until the optimum configuration is arranged. The total torque is composed 
overall torques produced by each pole segment. The optimum configuration is achieved when 
the standard deviation of the cogging torque from zero does not exceed the assumed error 
level. 

Calculation results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the method presented above, the new outer-rotor brushless DC 
motor for an electric fan is considered (see Fig. 5). The machine specifications are as follows: two-
phase, 150 Watt, 1500 rpm. The outer diameter is 112 mm and total length is 25 mm. Large armature 
saliency and high-energy permanent magnets contribute to generation of considerable cogging torque, 
which produces vibrations transmitted to the whole construction of the drive. So, the reduction of the 
cogging torque is of great importance in this type of motor.    

a) b)

Fig. 5. Cross section of two-phase brushless dc motor a) and its physical model b) 

The design procedure was performed for the radially-magnetized stepped poles. In general, a number 
of slices can vary from 3 to 8 what assumed to be a reasonable maximum of slices for the motor under 
considerations. With higher number of slices and various possible angular dislocations of slices, the 
size of the optimisation problem makes it prohibitive to attack the problem by any other but just the 
simplified method.  
The optimisation calculations are carried out for width of the PM pole α/τ = 33/45 and different 
numbers of possibly dislocated PM slices. In Fig. 6, values of the objective function versus a number 
of the PM slices are shown. For monotonically skewed magnets, the minimum of the objective 
function is obtained for the four-slice PM (n=4). And in case of herringbone-shaped ones the highest 
reduction of the cogging torque is obtained for the seven-slice PM (n=7), what is shown in  Fig. 7. 
Figure 8 compares angular variations of the cogging torque for optimised PM shapes. The 3D FEM 
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solution was assumed as a reference. Taking into account the practical application of the motor, the 
electromagnetic torque must be analysed together with the torque pulsation. In electrical machines 
excited by the surface-mounted PMs and supplied without switch-overs, the electromagnetic torque 
includes two components: cogging torque and mutual torque [1]. Such a statement is correct for the 
rare earth permanent magnets which are characterized by relative magnetic permeability 
approximately equal to one. In this case, the reluctance torque can be omitted [5].  
In Table 1 computational results for the torques are summarized. The electromagnetic torque calcu-
lations  were  carried  out for a single-phase supply without switch-overs (I = 20A). The torque pulsa-
tion factor for the electromagnetic torque (without switch-overs) is defined as λ=(Te max - Te min) / 2 Te av

where Te max , Te min and Teav are, respectively, the maximum, minimum and average values of the 
electromagnetic torque determined for a half of the period.  
It is interesting to note that the motor versions II and III are more useful as they ensure the average 
torque comparable to the motor version I (single-slice PM). We can also observe that, for the  motor 
versions II and III, the torque pulsation factor is about 2.5 –times lower, which is a significant 
advantage. Figure 9 shows the angular variations of the electromagnetic torque.  
Additionally in Figures 10 and 11 angular variations of the axial force and back EMF, obtained for 
optimised permanent magnets shapes, are presented. It is worth noticing that for herringbone-shaped 
poles the axial unbalance does not occur. We can also observe that for the optimised magnets the back 
EMF waveform is less distorted from the trapezoidal shape (see Fig. 11).   
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Fig. 7. Optimised magnets configurations, a) monotonically skewed, b) herringbone-shaped  
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Table 1. Quantities of the motor for optimised PM shapes (one-phase supply without switch-overs, I = 20 A) 

Motor version Tr max [N·m] Te max [N·m] Tav [N·m] Fz av [N] λ 
I Monolitic PM   0.54 0 5.16 

II Skew PM   0.50  2.10 
III Herringbone 

PM
  0.52 0 2.12 
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Fig. 9. Angular variation of the torque developed by the motor 
for single-phase supply without switch-overs (I = 20 A) 
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Conclusions

The presented method for reduction of the cogging torque in permanent magnet motors can be applied 
in almost all types of electrical machines with the surface-mounted magnets. The reduction of cogging 
torque is substantial, and the torque drop can be considered negligible.  
The monotonic skewing cause the rotor unbalance which does not occur for the second type of the 
magnets considered. 
The magnetization distribution for optimized magnets shapes can be obtained either the arrangement 
of PM pole-slices or specific shape of magnetizing devices.  
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Abstract – Electric field and dielectric conditions were analysed in an oil immersed power transformer. 
The particularity of the transformer’s design we are dealing with is an attempt to eliminate the stress-
control ring above the low voltage (LV) winding. Using the finite element method (FEM) we analysed the 
steady state electric field that suited conditions during dielectric test with a separate AC source. In the 
paper is also discussed the evaluation and analyses of other possibilities to form an adequate electric field 
with simple constructional elements at the ends of the windings. Therefore we evaluated the influence that 
the radius of conductors, thickness of paper insulation, and additional insulation elements have on electric 
field strength in the critical places.

Introduction

Transformer’s insulation system must be designed to withstand not only the operating voltages with 
some allowance of small overvoltages, but also high overvoltages produced by lightning or switching 
operations. To prove the correct design of the insulation structure every transformer has to be tested 
before installation and operation. During the standard test with a separate AC source the insulation 
structure of the transformer must remain intact, which can be assured with a correct insulation 
coordination. Design of the insulation structure is mainly based on a known potential distribution in 
the transformer. Various methods for the calculation of electric field can be used for that purpose, but 
it seems that only FEM is suitable for complex geometries. In our case we used a 2D magnetostatic 
solver and we analysed the dielectrical conditions in a high voltage (HV) oil immersed power 
transformer during the test with the AC voltage (140 kV). The old design includes stress-control rings 
above both windings in contrast to the new one, which has only HV ring. It is difficult to define an 
exact value of the electric field strength (E) which should not be exceeded in a particular insulation 
material. Despite that we fixed the maximal E in the oil to 10 kV/mm. It has to be stressed that the 
voltage and the electric field strength mentioned in the paper are given in RMS values. 

Finite element model

Modelling of the complete transformer structure to analyse the electric field in just a specific region of 
the transformer is a complex and a time-consuming procedure. In fact such a procedure is really not 
needed since we can get satisfactory results also with the analyses of so called sub-models of the 
transformer. In our case the research region was limited to the upper part of the LV and HV windings. 
Consequently using appropriate boundary and excitation conditions our model included only the 
outlined region shown in Fig. 1. To calculate the electric field in the mentioned region a 2D 
magnetostatic solver was used. Since analyzing of the fields in transformer structure is a true 3D 
problem, some simplifications and modifications of the model were necessary. To come as much as 
possible near to actual conditions an axi-simetric model was used to represent the problem in two 
dimensions. Unfortunately such a model is adequate only for a circular limb and the windings but not 
for a transformer’s yoke and other constructional part. We had to consider this fact in choosing 
appropriate boundary conditions, especially at the upper and right border of the model (Fig. 2).  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Transformer board,
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Fig. 1. Cross section of a three phase 
transformer with marked region which 

was analysed using FEM.  

Fig. 2. Geometry, materials and boundary conditions 
of the FEM model. 

Boundary conditions of FEM model

The calculated electric field in the transformer should in any case represent the worst conditions for 
the insulation structure. Therefore the chosen boundary conditions might or could not describe the 
problem exactly as it is in real transformer. The Dirichlet boundary condition (V = 0V, Fig. 3a) would 
better describe the conditions under the yoke but to assure the highest electric field strength at the top 
of LV windings Neumann boundary condition ( / 0V n , Fig. 3b) was chosen. Same boundary 
condition was used on the right boundary of the model as the electric field is symmetrical to the mid-
plane between the HV windings. Again, also that boundary could be given a Dirichlet condition if we 
have in mind a tank of transformer, which is also held at zero potential. 

V = 0V

(a)

0
V

n

(b)

Fig. 3. Different boundary condition at the top of the model: a) Dirichlet and b) Neumann boundary condition. 

Determination of maximal electric field strength

When the electric field in a model is calculated the magnitude of the E can easily be presented in a 
form of a 2D field with a colour map. Such presentation is suitable in case that we would like to 
investigate the conditions in a given structure, but very inappropriate if we would like to compare the 
effects of some structural changes. Therefore we have to define paths or lines and draw a diagram of E
along those lines. Mostly there is no dilemma where to start the line but problem appears how to 
continue the line, how to define the line course. Since we would like to observe the regions with the 
highest electric field strength we simply followed the direction of the vectors E (Fig. 4).  
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Emax

Fig. 4. Determination of a line course using the directions of E.

Conditions at present insulation structure with LV and HV stress-control rings

Just for comparison of the conditions in old and new insulation structure without LV stress-control 
ring we analysed the electric field at present conditions where both windings have stress-control rings. 
In Fig. 5 a potential distribution is shown and Fig. 6 shows electric field strength distribution along 
marked line 1. The maximal E in oil at the top of the LV winding is 6.9 kV/mm and safely below the 
limit of 10 kV/mm. 
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Fig. 5. Potential distribution at present insulation structure. Fig. 6. Electric field strength along line 1. 

Electric field in a configuration without LV stress-control ring

To estimate E in a dielectrically most stressed region of the transformer we defined lines along which 
the E was observed. As expected the maximal E appears along line 1 on the outer corner of LV 
winding. That winding has no stress-control ring and the radius of the conductor corner is relatively 
small (0.5 mm). Additional paper insulation (0.5 mm) of upper layer successfully decreases the 
maximal E in oil to 9.7 kV/mm. The electric field strength is also very high at the outer conductors of 
LV winding near radial cooling ducts whose height is 3 mm (line 2 in Fig. 7), where E is even higher 
than 10 kV/mm. Due to the relatively high radial cooling duct above HV winding (4.5 mm) the 
function of the stress-control ring is diminished or in a some way lost. The maximal E in the oil near 
paper insulation is 8.8 kV/mm and still below the limit. 
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Fig. 8. Electrical field strength along defined lines. 

Electric field strength at different radius of conductor’s rounded edge

As it was expected and can be seen in Fig. 8, the electric field strength had a maximal value just at the 
outer conductor at the top of LV winding. Since the increase of the conductor’s radius is an effective 
and quite simple way to decrease the electric field to an appropriate level we analysed the conditions 
for different radius of conductor’s round edge. The thickness of the paper insulation (0.5 mm) and the 
other geometry of the model remained the same. In Fig. 9 a family of curves for different radius is 
shown.

Using the values of electric field strength at the distance of 0 mm (Fig. 9) a new diagram was made 
(Fig. 10). It presents the dependence of the Emax on conductor’s radius. Those values were used to find 
an approximative function Emax(r): 

0.326

9.92
maxE

r
 (1)  

where r is radius in mm and the result is Emax in kV/mm. We have to stress that this approximation 
suits just for the used model configuration and it enables the comparison of the results with analytical 
equations for simpler geometries. 
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Fig. 9. Electric field strength along line 1 for different 
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Fig. 10. Maximal electric field strength 
in dependence of radius. 
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Electric field at the top of HV winding

Stress-control rings above and below the HV winding have two functions: because of larger radius 
they reduce the electric field strength at the end of the winding and the other function is that as 
equipotential surfaces influence to the initial voltage distribution at impulse test of the transformer. 
Due to better cooling of thermally most stressed top turns the stress-control ring is raised over the top 
of the winding. That radial duct with the height of 4.5 mm and the fact that the conductive screen of 
the stress-control ring is shifted out from the inner corner of the HV winding are reasons for increase 
of E in that region (Fig. 11). On the basis of the calculated electric field strength along line 3 we can 
establish that it is quite high (Fig. 12). In the FEM model the paper insulation of HV conductors was 
also taken into consideration (thickness of the paper insulation is about 0.5 mm). 

The possibility of using an additional insulating angle ring at that corner was also investigated. The 
angle ring of the thickness 1 mm was placed at the inner corner of the HV winding and a new 
distribution of electric field strength was calculated along the line 3. The comparison of the results is 
shown in Fig. 12. As we already state in the case of different insulation thickness of LV conductors the 
electric field strength near the conductor remained almost the same but it decreased in the oil. Due to 
the fitting of the angle ring the lower layer of the conductors is more exposed. In Fig. 12 is also shown 
the comparison of the electric field strength distribution along lines 3 and 4. 

Electric field in the radial cooling ducts of LV winding

In Fig. 13 we can see that the potential lines at the radial cooling ducts of LV winding are not straight 
vertical but slightly curved into the ducts. We were interested in how the height of such duct 
influences to the maximal electric field strength at the conductors’ corner. The calculated Emax for
different duct’s height (1, 2, 3 and 4 mm) are shown in Fig. 14. Unfortunately we have to consider the 
fact that in the FEM model the paper insulation of conductors (0.1 mm) was not included. Relatively 
thin layer of insulation would namely considerable increase the mesh density. 
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Fig. 11. Potential lines at the top of the HV winding 
with angle ring. 

Fig. 12. Electric field strength along line 3 at the inner 
corner of HV winding with and without angle ring. 
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Fig. 14. Dependence of Emax at the corner of the conductors 
on the height of axial cooling duct. 

Conclusions

With a careful choice of boundary condition even complex transformer structures can easily be 
analysed using 2D FEM. Especially parametric solutions give valuable results which are indispensable 
in the process of transformer design. The insulation coordination is certainly one of the processes we 
can hardly imagine it without numerical analyses like those presented. With an automated FEM 
software for electric field analyses, which is our goal, this process can be even faster and simpler.    
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Abstract – Recently, it is necessary to improve the higher energy efficiency for various motors. A skeleton 
type single-phase permanent magnet motor is analyzed using the finite element method, and the effects of 
the stator in different shapes and the rotation direction on the energy efficiency are clarified. In addition, 
the validity of our method is confirmed by measurements. 

Introduction

Recently, it is necessary to improve the higher energy efficiency for various motors. A skeleton 
type single-phase permanent magnet (PM) motor has a simple structure and is composed of the stator, 
which has a single-phase winding, and the rotor, which has a permanent magnet. Especially, these 
motors can be replaced for shaded-pole type induction motors because the shapes of these motors are 
similar each other. Moreover, skeleton type single-phase PM motors are more efficient than 
shaded-pole type induction motors. However, it is necessary to improve the higher energy efficiency. 
In this paper, a skeleton type single-phase PM motor is analyzed using the finite element method, and 
the effects of the stator in different shapes and the rotation direction on the energy efficiency are 
clarified. In addition, the validity of our method is confirmed by measurements. 

Method of Analysis

The fundamental equation of the magnetic field using the finite element method can be written 
using the magnetic vector potential A as follows [1]: 

MJA rot)rotrot( 00        (1) 

where ν is the reluctivity, ν0 is the reluctivity of the vacuum, J0 is the current density and M is the 
magnetization of the permanent magnet. 

When the current is unknown, the magnetic field should be calculated by coupling the equation of 
the electric circuit. The equation of the electric circuit connected to the coil is given as follows [2]:

00
00 dt

d

dt

dI
LRIVE        (2)

where V0 is the applied voltage, R the resistance, I0 is the current, L is the additiona inductance of the 
analyzed region and Ψ is the interlinkage flux of the coil. 

The torque at each position of the rotor is calculated using the Maxwell stress tensor method.  
The average torque T obtained with this method is composed of output torque Tout and torque of 

mechanical loss Tm:

mout TTT          (3)
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Especially, no-load torque can be written as follows:  

mTT          (4) 

Generally, Tm can be written as follows:  

kTm          (5)

where ω is the angular velocity and k is the constant. From (3), (4) and (5), it is obtained the 
speed-output torque characteristics to measure no-load speed. 

The energy efficiency η is obtained as follows:

[%]100
1

100

00

t

t

out

in

out

dtIV

T

P

P
      (6)

where, τ is the period of the applied voltage.

Analyzed Model and Conditions

Fig.1 shows an analyzed model of skeleton type single-phase PM motors. In this paper, three 
patterns of the model are analyzed. Models B and C have cut notches. Model C can be seen that the 
rotation direction is opposite of model B, though the shapes of the two models are exactly the same. 
Table 1 shows the motor conditions. Fig. 2 shows the finite element meshes. Fig. 3 shows the applied 
voltage of each model. These graphs are energization patterns when each energy efficiency is 
maximum. 

It is desired to analyze the 2-D method to reduce the CPU time, but it is impossible to consider the 
end-coil effects. Fig. 4 shows the current waveform of model B. It is found that the results calculated 
by the 3-D analysis agree well with the measurements. The calculated results by the 2-D analysis also 
agree well with the measurements only if L is considered. Therefore, in this paper, these models are 
analyzed with the 2-D method with L, which is considered to be 19.5mH.  

N
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Stator core Permanent magnet rotor 

(a) model A          (b) model B          (c) model C

Cut notches 

Rotation 
  direction Coil 

51
m

m
 

S S

N N

Fig. 1. Analyzed model.                                  Fig. 2. meshes. 
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Results and Discussion

Fig.5 shows the magnetic flux distributions when the momentary torque reaches maximum and the 
rotor speed is 4,000 rpm. In model B, saturation areas can be seen only near the notches. Therefore, it 
is found that the input power of model B is used as more effective magnetic flux for the torque than 
those of other models.

Fig.6 shows the speed-current characteristics. It is found that the calculated results agree very well 
with the measurements. Fig.7 shows the speed-output torque characteristics. It is found that the results 
agree well with each other. It is also found that the speed of models B and C is higher than that of 
model A when the torque is low. It is because that the interlinkage flux from permanent magnet of 
model A is less than other models, for this model has not cut notches. Fig.8 shows the output 
torque-current characteristics. It is found that the results agree well with each other, but the calculated 
torque is smaller than the measurement when the current is high. One reason for the differences is that 
the heat generation of the coil is not considered in these analyses. It is also found that the efficiency of 
model B is the highest and that of model C is the lowest of the three models.  

(a) model A                 (b) model B                    (c) model C 
Fig. 5. Magnetic flux distributions. 

Fig.9 shows the energy efficiency-output torque characteristics. In both the calculation and the 
measurement, it is found that the energy efficiency of model C is higher than that of model A, and that 
of model B is the highest of them. It is estimated that the efficiency of the measurement at high torque 
is smaller than that of calculation because of the heat generation of the coil.  

Table 1. Motor conditions

Axial length of the armature 15mm 

Air gap 0.3mm 

Turn of winding 350turn 

Resistance of winding 5.32Ω
Magnetization  

of permanent magnet 
0.295T 
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Fig. 6. Speed-current characteristics.               Fig. 7. Speed-output torque characteristics. 

     Fig. 8. Output torque-current characteristics.      Fig. 9. Energy efficiency-output torque characteristics. 

Conclusions

In this paper, a skeleton type single-phase PM motor is analyzed using the finite element method. 
The method to calculate the energy efficiency of this motor is investigated. In these models, cut 
notches in the stator core can make the energy efficiency higher. The effects of the rotation direction 
on the energy efficiency are also clarified. The results of these calculations are very useful for the 
optimum design of skeleton type single-phase PM motors. It is also clarified that our method is 
confirmed with the measurement. 
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Abstract – This paper proposes the magnetic field analysis method of an induction motor using 

Three-Dimensional Axi-symmetric Finite Element Method (3D- ASFEM). The part of analysis that cannot 

be dealt with the two-dimensional magnetic field analysis is made by 3D-ASFEM. The induced voltage of 

the end ring is calculated by using the vector potentials obtained from 3D-ASFEM. Then, the circuit 

equations considering the induced voltage and the electromagnetic equation are solved simultaneously by 

using Two-Dimensional Finite Element Method (2D-FEM). The calculated characteristics of induction 

motor are in  good agreement with the measured ones. 

Introduction

    Recently, the numerical analysis by finite element method is widely used for design and 

development of induction motor. But, in the magnetic field analysis by Two-Dimensional Finite 

Element Method (2D-FEM), it is difficult to consider the induced voltage of the end ring in order to 

handle the infinity current for the cross section in the two-dimensional field. This becomes one of the 

causes of the analysis error. In the magnetic field analysis by 3D-FEM, enormous calculation time and 

memory for the analysis are required. Therefore, it has not reached the stage which the designers of the 

induction motor can analyze easily. 

   To avoid these drawbacks and difficulties, the  Three-Dimensional Axi-symmetric Finite Element 

Method (3D-ASFEM) together with 2D-FEM is proposed. These two approaches are complementary in 

the analysis of the magnetic field in induction motor. The improvement in the analysis accuracy of 

induction motor is examined. 

The analysis method of induction motor

   The magnetic field analysis cannot be carried out by 2D-FEM in the part of the end ring which is a 

parallel cross section in rotating shaft of induction motor. Therefore, at this part, the magnetic field 

analysis by 3D-ASFEM is employed. The induced voltage is then calculated from the vector potentials 

obtained from 3D-ASFEM. The flow chart of magnetic field analysis is shown in Fig.1. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Consideration method of the end ring

   The current flowing in the end ring between the rotor bars is obtained from two-dimensional 

magnetic field analysis of induction motor. The current in the end ring calculated by 2D-FEM is 

handled as an input of 3D-ASFEM. The vector potentials of the end ring are obtained from the 

magnetic field analysis by 3D-ASFEM. The induced voltage of the end ring is calculated.  

   After the calculation, induced voltage of each end ring is added in the conventional circuit equation 

of rotor-bar conductor. Then, the new circuit equations are made. The equivalent circuit in converting 

cage rotor which has the skewed slot into electric circuit is shown in Fig.2. The circuit equation 

applying the Kirchhoff’s second law to electric circuit shown in Fig.2 is as follows: 

(1)

where : Rb, Re - the resistances of rotor bar and end ring, respectively, 

      In – the current flowing in respect of the end ring of the n number,  

      Vr(n), Ve(n) – the induced voltages of the rotor bar and end ring of the n number. 

   Therefore, the simple three-dimensional analysis of induction motor can be carried out by 

calculating Eq. (1) and electromagnetic equation simultaneously. 

MSTEP : All analysis number of step       Fig. 2. The equivalent circuit of rotor-bar conductor. 

NSTEP : Present analysis number of step 

Fig. 1. The flow chart of magnetic field analysis. 

Consideration method of the lamination factor

   In the magnetic field analysis of 3D-ASFEM, the parallel cross section in rotating shaft becomes 

an object of analysis. Since this part is stacking direction of magnetic steel sheet, iron core part of the 

induction motor is handled as anisotropic magnetic steel sheet. Then, the magnetic resistance 

considering the lamination factor of magnetic steel sheet is calculated. It is assumed that the magnetic 

steel sheet is piled up, as it is shown in Fig.3 (a).  
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a

    (a) The imaginary iron core of motor          (b) The iron core for the magnetic resistance calculation

Fig. 3. The handling of the anisotropic magnetic steel sheet. 

It seems to connect for the series of the magnetic resistances of magnetic steel sheets and air gaps 

between them, as it is shown in Fig.3 (a). Therefore, iron core part of induction motor is shown as Fig.3 

(b), and equations of the magnetic resistance of each material are as follows: 

(2)

By considering Eq. (2), it is possible to carry out the magnetic field analysis considering lamination 

factor. 

Analytical model

   The model for two-dimensional analysis is shown in Fig.4 (a). The model for three-dimensional 

axi- symmetric analysis is shown in Fig.4 (b). The analytical model is 3-phase 6-pole squirrel-cage 

induction motor with stator (36 slots) and rotor (44 slots). The material of the iron core is non-oriented 

magnetic steel sheet 50A1000. The  thickness is the 55 mm, The width of gap between stator and 

rotor is the 0.2 mm, and lamination factor is 98.5%.  The magnetization characteristic of magnetic 

material 50A1000 is shown in Fig.5. In the magnetic field analysis of 3D-ASFEM, magnetization 

characteristic shown in Fig.5 (b) is handled. 
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140.0 

79.6(rotor) 

80.0(stator) 

                (unit: mm)                               (unit: mm)

(a) The model for two-dimensional analysis             (b) the model for three-dimensional

                                              axis symmetric analysis 

Fig. 4. The analytical model. 

      (a) Non-oriented magnetic steel sheet             (b)Anisotropic magnetic steel sheet

Fig. 5. 50A1000 magnetization characteristic. 

   Two coils have been inserted on a stator slot, however, these have deviated by the one slot pitch, 

and the structure does not show the symmetry. Therefore, the analysis region was made to be the 360 

degrees. They are the 56 turns per one coil. Coil resistance of the stator is 12.1 , resistance of rotor bar 

is 58.0 µ , and resistance of end ring is 0.518 µ . The magnetic field analysis was carried out under 

two kinds of conditions:  frequency: 50 Hz, applied voltage: 200 V   and  frequency: 60 Hz, 

applied voltage: 200 V. 
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Results

   The magnetic flux distribution is shown in Fig.6, and the characteristics of speed-torque and speed- 

current are shown in Fig.7 when the slip is 0.1 at 50Hz. 

   Since the current of rotor-bar conductor is small, it is proven that the disturbance from the stator 

side decreases on the magnetic flux in Fig.6 (a). The axial iron core is magnetic steel sheet considering 

air gap, as it is shown in Fig.6 (b), and the permeability is smaller than the non-oriented magnetic steel 

sheet. Therefore, it is proven that the magnetic flux is difficult to pass further than the radial direction. 

   It is cleared that the characteristic of speed-torque approaches the measured value by considering 

the induced voltage of end ring in Fig.7 (a). With the decrease of the slip, the correction by the induced 

voltage of end ring is difficult to work because the current in the rotor-bar conductor decreases. It is 

also cleared that there are no difference between proposal technique and conventional one. However, 

the characteristic of speed-current is approximate to the measured one without consideration of the 

induced voltage of end ring, as it is shown in Fig.7 (b). As a cause, it is mentioned that the induced 

voltage of stator windings which cannot be considered in two-dimensional magnetic field analysis, 

mechanical loss and core loss of an induction motor are not considered. 

(a) Two-dimensional analysis             (b) Three-dimensional axis symmetric analysis

Fig. 6. Magnetic flux distribution. (50Hz, slip=0.1) 
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(a) The characteristic of speed-torque          (b) The characteristic of speed-primary current

Fig. 7. The characteristics of induction motor. 

Conclusions

   The magnetic field analysis method of induction motor using 3D-ASFEM and 2D-FEM was 

proposed. By considering lamination factor of iron core and the induced voltage of end ring which 

cannot be considered in two-dimensional magnetic field analysis, the characteristic of speed-torque 

reached the measured one, and the accuracy of analysis of an induction motor can be improved by 

proposal technique to a great extent.  

   In the future, the characteristic of speed-current will be improved too, and the magnetic field 

analysis of induction motor considering the induced voltage of stator windings will be carried out. 
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Abstract – An analysis of the torque developed by two types of the disc-type permanent magnet (PM), 
brushless DC motors: slotted torus motor and motor with stator salient poles is presented. The calculations 
were performed using three-dimensional finite element method (FEM). Two shapes of PMs are analyzed: 
trapezoidal and rectangular. The results show that application of rectangular shaped PMs provides 
significant reduction of the torque ripple in both considered motors.  

Introduction

Among the disc-type PM electrical machines a few types of them can be distinguished. In that 
number are the torus, and axial-flux stator salient pole motors (see Figs. 1 and 2) [1, 2]. The torus 
motor is usually built as a slotless machine. In order to increase its torque density the space between 
the adjacent coils of the motor winding can be filled with the ferromagnetic material. However, such a 
modification of the magnetic circuit contributes increasing of the torque ripple.  

There are several different methods for minimization of the torque ripple [6, 7]. In this paper the 
author proposed modification of PM shape. Two alternative shapes of PM are proposed: trapezoidal 
and rectangular. In both cases, volume of PM material is the same. The analysis of the torque 
developed by the motors is carried out in 3D space using the finite element method. 

Fig.1.  Structure of a slotted torus-type motor   Fig.2. Structure of a disc motor with salient pole stator 

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, project No.: ECS-0217308, and partly by 
the Foundation for Polish Science.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Torus-Type Motor

The slotless version of the torus-type motor was designed for gearless drive of light electric 
scooter, as it is described in [3]. Its design parameters are as follows:  

- outer stator core diameter Dout = 140 mm,
- inner stator core diameter  Din = 90 mm, 
- stator core thickness dc = 10 mm, 
- 3-phase winding with the number of  
  coils per pole per phase 

 q = 1,

- number of coils Nc = 30,
- number of turns per coil                       Nt = 36,
- air-gap length  g = 0.4 mm, 
- number of rotor poles 2p = 10 
- thickness of rotor discs dr = 10 mm. 

A toroidal core of the stator is made of laminated iron, and the rotor discs are made of soft mag-
netic iron. As an excitation of the motor the neodymium (Nd2Fe4B) PMs are employed                          
(Br = 1.21T and Hc = -950 kA/m).  

Two other modified versions of the torus motor are considered. The slotless stator core (motor 
version I) was replaced by slotted one with composite and laminated iron teeth (motor versions II and 
III respectively). The composite parts of magnetic circuit are made of ferromagnetic powder and 
synthetic resin. The magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic composite is equal to 5.  

Table 1 presents the calculation results for all considered versions of the torus-type motor. 

Table 1. Torques of the torus-type motor versions due to variation of PM shape for I = 8A 
Tmax Tmin Tav εMotor version 

[N⋅m] [N⋅m] [N⋅m] [%] 

I a 6.91 5.74 6.50 17.99 

I b 6.91 5.71 6.49 18.39 

II a 11.15 7.77 9.63 35.10 

II b 12.76 7.51 9.60 54.67 

III a 18.28 6.55 12.81 91.56 

III b 20.38 3.49 12.60 134.10 

Laminated iron 

Composite, (µr = 5) 
Square PM Trapezoidal PM 
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a) b) c)

Fig.3. Dimensions of: a) trapezoidal magnets, b) rectangular magnets, c) stator teeth of the torus motor 

The calculations of the torque were carried out for rectangular current-wave and current I = 8A. 
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate angular variation of the electromagnetic and cogging torque, determined for the 
slotted motor versions. The results show significant reduction of the ripple torque for the slotted motor 
versions with the rectangular shaped PMs. It is worthy to note that the resultant torque developed by 
the motors is the same as for the motor with a trapezoidal shape of PM.  
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Fig.4. Torque vs. rotational angle (θ) characteristics of motor version II: a) resultant torque, b) cogging torque 
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In order to define value of the torque pulsation, the torque ripple factor ε  was defined [5]:  

%100

mean
T

min
T

max
T

, (1)

where: Tmax, Tmin and Tmean are the maximum, minimum and mean values of the torque respectively.  

The main component of the torque ripple is the cogging torque, which is caused by the interaction 
of permanent magnets’ field and angular variation of the stator reluctance. The influence of the 
cogging torque is particularly shown for the slotted motor with laminated iron teeth (see Fig. 5).    

Disc Motor with Salient Pole Stator

The second of the considered motors was designed as a small capacity water pump with a wet 
rotor (rotor operates in the water environment) [6,8]. The design specifications are as follows: 

- external diameter of the stator core Dex = 80 mm, 
- internal diameter of the stator core Din = 50 mm, 
- number of stator poles Nc = 12, 
- number of turns per coil Zc = 16, 
- air gap length g = 0.8 mm, 
- number of rotor poles 2p = 8, 
- thickness of rotor discs dr = 6 mm, 
- total length of motor lr = 76 mm. 

The characteristics of the materials used for the stator core poles, rotor discs and permanent 
magnets are respectively the same as for the torus motor. The dimensions of the trapezoidal magnets, 
which were used, are shown in Fig. 6. 

The calculations of the torque were carried out for rectangular current-wave and current I = 23 A. 
The results show that the modification of PMs shape in this case does not affect the resultant torque in 
terms of cogging torque reduction (see Fig. 7a).  

a) b)

20

18
c)

15

4

12

coil

stator pole

Fig.6. Dimensions of: a) trapezoidal magnets, b) rectangular magnets, c) stator pole-pieces 

The above mentioned conclusion that the PMs shape does not influence the torque ripple is in 
reference to the motor whose stator pole cores have the same cross-section along the entire stator 
length as does the prototype motor. 
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To examine whether the width of the stator pole shoe 
influences the torque waveform, the calculations were 
repeated for different widths of stator pole shoe γ (see Fig.8). 
Fig.9 illustrates angular variation of the resultant torque for 
different γ. It is assumed that the γ/τ factor relates the 
angular length of the stator pole shoe to the angular length of 
the rotor pole pitch. For the prototype motor γ/τ = 0.20. The 
results show that the width of the stator pole shoe has small 
influence on the resultant torque on the trapezoidally-shaped 
PMs (see Fig.9a). In case of the rectangular shaped PMs 
there is significant influence of γ/τ factor on the results (see 

Fig.9b).  The increase of the angular length of the stator pole shoe causes the decrease of the torque 
ripple. However, it should be added that from the technological point of view it is easier to 
manufacture the stator pole shoe of the same angular length along the entire stator length (as for the 
prototype motor) than apply a different dimension of the pole shoe.  
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Conclusions

The objective of the analysis carried out in this paper was to diminish the torque ripple in two 
types of disc motors: torus motor and salient stator pole motor. To minimize torque pulsation the 
shape of the permanent magnets was changed from trapezoidal to rectangular. This approach refers to 
some extent to the skew of stator teeth with respect to the permanent magnets in cylindrical motors, 
similarly as it is in cylindrical structures. The application of the rectangular shaped PMs diminishes 
the torque ripple whereas the average torque remains the same. In cylindrical motors the skew angle of 
teeth, with respect to the magnets, influences the torque pulsation. In disc motors this was examined 
on salient stator pole motor that the mutual relation between the angular length of the stator pole shoe 
and permanent magnet strongly influences the torque ripple. The calculation results were partially 
verified on the physical models for the trapezoidally-shaped PMs [3].   
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Abstract – Magnetization characteristics of Bi-2223 superconducting bulk disk in a rotating magnetic 
field are analyzed with the use of 3-D finite element method. The disk is utilized as a rotor for an axial-
type superconducting motor. Power-law approximation as well as Kim model is introduced in order to 
express the constitutive relation between electric field vs. current density for the analysis. It is shown that 
the analysis results of the hysteresis loops agree semi-quantitatively with the measurements. The 
dependency of the applied field amplitude upon the magnetization characteristics and its relation to the 
standstill torque will also be discussed based on the analysis.

Introduction

High temperature superconducting (HTS) materials have potentials to the improvement of power 
density as well as efficiency in power devices. Especially, ‘‘bulk’’ shaped HTS has an advantage with 
respect to the fabrication of flexible shapes compared to other structures such as tape and film. 
Therefore, intensive and extensive studies on HTS bulk power application systems have been carried 
out worldwide. HTS bulk motor is surely one of such applications, and various types of HTS bulk 
motor have been fabricated and tested successfully [1-5]. Precise estimation of electromagnetic 
characteristics, on the other hand, is crucial for the design of the HTS power application systems. 
However, current density, J, vs. electric field, E, (J-E) property in HTS is varied non-linearly as a 
function of operating temperature and applied magnetic field vector, and then this relation induces the 
hysteretic behaviour of the magnetization curves in a rotating magnetic field.  

In this study, magnetization characteristics of Bi-2223 superconducting disk, which is utilized for an 
axial-type motor, is analyzed in a rotating magnetic field based on the 3-D finite element method (3-D 
FEM). Power-law approximation (so-called n-value model) and Kim model are introduced for the J-E
constitutive relations. Standstill torque is also calculated based on the 3-D FEM. Analysis results are 
to be compared with the experiments and discussed. 

Analysis Method

Analysis Model and Governing Equation

The magnetic hysteresis curves of the Bi-2223 bulk rotor have been measured by using the 
fabricated motor system [6]. This means that the magnetic characteristics of the bulk, experienced as a  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. 3D-FEM analysis model. Upper half of an axial-type motor system is modelled for symmetry, and natural 
boundary condition is set at the plane z= 0, i.e., half of the thickness of Bi-2223 rotor. 

solid rotor, can exactly be obtained. Then, the axial-type Bi-2223 bulk motor system is directly 
modelled for 3D-FEM analysis as shown in Fig. 1. This system consists of disk shaped Bi-2223 bulk 
rotor (120 mm in diameter and 7 mm in thickness), and the stator (116.4 mm in outer diameter, 71.4 
mm in inner diameter and 41.4 mm in height) that has iron teeth with the number of 24. Iron yoke is 
also connected to the teeth in order to make magnetic path. The Bi-2223 rotor is sandwiched in 
between two stators that are connected in parallel each other. In this study, upper half of the system is 
only modelled because of the symmetry of the electromagnetic characteristics (see Fig. 1), and then 
natural boundary condition is set at the plane z=0, i.e., half of the thickness of Bi-2223 bulk rotor. The 
armature has 3-phase and 4-pole windings, and the corresponding rotating speed of magnetic field at 
60 Hz is 1800 rpm in the experimental system. Instead of this winding, however, the forced magnetic 
flux density is applied to the iron teeth with phase difference at 30° for each of adjacent teeth in order 
to reproduce the same rotating field in the analysis. The relative permeability and conductivity of the 
iron are, respectively, set to be 1000 and 1×105 Sm-1 (effect of magnetic saturation is ignored). 

The governing equation with respect to vector potential, A, is expressed by assuming φ= 0 (φ: scalar 
potential) as follows: 

                                                              0
1

0

MA
A

t
                                                        (1)

where, σ and µ0 denote the conductivity and permeability in vacuum, respectively. M is magnetization. 
Eq. (1) is solveld by commercialized FEM software (PHOTO series: MOTION, PHOTON Co., Ltd., 
Japan). Derivation of σ for HTS is explained in the following section. 

Curret Density vs. Electric field Relation

Constitutive J-E relation in HTS are generally non-linear and complicated in function depending on 
the operational conditions such as external magnetic field, and then the following power-law 
approximation (so-called n-value model) is introduced as follows:  

n
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J
JE , if |E|  0                                                    (2)           
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J
                    , if |E|=  0                                                  (3)
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where, JC is the critical current density defined with the electric field criterion of EC. Parameter n
denotes a power-law index describing the sharpness of the take-off of the J-E curves. Further, the 
magnetic field dependency of JC is considered by Kim model as, 

0

C
C

1

)0(
)(

B

J
J

B
B                                                                                (4) 

A parameter B0 denotes the effectiveness of the magnetic field dependency of JC. By combining eqs. 
(2) and (4), magnetic field dependency of J-E curves can be expressed [7]. With the assumption that 
the direction of J coincides with that of E, J-E relation can be expressed as J= σE with the aid of 
conductivity, σ. Then, σ in HTS is derived by using eqs. (2) and (4) as follows: 
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n

E
J                                                                      (5)

Results and Discussion

Hysteresis Loops in a Rotating Magnetic Field

In this section, all magnetization characteristics are estimated at the surface of the Bi-2223 bulk 
rotor. Fig. 2 shows the analysis results of the hysteresis loops in a rotating magnetic field at the speed 
of 1800 rpm. Operating temperature is 77.3 K, i.e., temperature of atmospheric liquid nitrogen. The 
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops at the surface of the Bi-2223 bulk rotor in a rotating magnetic field at 1800 rpm.The 
operating temperature is 77.3 K. The peak value of µ0H, µ0Hpeak, are (a) 0.13 T and (b) 0.25 T, respectively. 
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(a) µ0Hpeak= 0.13 T 

(b) µ0Hpeak= 0.50 T 

Fig. 4. Contour plots of magnetic flux density at the 
surface of Bi-2223 bulk rotor obtained by 3-D FEM. 
The white areas denote the invasion of large magnetic 
flux. The circle shows the measured point of Fig. 3. 

parameters in eqs. (2) and (4) are, respectively, n= 5, JC(0)= 4×106 Am-2, EC= 10-4 Vm-1 and B0= 0.02 
T, which are determined by fitting the measured data. As can be seen, shapes of the hysteresis loops 
vary complicatedly depending on the amplitude of the rotating magnetic field due to the non-linear J-E
properties in Bi-2223 bulk rotor. The experimental results with the same conditions of analysis are 
also shown in the figures for comparison. In the experiments, the magnetization, µ0M (= B-µ0H), is 
measured by transverse-type hall sensor that is directly installed in the air-gap of the motor system [6]. 
As shown, the analysis results agree semi-quantitatively with the experiments for both peak 
values of µ0H, i.e., µ0Hpeak= (a) 0.13 T and (b) 0.25 T. 

Fig. 3 shows the magnetic field dependency of M at 77.3 K obtained by the analysis. It can be 
clearly seen in this figure that the peak value of µ0M is suppressed as the amplitude of the field 
increases. This peak reduction is often discussed by the joule heating in the Bi-2223 bulk, i.e., the 
superconducting properties are weakened by the application of the high magnetic field [8]. In this 
analysis, however, the thermal process is not considered. Namely, another explanation will be possible 
for the peak reduction of the hysteresis curves. Fig. 4 shows the contour plots of the magnetic flux 
density at the surface of the Bi-2223 bulk rotor. As shown, large fluxes (white areas) invade into the 
bulk rotor at higher magnetic field (Fig. 4 (b)). Then, the corresponding shielding current path is 
suppressed, and this leads to the peak reduction of hysteresis loops. As will be discussed in the 
following section, the area of the hysteresis loop is in proportion to the value of the standstill torque of 
the motor. Therefore, high magnetic field application results in the reduction of the torque generation. 

Relationship Between Torque Generation and Hysteresis Curves

The standstill torque is calculated from the analysis results by using Maxwell’s stress tensor. Fig. 5 
(a) shows the calculated results that are plotted with double-logarithmic scale at 77.3 K. The areas of  
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hysteresis loops×1.5 are also plotted in the same figure. As can be seen, the tendencies of both curves 
agree each other, and it can be deduced that the standstill torque is generated as a hysteresis one. It is 
interesting to note that the curvature of both curves changes at around µ0Hp,peak= 0.13 T. The reason for 
this curvature variation can be explained as follows. That is, Fig. 6 shows the ratio of magnetic flux 
density between middle point, Bm, and surface, Bs, of the bulk rotor. These points for the calculation 
are schematically illustrated in the inset. When the Bi-2223 bulk is in the normal conducting state, the 
ratio Bm/Bs is a constant value without magnetic field amplitude dependency. The bulk is in the 
superconducting state, on the other hand, the ratio is almost zero at lower magnetic field due to the 
shielding effect of the Bi-2223 bulk rotor. However, even in case of the superconducting state, the 
magnetic flux is beginning to penetrate into the bulk by increasing the field, and finally fully invades 
at around µ0Hp,peak= 0.13 T. Therefore, the value of µ0Hp,peak is called full penetration field, and is 
consistent with the point that the curvature of τ changes (see Fig. 5). The reason for the value that is 
less than 1 in the normal conducting state is due to the difference of the measuring points between Bm
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conducting and superconducting state, respectively. Inset: Schematic illustration of measuring points. 

and Bs. Experimental results with the same condition of Fig. 5 (a) are also shown in Fig. 5 (b). One can 
see that the agreement between the analysis and the experiment is fairly good, and the torque 
characteristics is possible to be explained by the aforementioned discussion. 
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Conclusion

In this paper, magnetization characteristics of superconducting Bi-2223 bulk, which was utilized for 
a solid rotor of an axial-type motor, were studied based on the 3-D finite element method (3-D FEM) 
taking into account the non-linear properties of J-E curves. It was shown that the analysis results of the 
hysteresis loops agreed semi-quantitatively with the experiments. It was also confirmed by the analysis 
that the mechanism of the torque generation was hysteresis properties of the bulk, which was induced 
by the shielding current. Furthermore, the peak reduction of the hysteresis curves by increasing the 
amplitude of the rotating magnetic field was due to the suppression of the shieding current path in the 
Bi-2223 bulk rotor, and this leads to the reduction of the torque generation. 
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Abstract – This paper deals with the characteristic analysis of a pole-change single-phase induction motor 
using equivalent circuit considering harmonic components, of the magnetic flux density in the air gap. The 
harmonics can have a significant detrimental effect on the characteristics of the machine such as crawling. 
Therefore, it is very important to analyze the accurate motor characteristics considering harmonics for 
many aspects related to the machine design and the performance. In this paper, the magnetic flux density 
distribution is analyzed by analytical method and Finite Element Method. Discrete Fourier Transform is 
used to analyze the harmonics and the characteristics are calculated from the equivalent circuit 
considering the harmonic components. Finally, The characterisitc analysis results by the presented method 
is compared with the experimental results.

Introduction

Capacitor-run single-phase induction motors (SPIMs) are widely used in household appliances. The 
major reason is that the motors are fed directly from the commercial single-phase source without any 
control devices [1]. A pole-change SPIM in this paper is the capacitor-run SPIM that has two kinds of 
poles, 4-pole and 2-pole. Therefore, this motor is capable of variable speed operation and can expand 
the constant torque range using the pole change technique. In addition, it is maintenance-free and 
cheap in comparison with the motors such as 3-phase inverter motors and brushless DC motors, 
because it uses a pole change switch to change the speed without inverters or drives. Moreover, when 
the pole-change SPIM, which can have two outputs and speeds at the same torque using the 
commercial frequency, is used for the compressor of household appliances, it can improve the system 
efficiency of the compressor even though the efficiency of the motor itself is a little low. Therefore, 
the household appliances using the pole change SPIM is expected to be able to have more competitive 
power in cost and efficiency aspects than that using capacitor-run SPIMs and inverter-type motors. 

The pole change SPIM in this paper is composed of a main winding, an auxiliary winding and a 
compensation winding. The main winding is used at both 4-pole and 2-pole. The auxiliary winding is 
used only for 4-pole, because it is started at 4-pole. When 4-pole is changed into 2-pole, the main 
winding is connected with the voltage source but the auxiliary winding is disconnected. At this time, 
the magnetic flux density distribution by only the main winding can result in severe distortion caused 
by harmonic components. The existence of harmonics is well known to have a significant detrimental 
effect on the characteristics of the machine such as crawling [2]. Therefore, to compensate both the 
magnetic flux density and the torque such as negative torque, the compensation winding is connected 
in parallel with the main winding at 2-pole operation. However, in spite of the compensation winding, 
speed-torque curve can be distorted by harmonic components, especially, the third and the fifth 
harmonics. Therefore, it is very important to calculate the magnetic flux density distribution in the air 
gap and analyze the characteristics of the pole change SPIM considering the harmonic components for 
many aspects related to the machine design and the performance. 

 This paper deals with the characteristic analysis of the pole-change SPIM using equivalent circuit 
considering harmonic components of the magnetic flux density in the air gap. The magnetic flux 
density distribution is analyzed by analytical method and Finite Element Method (FEM). Discrete 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fourier Transformation (DFT) is used to analyze the harmonics in the magnetic flux density 
distribution and the harmonics are applied to calculate the characteristics using the equivalent circuit. 
Finally, the characteristic analysis results by the presented method are compared with the experimental 
results. 

Pole-Change Technique

Fig. 1 shows the winding patterns at 4-pole and 2-pole operations. When pole is changed from 4-
pole to 2-pole, pole N′ and pole S′ of the main winding in Fig. 1(a) are changed into pole S′′ and pole 
N′′ in Fig 1(b), respectively. The auxiliary winding is disconnected and the compensation winding is 
connected in parallel with the main winding instead of the auxiliary winding as shown in Fig. 1(c). 

Fig. 2 shows the magnetic flux density distribution by FEM, DFT of the magnetic flux density 
distribution and the speed-torque curves, which are obtained from the experimental results according 
to the existence of the compensation winding. 90 deg. of rotor position in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the 
pole center at 2-pole. 

In Fig. 2(a) and (b), the unbalanced 6-pole of N-S-N-S-N-S occurs due to the harmonic components 
such as the third and the fifth order at 2-pole operation with only the main winding. As the result, the 
third harmonic component synchronizes the speed near 1,200 rpm, and the speed-torque curve is 
distorted and generates the negative torque, which is larger than the positive torque as shown in Fig. 
2(c). Thus, the compensation winding is wound to compensate both the magnetic flux density 
distribution and torques such as the negative torque and the maximum torque at 2-pole.  

As shown in Fig. 2, the magnetic flux density distribution of 6-pole is changed into that of 2-pole by 
the compensation winding, and the harmonic components as well as the negative torque are reduced. 
However, in spite of the compensation winding, the distortion of the speed-torque curve can be still 
produced. Therefore, it is very important to calculate the magnetic flux density distribution in the air 
gap and analyze the characteristics of the pole change SPIM considering the harmonic components. 
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(a) Winding pattern at 4-pole operation              (b) Winding pattern by only the main winding at 2-pole operation 
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(c) Winding pattern by the main and the compensation windings at 2-pole operation 

Fig. 1. Winding pattern according to the pole number 
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Fig. 2. Characteristics according to the compensation winding at 2-pole operation 

Analysis Methods

Magnetic Flux Density in the Air Gap and DFT

The magnetic flux density distribution by analytical method is calculated as follows. To avoid 
unnecessary mathematical complexity, certain simplifying assumption is made. The main simplifying 
condition is the assumption of the infinite relative permeability of iron (µr=∞). It is assumed that the 
motor consists of two smooth coaxial cylinders made of a magnetic material and the cylinders are 
separated by the air gap in Fig. 3. 

The magnetic flux density produced by an arbitrary system of conductors in the air gap is obtained 
by the superposition of the field densities of the individual conductors. The magnetic flux density B(α)
of the individual turns at any point P having the coordinate α is obtained by using equation (1) [3]. 
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where n is the harmonic order, Cθ  is the number of conductors that are placed at the position θ  and δ
is the magnetic air gap. 

DFT for the harmonic analysis of the magnetic flux density distribution can be expressed as 
equation (2). 
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where an is the n-th harmonic magnitude of the magnetic flux density, Num is the number of data and bi is the 
magnetic flux density magnitude at each data. The ratio of the fundamental magnitude to the harmonic 
magnitude an/a1 is used to obtain magnetizing reactances and secondary parameters of the n-th harmonic [4]. 

Characteristic Analysis Methods

The pole change SPIM at 4-pole operation is analyzed from the equivalent circuit by the symmetrical-
coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 4, in order to consider the elliptical magnetic field. The main and the 
auxiliary windings are designed for 4-pole and there are few harmonics in the magnetic flux density 
distribution. Thus, the equivalent circuit is composed of the fundamental component.  

On the other hand, the harmonics should be considered at 2-pole, because the 2-pole characteristics 
affected by the harmonic.  

Fig. 5, as suggested by Alger and others, shows the equivalent circuit considering the harmonic 
components for the characteristic analysis at 2-pole operation [5]. It is a useful concept to visualize the 
electromagnetic behavior of the various space harmonic as being similar to the behavior of separate 
motors, with a common stator winding and a common shaft, but with magnetizing reactances and 
secondary impedances corresponding respectively to the air gap flux wave of each specific harmonic. 
Therefore, the effect of the various harmonic torques on the fundamental speed-torque curves can be 
evaluated from the equivalent circuit. The phase quantities V1, R1, R2, X2 and XM of the circuit are 
identical to those of the standard equivalent circuit, such as that shown in Fig. 5. The magnetizing 
reactance of each of the harmonics, such as XM-5, is based on the component of air gap flux of that 
particular harmonic. In addition, the slip function of R2-n for each harmonic is set up for the rotor slip 
for that particular harmonic and is dependent on the order of the harmonic and on whether the 
harmonic field is positive (or forward) rotating or negative (or backward) rotating. 

Thus, the n-th slip function can be expressed as equation (3) if it is a forward rotating field and it 
can be expressed as equation (4) if it is a backward rotating field [5]. 

 1 (1 )pns n s                                                                            (3) 

                         1 (1 )nns n s                                                                            (4) 

where n is the order of the harmonic, s is the slip of the fundamental component. Considering the 
fundamental component as a harmonic of the first order, the harmonic order of the pole change SPIM 
consists of odd terms only. 

Fig. 6 shows the flow chart for the characteristic analysis at 2-pole operation. The phases of the 
main and the compensation windings are same. Therefore, the mutual effect on the two windings 
should be considered. Moreover, the characteristics of each winding are calculated by using the 
equivalent circuit of Fig. 6, respectively. The total torque can be obtained from superposition of the 
torques by the main and the compensation windings according to slip.
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Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit considering the harmonics               Fig. 6. Flow chart for the characteristic analysis 

Analysis and Experimental Results

To verify the presented analysis method in this paper, the characteristics are analyzed using the 
analysis model of which the specifications is input voltage of 220 V, frequency of 60 Hz and rated 
torque of 4.4 kgf-cm. While output power and synchronous speed are 160 W and 3,600 rpm at 2-pole 
operation, those of 4-pole operation are 80 W and 1,800 rpm, respectively. 

Fig. 7(a) shows the magnetic flux density distribution in the air gap using the analytical method in 
comparison with the FEM. The effect on the saturation can be considered by the FEM, but not by the 
analytical method. Therefore, the difference between the harmonic analysis results by two methods 
occurs as shown in Table. 1. As the results, the speed–torque curve of the analysis model by the 
experimental result is affected by the fifth order harmonic component , while that of the analysis model 
by the simulation result is more affected by the third order harmonic component than the fifth order 
harmonic component as shown in Fig 7(b). Even though the speed-torque curve of the analysis result 
differs from that of the experimental result, the analysis results by the presented method show the effect 
of the harmonics and the important torques such as the pole change torque and the  maximum torque at 
2-pole can be estimated. Thus, this presented method is used for the characteristic analysis. 

Table 1. Harmonic analysis results 

Harmonic order Analytical method (%) FEM (%) 

1 100.0 100.0 

3 -17.6 -7.5 

5 -7.3 -14.5 

7 4.0 7.5 
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Fig. 7. Characteristic analysis results of the analysis model  

Conclusion

This paper presents the characteristic analysis using the equivalent circuit considering the harmonic 
components of the pole change SPIM. The harmonic analysis results of the magnetic flux density 
distribution in the air gap are used to calculate the parameters of the harmonic equivalent circuit. The 
analysis results by the presented analysis method are compared with the experimental results. From 
the characteristic analysis results, it is confirmed that the speed-torque curve is distorted by the 
harmonic components, especially, the third and the fifth harmonics, contained in the magnetic flux 
density distribution. Therefore, there is need to design the windings in order to reduce the harmonics 
and obtain torques such as pole change torque and breakdown torque at 2-pole operation. 
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Abstract – The paper deals with a transient and dynamic simulation of the linear actuator supplied with 
the three-phase inverter. The 3D field model of the device has been applied. In order to solve three-
dimensional eddy current problem a formulation based on two vector potentials A and T has been 
proposed. The equations describing transient electromagnetic field have been coupled to the Kirchhoff’s 
equations of the electric circuits of the device and to the equations of the supply system. The movement of 
the conducting non-ferromagnetic parts has been taken into account. 

Introduction

The inverters are often used for the electromechanical three-phase converters supply. The inverter 
switching on and switching off processes cause permanently transient states. Consequently, the time-
variations of the exciting currents in the windings are not known in advance. Thus, the equations 
describing transient electromagnetic field must be coupled to the Kirchhoff’s equations of the device 
and the feed system. During the dynamic operation, the equation of the motion must be also included.  

If the electromagnetic device contains solid conducting parts, then its equivalent resistances and 
inductances vary during the transient states. Additionally, when the movement is considered, then the 
time-varying electromotive force E is generated. The behaviour of the system strongly depends on the 
relations between the actual values of the parameters R(t), L(t), E(t). These parameters  have 
significant influence on the backward diode conduction angles and consequently they determine the 
shape and value of the output inverter voltage waveforms. Thus, the accuracy of determination of the 
parameters R, L, E is very important. Therefore, the three-dimensional field model is required.  

3D Eddy Current Formulation

Different approaches are used to describe the 3D electromagnetic field in conducting regions 
[1,2,3,6]. The most commonly used formulations are VA  or T  formulations, where A and T
are the magnetic and electric vector potentials, respectively,  and V are the magnetic and electric 
scalar potentials. Unfortunately, the pairs of potentials V,A  and ,T  are not described uniquely 
[1,2]. This is the essential disadvantage of these formulations. Therefore, in this paper a formulation 
based on two vector potentials A and T has been proposed [3,4]. The magnetic field is described in 
terms of the magnetic vector potential in the whole considered region D. The electric vector potential 
T is computed only in conducting area eD , which usually is relatively small in comparison to D.

The magnetic vector potential A  and electric vector potential T  are introduced by putting 
AcurlB  and TJ curl . Taking the constitutive properties: BH , EJ , the Ampere’s law 

JHcurl  and Faraday’s law tBEcurl  may be written in the following form: 

TA curlcurlcurl  (1) 

tdcurldcurlcurl 1 AT  (2) 
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where: ,  are the reluctivity and conductivity, respectively. 

The A-T approach is very advantageous in movement modelling. In case of non-ferromagnetic 
moving bodies, the matrix of the FEM equations describing the distribution of magnetic potential A,
which is the largest one, remains unchanged during the successive time steps. 

The Combined Field-Circuit Model

Numerical implementation of the algorithm is based on the finite element method. The FEM 
representation of (1) and (2) for the conducting solid area can be represented in the form [4]: 

QTAS  (3) 

tddT AQTS  (4) 

In order to solve transient problem, the time-stepping Crank-Nicholson algorithm has been applied. 
After including field sources due to the filamentary coil, the global system of the FEM equations for 
the n-th time step may be written in the following matrix form [4] 

1
TT ~

5.0 n

ncc

n

n iN

t AQ

V

T

A

SQ

QS
, (5) 

where: i is the coil current, cN  is the coil “turn density”, cV  is the vector of elementary volume cells 

within the coil, 111 dd5.0
~

nnn tt AAA .

The flux linked with a winding composed of filaments can be written in the form: AV T
ccN . If 

number of windings 1cn , then the vector cV  should be replaced with matrix V  composed of cn

columns cV . Then, the system of Kirchhoff’s equations takes the form  

nnnn t uRiAAVN 1
TT ~

2  (6) 

where N  is the diagonal matrix composed of winding turn densities, nn ui ,  are the vectors of currents 

and voltages, respectively. 
After branch connection into ln  independent circuit loops, a system of ln equations is obtained 

lnlnnn t uRKiKAAVNK T
1

TTT ~
2  (7) 

where: ll ui ,  are the loop currents and voltages respectively and K  is the incidence matrix describing 

the connections of branches, such that lKii ; uKu T
l .

The global system of the field-circuit equations for the n-th time step can be written as follows 

n

n

ln

n

n

t

t

F

AQ

0

i

T

A

R0NVK

0SQ

VNKQS

1
T

TTT

T ~

5.0

5.0  (8) 

where RKKR T , 1
TTTT ~

5.0 nlnn t AVNKuKF .

The Movement Modelling

The electromagnetic field in conducting moving medium may be described in term of potentials A
and T as follows [5]: 

TA rotcurlcurl  (9) 

AAT curlcurlcurlcurlcurl 1 vt  (10) 
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In equation (10) additional term proportional to the velocity v occurs. If the converter has only one 
degree of mechanical freedom, the velocity can be considered as a scalar quantity. Let xx v1v .

Then the system of the FEM equations corresponding to (10) may be written in the form [5]: 

CAAQTS xt vddT  (11) 

In case of non-ferromagnetic moving body, the matrix S  in (3) remains unchanged in successive 

time steps. This is the most important advantage of the A-T formulation. 
A special procedure for the moving problem has been elaborated [5]. It is proposed to calculate the 

derivative dA/dt in a fixed point iiiii zyxQQ ,,  of the moving region De according to the formula: 

t

zyxzyx

t
iininiiin

tQ ni

,,,,

d

d 1

,

AAA  (12) 

where ∆ξn is the displacement during the period ∆t = tn−tn-1.
The point iini zyx ,,  determines the previous position of the moving body volume cell, 

which at the n-th time-step overlaps the node iii zyx ,, . Expression (12) includes, at the same time, 

both terms occurring in the right-hand side of (10). 
According to (12), system (5) of the FEM equations of the A-T formulation can be written as: 

1
TT

n

ncc

n

n iN

t AQ

V

T

A

SQ

QS
 (13) 

The matrix  in (13) enables linear interpolation of function xA  between two nodes. It is 

necessary because the point iini zyx ,,  in (12) usually does not overlap any node. 

The dynamic response of the linear induction motor, after the application of ac supply voltage (i.e. 
start-up operation) is presented in Fig. 1. The time variation of the propulsion force F(t), displacement 

t  and velocity vx(t) related to their maximum values for the initial 10 periods are given. 

Fig. 1. The dynamic response of the linear motor 

Inverter Fed Linear Motor

Inverter fed linear induction motor (Fig. 2) has been considered. The ideal characteristics of the 
semiconductors have been assumed, i.e. their resistances are equal to zero or are infinitive and change 
without any delays. The incidence matrix in (8) varies: sKK , where sns ,...,2,1  is the number 

of the inverter step. Total number of steps sn  depends on the conducting angle . In case of 

there are 6 steps. The changes of the circuit structure may be described as follows 
T

321
T
2

T0 uuusU D K  (14) 
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where DU  is the d.c. supply voltage, ,3,2,1 , uuu  are the output phase voltages. Matrix 2K  has 3 rows 

and 2 columns; its elements are equal to: -1, 0, 1. For ,3/2  there are 12 inverter steps. For 

odd steps the structure is described by (14). For even steps, the equation is: 
T

321
T
1 uuusUD K , where 1K  is the one-column matrix. The computation were made for the 

period ms60,0t ,taking  The time variations of transient phase currents i1(t), i2(t), i3(t) are 

shown in Fig. 3. The d.c. decaying components of currents can be observed. 
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Fig. 2. Three-phase voltage inverter   Fig.3. Time variations of phase currents (in Amperes) 
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Abstract – The paper deals with the optimisation method of the winding conductors considering the 
designed transformer parameters, the skin and proximity effect and the usage of the rounded enamelled 
copper wires in stranded structure, as well as in the filled cross-section structure. On the principles of this 
optimisation method the software for designing switched mode power transformers up to 1 kW on ferrite 
cores operating on frequencies of 10 to 300 kHz is also made, to be running on the personal computer. 

Introduction

Switched mode power transformers are designed according to their further usage in various types of 
switched mode power supplies. Mains operated switched mode power supplies are AC/DC converters 
operating in a feed forward or a fly back mode. The feed forward converters could be single phase, 
push-pull or bridge converters. The fly back converters are single phase only [1]. The selected type of 
a converter, the designed transformer would be built in, is a basic datum in a designing process of the 
transformer. A permitted overheating temperature due to a maximal operating ambient temperature 
and a thermal resistance between transformer and external medium under operating condition defines 
a dissipating power and therefore a continuous transferring power of the transformer [2]. The dissi-
pating power must be balance over windings and a ferrite core [3,4]. In this way basic parameters of 
the transformer are achieved. The parameters of our further concern are real components of imped-
ances due to power losses in copper of windings at a maximal operating temperature, which is a sum 
of the overheating temperature and the maximal operating ambient temperature. These real compo-
nents are the maximal allowable values of AC resistances at an operating frequency, and not merely 
DC resistances. This means that the increasing parts of the resistances due to the skin and the prox-
imity effect are included. According to technical data of ferrite materials, cores and accessories [2,5,6] 
there was created database and appropriate software to optimise the AC resistances of the designed 
transformer. 

The skin and the proximity effect

It is impossible to distinct between influences of the skin effect and those of the proximity effect, be-
cause the windings are current loops with extremely small distances between conductors [7]. But it is 
proper to take into account two types of windings, when researching quantification problem of the skin 
and the proximity effect, and these types are one layer and multilayer windings. The research has been 
carried out on the windings of one layer of rounded enamelled copper wires. Taking into account an 
exponential distribution [8] of a current density over a cross-section of the conductor, we calculate an 
effective depth of a penetration of the current into the conductor. 
Measurements of the resistances of various windings, having one layer of a rounded enamelled copper 
wire of various dimensions, have been carried out over the frequency interval from 10 kHz to 1 MHz, 
and the results have been statistically analysed, and the effective depths have been calculated. The ef-
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fective depth ( δ ) is dependent upon the operating frequency ( f ), but is not a function of dimensions 
of the cross-section of the conductor and for copper it is (eq. 1): 

65.0

05.2

f
          (1) 

There are very small deviations of values of the effective depth using the experimental equation 
(eq. 1), comparing to the values using the equation stated in literature [8]. 

Windings of filled rounded copper wires

Further on the influence of the skin and the proximity effect on the increasing resistance is quantified 
by a coefficient of the AC resistance, which is obtained by a mathematical analysis of measured data 
as a quotient of the AC resistance and the DC resistance of a respective winding: 

2

2

1
2

2
5.0

d
dc

ac
f

e
d

d

R

R
k        (2) 

This coefficient of the AC resistance is a very powerful tool in designing the transformer and it is de-
pendent on the operating frequency (eq. 1) and on the conductor dimensions (eq. 2: d means the di-
ameter of the wire copper cross-section), cross-section shape and structure. The AC resistance is cal-
culated as a product of this coefficient and the DC resistance of the filled rounded copper wires, which 
could be simply determined by the diameters of their conductor and the coil they are wound on, and so 
defining their length (fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: The real component of resistance of filled 
rounded wires of the same length depending on the 

frequency at several diameters of conductors. 

Fig. 2: The coefficient of resistance of stranded 
rounded wires depending on the frequency at several 

numbers of  stranded wires.

The measured data are also on this figure, represented by points, so that the comparison between cal-
culated and measured values could be made. 
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Windings of stranded rounded copper wires

When using stranded wires [9,10,11] the influence of the skin and the proximity effect is diminished. 
The reduction of the AC resistance is seen on diagrams of the coefficient of the AC resistance as a 
function of the frequency (fig. 2), and further on as a function of a number of wires in the strand 
(fig. 3). 

Fig. 3: The coefficient of resistance depending on the 
number of stranded wires at several values of fre-

quency. 

Fig. 4: Resistance depending on diameter at the fre-
quency 100 kHz, the maximal temperature 120°C, the 

coil ETD 44.

On the basis of this research a mathematical model and optimisation software have been made to be 
running on the personal computer. Analysing a function of the AC resistance dependent upon a di-
ameter of the filled wire (fig. 4), it is evident, that the function has its minimum. The minimal AC re-
sistance determine the optimal diameter of the wire. 

The same function is also valid for a single wire out of the strand and therefore the same optimal di-
ameter of the single wire is achieved, but calculating the AC resistance a number of wires in the whole 
strand of wires has been taken into consideration. 

Conclusions

The mathematical model made by experimental and research work of the authors takes into considera-
tion the filled and stranded enamelled copper wires, and with appropriate coefficient [7,12] the multi-
layer windings have been taken into account. This multilayer coefficient is not significant in an inter-
val very near to the minimal value of AC resistance, and therefore has minimal influence on the opti-
misation of the diameter of the wire. The software has been evaluated in practical designs and proto-
types of switched mode power transformers. 

A mains operated feed forward switched mode power transformer of 400 W at 100 kHz, using the core 
ETD 44, made of the ferrite material N67 by Siemens, has been used in the evaluating process of this 
method. The optimal calculated values of some parameters of the transformer compared with their 
measured values are seen in table 1. 
Comparison of the calculated characteristics and the measured ones under the same conditions in table  
1 shows, that the algorithm of the optimal determination of the stranded rounded copper wire is suit-
able and quite accurate in the design of the switched mode power transformers. 
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Parameter Primary 
winding 

Secondary 
winding 

No. of turns in the 
windings 

71 35 

No. of stranded wires  105 180 
Diameter of one wire 
(mm) 

0.071 0.071 

Rdc calc. @ 22oC 194  76 

Rdc meas. @ 22oC 208  83 

R(f) calc. @ 22oC 226 85 

R(f) meas. @ 22oC 240 125 

T calc. (oC) 70

T meas. (oC) 64

Legend: 

Rdc (m ) ... DC resistance, 

R(f) (m ) ... AC resistance f = 100 kHz, 
T ... overheating temperature, 

PCu ... joule losses in copper, 

PFe ... joule losses in ferrite, 

max. ... maximal value, 
calc. ... calculated value, 
meas. ... measured value. 

Table 1: The optimal values of parameters compared with measured values. 
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Abstract – A chart and a set of expressions obtained from 2D Finite Element solutions are 
presented. These allow the 2D eddy current losses calculation for any steel lamination 
considering skin effect, thickness and width, in the linear zone of the magnetization curve. A 
comparison between the numerical results and the obtained by the proposed expressions shows 
a very good agreement. 

I. Introduction

There is a growing demand of electrical machines with power electronic drives and of miniaturized 
inductive devices in all sorts of applications, both associated with the increase of frequency operation 
and magnetic losses. As the importance of the eddy current losses, regarding the hysteresis and excess 
losses, increases with the frequency f, there is a need to predict those with great accuracy. 
Accordingly, this paper deals only with the eddy current losses calculation. 
The use of analytical expressions has always been preferable for the designer use, due to the 
quickness and easy manipulation of data, at least during the design and optimization stage of the 
device, leaving the numeric field analysis and simulation techniques, as the finite element (FE) 
method, only for the last level of the design to confirm or improve the results. Analytical expressions 
for 1–D eddy current losses accommodating the skin effect have been published before [1][2]. 
However these are not applicable when the ratio between the width w and the thickness d of the 
lamination is such that w>>d is not true, even taking the skin depth δ into account. In former work [3] 
a 2-D eddy current FE analysis was carried out in a steel lamination in order to determine the relation 
PJ/Pref for different values of d/δ (0.14-7.93, corresponding to 12 different frequencies from 25 Hz to 
10 kHz), and w/d (2-17.14). PJ is the 2-D FE eddy current losses and Pref the analytical 1-D reference 
value of the eddy current losses in (1).  
Following the work in [3], three main purposes were now pursued: decrease the numerical errors by 
using a some more refined mesh, analyse the PJ /Pref values for a different magnetic steel lamination 
material, and extend the study to a wider and higher frequency range (d/δ=[0.05-30]).  

II. Formulation for Eddy Current Losses Calculation

1-D analytical eddy current losses with skin effect

For high frequencies the skin effect due to the eddy currents has to be taken into account. Considering 
Ba as the average value of the peak flux density over the lamination thickness, the 1-D analytical 
reference eddy current losses Pref (W/m3) is given by  

sk
a

ref F
Bfd

P
6

2222

,  (1)  

where σ is the electrical conductivity, for Ba it was considered a reference value of the B (i.e. Ba=Bref)
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and the skin effect is considered by the dimensionless term Fsk [1][3], function of λ and δ (where µ is 
the magnetic permeability) all given by  

f

d
Fsk

1
,,

coscosh

sinsinh3 . (2)  

FE eddy current losses calculation

Using a diffusion processor of CADdyMAG, a 1st order FE package developed at our CAD/CAE Lab., 
the 2-D harmonic diffusion equation (3) expressed in terms of the z component of the magnetic field 
strength Hz [3] was numerically solved

0j2
zz HH .  (3)  

The Dirichlet complex values of Hz, i.e. the boundary condition Hs (A/m), to apply to the lamination 
boundaries are given [2][4] by  

e

ref

e

a
s

BB
H ~~

,  (4)  

in order to impose the same Ba as used in (1). To calculate Hs it is used a complex equivalent 
permeability e

~ (H/m), that expressed in the form e
~ , is given by 

,
coscosh

coscosh2~
2/1

e sinsinh

sinhsin
tan .  (5)  

1)   1-D FE eddy current losses 

The exact analytical solution for 2-D eddy current losses is not known. In order to access the errors 
associated with the new finite element meshes (related to the first objective of this work), it was used 
1-D numerical models as in [3]. The complex boundary condition in (4), was applied only to the 
horizontal boundaries (“w side”) to impose a 1-D problem. This 1-D numerical solution can be 
compared with the corresponding analytical one Pref given by (1) that can be accepted only when 
w>>d.
The eddy current density J

~
 was calculated applying the rotational operator to both the real and 

imaginary parts of Hz. The average eddy current losses resulting from the Joule effect over one period 
T = 1/f, were computed in W/m3 for sinusoidal eddy currents by

S

max
J dS

J

S
P ,

2

~
1 2

 (6)  

where S=w.d, and maxJ
~

is the maximum value (over the period) of the complex eddy current density in 
each “point” (i.e. FE).

2)   2-D FE eddy current losses 

To force the eddy currents to close around the lamination, the same Hs as for the 1-D numerical 
problem was also applied to the 2-D numerical models, but now all over the external boundaries. 
However, this lead to a superposition effect that had to be taken into account, as now the Ba calculated 
from the FE solution differs from the intended Bref value, depending on the w/d and d/δ  values. So, in 
order to compare the numerical 2-D PJ value with Pref, the PJ given by (6) (noted in (7) as '

JP ) must be 
corrected, using a correction factor Fcor also function of w/d and d/δ [3]. The corrected values of the 
eddy current losses related to the reference values, PJ/ Pref, are finally given by (7) 

correfJrefJ FPPPP )/(/ '  (7)  
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III. Numerical Analysis Results and Generic Chart 

Application example and used FE meshes

It was considered a lamination material in the linear behavior zone of the B(H) curve, with 
µ =6.667x10-3 H/m (µr =5305.2), σ = 4.5x106 S/m and it was considered a Ba = Bref =1.2 T 
(significantly different from the one used before [3], with σ =2x106 S/m, µ=1x10-3 H/m and 
Bref=1.5 T).  
The numeric results were obtained with first order FE meshes with a discretization of about 600 nodes 
for the ¼ 2-D model and 1200 nodes for the ½ 1-D model. These 1-D numerical models used exactly 
the same corresponding meshes as the 2-D models (except that for the 1-D problem Hs is imposed 
only at the horizontal boundaries of the lamination), and so nearly with the same discretization and 
numerical errors. To adapt the skin depth it was considered 6 layers of elements near the surface 
boundaries.

Comparison between 1-D numerical PJ and Pref

It was computed 264 different models, corresponding to 33 different values of d/δ and 8 different 
values of w/d. Compared with Pref the error for the 1-D numerical eddy current losses PJ1Dnum is 
presented in Fig.1. It can be seen that in spite of a relatively coarse mesh the maximum error is 0.7%, 
with an overall error of 0.18%.  
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Fig.1.  PJ1Dnum (1-D numerical PJ) errors.  

Comparison between 2-D numerical PJ and Pref

For the 2-D case, it was also computed 264 different models, corresponding to the same 33 d/δ and 8 
w/d values. The corrected 2-D numerical PJ /Pref is presented in Fig.2.  
Comparing these results with the previously obtained [3] it was clearly seen that they are coincident. 
As this pointed that the results could be valid for other materials, the PJ/Pref values were also 
numerically calculated for the same cases presented by other authors [1] for another different 
lamination material in the linear behavior zone, with µ =6.2832x10-3 H/m (µr = 5000), σ=3x106 S/m 
(we considered Ba =Bref =1.0 T). In the columns I, II and III of table I it is presented a comparison 
between our results and the ones presented in [1], with an overall difference of 0.218%. 
So, as the results presented in Fig.2 stand for any w/d and d/δ in the considered range for any 
considered soft magnetic steel lamination in the linear zone, the authors concluded that the results 
presented in Fig.2 may be considered as a generic chart. A related conclusion is that the PJ/Pref values 
are function of w/d and d/δ, and so the same point in the abacus can be obtained with “infinite” 
combinations of d, f, and w.
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Fig.2. PJ /Pref general chart for w/d=2 to 17.14 and d/δ=0.05 to 30.  

Table I: Comparison of authors numerical results (I), other authors (II), and analytical proposed model (IV) 

w/d d/δ I: PJ/Pref
II: PJ/Pref  

in [1] 
III: Diff.= 

(II-I)/II 
IV: Diff.= 

(II-Analit.)/II 
1 1.12 42.144% 42.200% 0.132% 13.126% 
1 2.24 42.629% 42.700% 0.166% 16.650% 
1 5.00 47.278% 47.500% 0.467% 15.718% 
3 1.12 78.736% 78.800% 0.082% 0.311% 
3 2.24 77.058% 77.200% 0.183% -0.187% 
3 5.00 73.641% 73.900% 0.350% 0.118% 
5 1.12 87.142% 87.200% 0.067% 0.280% 
5 2.24 85.705% 85.800% 0.111% -0.073% 
5 5.00 82.487% 82.700% 0.258% 0.160% 

10 1.12 93.486% 93.600% 0.122% 0.317% 
10 2.24 92.615% 92.700% 0.092% 0.221% 
10 5.00 90.409% 90.600% 0.211% 0.264% 
15 1.12 95.457% 95.700% 0.254% 0.245% 
15 2.24 94.867% 95.100% 0.245% 0.195% 
15 5.00 93.273% 93.600% 0.350% 0.204% 
20 1.12 96.522% 96.800% 0.287% 0.227% 
20 2.24 96.072% 96.300% 0.237% 0.025% 
20 5.00 94.810% 95.100% 0.305% 0.023% 

Overall difference: 0.218%  

IV. Analytical Model Derived from Numerical Results

Straight line model

As the chart in Fig.2 is valid for any magnetic steel lamination, with the expressed conditions, an 
analytical model was derived based on the numerical results.  
In the chart (Fig.2) the authors identified four zones in d/δ, named A, B, C and D, for d/δ within [0.05-
1.5[, [1.5-4[, [4-8[, and [8-30] respectively (see “zones delimitation” in Fig.4(a)). Using straight lines 
in the general form y=mx+b, the proposed analytical model for each zone is given by 

bddmPP refJ 0)/()/(/  (8)  

where m and b are the slope and constant term of the straight lines, and (d/δ)0=(0.05, 1.5, 4 or 8) is the 
initial value of the zone of the considered d/δ. For each w/d, m and b are constants within each zone. 
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Analytical expressions for determination of the straight line model coefficients, m and b

We intended to find analytical expressions allowing to calculate, for each (d/δ, w/d) pair, the values of 
m and b to apply in (8). So, the values of m and b obtained from fitting the numerical data, noted as 
“m*num” and “b*num” (where “*” is the zone name: A, B, C or D) were plotted as a function of w/d, as 
can be seen (with continuous lines) in Fig.3. The values of m*num are the straight line slopes for each 
w/d and zone. The values of b*num are simply the PJ/Pref values at the beginning of each zone (i.e. for 
d/δ=0.05, 1.5, 4 or 8) taken from each w/d curve.  
For the b*num and mCnum coefficients, it was found out that a very approximated analytical value, named 
“b*” (bA, bB, bC, and bD, dot-dash lines in Fig.3(b)) and “mC” (Fig.3(a)), can be calculated by Coef,
where 

,
k3)/(

2k
1k

dw
Coef  (9)  

with constants k1, k2, and k3 values presented in Table II (e.g. bB=0.998+0.628/(w/d)0.99 ), calculated 
from the numerical data by using the Least Square Method. For “mAnum”, “mBnum”, and “mDnum”, the 
analytical corresponding coefficients “mA”, “mB”, and “mD” were calculated by Coef´, where 

b´)/(m´´ dwCoef , (10)  

with m´ and b´ presented in Table II. These straight lines representing Coef´ are shown in Fig.3(a) 
(dot-dash lines). The values of m´ and b´ (slope and constant term) were obtained using the 
“trendline” feature of Microsoft Excel (for example it is shown in Fig.3(a) the values for mB). In table 
II it is also presented the overall differences between b* and m*, calculated from (9) or (10), and the 
corresponding b*num and m*num, extracted from the numerical data.  
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Fig.3.  (a): Values of numerical m*num and analytical m* coefficients  

  (b): Values of numerical b*num and analytical b* coefficients. 

TABLE II: Constants for the Calculation of Coef and Coef´, and Overall Differences  
between b* and m* and the corresponding b*num and m*num

k1, k2 and k3 values, for Coef in (9) 
Coef k1 k2 k3 Overall difference 
bA 0.998 0.628 1 0.08% 
bB 0.998 0.628 0.99 0.12% 
bC 1.0305 0.593 0.717 0.19% 
bD 1.0165 0.593 0.717 0.24% 
mC -0.0017 -0.0118 1.13 2.96% 

m' and b’ values, for Coef´ in (10) 
Coef´ m´ b´  Overall difference 

mA 1.27541E-04 -3.30073E-03  10.45% 
mB 8.00430E-04 -1.99250E-02  9.01% 
mD -1.14584E-04 -4.49947E-05  8.67% 
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Final results

Using the proposed model, the analytical PJ/Pref was calculated (dashed lines in Fig.4(a). The 
numerical PJ/Pref are also presented in Fig.4(a) with continuous lines). It can be seen that the 
analytical proposed approach produces a very good fitting to the numerical results. Their absolute 
differences (analytical minus numerical) are presented in Fig.4(b), and have an overall difference of 
0.20%.
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Fig.4.  (a):PJ/Pref from FE analysis (continuous lines) and analytical model (dashed lines). 

  (b): Absolute difference between PJ/Pref derived from FE analysis and analytical model. 

The analytical model presented also a very good concordance with the cases in [1], as can be seen by 
the difference shown on the column IV of Table I (values in italics are outside the model’s range). 

V. Conclusions

The authors have presented a new generic chart and an analytical model derived from finite element 
numerical solutions that allow an easy calculation of the eddy current losses related to the reference 
1-D analytical value Pref, for any considered soft magnetic isotropic and non-hysteretic steel 
lamination in the linear zone. Both the chart and the model are valid for any w, d, and f, in the 
considered range of w/d from 2 to 17.14, and d/δ from 0.05 to 30.  
Further work in this area of application is being extended and is published elsewhere [5]. 
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Abstract -- This paper presents a new theoretical approach able to understand the contribution of the 
motor laminated stator core for high frequency electromagnetic emissions. The proposed analytical model 
is based on skin effect in laminations, it shows that HF current loops in magnetic sheets have a major 
effect on high frequency magnetic field existing in the vicinity of a standard machine fed by a PWM 
inverter.

Introduction

Low level magnetic field in the vicinity of electrical motors carries information on machine behaviour 
and on its power supply. It can be seen as a magnetic signature. Frequencies of this signature can be cut 
in two ranges: low frequencies (from DC to a few kilohertz) and high frequencies (up to several 
megahertz). Low frequency fields correspond to slotting effects, mechanical vibrations… Physical 
phenomena that create high frequency magnetic signature are tied to resonances in windings due to 
leakage inductances and stray capacitors excited by fast fronted inverter voltages [1]. Partial discharges 
in insulating layers cause also high frequency magnetic radiations. The exploitation of external 
magnetic field measurements for predictive maintenance applications requires a good understanding of 
the mechanisms linking external magnetic field to the physical internal phenomenon that is at its origin. 
Two parts of the machine mainly influence this mechanism : the laminated magnetic core and the stator 
frame often made of aluminium. These two parts have a very different electromagnetic behaviour. The 
proposed paper focuses attention on the laminated stator. 

Experimental detection of the magnetic field near an AC motor

Magnetic field measurement in the vicinity of a 
standard induction machine has been made using a 
small 10-turn coil placed near the active part of a 
motor. Figure 1 shows this coil used as a near field 
magnetic sensor. It is connected to an 
instrumentation amplifier fed by batteries in order to 
avoid unwanted couplings. There is only one coaxial 
cable between the amplifier output and the 
oscilloscope. With this magnetic field antenna, it is 
possible to measure low-value flux densities (down 
to 1nT) over wide frequencies (up to 10MHz). The 
amplifier gain and frequency range are adjusted to 
each kind of measurement. Before operations, the 
positions of the feeding strand and of the other power 
devices are slightly changed to verify that the 
magnetic field measured comes only from to the 
motor.  
When the motor is fed by the 50Hz power grid, the Fourier analysis of the measured field corresponds 
to a large 50Hz component and harmonics of the grid frequency. Spectrum lines, up to several 
kilohertz corresponding to slotting effects, can also be observed. Quite a lot of machine faults can be 

Fig. 1.  Magnetic field sensor 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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detected (eccentricity, broken rotor bars, partial short circuits in stator windings) within this low 
frequency range [2].  
When the machine is fed by a standard PWM inverter, its magnetic signature is very different. The 
spectrum contains many additional lines corresponding to the inverter switching frequency and its 
multiples. The Fourier analysis yields information on the PWM inverter in addition of the machine 
ones. This frequency domain analysis is very efficient for repetitive phenomena but it gives poor 
results for more complex signals such as stator winding high frequency resonances. Time domain 
analysis is more suitable. 
Figure 2 shows the rising edge of a voltage 
pulse imposed by the PWM inverter, the 
current in a stator winding and the signal 
given by the magnetic antenna. This 
measurement is possible using a special 
synchronisation system able to isolate a 
given pulse in the PWM voltage produced 
by a standard inverter. The current high 
frequency damped oscillation is superposed 
to its classical wave form, which is not 
visible for a such fast time base (400ns/div). 
This waveform results from the excitation of 
a resonance in the stator winding by the fast 
fronted voltage pulse imposed by the 
inverter. This curve contains information on 
winding stray capacitors hence on the 
dielectric characteristics of the material used 
to insulate windings. A similar damped wave 
can be observed on the antenna signal, which can be considered as a high frequency magnetic 
signature of the machine insulation system. Other experiments were made with the same kind of 
magnetic antenna and windings fed by high voltage pulses. High frequency phenomena due to partial 
discharges in winding insulation can also be observed. 
These experiments prove that a small near field antenna is able to catch useful information for 
maintenance. But for a good interpretation of the measured signals, it is necessary to understand the 
mechanism on transmission of information from the stator winding to the machine vicinity through the 
laminated stator core. Two frequency ranges have to be considered: low frequencies, up to about 
5kHz, allowing the detection of mechanical failures and high frequencies used to keep an eye on the 
machine insulation ageing.  

Transmission of information through the laminated magnetic stator

For low level high frequency signals, eddy currents cause the well known skin effect, which 
concentrates all the electromagnetic phenomena inside the skin depth (δ) below each lamination 
surface. For small signals, the magnetic steel can be considered as linear and, neglecting anisotropy, 
can be characterized by two parameters: its magnetic permeability (µ) and its electric conductivity (σ). 
With this hypothesis, the skin depth is expressed as a function of the excitation signal pulsation (ω)
by:  

)/(2  (1) 

Parameters µ and σ correspond to small signals defined around a magnetic operating point. This 
operating point runs on the hysteresis loop that characterizes the magnetic steel for classical large 
signals. Small signals measured by the antenna correspond to minor loops and parameters µ and σ
have to be an approximation of these minor loops. A special method is used for their determination 
[3]. The permeability (µ) is much lower than usual values determined for large signals. 
Low frequency considerations
For low frequencies, when the skin depth (δ) is higher than the half of a lamination thickness (a/2), the 
skin effect can be neglected and magnetic stator behavior can be studied with a classical finite element 
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Fig. 2. Time domain signals after a pulse edge 
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software. Nevertheless, a special care have to be taken to compute the external field of the machine. 
The boundary condition at the problem external border may have a major influence on results. Special 
numerical methods, including an infinite boundary, can be used [4]. 

High frequency considerations
When the skin depth (δ) is lower than 
the half of a lamination thickness 
(a/2), the skin effect have to be taken 
into account. The analytical approach 
presented is valid for high 
frequencies when δ<<a/2. 
Eddy currents form rectangular loops 
inside each lamination. These 
currents are concentrated in a small 
depth under lamination surfaces. A 
previous study shows also that only 
the current density component 
parallel to the sheet border is 
significant and that current density in 
the skin depth J is a function of 
magnetic field in insulating layer 
between sheets [5]. Figure 3 shows a 
schematic representation of these rectangular current loops in the laminated stator zone situated on the 
back of a slot. On this figure, it can be seen that the small sides of each rectangular loop form a current 
layer flowing below the external surface of the magnetic sheet stack, which forms a radiating layer. To 
determine the current density in this external current layer, it is necessary to know the magnetic field 
tangential component magnitude H0 existing in insulation layers between iron sheets just underneath 
the stator external surface. This field is produced by the machine winding coils. The study mentioned 
above [5] shows also that the current density per unit length, 
along the stator periphery, is equal to the magnetic field in 
the insulation layer. The point P for this calculus is 
considered to be on the external stator radius.  
Figure 4 presents a plane situated at the center of the 
insulation layer between two laminations. It is also assumed 
that there are no high frequency currents in the rotor. In these 
conditions, H0 depends only on high frequency current in 
stator winding. 
Each slot, which contains wires carrying HF currents, is 
replaced by a current density in a virtual layer. The whole 
machine winding is assimilated to an equivalent current layer 
distributed on the internal periphery of the stator. This layer 
carries the current density Jc(ϕc) at any point. Each current 
element corresponding to the elementary angle dϕC is written 

ccccc dRJdi and creates at the point P the magnetic 
field : 

)PC2/(didh CC  (2) 

Calculus is simplified using the complex vector method. Considering a complex plane, whose axis are 
superposed on the rectangular ones, any vector in the (x,y) plane can be represented by a complex 

number. The position of the current element is defined by the complex number cj
cc eRz and the 

position of the point P by j
ex eRz . As cdh  is normal to CP , the complex formula has to yield the 

complex number traducing an unity vector perpendicular to CP . The second part of (3), written in 
parenthesis, corresponds to this unity vector : 
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The total magnetic field produced by all the current elements constituting the winding equivalent 
current density is obtained with the principle of superposition : 
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To get the tangential component of the field at any point of the periphery, the complex vector has to be 
expressed in a new reference frame (x’,y’) defined by normal and tangential unity vectors at the point 
P (Fig. 4). In this reference frame the new argument value of the complex vector h(ϕ) is obtained 
subtracting the angle ϕ. Then the tangential value of the magnetic field at the point P is the imaginary 
part of the complex vector expressed in this new reference frame : 
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 (5) 

The peak value of the current density per unit length, along the stator periphery, can be determined 
with the same formula (5). 
Considering a thin current layer LJ  on the external face of the 
magnetic sheet stack as shown on Figure 5, Ampere theorem allows 
the determination of the magnetic field tangential component. 
Because of skin effect, the field inside the iron sheet is zero. 
Considering dρ on each side of the surface, the Ampere theorem 
applied to the path (C) yields : 

dRJ,dR.HdR.d exLexex  (6) 

When dρ is very small relatively to Rex, the equation (6) can be 
simplified as : 

Lex J,RH  (7)

The magnetic field tangential component in the air near the stator 
periphery is directly tied to the current density flowing inside the 
skin depth underneath the stator surface. 
The problem consists in elaborating a field map in an infinite plan 
with border conditions on a circle that represents the current layer 
jut below the stator external radius. Because of skin effect, field 
inside this circle is null. Magnetic field in the vicinity of 
the stator core is calculated using potential vector A

defined by AB . For a 2D problem, A is always 
perpendicular to the considered plane and vector 
equations reduce to a scalar one. With cylindrical 
coordinates (ρ,ϕ) and using potential vector, Maxwell 
equations are reduced to : 

0
A1A1
2

2

2
(8)

The general solution of this equation obtained with the 
separation of variables method is : 
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where mA  and mB  are constant coefficients calculated with boundary conditions imposed at the air-
iron border. The cylindrical symmetry imposes m to be integer. Magnetic field components in the air 
are deduced from the potential vector using AB  : 

0

11
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m msinBmcosA
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B mm
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0
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m
m mcosBmsinA

A
B mm

z (11)

To verify this analytical approach, an experimental testing bench was designed with a standard 
induction machine magnetic circuit and a simplified winding. The aluminum motor frame was 
removed, as shown on Figure 6, in order to measure only the effect of the magnetic stator core. The 
magnetic sheet stack is mounted on the rotor of the same induction machine. An insulation layer 
avoids contacts between stator and rotor and simulates 
the air-gap. Stator winding is reduced to two one-turn 
elementary coils placed at the center of the slots. Their 
opening angle is 90° to simulate a 4-pole induction 
machine. A sine wave generator feeds the device through 
a wide band amplifier. HF magnetic field components are 
measured using a magnetic probe connected to a 
spectrum analyser. Because of the symmetry of the 
device, probe position is changing by 90° corresponding 
to the pole pitch. Reference position ϕ=0° is in front of a 
slot wire. Experimental device main sizes are : 
Rex=96mm, Rc=69mm and a=0.65mm.  
The winding equivalent current density is written : 

ccc fti.t,J (12)

The function f(ϕc) represented on Figure 7 takes 
into account the geometrical distribution of the 
winding in the stator slots. α is the opening angle of 
a slot. The Fourier expansion of the winding 
equivalent current density is : 
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Noting I the current RMS value, the peak value of 
the magnetic field tangential component at the iron-
air border is obtained substituting JC(ϕc) of equation 

(4) by its expression and for 2Ii(t) :
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The integral, with respect of the variable ϕC, inside this expression has no analytical solution. A 
numerical solution has been performed and Figure 8 plots the results of (13) for the experimental 
device sizes and for I=1A. This function has been decomposed in Fourier series: using a numerical 
method. It is expressed as a function of a reference field arbitrary chosen as: 
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The most significant numerical value of coefficients are : a1=0.58, a3=0.157, a5=0.0464, a7=0.0116. 
The identification of this expression with (10) for the iron-air border (ρ=Rex) yields the unknown 

coefficients m, Am and Bm: m=(2k+1)p, Am=0 and 
11)p(2k

ex

12kRef0
m

R1)p(2k

aHµ
B .

Figure 9 is plotted using equations (10) and (11) with the previously defined coefficients for I=1.5A 
and ρ=Rex+2cm. Experimental tangential and normal components of magnetic field, measured in the 
same conditions are given on Fig. 10; the probe gives the RMS values without sign. Despite magnetic 
filed measurement difficulties tied to a precise probe positioning and the decoupling between 
components which is not perfect, it can be seen that the proposed HF model predictions agree with 
experimental curves. 
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Conclusion

This study shows that a high frequency magnetic field can be measured with a very simple probe in 
the vicinity of an inverter fed AC machine. It shows also that such measurements may give 
information on winding resonances tied to insulation ageing. An analytical approach of HF magnetic 
fields in stator laminations proposes a model describing the transmission of information from winding 
HF currents to external field. This model explains that, for high frequencies, a current layer due to skin 
effect has a major influence on electromagnetic radiations. 
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Abstract – This study compares permanent magnet motor performance with different rotor 
structures. The motors are equipped with concentrated fractional slot windings. The rotor struc-
tures under investigation include surface mounted magnets or embedded magnet. Because of the 
large amount poles and small pole pitch it is possible to increase the air-gap diameter due to the 
reduced space needed by the stator yoke. This increases the torque capacity of the motor. The 
Joule’s losses in the stator windings are reduced due to the reduced length of the end winding. 
Therefore, the power density of these motors can be especially high. The results of different 
FEM calculations are given. 

Introduction

In synchronous PM motors the back-EMF and current excitation waveforms are usually designed to be 
sinusoidal or trapezoidal. The obtained waveforms depend on the magnetic flux distribution as well as 
the winding distribution. In machines with fractional slot windings, the windings are not sinusoidally 
distributed, and the obtained air-gap flux density distribution may be far away from sinusoidal even 
though the resulting induced EMF may be very sinusoidal. For a machine that has q (the number of 
slots per pole and per phase) less that unity, the flux density distribution in the air-gap over one pole 
pitch can consist of just one teeth and one slot, e.g. in Fig. 1 q = 0.3636. The main flux can flow 
through one tooth from rotor to stator and return via two other teeth and the resulting air gap flux den-
sity distribution is not sinusoidal, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1. Therefore, it could be expected problems 
while considering the cogging torque or dynamic torque ripple, but the matter is not so simple. 

Hendershot and Miller [3] have studied the choices possible for slots and poles for brush-less motors 
in terms of how well they will resist cogging according to pole and slot alignments. It was noticed that 
the minimum cogging torque was not dependent on whether the machine type is fractional-slot or in-
tegral-slot. If q is an integer every leading or lagging edge of poles line up simultaneously with stator 
slots – causing cogging, but in fractional slot combination fewer pole-edges line up with slots. The 
actual pole arc can make this situation either worse or better. The high number of poles gives some 
advantages as for a given stator inner diameter the mass of the motor may be reduced by using more 
poles, because the thickness of the stator yoke can be reduced. It is obvious that the end turns are 
shortest when the pitch is one or two-slots and that is why some two-layer constructions can be useful. 
This can reduce the stator copper losses. [1], [3]. 

In this paper the performance of a 24-slot 22-pole fractional wound PM machine is reported with two 
different rotor possibilities: the rotor with surface mounted permanent magnets and the rotor with em-
bedded magnets. A no load solution with 2D finite element method was carried out to solve the flux 
created by the magnets. For surface mounted magnets it is quite simple to solve the flux produced by 
the magnets also analytically, but for embedded magnets it is not so straightforward. Static and dy-
namic computations were then carried out in order to find out the torque production capability of dif-

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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ferent designs. Furthermore, from dynamic computations it is possible to get a value for inductance, 
axis torque, phase current and induced back EMF. [1], [2]. 
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Fig. 1. a) Flux lines of a fractional slot machine with 24 slots and 22 poles machine. b) The corresponding nor-
mal component of the air gap flux density along one pole pitch arc. The length of the 32.7 degrees arc is 73 mm 

along the air-gap.

Surface magnet versus embedded magnet motor

Surface permanent magnets are nowadays the most commonly used construction for the PM motors. 
In a surface magnet motor the magnets are usually magnetized radially. The use of Nd-Fe-B rare-earth 
magnets cause that the synchronous inductances in the d- and q-axis may be considered to be equal 
which can be helpful while designing the surface magnet motor. The construction of the motor is quite 
cheap and simple, because the magnets can be attached to rotor surface.  

The embedded magnet motor has circumferentially magnetized permanent magnets embedded in deep 
slots. The stator synchronous inductance in the q-axis is greater than the synchronous inductance in the 
d-axis. If the motor has a ferromagnetic shaft a large portion of the permanent magnet produced flux 
goes through the shaft. In this study the buried-magnet motor is equipped with a non-ferromagnetic 
shaft in order to increase the linkage flux crossing the air-gap. Another method to increase the linkage 
flux crossing the air-gap is to equip a non-ferromagnetic sleeve between the ferromagnetic shaft and 
the rotor core. [1]. 

Compared to embedded magnets, one important advantage of the surface mounted magnets is the 
smaller amount of magnet material needed in a design (in integral-slot machines). If the same power is 
wanted from the same machine size, the surface mounted magnet machine needs less magnet material 
than the corresponding machine with embedded magnets. However, several other advantages favour 
the use of embedded magnets: Because of the high air-gap flux density, the machine may produce 
more torque per rotor volume compared to the rotor with has surface mounted magnets. This, how-
ever, necessitates usually more PM-material. The danger of permanent magnet material demagnetisa-
tion remains smaller. The magnets can be rectangular and there are no fixing and bonding problems 
with the magnets: The magnets are easy to mount into the holes of the rotor and the danger of damag-
ing the magnets or possible magnet-retaining belt is small. [4]. 
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Static computation

It was studied stator windings with q < 1. In order to obtain a fair comparison there is the same amount 
of copper and magnet material (9.5 kg) in a same frame size in all motors. Also the air-gap diameter 
was fixed so that the stator inner diameter is 254 mm. Static FEM computations were performed for 
different slot/pole combinations: FEM computations were done for both surface and embedded mag-
nets. A FEM calculation is carried out with steady currents in slots and the rotor is moving with nomi-
nal speed. The maximum slot current was 10760 A. The FEM computations were carried out for dif-
ferent rotor structures and the results are shown in Table I. 

Table I: Results from static FEM –computations 
Poles 28 26 22 20 
Slots/poles/phase, q 0.285 0.3077 0.3636 0.4 
Magnet position Surface Surface Surface Surface 
Maximum torque (Nm) 980 910 970 960 

The results given for the surface magnet motors show that the 28-pole machine generates the highest 
torque and the 26-pole machine the lowest. The difference between the machines is anyway small. To 
compare embedded magnet motors with surface magnet motors some analytical calculations of the 
parameters were done. One of the motors studied was q = 0.3636, 24 slots and 22 poles. The results of 
static FEM computations at no load situation are shown in Fig. 2. On the left side is the motor de-
signed with 22 surface magnets and on the right side with 22 embedded magnets. (There are 12 flux 
lines going through each magnet in both pictures.)  

Fig. 2. A static FEM computation at no load for a q = 0.3636 motor of a) surface magnet motor and b) embedded 
magnet motor. 

For the surface magnet motor the fundamental value (from the Fourier spectrum) of the flux density 
normal component was 1.01 T and for the embedded magnet motor 1.17 T. The r.m.s values were 
0.738 T and 0.92 T. With the same amount of magnet material – 10.3 kg – the embedded magnet solu-
tion gives clearly higher flux density values at no load. Motor parameters (shown in table II) were 
analytically calculated to find out the values at nominal point. Some values for analytical calculations 
are taken from the FEM calculations, e.g. the flux created by the magnets. At the rated load 1075 Nm 
the power densities of the studied motors are 39 kN/m2.
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Table II: Motor parameters from analytical and FEM computations 

 Surface magnet Embedded magnet 
Slots/poles 24 / 22 24 / 22 
Stator radius inner (mm) 127 127 
Winding factor 0.96 0.96 
Nominal current (A) 86.4 86.1 
Main voltage (V) 351 351 
Winding turns per phase 104 88 
Air-gap length (mm) 1.25 1.25 
Phase resistance, Rph (Ω) 0.1 0.07 
Back EMF (V)  192.4 188 
Air-gap maximum flux density (T),  
due to permanent magnets 

1.01 1.17 

Frequency (Hz) 73.33 73.33 
Output power (kW) 45 45 
Efficiency 0.93 0.94 
Power factor 0.931 0.91 
Magnets (kg) 10.3 10.3 
Slot area (mm2) 805 805 
Load angle (deg) 42 48 
Rated torque (Nm) 1075 1075 

The effect of the magnet width to the performance of the surface magnet motor (q = 0.3636) was op-
timised. With the magnet width about 80 % from pole pitch, the maximum torque achieved was 1164 
Nm and the magnet width 70 % from pole pitch 1038 Nm. In this machine the wider magnet structure 
gives more torque. The results of static FEM calculations for the best surface and for the best embed-
ded magnet motors (parameters are in Table II) are shown in Fig. 3. The steady current for the surface 
magnet motor is now the nominal current of the motor e.g. 86.4 A, and for the embedded magnet mo-
tor 86.1 A. The maximum slot current of surface magnet motor is 12708 A, and embedded magnet 
motor 10715 A. 
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The maximum value of the torque developed by the surface magnet motor is 1164 Nm and by the em-
bedded magnet motor 1148 Nm. The shape of the torque curve of the surface magnet motor is sym-
metric, but the armature reaction has twisted the curve of the embedded magnet motor. (The synchro-
nous inductance in the q-axis is greater than the synchronous inductance in the d-axis.) Because there 
are less winding turns in the embedded magnet motor, and the phase resistance is smaller, it is possible 
to make a solution for this machine using other dimensions of the stator: smaller slots, shorter yoke 
height and 5 mm longer air-gap radius. The maximum torque of the static FEM computation with such 
a motor is 1300 Nm.  

The normal component of the flux density was solved along the whole air-gap for a loaded machine. 
The result for the surface magnet motor is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the curvature of the flux 
density wave in the air gap is individual above each of the magnets.  

Fig. 4. The flux density normal component along the air-gap diameter. The result is from static FEM computa-
tion for a surface magnet motor q = 0.3636 at load situation. 

Dynamic computation

A time-stepping computation with circuit coupling was carried out for the surface and embedded 
motors with 24 slots and 22 poles (q = 0.3636). The motor was connected to star and the electrical 
circuit consists of three voltage sources, which supplied voltage to each phase coil. The line-to-line 
voltage used was 351 volts. Speed was fixed to be 400 rpm. The computation results, axis torque as a 
function of time, are shown in the Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 5. Axis torque as a function of time for surface magnet motor and embedded magnet motor from dynamic 
FEM computation. The load angle of both machines is 42 degrees. 
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magnet motor 1000 Nm. The torque ripple peak-to-peak value for the surface magnet motor is 6% 
and for the embedded magnet motor 9%. In this case the embedded magnet motor gives less torque 
than the surface magnet motor at the same load angle. 

Table III: Results from dynamic FEM –computation at load angle 42 degrees 
 Surface magnet 

Motor 
Embedded magnet 

Motor 
Axis torque (Nm), T 1090 1000 Nm 
Current (A), I 82.4 80 A
Power factor, cosϕ 0.988 0.986 
Load angle (deg), δ 42 42 

A series of computations, with voltage control, was carried out for the surface magnet motor with 
different load angles. From the results it could be stated that the maximum torque available from this 
machine is 1675 Nm. The embedded magnet solution with voltage control gave a little less torque so 
that the maximum torque was 1545 Nm, which is 8% less than the maximum torque of surface mag-
net motor. Both machines exceed the given requirement and the overloading capacity is fulfilled.  

Conclusion

A 24-slot 22-pole fractional wound PM machine was designed with two different rotor possibilities: 
surface and embedded magnet rotor. According to only static computations the embedded magnet 
rotor seems to give as much torque as the surface magnet rotor, but the dynamic calculation procedure 
showed that the embedded magnet solution gives actually a little less torque. It was shown that both 
magnet structures were possible to use for a low speed application. If the motor size and stator dimen-
sions are kept the same and there is the same amount of magnet material, the better solution and the 
higher torque is achieved with surface magnet motor. Compared to surface mounted magnets, it was 
shown that the fundamental component of the air gap flux is essentially higher in a case of embedded 
magnets with the same air gap diameter. This can be a great advantage in some applications. Further 
examination will be carried out to find out the behaviour of some other fractional slot machines.  
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Abstract  This investigation focuses on the comparison of different surface mounted magnet rotor designs 
for electric vehicle applications. Using finite element calculations both base speed and maximum speed 
under field weakening conditions are taken into consideration. Starting from a given torque-speed 
specification and a maximum inverter output voltage an algorithm determines the required stator 
current. The algorithm reacts on the presence of saliency by slightly shifting the current phasor from q-
axis to the d-axis, thus reducing the overall current for a given torque demand. The results show that iron 
covers on top of the magnets and magnetic shunts inside the pole gap do not cause any outstanding 
benefits compared to the much simpler standard surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous 
machine. Furthermore, it could be shown that apart from special buried magnet arrangements 
introducing saliency by filling the pole gap with rotor iron gives the best results in terms of high 
torque/current ratio both at base speed and maximum speed under field weakening conditions. 

Introduction

Nowadays, electric cars and small handling vehicles are most often equipped with induction or dc 
machines. Fig. 1 illustrates the speed-torque requirements of such vehicle drive applications. At low 
speed, high torque is required to enable a heavily laden car to climb up a ramp or a curbstone. Once 
moving, the vehicle only needs low torque to overcome friction and to keep its speed. Usually, these 
restraints are met by making use of field weakening techniques. At low speed, a high magnetic flux 
provides a reasonable torque/current ratio, whereas the magnetic field is reduced at high rotational 
speeds in order to limit the stator voltage to the maximum inverter output voltage. Both induction and 
dc motors are well suited for field weakening applications because both machines offer easy regimes 
for field weakening [1].  

Fig. 1. Typical speed-torque requirement in an electrical drive application 

Nevertheless, replacing induction or dc machines by permanent magnet synchronous machines 
(PMSM) would lead to some key benefits. Avoiding the brushes minimises the maintenance 
requirements. Furthermore, the efficiency can be increased significantly due to the permanent 
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excitation, thereby increasing the range of the vehicle for a given battery capacity. But replacing dc 
motors by permanent magnet synchronous machines also raises some challenges [1-5]. Using 
permanent magnet excited machines one does not have the degree of freedom to directly vary the 
magnitude of the air gap flux density. However, indirect field weakening is still possible by 
superimposing a stator excited demagnetising field to the rotor field as described in [1]. Cost 
effectiveness demands a simple and cheap motor construction. Therefore, surface mounted magnet 
machines are preferred to buried magnet rotor designs. This investigation focuses on surface mounted 
magnet synchronous machines, whose field weakening capability is usually rather poor. In [5] a new 
rotor structure with iron covered magnets and flux shunts inside the pole gap is proposed, which is 
announced to show a very good behaviour in case of field weakening. This rotor geometry is 
compared to the standard PMSM with surface mounted and inset type magnets making use of finite 
element calculations. The stators of all calculated 6 pole (2p = 6) three phase machines (m = 3) are 
identical and are based on the assumption of a 10 kW drive with a water-jacket cooled housing for an 
electric forklift. 

Operation of standard PMSM

Based on a linear dq-model, the steady-state equations of the PMSM regarding only the fundamental 
harmonic can be expressed as  

0ddqqsss EIjXIjXIRV ,  (1) 

psjE 0   (2) 
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Vs and Is represent the stator voltage and current, whereas Id, Iq and Xd, Xq stand for the d- and q-
components of the current and reactances, respectively. Rs symbolises the stator resistance. The EMF 
E0 is caused by the flux linkage of the stator windings with the PM rotor flux Ψp. The torque Te is 
generated both by permanent magnets and by saliency (Xd ≠ Xq) and depends on the angle between the 
current phasor and the q-axis γ. In case of a non-salient rotor (Xd = Xq) the current phasor must be 
aligned with the q-axis (γ = 0), in order to get the maximum torque output.  

Fig. 2. Phasor diagrams of a PMSM at base speed (1) and under field weakening conditions (2) 

In contrast, equation (3) indicates that a salient rotor with Xq > Xd requires a current phasor slightly 
shifted towards the d-axis (γ  > 0), to achieve maximum torque at a given current. The stator voltage Vs

depends on the EMF E0, which is directly proportional to both flux linkage and speed. At high 
rotational speeds, E0 can cause the stator voltage to exceed the maximum inverter output voltage Vmax.
In that case, flux weakening is necessary to reduce the EMF and to enable the machine to operate at 
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that speed. By adding a negative d-component to the current phasor, the voltage drop jXdId in (1) 
becomes negative, thus compensating the EMF excess (Fig. 2).

Performance of standard PMSM

a) b)

Fig. 3. 120°-section of a 6-pole surface magnet synchronous machine (a)  
and calculated flux lines under no-load conditions (b) 

Fig. 3 illustrates the standard permanent magnet synchronous machine as it is most commonly used in 
PM drive applications. The magnets are glued to the rotor surface and a non-magnetic bandage is 
employed to prevent the magnets from displacing at high rotational speeds. The magnets are chosen to 
cover 80 % of the pole pitch at a magnet height of 5 mm and the pole gap is filled with non-magnetic 
material. As the magnets have a relative permeability of µr ≈ 1.06, the inductances in both d- and q-
axis are nearly identical if saturation of iron is neglected. Fig. 3b) shows the FE results for this rotor 
structure under no-load conditions, with a magnitude of the fundamental air gap flux density B1 of 
0.884 T. In order to compare the different rotor structures, a typical torque-speed demand of an 
electric forklift has been chosen as benchmark. Fig. 4 shows both the typical speed-torque demand of 
an electric forklift and the FE simulation results of the standard rotor structure. The q-component of 
the stator current Iq is employed to generate torque, therefore the curve progression follows the torque 
demand. The stator voltage Vs is limited to 18 V, representing the maximum converter output voltage. 
At frequencies above 80 Hz a demagnetising current component Id is employed to limit the stator 
voltage. The total current, composed by the phasors Id and Iq (Fig. 2), is first dropping due to the 
falling q-current. At frequencies above 100 Hz the total current is rising again, because the 
demagnetising current is becoming the major component of the overall current. 
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Evaluation of a new rotor structure

In [5] a new rotor structure for a 4 pole permanent magnet synchronous machine has been introduced 
and very good field weakening performance has been reported. The geometry of this rotor structure 
has been adapted to the 6 pole motor configuration and the FE results are compared to the results 
discussed above. 

New rotor structure

a)  b)

Fig. 5. Rotor structure proposed in [5] for enhanced field weakening (a)  
and calculated flux lines under no-load conditions (b). 

Fig. 5 displays the rotor structure as it has been reported in [5]. The magnets are covered by rotor iron 
and inside the pole gap a magnetic shunt has been installed. This configuration can hardly be 
investigated analytically due to the complicated flux paths and due to saturation. FE calculations are 
necessary to provide detailed information about the performance of this rotor structure. In order to 
achieve good comparability of the different rotor structures, the total amount of magnet material is 
kept unchanged by increasing the magnet height from 5 mm to 5.43 mm. The iron cover on top of the 
magnets is 3 mm thick and the flux barrier from the magnet to the flux shunt amounts to 2 mm. As 
seen in Fig. 5, some of the flux lines are shunted under no-load conditions, therefore the magnitude of 
the air gap flux density is reduced to B1 = 0.733 T. The idea of this very sophisticated structure is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. While running idle, only a few flux lines are shunted, but as seen in Fig. 6b) a 
demagnetising d-current does not need to superimpose a second field to the rotor magnet flux, but the 
flux lines of the rotor can be bent inside the iron covers and flux shunts. A considerable amount of 
magnet flux can be forced into the flux shunts and is prevented from crossing the air gap. According to 
[5] this flux weakening approach is very effective and the magnets are well protected against 
permanent demagnetisation. 

a) b)

Fig. 6. Rotor 2 under no load conditions (a) and with field weakening current (b) 

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the FE results of both rotors. In case of field weakening, the new rotor 
structure requires far less current compared to the standard PMSM. Unfortunately, at base speed the 
current demand is considerably increased, so the benefit at field weakening speed is balanced. 
According to (1) and (3), the reduced current at field weakening speed and the increased current 
demand at base speed can both be explained by the reduced magnitude of the air gap flux density 
under no-load conditions. In case of field weakening less magnetic flux needs to be compensated, 
hence less demagnetising current is required. At base speed, a reduced magnetic field yields an 
increased current requirement to generate a given torque.  
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Fig. 7. Comparison of current demand of standard PMSM and new proposal [5] 

Revised structure

Increasing the magnitude of the flux density to a value comparable to that of the standard PMSM 
would reveal if the new structure is still beneficial at field weakening speed, even if the current 
demand at base speed is similar to that of a standard PMSM. Therefore, the magnet height is increased 
to 7 mm, the height of the iron covers is reduced to 1.5 mm and the flux barrier is set to 2.5 mm. That 
way, the magnets are enlarged by 31.4 % and the magnitude of the air gap flux density if increased to 
B1 = 0.825 T. Fig. 8 shows that in case of an increased flux density the current/frequency 
characteristics of the new rotor proposal approaches the standard PMSM current characteristics. The 
flux density is still slightly lower than at the standard PMSM structure, so at base speed, more current 
needs to be employed, whereas at field weakening the stator current is slightly reduced. In total, the 
beneficial behaviour reported in [5] can not be verified in case of this 6-pole PMSM arrangement. 

Fig. 8. Comparison of performance of standard rotor and revised new rotor proposal 

Enhancing the PMSM by introducing saliency

According to (3), both the interaction of rotor flux with the stator currents and saliency (Xd ≠ Xq)
contribute to torque generation. Therefore, introducing saliency can be expected to be advantageous in 
order to reduce the total current at a given torque. In Fig. 9 saliency is achieved by filling the pole gap 
with rotor iron. The flux distribution under no-load conditions shows that some of the flux lines are 
shunted inside the pole gap. The magnitude of the air gap flux density is 0.857 T. The results of the FE 
analysis show that this reduced flux is beneficial in case of field weakening, because less flux needs to 
be compensated at high rotational speed (Fig. 10). At base speed, an increased current demand could 
be expected, as seen in Fig. 7. But in contrast, the stator current can be further reduced compared to 
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the standard PMSM. The lower magnetic flux can be fully compensated by making use of reluctance 
torque due to saliency. In both operating regions, at base speed as well as at field weakening speed, the 
total stator current can be reduced slightly.  

a) b)

Fig. 9. Salient PMSM (a) and calculated no-load flux distribution (b) 

Fig. 10. Comparison of standard rotor structure with salient rotor 

Conclusion

With the speed-torque demand of an electric forklift application, three different rotor arrangements of 
permanent magnet synchronous machines have been investigated. The positive behaviour of a new 
rotor structure announced in [5] could not be confirmed in the case of 6-pole machines. Especially the 
enlarged magnets of about 31 % due to enhanced stray flux and the very complicated mechanical 
configuration causing increased manufacturing effort are major disadvantages. Compared to the 
standard, non-salient permanent magnet synchronous machine a salient rotor structure, obtained by 
filling the pole gap with rotor iron, is found to show the highest torque/current ratio both at base and 
field weakening speed without increasing material or manufacturing costs. 
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II-19. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BRUSHLESS MOTOR 
MAGNETIC FIELD AND TORQUE 
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Abstract - The purpose of this research was to determine the magnetic field distribution and torque of the 
brushless electric motor. Different construction varieties are considered for decreasing a cogging torque 
component.  2D and 3D motor models were built with great attention to the finite element mesh, so that 
the meshes of different models are directly comparable. Final comparison of the described models, the 
numerical formulations and the measurement results offer a variety of answers and evaluations from 
different numerical approaches. All numerical analyses were performed by a research version of the 
ANSYS 6.1 (EMAG) computer program. 

Introduction

The object of this analysis was the 12 pole brushless PM motor with a nominal power of 800 W. The 
permanent magnets used were standard ferrites with a remanent flux-density of Br=0.39 T and 
coercive force of Hc=310000 A/m. The motor winding was a standard 3-phase winding with star-
connected phase windings. These properties and the power supply system characteristics correspond to 
square-wave PM brushless motor drive. Detailed characteristics for these types of brushless motors 
can be found in literature [1].

The study of cogging torque reduction methods for this motor was analyzed from different 
points of view. The first aspect was the study of different construction variations for decreasing the 
cogging torque, consecutively improving motor performance. Furthermore, different numerical 
modeling approaches and formulations were compared to evaluate these approaches from the 
input/benefit ratio perspective. A lot of time can be saved by the optional use of simpler 2D models, 
but it is crucial to be aware of the limitations that are inevitable using 2D numerical analyses. 
Different modeling approaches often require different numerical formulations. The numerical 
formulations used in this study were the Magnetic Vector Potential (MVP) for a 2D model, the 
Reduced Scalar Potential (RSP) for a 3D model and the Difference Scalar Potential (DSP) for a 3D 
model that includes current sources.  

Cogging torque minimization techniques 

Brushless PM machine designing requires discontinuance of the stator and rotor structures. This leads 
to dissimilar reluctance values when observed in different angular directions. This is mainly caused by 
the openings of stator slots towards the air-gap area resulting from the technological restrictions of the 
winding process. A tangential component of magnetic attraction between the rotor-mounted permanent 
magnets and the stator teeth is produced due to dissimilar reluctance values. This attraction, the 
cogging torque, is an undesirable effect that causes additional irregularities in the torque characteristic 
of the brushless PM machine. Such irregularities can cause problems when starting the motor, 
difficulties in motor speed/torque control, additional noise, vibrations et al.  All cogging torque 
minimization techniques are derived from the basic definition of cogging torque production described 
above. This can also be interpreted using the following equation: 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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where p stands for the number of poles, g for magnetic flux in the air gap, Rm for the reluctance and 
 for  the rotor position in radians. Consequently, most methods for cogging torque minimization are 

based on reducing the reluctance change rate with respect to rotor position, which can be achieved in 
several ways.  The combination of different minimization techniques provides a greater number of 
possibilities that can only be completely investigated with the help of numerical analysis.  

Numerical modeling

There are two symmetries present in the construction of electrical machines – geometric symmetry and 
electro/magnetic symmetry. As the nature of the cogging torque is a strong interaction with the 
model’s symmetries, it is also absolutely necessary that the finite element mesh strictly follows the 
same symmetries as the model itself. Automated mesh generation is, therefore, not recommended, and, 
therefore, the so-called mapped mesh generation was used for analysis. Such fixed mesh is certainly 
necessary, because small modifications in the geometry should not result in drastic mesh changes, 
which is often the case for automated mesh generation. The conclusion can be drawn from experience 
of the presented work, that the appropriate mesh with emphasis on symmetric distribution of the 
elements is crucial for correct analysis.  

Additionally the symmetry of the motor cross-section was taken into consideration. Solving 
time was essentially reduced by analyzing only the portion of the motor cross-section. Symmetric 
boundary conditions were assured by coupling the appropriate degrees of corresponding node freedom 
on both symmetry planes.  

Two different approaches were applied and compared for the consideration of relative motion. 
The first method is based on rotor rotation over a fixed angular distance which is accordant with the 
node distribution in the air gap. The nodes in the air gap layer are merged after each rotation step. This 
method can be applied to 2D and 3D models without skewed rotor or stator. The second method is 
based on coupling the neighboring nodes in the air gap using constraint equations.  Constraint 
equations tie together two layers of non-coincident nodes with respect to the element shape function. 
Therefore, the final result is virtually disconnected mesh, but the layers of slip surface are tied up by 
the mentioned equations. This method is very convenient and substantially speeds up modeling 
process. The described method with constraint equations is inevitably followed by a numerical error.  
It can be concluded from the presented research, that the numerical error derived by this method can 
be neglected when the mesh is sufficiently dense.  

Results

Firstly the results for the 2D models are presented. These models were programmed using MVP 
numerical formulation. All calculations were firstly tested on the whole motor cross-section and later 
compared to the results obtained from the symmetric portion of the model. Comparisons were also 
performed between different approaches when considering relative motion. The modeling of only a 
symmetric portion of the motor, and the use of constraint equations for movement consideration were 
applied to the 3D models on the basis of these 2D model findings.  

Basic model: In the picture below (Fig.1) the basic 2D model of the brushless permanent motor is 
shown. In this model no strategies were implemented for cogging torque minimization. The model 
cross-section contains 36 stator slots and 12 radially magnetized permanent magnets.  

Fig.3 shows the cogging torque versus rotor position. The peak value of cogging torque is 0.8 Nm.  
High cogging torque values caused irregularities in the total torque characteristic that are evident from 
Fig.2 where the curve does not run smoothly. 
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Model with closed stator slots: As a 
cogging torque is mainly produced 
by the openings of stator slots 
towards the air gap area, the prime 
solution for this problem seemed 
obvious – closed stator slots. This 
was easy to simulate in numerical 
analysis but is much harder to realize 
in production. These types of motors 
can indeed be found on the market 
but for a rather high price and are, 
therefore, meant for special electrical 
drives. Consequently, the purpose of a numerical analysis of the motor with closed stator slots, shown 
here, is not to present yet another cogging torque minimization technique, but rather to serve as a later 
comparison with other (substantially less expensive)  methods.  

Cogging torque (Fig.3) and its influence on torque (Fig.2) in the model with closed stator slots 
is practically negligible. Therefore, the torque characteristic (Fig.2) is almost completely equivalent to 
the theoretically predicted torque characteristic of the idealized brushless square-wave motor model 
[1].
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Fig.2. Numerically calculated torque values versus rotor position obtained by 2D models 

Model with reduced magnet arc length:  Cogging torque is produced when the magnetic flux from 
the edge of a permanent magnet enters a stator slot. Varying the lengths of the magnet arcs, therefore, 
affects the cogging torque. As reduction in magnet arc length also eliminates some technological 
problems when placing (gluing) permanent magnets on the rotor, this method is often combined with 
other torque minimization methods. Here a model is presented with the lengths of all magnet arcs 
shortened by 2 mechanical degrees compared to the basic model. The cogging torque peak value was 
reduced by 0.1 Nm (12.5%) (Fig.3), using this method. 

Model with shifted magnetic poles: It is possible to shift the magnet poles in such a way, that the 
cogging torque producing tangential forces are partially mutually cancelled. This procedure is very 
delicate – namely, by shifting the magnet poles the total torque can be substantially reduced. To obtain 
the desired results, the shifting angle should be very carefully chosen and the search for its optimal 
value should be approached by numerical analysis.  

The presented results for this method were obtained using a model with the magnetic poles 
shifted by 5 degrees compared to the basic model. This method proved to be highly efficient. The peak 
value of cogging torque was under 0.4 Nm which represents a reduction of more than 50 % compared 
to the basic model. Especially significant with this approach is that the total torque characteristic was 

Fig.1. A closer view of the mesh (mesh contains 25344 elements) 
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considerably less affected by cogging torque when the peak value of the total torque remained 
unchanged.  
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Fig.3. Numerically calculated cogging torque values versus rotor position obtained by 2D models 

Model with shifted magnetic poles and skewed magnetizing direction of permanent magnets: A 
3D model was built to investigate the effects of skewing on cogging torque and total torque 
characteristics. The cogging torque was determined by analysis where no current was assigned to the 
stator winding and, therefore, RSP numerical formulation was used. On the other hand, the total torque 

was calculated by DSP numerical formulation 
which considers the effects of the stator current 
using the Biot-Savart principle. A model of only a 
symmetric portion of the whole motor cross-section 
was built to speed up the solving process. Winding 
was modeled to its full extent because of being one 
of the basic requirements for DSP numerical 
formulation. The two layers of the slip surface in 
the air gap were tied together with constraint 
equations for movement consideration. The 
geometry and the mesh of the 3D model were 
derived from the 2D model with shifted magnetic 
poles. The basic 3D geometry is presented in Fig.4. 
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Fig.4. 3D model with skewed magnetizing 
direction of permanent magnets 
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Comparison between 2D model and 3D model results

When no skewing was applied to the 3D model, this model displayed similar electro-magnetic 
conditions as the 2D model with shifted magnetic poles. There were, however, major differences in 
numerical formulations and approaches between these two models: 

The 2D model was built for the whole motor cross-section. Only its symmetric portion was 
considered in the 3D model.  
The layers in the air gap in the 3D model were tied together by constraint equations which was 
not the case in the 2D model. 
RSP and DSP numerical formulations were used in the 3D model, whilst MVP numerical 
formulation was applied in the 2D model.  
Numerical formulation for the 2D model enabled the assigning of current density to the real 
geometry of the conductors. In the 3D model, conductors were modeled using the basic block 
shape elements needed for Biot-Savart calculation.  

The deviation between the results of the 2D model and 3D model without skewing being applied 
proved to be less then 0.1 %. Furthermore, this comparison also shows equivalence among the results 
of different numerical formulations. This assertion is very significant as the 3D model was built with 
simplifications that essentially speeded up the process of modeling and solution.  

Predicting the torque characteristic of the 3D skewed model on the basis of the 2D model 
results

The torque characteristic of a skewed 3D model can be predicted on the basis of the 2D model by 

using following equation:  
1

N
i

i

T
T

N
       (2) 

where Ti stands for the torque at rotor position i and N stands for the number of positions taken into 
account. Better results are expected, if more positions N are considered. This means that a 2D analysis 
should be performed at as many rotor positions as possible (in the presented case at each mechanical 
degree). In picture (Fig.7) such a prediction is presented for the model with a skewing angle of 6°. 
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Conclusions

The presented research shows that the torque characteristic of a model with closed stator slots is 
actually the closest approximation to the desired torque characteristic. Efforts should be made because 
of the high price to reach a cogging torque minimization using less expensive methods. In the 
performed analyses the best results were obtained from the combination of two different methods – 
skewing the magnetizing direction combined with shifting the magnetic poles. In this way the cogging 
torque was reduced by over 85 % and, consequently, most of the total torque characteristic 
irregularities disappeared without significantly lowering the total torque peak value. 

These simplified 3D modeling approaches ensured results with no considerable deviations 
compared to the results of more exact modeling techniques. Modeling and solving the problem on only 
a symmetric portion of the motor cross-section substantially lessened the solution time. The use of 
constraint equations for movement consideration in the 3D model proved to be a very effective 
method for simplifying the modeling process. 

Comparisons among the results of different numerical formulations showed their equivalence. 
The torque results obtained from the 3D model corresponded to the results obtained from the 2D 
model with MVP formulation despite the fact that the basic shape elements used for 3D winding 
modeling at DSP numerical formulation did not outline the winding geometry in details. Therefore, 
using the presented 3D modeling approach, a lot of modeling and solving time can be saved. On the 
other hand, it should always be considered carefully as to whether 3D modeling should be undertaken 
at all. Namely, as shown in the article, a lot of typical 3D problems (i.e. skewing) can be adequately 
investigated by 2D analysis.  
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Abstract – Magnetically symmetric, 3- phase transformer has been analysed. For the two 
variants of the windings, the calculation results have been compared with the measured ones. 
Magnetic flux density components were calculated in and out of the core. The flux distribution 
and short-circuit reactance have been verified experimentally and a good agreement has been 
obtained.

Introduction

All manufacturers and users of transformers capitalize the core loss while considering the total 
costs of a transformer. In amorphous-metal transformer cores, the losses are quite low [3]. They are 
several times lower than the losses in some grain silicon steel sheets [5]. Therefore, the 3-D 
computations of the flux distribution in the transformers may ignore the eddy currents in its core. 
 The earliest amorphous-metal transformers contained simple, continuous, spiral wrapped cores. It 
was necessary to assemble the coils by winding insulated wire through the center and around the legs 
of the closed core. However, in most distribution transformer manufacturing operations, the core and 
the coils are produced independently. That is why the core can be “opened”. 
 Several technologies were developed which allowed amorphous metal to be used in transformer 
manufacturing in a manner similar to silicon steel. One of them is the modular technology where the 
columns are assembled with several parts. In this work the magnetically symmetrical core, which is 
assembled with the modular technique, has been considered. Thus, due to the symmetry the 
magnitudes of the no-load currents in the 3-phase transformer are even. 

Description of the object 

 The magnetic field distribution and leakage reactance for the 3-phase transformer with 
magnetically symmetric core have been calculated (Fig. 1). The magnetic circuit is composed of 
hollow cylinders made of amorphous material. Two circular plate-form yokes are joined with three 
limbs (columns). The internal and external diameters of the limbs are d1=1.3cm and d2=10cm 
respectively. Their height is hc=19.7cm, while the depth of the yokes is much smaller (h=3.6cm). Each 
limb is provided with inner and outer concentric coils which height is hw=18cm (Fig. 1). The rated 
power of the physical object is S=10kVA, and the nominal currents are I1N=15.9A, I2N=26.2A.
 To obtain a small value of the short-circuit reactance, the primary and secondary cylindrical 
windings are separated by a thin insulating sleeve. The numbers of their turns are N1=191, and 
N2=116, respectively.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig 1. Main dimensions of the analyzed object 

 We have considered two systems of coils. They are with complete layers and incomplete ones as 
well. For the second case, the incomplete layers cling to the insulating sleeve. Thus, for the 
arrangement, the manufacturer obtained uniform and level surface of the external coil. 

Calculation model  

 The Finite Element (FE) method is used for the field analysis in the 3-D leakage region of the 
transformer [1], [2]. As the device has a symmetrical structure (Fig. 1), and to keep the 
calculations within the limit of elements [2], the calculation model has been halved along the z-
axis (Fig. 1). The FE grid consists of tetrahedral elements [5], [6]. 

For the leakage reactance calculation, the state of symmetrical short-circuit of the transformer 
is considered. A few simplifications have been made. Due to the short-circuit state, we included 
the compensation of primary and secondary ampere-turns. The flux in the core is relatively low, 
and the saturation effect of the core is negligible. Thus, including the nonlinear characteristic 
does not influence leakage reactance X of each phase. Moreover, the conductivity of the core 
material is low, and the amorphous ribbon is very thin. Thus, under power frequency the core 
losses can be neglected in the field model for the leakage reactance calculation. 
 The combination of two scalar potentials is used for the evaluation of the 3-D leakage field 
[1]. The first one, called total potential ψ, satisfies the Laplace’s equation in the current-free 
regions 

0)(µ .                     (1) 

In the conductors, the equation for the so-called reduced potential Φ is obligatory 

0sH                    (2) 

The field intensity sH arises from the current carrying conductors. 
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 Results of the calculations and measured verification

 The B distributions in axial cross-section of the leg (for the two systems of coils) are 
presented in Figs. 2 and 3. The values were calculated for the depicted current arrangements. 
Obviously, for the short-circuit condition, the maximum values are in the air gap between the 
primary and secondary coils. The field in the gap is nonuniform (Fig.3). First and foremost, for 
the nonuniform coils the distribution is not symmetrical in relation to the XY plane (Fig. 1). 

The obtained values of the flux density influenced short-circuit reactance naturally. The flux 
linkage can be found as a sum of the magnetic flux Φk linked with each wire. Knowing the flux 
linkage and frequency f of the current I, we obtained the leakage reactance X per one phase [4] 

I

f
X

N

i
k

2

1

,                                                                      (3)

where N is number of turns. The calculated values were compared with the measured ones. For the 
two studied arrangements of the windings, they are given in Tab. 1. For the transformer with 
incomplete turns on the outskirts of the coils, the reactance is slightly more than for the uniform 
windings. 

In Fig. 4 we show a comparison between FE model results and measured values of the BZ

component. The values concern the points near the end of the uniform coils Z=8.6cm. Due to the 
ampere-turns compensation, they are relatively low (B<5mT). The BZ values were also compared for 
the nonuniform windings, which are not presented here. 

Fig. 2. Magnetic flux density in uniform 
coils (phase A) 

Fig. 3. Magnetic flux density for incomplete 
layers (phase A) 
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Conclusions

 A new construction of the magnetic core for a 3- phase transformer has been studied with the 
Finite Element Method. The grid of tetrahedral elements has been used. 

To determine the leakage reactance, the 3-D magnetic field analysis was carried out under short-
circuit condition. Finite element computations were run for two constructions of the cylindrical 
windings. The coils with uncompleted layers as well as uniform windings were examined. The 
calculations confirm that the arrangement of incomplete layers has not a considerable effect on 
distribution of the leakage field and the short-circuit reactance (Table 1). Thank to modular 
technique the described structure is convenient to build.  

This work was partially supported by The Scientific Research Committee under grant No. 1154/T10/2003/24 
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coils calculated measured 

uniform coils 0.251 0.254 

nonuniform coils 0.285 0.282 

Table 1. The values of  the leakage reactance X
per phase (in Ω)

Fig. 4. BZ component over the ends of 
the uniform windings.
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Abstract – The paper presents the connection of the classical rotational fields approach with the 
numerical modeling obtained by means of the finite element method. Results of numerical calculations are 
inserted directly into analytical formulae. The proposed method does not require the sinusoidal shape of 
the flux density, both in time and space and also does not use the concept of the magnetic inductance. The 
application of this approach is shown for the exemplary permanent magnet synchronous machine; 
however, it can be easily applied for any other kind of rotating magnetic device. 

Introduction

Permanent magnet machines must have some regions being magnetically over-saturated. In most of 
cases it causes additional deformations of time and space distributions of quantities like air-gap flux 
density or induced voltage. Simultaneously, these machines cannot be modeled in classic way by 
means of the single inductance representation only, because of significant influence of the magnetic 
nonlinearity causing the spatial distribution of the flux density wave to be far from the sine function. 
The example of such a machine it is the synchronous generator connected with the rectifier, most often 
named as Permanent Magnet Brushless Generator (PMBG). The finite element approach together with 
the time-stepping technique enables the solution of the transient distribution of the magnetic flux 
density and usually required integral quantities like induced voltage or magnetic torque. However, the 
computing efforts are still too high for many practical needs, like in control applications. Therefore, 
the mixed approach inserting directly the outputs of the finite element (FE) model into the lumped 
circuit of the machine may be interesting for some further developments. The general idea of this work 
is to replace the sinusoidal in space shape of the magnetic field in the air gap used extensively from 
many years [1][2] by another functions being much closer to the reality.  

Approximation of flux density in air gap

Initial assumptions for further considerations are: 

- The spatial distribution of the radial component of the flux density vector in the air gap is constant in 
time, when observed in the coordinate system dβ rotating with the same velocity and direction as the 
magnetic field patterns. It means that effects of stator slotting are not properly taken into account, 
however, for these cases when high time harmonics are not investigated it is reasonable. It will be 
shown later that it causes some changes in frequency spectrum but the overall RMS value is not much 
affected. 

- The mechanical angular velocity remains constant. It may be accepted, when the moment of inertia 
of the system is sufficiently high to neglect the fluctuations of the velocity caused by the torque 
ripples. It is fulfilled for the majority of electric machines.  

- The magnetic energy stored in the air gap can be evaluated on the basis of the one – dimensional 
distribution of the radial component of the flux density. The correctness of this statement, or more 
precisely, the limited amount of error results from FE insertion into analysis. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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- Analyzed machine is axially symmetric – the rotor eccentricity is not investigated. 

Any distribution of the flux density along the air gap B(β) may be represented by the sum 

m
mmbB )()(       (1)

where {ϑm} is the set of basis functions of the arbitrary functional space. The mostly popular choice of 
that space it is the Fourier series of trigonometric sine and cosine functions. Their slow convergence is 
the major disadvantage of that representation. One may extend the definition of used functional space 
into periodic odd {ϑΟm} and periodic even {ϑΕm} functions. Their important properties are: 

- the operator of derivation converts the odd function into the even one and reciprocally 
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- the scalar product of arbitrary odd and even periodic functions (having the same fundamental 
period) is always equal to zero 
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Examples of orthogonal set of basis functions for the model of PMBG sketched in fig.1a are presented 
in fig.1b. 
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a.     b. 
Fig.1. a. Placement of co-ordinate systems in PMBG (dβ - rotor oriented, dα - stator oriented) 
 b. Examples of orthogonal basis functions ϑm available for the analysis. 

The number of basis functions depends on required accuracy, the minimum amount seems be equal to 
three – the first one represents magnetic field at no-load state B0, the next two should show the 
armature reactions in quadrature Bq and direct Bd axes. It can be written in the following form 
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The magnitudes of particular components are given by 
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The relations (7) require the explicit forms of ϑm. They can be obtained using the standard ortho-
normalisation algorithm  
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where k = 1,2 and Bk = Bd, Bq, respectively.
The coefficients b given by equation (7) are dependent on current and load angle ψ (between negative 
rotor d and resultant stator s axes). For symmetrical three-phase load they are 
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where IR is the current RMS value, at which the distributions Bd(β) and Bq(β) were obtained. When the 
generator is connected with the rectifier, the trigonometric functions in (9) should be replaced by 
trapezoidal shapes. The detailed explanation of this item is beyond the scope of the paper due to its 
limited size. 

Induced phase voltages

Having the flux density distribution obtained in rotor co-ordinate system dβ it is easy to convert it into 
the EMF induced in stator phase winding. Following the Faraday law one obtains for single coil U1U2 
shown in fig.1a 
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where  nS – coil turn number, Li – length of core,  α1, α2 – angular co-ordinates of the coil 
 R – air gap mean radius. 
Exchanging the derivation with integration operator and introducing the rotor co-ordinates it holds 
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where Ω is the field angular velocity. 
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Finally, for not shortened coils the phase EMF eph amounts to 

tBRLHncte imedcSphph 12)(    (12)

where cph – number of coils connected in series,   ξc – winding factor,  Hmed – running median filter. 
Introduction of median filter (of slot pitch width) results from stator slotting, which without this factor 
would create fictious time harmonics. Unfortunately, it also cancels the real harmonics introduced by 
proximity effects between stator and rotor permeance jumps. 

Example of analysis

The FE model of PMBG has been constructed in 3D space. Application of anty-periodic boundary 
conditions enabled to limit the size of the model to one pole pitch. The basic geometric and material 
data are: R=0.12 m, Li=0.2 m, magnets made of bonded NdFeB. Geometry of the model and flux 
density distribution for the case, when the armature reaction is all directed along the rotor q axis are 
shown in fig.2. 

a. b.
Fig.2.  Finite element model of permanent magnet brushless generator. 

a. Geometry and boundary conditions applied, 
b. Flux density distribution for stator reaction in q axis. 

As expected, the end effects along z axis are quite small, the difference in energy stored between 2D 
and 3D solutions is of size, say, 3-5%. Therefore, the assumption of the flat field in the air gap is 
acceptable. Details are given in [3]. The distributions of radial component of the flux density in the 
plane of the machine’s symmetry along the air gap are plotted in fig.3. 
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Fig.3.  Distributions of radial component of flux density in the middle of air gap for three load conditions. 

a. no-load state, 
b. armature reaction in d axis, 
c. armature reaction in q axis. 
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Following the method described above the set of three ortho-normal functions {ϑm}was obtained. 
They are presented in fig.4. (for one pole pitch only) 
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Fig.4. Distributions of basis functions {ϑm}- halves of their periods only. 

Now the magnetic flux density can be calculated for any load. The examples of results for the chosen 
load angles and constant phase current (kept by inverter in DC line) are presented in table 1 and fig.5. 

Table 1. Amplitudes of modified basis functions for chosen loads at the same stator current 

Load angle, [deg] b0, [T] bd0, [T] bq0, [T] bd1, [T] bq1, [T] bq2, [T] 

60 1.82 -0.61 -0.16 0.62 -0.24 0.92 

75 1.82 -0.22 -0.21 0.23 -0.32 1.26 

The negative values of bd0 mean that armature d-axis reaction is demagnetizing, the small negative bq0

values show the demagnetizing effect of q-axis reaction due to local saturation, the increase of bq2 is 
caused by the torque increase.   
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 a.      b.
Fig.5. Flux density distribution along the double pole pitch at different load angles 
 a. ψ = 45 deg b. ψ = 75 deg 

The induced phase voltage calculated by (11) with Hmed=1 looks like in fig.5, with rescaled values on 
both axes. However, stator slotting cannot produce the higher time harmonics in stator winding. After 
the median averaging filter the EMF induced in the phase winding at 60 r.p.m. has the form shown in 
fig.6. 
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Fig.6.  Phase voltage distribution within time period T at different load angles 
 a. ψ = 45 deg b. ψ = 75 deg 
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Comparing the voltages in all stator windings one may extract their envelope and the rectified voltage 
afterwards. The time distributions of DC component are presented below, the period of the 
fundamental component of AC voltage in phase winding is denoted by T. 
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a.  b. 
Fig.7.  Distribution in time of rectified voltage of PMBG at different load angles 
 a. ψ = 45 deg b. ψ = 75 deg 

Conclusions

 The approach presented in this paper extends the existing methods towards the more accurate 
analysis of non-sinusoidal, both in time and space, signals generated by electric machines connected 
with static converters. The main advantage of proposed algorithm is to solve the quasi-steady state 
without the time consuming analysis of transients starting from no-supply conditions. It is worth of 
mentioning that magnetic over-saturation effects resulted from the presence of permanent magnet 
embedded in the rotor are included by means of the introduction of results from nonlinear FE analysis. 
The method described above should be supplemented with more precise model of the commutation in 
the diode bridge (the resistance and leakage reactance of the phase winding were omitted here) and 
also with the incorporation of not uniform rotational velocity of the stator field caused by the presence 
of the rectifier in the model. It is possible in presented approach, but it simultaneously requires the 
analysis of the magnetic torque generated in the machine. The limited extent of this work forced to 
skip these problems. 
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Abstract The technique for modeling and computation of three-dimensional magnetic fields of 
electromagnetic separators is presented. The example of electromagnetic drum-type separator 
computation by boundary element method is given.

Introduction

A number of difficulties occur in the practice of designing electromagnetic separators magnetic 
systems. They are related with the computation of magnetic fields in the working area open space. The 
field has clear three-dimensional character as the size of interpole gaps are often comparable to the 
size of magnetic system. 

Similar problems may be solved and they are really solved by numerical methods. The finite 
element method (FEM) and the boundary element method (BEM) are most widespread among them. 

At present there are many program packages for FEM and BEM implementation to make the 
computation of the magnetic field. However, most of them are intended for magnetic field 
computation in particular conditions, so they comprise limited mathematical functions, that makes 
impossible optimization and magnetic system parameters varying in a required range.   

Therefore till now there are no technique for complete computation and optimization of the 
magnetic system of electromagnetic separators with variable in a rather wide range geometrical 
parameters. Hence, the development of the technique using current-technology computing facilities is 
an actual problem. 

Prior experience shows that the most acceptable package for electromagnetic separators magnetic 
systems computation is that one, which implements FEM or BEM, has internal programming language 
and possibility to solve problems of analysis and optimization. The system of Wolfram Research 
Company and the integrable module Radia® is such a package [1,2]. 

The system Mathematica® has a set of functions, which makes possible to pose and solve many 
mathematic problems using the internal programming language Mathlink® [1]. The module Radia® 
realizes BEM. Complex of module functions adds functions of system  Mathematica® by functions for 
magnetic fields computation and applies the internal programming language Mathlink® for connection 
with package Mathematica® interface. 

From foregoing, the task to develop the mathematical model of electromagnetic drum-type 
separator magnetic system (Fig. 1) and to make the magnetic system computation using the system 
Mathematica® and the integrable module Radia® was posed. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Development of mathematical model

The magnetic circuit of drum-type electromagnetic separator physical model (Fig. 1) consists of the 
yoke 1, poles 2, 3, 4 with pole pieces 5, 6, 7, 8. Magnetizing coils 9, 10 are placed on the central pole 
3.

Fig. 1. Outline of electromagnetic drum-type  
separator physical model:  

1 – yoke; 2, 3, 4 - poles; 5, 6, 7, 8 – pole pieces; 
9, 10 – magnetizing coils 
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The problem of mathematical model development in the system Mathematica® is proper dividing 
the separator electromagnetic system into constructive geometrical parts; for each of them 
mathematical description is made. Separate parts described mathematically are combined into 
common model. The division into elements, i.e. elementary geometrical figures, is made for each part 
of the model. 

Taking into account magnetic system symmetry and recommendations of the package Radia® 
makers [2], the half of magnetic circuit (Fig. 2) was taken up for modeling. 

The magnetic circuit yoke was divided into three parts 5, 6, 7 (Fig. 2) representing three 
parallelepipeds. 

The pole piece is a complex geometric figure, so its model was made up of some simple figures. 
Prisms of the same height with triangular bases placed on one plane (Fig. 3) were used as simplified 
figures. 

Magnetic circuit model parts were divided into elements. Computation accuracy and computer 
memory used are dependant on proper dividing into elements [2]. 

Since separator magnetic circuit geometry is complex, the division of different parts of the 
magnetic circuit is various.  

Fig. 2. Fragment of magnetic circuit of electromagnetic 
system model of drum-type separator divided into elements: 
1, 2 – pole pieces; 3, 4 – poles; 5,7 – yoke end parts (elliptic 

dividing used); 6 – yoke central part 

Model dividing into elements was made separately for each part [2] and realized by planes with 
equal step for xn  elements in the direction of Cartesian axis x , for yn  and zn elements in the 

direction of axes y  and z , correspondingly. 
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Fig. 3. Pole piece model 

The pole piece model was divided into elements in the direction of the axis y  only, since it was 
primarily divided into group of elementary models – prisms, and it was not required to divide it into 
elements by other axes.  

End parts 5, 7 (Fig. 2) of the magnetic circuit yoke were divided into elements by functions of 
elliptic dividing. It is stipulated by that fact that the main flux changes its direction in those parts of the 
magnetic circuit, so using standard function for dividing into elements results in reducing computation 
accuracy [2]. 

Geometrical functions (Field Sources) of the package Radia® was applied for describing magnetic 
circuit parts models. 

Parts, described in this manner, were moved in space with the help of transformation functions 
(Space Transformation) by specifying geometric layout in the magnetic system. After that, models of 
poles, yoke and pole pieces were combined into magnetic circuit group (Container).

Magnetizing coils models (Fig. 4) were described by special function determining coils shape and 
size. Current density for magnetizing coils was specified additionally. 

Fig. 4. Model of separator magnetizing coils: 
1- small coil; 2 – large coil
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The dependence describing magnetization curve for the steel, which the magnetic circuit of the 
modeled separator is made of, was specified in magnetic properties of magnetic circuit elements by 
functions of magnetic materials (Magnetic Materials) of the module Radia®. Magnetizing curve 
represented the dependence of magnetic inductance B  on given magnetic field strength H .

Magnetic circuit elements and magnetizing coils, combined into a group, represent the 
mathematical model of a quarter of separator electromagnetic system. Complete model of separator 
electromagnetic system (Fig. 5) was made using functions of symmetry. 

Computation example and evaluation of computation errors

Computation of the magnetic system mathematical model was made by functions of field 
computation (Field Computation), controlling parameters and specifying computation requirements. 
Maximum number N  of iterations, to make the computation, and computation accuracy were the 
parameters limiting and specifying computation accuracy. If specified accuracy of the computation 
was not reach for given number of iterations, the computation was stopped and its results were 
considered inauthentic.  

Computation of the physical model of the electromagnetic drum-type separator magnetic system 
was made as an example. Its dimensions were as follows. 

Poles height  130h mm, poles and magnetic circuit yoke width 60cw  mm, end poles length 
252l  mm, central pole length 601l mm, yoke height 35ch  mm,  yoke length 280cl mm, pole 

piece main part height 30h mm, pole piece length 40l mm, pole piece width 186w  mm.  

Fig. 5. Complete model of electromagnetic drum-type 
separator magnetic system 

In magnetic properties of magnetic circuit material the curve of steel (grade 15 ) magnetizing  

was specified as analytical dependence )95,9(102104 87 BBH  [2, 3], where H  - reduced 
magnetic field strength in T, B  – magnetic field inductance in T.

Current density in magnetizing coils 009,0J A/mm2, coils magnetomotive force (EMF) was 
determined by JSF , where S  – coil sectional area. 

The number of iterations 1000N . Computation accuracy 000001,0 .
Coefficients determining the magnetic circuit dividing into elements were specified by 2xn ,

2yn , 2zn for all parts of the model. 
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Computation of the magnetic system model of the electromagnetic drum-type separator was made 
on PC with processor AMD Athlon (processor clock speed 1HHz), on-line memory 128 Mb, hard disc 
Caviar (Western Digital) with 20 Gb. 

The evaluation of computation accuracy was made by comparison of the axial component of the 
vector of magnetic inductance in point P1 (Fig. 1), placed in the center of the air gap, with the 
induction obtained analytically according to the law of full current for magnetic circuit without taking 
into account declining magnetic potential drop in steel.  The magnetic inductance in P1 according to 

the law of full current 00148,00
1

F
BP  T, where 7

0 104  H/m. The magnetic inductance 

obtained by separator model computation by package Mathematica® and Radia® 00147,0B  T. 
Relative error of the computation 0,675%, correspondingly the computation accuracy is 99,325%. 

Conclusions

From computation results it is evidently that the relative error of computation is less than 1%. 
Common time for computation of drum-type separator magnetic system mathematical model is less 
than 5 minutes. 

Obtained results of the computation of drum-type separator magnetic mathematical model system 
show that application of the package Mathematica® and the integrable module Radia® is expedient. 

Hence, the package Mathematica® and the integrable module Radia® can be used for optimization 
of guard magnets and separators magnetic systems. 
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SECTION III 
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 

Introductory Remarks

The third section of papers is collected under the title: Special Applications. It does mean that the 
reader may find here a very wide spectrum of problems and devices. In the section we move from 
medical application, through the analysis of material features, to power HV lines. Indeed, the spectrum 
is wide but the real consistency is very close to that of electrical machines and apparatus. Although 
people show modeling of biological tissue or magnetic material structure or dielectric material 
structure, they use the same, or a little modified, mathematical description. On the other hand, 
problems connected with materials in general are much more difficult since parameters of continuous 
structures are not well-evaluated. It is especially seen when considering biological material (tissue) – 
its electromagnetic parameters change by object as well as they may change in time in one object. 
Anyway, the parameters are somehow averaged, just in order to make computer simulation possible.  
 All the papers in the section can be divided into four groups:  

• bioelectromagnetic interactions, 
• magnetic material modeling, 
• electromagnetic and thermal coupling, 
• electromagnetic and mechanical coupling.  

 The first group consists of three papers. Paper III-20 deals with the problem of the possible hazard 
evoked by base stations for wireless communication and describes this problem from all aspects, but 
not very deeply. Paper III-3 is devoted to the analysis of the SAR coefficient, the parameter which 
estimates the hazard. And paper III-18 presents a positive usage of electromagnetic field, namely the 
technique of hyperthermia.  
 The papers of the next group consider problems which are strongly connected with 
electromagnetism, namely magnetic material features. Paper III-23 shows the method of magnetic 
diagnosis of structural materials. It deals strongly with experiments and, therefore, is of practical 
meaning. Conversely, paper III-1 is very computational and shows the procedure of calculation of 
losses in magnetic materials. It is also of practical meaning, as it gives formulae which allow one to 
estimate the components of power losses in ferromagnetic material. These two papers are two ends of 
a spectrum in which we have the papers presenting the calculation of magnetic circuits, particularly 
occurring in a variable reluctance PM motors (III-16, III-17), a brushless motor (III-12), a special 
motor with oscillatory starting (III-15), a motor with broken bar (III-14), an axial permanent magnet 
motor (III-18), and at the end of this sequence one meets a micro-relay (III-19). Besides, in this group 
one can find papers which are devoted to measurement of magnetic circuit (III-8, III-10). Magnetic 
material problems are also considered in the paper where a magnetic circuit with hysteresis is 
simulated electrically (III-4).  
 The group of papers concerning the problems of thermal coupling has two subgroups. The first one 
is connected with superconductivity and one meets here a paper dealing with a superconducting 
magnet with a ferromagnetic core (III-5), and a paper (III-21) which presents the analysis of high 
temperature superconducting synchronous machines. The second subgroup is a little wider and one 
can find here considerations on coupled electromagnetic fields and temperature fields to analyze the 
voltage-fluctuate of a synchronous generator (III-22), the classical technical problem of surface 
electroheating (III-13), and the classical computational problem of modelling of temperature-
dependent effective impedance of massive conductor (III-6).  
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 The last group of papers is concentrated on mechanical problems linked with electromagnetic 
phenomena. And thus, one finds here paper III-7 which models a magnetic noise of a DC motor (the 
noise includes electromagnetic, mechanical and acoustic phenomena) and paper III-11 which 
investigates DC electromagnets and their attractive force by 3-D Finite Element Analysis.  
 A little distant from the above papers is paper III-2 which discusses the problem of grounding and 
distribution of current in ground. 
 It is worth saying that the section we have presented above is very heterogeneous and readers are 
again requested to find by themselves the topics in which they are particularly interested.  
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Abstract - A special problem is the calculation of power loss in the core of rotating electrical machines 
because the magnetic fields occuring in the core are neither unidirectional nor sinusoidal. This paper 
discusses the calculation of rotational power losses. Several methods have been proposed for this purpose. 
Among these, the method based on calculation of the field quantities Bx and By  is described. In this 
method the rotational power losses are calculate employing empirical approach directly from these 
quantities. The main point of presented method is creating of calculation model to calculate components of 
the flux density vector ( module and argument ) in every elements of the mesh representing the magnetic 
circuit of tested material. Beside this, the excess losses are calculate using statistical theory proposed by 
Bertotti. 

Introduction

A special problem is the calculation of power loss in the core of rotating electrical machines 
because  the  magnetic  fields occuring  in the core are neither unidirectional nor sinusoidal.  
In order to define the power loss increase ( that takes place as a result of rotational 
magnetization of a given magnetic material ), can be used the so called RSST testers. 
Principles and results of measurements with use of above mentioned equipment were 
described by many authors [1,2,3]. This paper discusses the rotational power loss calculation 
method. Till now several methods have been proposed for this purpose. Among these, the 
method based on calculation of the field quantities Bx and By  is described. In this method the 
rotational power losses are calculate employing empirical approach directly from these 
quantities. But when we use computational models we must also take so-called excess power 
losses into account. In this paper the excess losses are calculate using theory proposed by 
Bertotti. The main point of presented method is creating of calculation model  to  calculate  
components  of  the  flux  density vector ( module and argument ) in every elements of the 
mesh representing the magnetic circuit. These values should be calculate for succesive 
moments. At defined moment a simple element of the mesh is accepted as isotropic, thus 
magnetic permeability determined for components of the flux density is the same as for 
resultant vector B. The magnetic circuit has been investigated in two alternative versions: 
- made of siliconless steel  sheet LOSIL 19 – practically isotropic material, 
- made of transformer steel  sheet UNISIL 56 – anisotropic material. 
The proposed method of rotational power loss calculation (pr) uses for eddy current loss (pe)
the Poyting’s model with two components of magnetic field and for hysteresis loss (ph) a 
special  model  of  rotational  hysteresis. Calculated in this way power losses are known as 
classical losses. The excess losses are calculate also, using statistical theory proposed by 
Bertotti. 
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Calculation of rotational power losses

The mathematical description of the model

The method used to define rotational losses, is based on analytical formulae, which take the 
ellipticity of  field vector hodograph and the change of speed of field vector rotation into 
consideration. The  proposed  method uses the  Poyting’s  model  with  two  components  of  
magnetic  field for  eddy - current  losses and a  special  model  of  rotational  hysteresis for  
hysteresis  losses.  In  the considered  case,  the  vectors  of  magnetic  field  strength  H(φ)
and  flux  density  B(φ)  have  different  directions  and  histeresis  angle  between  them  is  
ΘB. Poynting  vector  representing  power  density  penetrated  the  steel sheet  from  opposite  
surfaces,  neutralised  each  other  in  the  central  part  of  the  sheet.  In  every  moment,  
rotational  field  components  Hx  and  Hy  are  known  in  each  elementary  region  and  the  
components  of  flux  density  Bx   and  By  are  known  as  well. The  instantaneous  value  of  
eddy  current  power  loss  in  an  elementary  layer  dz 
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After realisation indispensable transformations the  average  power  losses  in  the unity 
volume  ( within   the   limits   of  the  sheet  thickness ) are 
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where
 f - frequency  of  rotation,  ,,ffk  - special function of coefficient of amplitudes  wave  
attenuation,

yH/yBxH/xB   -  magnetic  permeability  in  considered  elementary  region,  γ - electrical  

conductivity,  d  -  thickness  of  sheet. 
It  can  be  stressed  that  in  the  accepted  procedure  for  the full  cycle  of  the rotational  
magnetization   we  get  an average  value  of  local  power  losses  which  were  obtained  on  
the  basis  of  power  loss  values  in  each  phase  of  cycle   pe = pe (φ).  Hence
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A  hysteresis  power  loss  analysis  under the rotational  field  condition  gives  consideration  
to  delay  of  vector  B  in  relation  to  vector  H.  The  hysteresis  angle  ΘB  is  the measure  
of  it. In  other  words, to  the  calculation  of  the  hysteresis  power  loss  under  rotational  
field,  it is necessary to  take  hysteresis  loop and  also  the  hysteresis  angle  between  B  and  
H  vectors  resulting  from  it into account. Remembering  that  B,  H  and  ΘB  quantities  
depend  on  the  turn  angle  φ, we  get  the  hysteresis  loss  energy  expression  under  
rotational  magnetization  within  the limits  of  turn  angle φ.  After  conversion if  the  full  
cycle  of  rotational  magnetization  is  taken  into  consideration
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Average  values  of  the  hysteresis  power  loss  under  rotational  magnetisation  come  from  
instantaneous  energy  values  integral  over  cycle 
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where:  T - rotational  magnetization  cycle  period. 

So,  according  to  (4) when  the  hodograph  going  ahead  and  going  back ( for example in 
case of PWM supply ) then  we  must  use  the  following  formula 
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B
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The  absolute  value  of  angle ∆φ   was  used  because  the  increase  of  power  losses  occurs  
both of  direction  of  vector  B  turn. 
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Fig.1. The classical rotational power losses for transformer steel sheet  UNISIL 56 (palt – power losses in case of 
alternating magnetization ). 
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Fig.2. The   classical   rotational   power  losses  for steel  sheet LOSIL 19  (palt – the specific power losses in 
case of alternating magnetization ). 

Note  that  specific  power  losses  ( in  case  of alternating magnetization for material UNISIL 
56 ) were calculated for angle 0o with respect to rolling direction. The calculations of 
rotational power losses include different material characteristics for other angles. 
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Calculation of the excess losses

According to the statistical theory of eddy current losses proposed by Bertotti  a few years 
ago, the basic physical mechanism governing excess losses in soft materials is identified with 
the competition between the external magnetic field and highly inhomogeneous local 
counterfields due to eddy currents and microstructural interactions. The theory  leads to the 
conclusion that the large-scale behavior  of magnetic domains can be described in terms of the 
dynamics of n statistically independent magnetic objects. In this way the loss problem reduces 
to the investigation of the physical properties of n as a function of  product  f and Bmax ( f – 
frequency,  Bmax – maximum value of flux density ).  Bertotti propose the simple law for 
several soft ferromagnetic materials.  

o

exc
o V

H
nn       (7)

where
no – the number of simultaneously active magnetic object approximated for Hexc = 0, 
Vo – factor identified with the quasi-static coercive field, 
Hexc – the so called excess dynamic field acting on magnetic objects.

The simple law (7) leads to following equation 

3/2
maxoexc fBnVP    (8)

It should be stressed that parameter n depends on frequency and maximum flux density level. 
That parameter depends also on the microstructural properties of the material. To calculate 
values of parameters V and n we should execute a lot of measurements and calculations in 
range of frequency about several Hz to several hundred Hz. The measuring system consists of 
two ring cores, a high frequency  power supplier and  two amplifiers. It is presented in Fig.3. 
There are two exciting windings and additional measuring winding. The first one is connected 
to the AC supply source ( this is the power amplifier with frequency of the output voltage 
changing in a wide range e.g. from 5 to 500 Hz ). The  second  winding   can be  supplied ( if 
it is necessary )  from  the  another  AC  supply ( 50 Hz ). In the measuring system, current in 
the primary winding and voltage in  measuring  one were observed and stored. Executed 
measurements created a base for calculations of the power losses in the  sample (in case of 
alternating magnetization ).  Beside this, using above mentioned measuring system were 
calculated coefficients needed to calculate the excess losses Pexc according to theory proposed 
by Bertotti [8]. 

     AC
 SUPPLY
5-500 Hz

Fig.3. A measuring system built to determine the power loss increase in case of alternating magnetization. 
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Many authors report that for many kinds of non-oriented three-percent  SiFe  materials  is  
obligatory  simple  dependence n=Hexc/Vo ( it is right  for wide range of  flux density and 
frequency    up  to  several  hundred  Hz ).  In  case  of  grain  oriented  3% SiFe materials 
obligatory is simple law (see equation 7)  but  the starting value  no can depends on the value 
of flux density – smaller value for lower flux densities.  It  should  be stressed that for non-
oriented three-percent SiFe materials value no ( see eq.7 ) equals 1 but for grain oriented 3% 
SiFe  value no  is greater. 
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Fig.4. Differences between results of measurements 
and classical calculations for LOSIL 19 ( in case of 
alternating magnetization ).

Fig.5. The  calculation  points and their approximation 
( this  is the base to determination of coefficients in 
eq.7 ).

Basing on differences between measured and calculated values of power losses ( in range of  
frequency  from 10 to 100 Hz ), the Hexc  values  were reached.  With each value of  Hexc 

corresponds value of n ( number of independent magnetic objects those produce additional 
power losses called excess power loss ).  The course of magnetic objects number versus Hexc

is presented  in Fig.5. It should be stressed that proposed approximation was done in range of  
frequency suitable for  investigated  conditions.  It is known that for non-oriented steel sheet, 
the number of magnetic objects ( when Hexc equals 0 ) should be one. It is possible when we 
delete first point of curve ( see Fig.5 - Hexc =0.02 ).  But then the last point (  related  with 
higher frequency ) should not be taken into account.  Arrangement of points can suggest that 
changed configuration of magnetic domains. 
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Fig.6. The excess power loss coefficient  k. Fig.8. The values of rotational power losses determined 
for LOSIL 19 vs. frequency  ( calculations were carried 
out for major axis 1.5 T  ).

Using calculated in classical manner power losses (in alternating conditions of magnetization) 
and  specified  before excess losses, the total power losses in non-oriented steel sheet LOSIL 
19 and oriented steel sheet  UNISIL 56 were marked.  If we relate the total power loss to the 
so called classical power  loss   we   reach   the  excess  power loss coefficient  k ( see Fig. 6 ). 
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Authors suggest that determined coefficients krot  fixed with the excess power loss coefficient  
k  can be helpful  in calculation of rotational power loss.  Authors assume that coefficient k is 
the same for alternating and rotational magnetization. 

Table 1. The  Specific  power  losses  in  the  isotripic  and  anisotropic  magnetic  Materials   
( Bmax =1.5 T for   long axis ). 

Kind of sheet     Elliptiicity 
  1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 

LOSIL 19 
prot 

W/kg 10.20 8.167 6.949 5.824 4.707 4.175 

 palt 

W/kg 3.624 3.624 3.624 3.624 3.624 3.624 

UNISIL 56 
prot 

W/kg 2.543 2.000 1.670 1.290 0.871 0.654 

 palt 

W/kg 0.433 0.433 0.433 0.433 0.433 0.433 

prot – the specific rotational power losses, 
palt – the specific alternating power losses. 

Conclusions

The  total  power  losses  under  rotational  magnetization  in  the  core  of  induction motor 
exceed  the  loss  values  for  the unidirectional  magnetization. This  increase  depends  on  
the ellipticity  of  the  flux  density  hodographs,   on  the level of  the  saturation and on the 
spectrum of harmonics in the flux. Practically,  it   dependents  also on  the  kind  of the 
magnetic material. The  percentage  fraction  of  eddy - current  power  loss  and  hysteresis  
power  loss  in  the  total  rotational  losses  corresponds  to  their  fraction  under  axial  
magnetization. The excess losses were estimated according to theory proposed be Bertotti. 
Basing  on  the proposed  study,  it  is  possible  for  most  designing  purposes,  to  estimate  
the  increase  of  specific  core  loss  under  the rotating  field  which  has  the  direct  
influence  on  the  fundamental  core  losses  in  electrical  machines.  For  example, for  
induction  motors  with  tangential  flux  density  level  in  the  stator  yoke  in  the  
neighborhood  1.5 T,  the  increase  of  core  losses  due  to  rotational  magnetization  is  
about  40 %. 
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Abstract - In this paper the Authors propose a method for analyzing the current field generated by inter-
connected grounding systems, with any shape and extension. The method is absolutely general and allows 
to study the field both in the event of a single line to ground fault (LGF) in one of the interconnected 
grounding systems and in case of simultaneous line to ground faults in different grounding systems, inter-
connected to each other. Moreover, this method allows to analyze the grounding systems connected to 
each other by leaking conductors, as well as to analyze the effects of the faults on metal structures in con-
tact with the soil, such as water pipelines or railway tracks. 

Introduction

 At present, long leaking conductors are employed in the grounding systems of MV/LV transforma-
tion stations (secondary substations), these conductors being used as auxiliary grounding electrodes 
and being buried in parallel with low-voltage and high-voltage cables. This technical solution allows 
to greatly reduce the current leaked by the grounding system of the secondary substation where the 
fault occurs and, consequently, allows to reduce the cost of the grounding system of this substation. 
Obviously, in this case, the study of the current field becomes more complex, since it is necessary to 
take into account the current leaked by the auxiliary conductors, too. 
 Another problem is due to the fact that in the subsoil there are a lot of metal elements having con-
siderable longitudinal dimension; some of them are in close contact with the soil such as, for example, 
water or gas pipelines; other elements such as, for example, the telecommunications cables are insu-
lated from the soil but magnetically coupled with the leaked currents. Each leaking conductor gener-
ates voltages on the adjacent metal elements, and this can determine both a danger to human beings 
and conditions of inadmissible interference with electronic and electrical equipment. Similar problems 
occur in the electric traction systems, since the currents which return to the feeding sub-stations, partly 
by rails and partly by the soil, give rise to various effects on the metal elements buried close to them. 
 The method proposed by the Authors allows the study of the current field in all the above-
mentioned cases. It is an extension of the method given in [1], since it considers the current leakage 
due not only to the real grounding systems but also to all the conductors which are in close contact 
with the soil. 

The Method Proposed

 The study of a grounding system leaking a known fault current is usually performed by the Max-
well’s subareas method [2], [5]. Briefly, it lies in dividing the grounding systems under examination 
into an appropriate number of subareas, in imposing the equipotentiality of this system, and in calcu-
lating the subcurrents leaked by each subarea. These subcurrents allow us to determine the voltages in 
any point P of the soil surface. 
 J. M. Nahman in [1] and P. Buccheri et al. in [4] have generalized very well the above-mentioned 
method. 
 The procedure suggested by [1] for the calculation of the current field generated by grounding sys-
tems interconnected to each other in a very general way is briefly explained in Appendix (see Fig. 9). 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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An example of study by the Nahman’s method is given in Fig. 1: it concerns two grounding systems 
connected to each other by a ground wire supported by five towers. Fig. 1 shows the two grounding 
systems and the grounding systems of the five towers. In this case the Nahman’s method can be ap-
plied, taking into account that the grounding systems are seven in number and are interconnected only 
by the ground wire. The voltages on the soil surface are given in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 1. - An example of study by the Nahman’s 
method: two grounding systems connected to 
each other by a ground wire supported by 
five towers; of these towers only the ground-
ing systems are represented 

Fig. 2. - An example of study by the new method:
two grounding systems connected to each 
other by an uninsulated buried conductor; 
the study can be brought back to elec-
trodes similar to those of Fig. 1 

It is important to point out that the Nahman’s method can be applied to grounding systems which 
are connected to each other only by insulated conductors (ground wire and/or insulated cables). Thus 
the Authors have re-examined this method and made it able to consider also the conductors not-
insulated from the soil, such as the conductors coming out of the substations and the conductors inter-
connecting the various grounding systems. That’s not all, they have also made the new method able to 
consider other metal elements put close to leaking systems. 

The new method lies in subdividing also the leaking conductors, as well as the passive metal ele-
ments, into subareas, and in considering each leaking conductor and each metal element as a separate 
grounding electrode, active or passive, according to whether it leaks current or not. Obviously, in this 
way the Nahman’s method is still valid. 

Some examples of application of the new method are here given. 

Grounding systems connected to each other by leaking conductors

 An example of study by the method proposed by the Authors is shown in Fig. 2 with regard to the 
case of two grounding systems connected to each other by an uninsulated buried conductor: the study 
can be brought back to grounding electrodes similar to those of Fig. 1 in the following way. 
 The conductor is subdivided into many parts (or trunks), and each of them is considered as a sepa-
rate grounding electrode. Moreover, each trunk is considered as being connected to the elements that 
are put immediately before and after it by means of the admittance of each trunk; this admittance con-

Fig. 3. - Voltages on the soil surface generated by 
the grounding systems of Fig. 1 (fault in 
the ground system on the left) 

Fig. 4. - Voltages on the soil surface generated by 
the grounding systems of Fig. 2 (fault in 
the ground system on the left) 
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nects the barycenter of two successive trunks. In this way, if we increase the number of subdivisions, 
our model is very close to reality. In fact, the new algorithm is always based on the Maxwell’s subar-
eas method and so it calculates the voltage in the barycenter of each trunk and then imposes it to the 
whole trunk [5]; that’s why the shorter the trunk is the more accurate the model is. If we use this 
model the trunks take voltages which gradually decrease beginning from the grounding system where 
the fault occurs up to the other grounding system. In this way we can study the field on the soil surface 
near the buried conductor. This field decreases along the same conductor (see Fig. 4). 

Interference between grounding systems and passive metal tubes

 The algorithm proposed allows also the evaluation, by the matrices R, T and Y in Eq. (9), of the in-
terferences between grounding systems and metal tubes, even if they are not connected to each other 
from the galvanic point of view. 
 The method has been applied to three interference cases between a horizontal grounding electrode 
and a passive metal tube. This horizontal electrode is made up of a copper conductor having a cross-
section of 35 mm2, is buried to a depth of 1 m in a soil whose resistivity is =100 Ωm. Near this elec-
trode there is a passive metal tube, with a diameter of 10 cm, a length of 1 km, buried to a depth of 
2 m and placed at a distance of 1 m from the electrode. Let’s examine the three cases individually. 

Fig. 5. - Case 1: Voltage profiles along a horizon-
tal leaking electrode (1 km long) crossing 
a passive metal tube (1 km long) 

Fig. 6. - Case 1: Voltage profiles along a passive 
metal tube (1 km long) crossing a horizon-
tal leaking electrode (1 km long) 

Case 1

 In this case, the horizontal grounding electrode has a length of 1 km and a current I=200 A  is in-
jected at its center; the electrode is connected with a grounding system and we assume that it transfers 
30 A  to this grounding system and leaks 170 A  in the soil. The passive metal tube crosses this elec-
trode. 
 The voltage profiles along the horizontal electrode and the tube are given in Fig. 5 and 6, respec-
tively, and are equal to the voltages found in [3]. Fig. 6 shows that, on the basis of the voltages indi-
cated on the axis of ordinates, the tube is almost equipotential. 

Case 2

 Also in this case, the horizontal grounding electrode has a length of 1 km and a current I=200 A is 
injected at its center; the electrode is connected with a grounding system and we assume that it trans-
fers 30 A  to this grounding system and leaks 170 A  in the soil. The metal tube is parallel to this elec-
trode. 
 The voltage profiles along the tube and the horizontal electrode are given in Fig. 7, and are equal to 
the voltages found in [3]. The figure points out that the voltage drop along the electrode, which is 
equal to about 65%, is considerably higher compared to that of the tube, which is equal to about 20%. 
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Moreover, the average value of the voltage induced on the tube is equal to about 60% of the average 
value of the voltage on the electrode; this points out that there can be a state of danger for human be-
ings when the soil resistivity and the current leaked are higher. Moreover, the comparison between 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 5 shows that the tube has a little influence on the behaviour of the electrode. 

Case 3

 In this case the horizontal grounding electrode has a length of 11 km. The metal tube is in parallel 
with this electrode. A current I=200 A is injected at the start of the horizontal electrode. The voltage 
profiles, both along the tube and the horizontal electrode, are given in Fig. 8. 
 The study shows that the voltages on the tube, in its last part, are greater than the voltages on the 
active electrode, and are similar to the voltages found in [3]. 
 Obviously, if we choose higher values for  and I, some dangerous voltages on the tube may occur 
even if the electrode has a non-dangerous voltage. 

Conclusions

 The Authors have proposed a method for studying the voltages occurring in areas which are inter-
ested by the current field produced by the fault, and are very distant from the point where a ground 
fault takes place. The method is absolutely general and allows to take into account also the currents 
leaked by uninsulated buried conductors connecting various grounding systems, as well as the pres-
ence of passive metal elements put near the leaking systems. 
 The examples here given, besides showing the potentialities of the method proposed, prove the re-
liability of the same method since the same results got by means of another model given in literature 
are obtained. 
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APPENDIX
The calculation of the current field generated by interconnected grounding systems 

[1]

Nomenclature

Remote earth: is made up of all the points in 
which the voltage can be considered to be 
equal to zero; 

Jsk current flowing from the power system to 
the node k;

Ykj value of the admittance between the 
grounding systems k and j;

Yk admittance between the node k and the re-
mote earth. This admittance takes into ac-
count the current which passes through the 
interconnection links and is partly drained 
into the ground also by the capacitive ef-
fects; 

Uk earthing voltage of the grounding system 
k;

Ekj electromotive force induced in the inter-
connection conductors between the 
grounding systems k and j, this electromo-
tive force being due to the fault currents circulating in the power system. 

The calculation method

 Fig. 9 shows a system made up of various grounding systems interconnected to each other in a very 
general way. For the sake of brevity this system will be called “total system”. We intend to determine 
the voltages in all the points of the soil surface, these voltages being generated by a fault current oc-
curring in a grounding system or also generated by more fault currents taking place simultaneously in 
various grounding systems. The method proposed by [1] is an extension of the Maxwell’s subareas 
method, the latter referring to only one grounding system which leaks a known fault current. On the 
contrary, in the case under examination, the fault currents which are still known by assumption can be 
more than one and concern the various grounding systems interconnected to each other. The classic 
Maxwell’s subareas method implies that we must subdivide each grounding system into elements (or 
subareas) and set a system of linear equations like (3). This system allows us to determine the vector i
of the subcurrents leaked by the subareas, on the basis of the vector u of voltages of the various subar-
eas.
 While in the case of only one grounding system the vector u can be easily determined since it is 
made up of terms which are all equal to the earthing voltage UE of the equipotential system under ex-
amination [2], [5], in the case of the “total system” the vector u is unknown. So, it is necessary to im-
pose the LKC in all the nodes of the “total system” to determine all the electrical quantities of this sys-
tem, especially the vector u that appears in (3). 
 Let N be the number of grounding systems, each having a voltage Uk and let Ns be the total number 
of subareas into which the N grounding systems of the “total system” have been subdivided (Ns>N).

Fig. 9. - Electrical system consisting of the intercon-
nection of three grounding systems 

remote earth 
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The N voltages Uk (or earthing voltages) and the Ns subcurrents ik leaked by the single subareas of the 
“total system” are, for the time being, unknown quantities. 
 If we apply the LKC to the node k, we obtain: 

kjk

N

j
kjkkinducedsk IUUYUYJJ

KJ

)(
1

(1)

where the induced currents, Jinduced, can be easily calculated as a function of both the admittances Ykj

and the electromotive forces Ekj [1]. The Eq. (1) can be easily put in the following matrix form [1]: 
J = Y U + I   . (2) 

In (2) the vector J of the currents injected into the nodes is known and depends on the kind of faults 
assumed, while both the vector U of the earthing voltages of the various grounding systems and the 
vector I of the currents going from each grounding system towards the remote earth are unknown. 
 Let’s now apply the Maxwell’s subareas method [5] and set the following system 

u = R i (3) 
where: R is the matrix of the voltage coefficients (symmetrical matrix of size Ns); u and i are the un-
known vectors of the voltages and subcurrents of Ns subareas of the “total system”. 
 It is now useful to introduce an appropriate connection matrix T, (size N × Ns), a matrix consisting 
only of 0 and 1. It allows us to determine the total current leaked by each grounding system on the ba-
sis of the subcurrents leaked by the Ns subareas: 

I = T i (4) 
and also to determine the voltages of the Ns subareas on the basis of the earthing voltages of the 
grounding systems: 

u = T’ U (5) 
where T’ is the transpose of the matrix T. Having said this, from (3) we obtain: 

i = R-1
u (6) 

and taking (5) into account we have: 
i = R-1

T’ U   . (7) 
As a consequence, (4) becomes: 

I = T R
-1

T’ U   . (8) 
If we substitute I in (2), we obtain: 

J = [Y + T R
-1

T’] U   . (9) 
 Equation (9) allows us to determine the vector U. Once U is known it is possible to determine the 
vector u of the voltages of the subareas by (5). Having done this, we can determine the vector of the 
subcurrents i by (6). Once the subcurrents of the various subareas are known the classic Maxwell’s 
method allows us to determine the voltages in each point of the soil surface, these voltages being gen-
erated by all the grounding systems constituting the “total system” of Fig. 9, [5]. 
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Abstract – The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is the coefficient which determines the thermal effect on 
the biological tissue subjected to the electromagnetic field. Thermal effect is especially important when the 
radio-frequency electromagnetic field is considered. The paper presents the analytical method for 
computational SAR analysis. The biological  model is prolate spheroid. The illumination is a uniform 
plane wave with the magnetic field vector polarized along the z axis. The simulation results are compared 
with the measurement carried out on the phantom.

Introduction

The analysis of SAR (specific absorption rate) distribution in biological tissue has gained the 
researchers’ interest  recently [1]. It is to some extent the result of the proposal of EU standards which 
introduce the limits for SAR coefficients. The distribution of SAR can be achieved by computational 
technique or by experiment made on phantom. Both are very approximate solutions as they introduce 
very strict assumptions. Firstly, the analyzed object is mostly assumed as homogeneous and secondly, 
the geometry of the object is rather simple and distant from reality.  This simplicities are accepted for 
evaluating possible hazards. Thus, the model for comparison is simple enough to employ analytical 
method for computational analysis.  As to the phantom, there are two types of phantom:  the one 
shows the distribution of the field and the second which measures the total energy absorbed. Here the 
second one was approached. The SAR is the coefficient which determines the thermal effect on the 
biological tissue subjected to the electromagnetic field and is expressed by:  

2E
SAR                                                                (1) 

where is conductivity,   is the mass density  and E is the electric field strength.  

Mathematical model

The biological model is a prolate spheroid with major axis l, minor axis a and the interfocal distance d 
as shown in Fig.1. The spheroid is an isotropic lossy dielectric. The external medium is assumed to be 
free space. We consider time-harmonic fields and the time-dependence ejωt are suppressed. The 
illumination is a uniform plane wave with the magnetic field vector polarized along the z axis. The 
primary magnetic field is given by 

zHz 00H                                                                (2)

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of spheroidal model 

In order to describe the electromagnetic fields for spheroidal body, the prolate spheroidal coordinates 
ξ, η, φ are introduced: 

d
z

d
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-
d

x

2
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1221
2
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1

1221
2

                                                           (3)    

for the ranges of 20and1,11 .
In view of the rotational symmetry of the configuration the electric field strength has one component 

  ,EE                                                                     (4) 

and has been selected as the unknown field.  The electromagnetic field is described by the Maxwell’s 
equations, which reduce to  Helmholtz’s equation  

0EkE 22                                                                         (5) 

where jk 0
2 . Equation (5) in terms of spheroidal coordinates can be written as 

0E
1

1

1

1
cE1E1 i22

222
ii

2
i

2 (6)

where: 
2

d
kc ii   , i=1, 2.   

In region 2 outside the spheroid the electric field can be expressed in terms of associated Legendre 
functions of the first and second kind [3] 

1n

1
n

1
nn

1
1

2
z02 PQBP1

2

1

2

d
iH,E                              (7) 

The magnetic field strength  H has two components and they outside the spheroidare given by 
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where 
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In region 1 inside spheroid the electric field is considered in the expression [5] 

0
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1 ,hdik
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where 
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                                                     (13)

For magnetic field yields 
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1di

2
,H 11

222
1

1                             (14) 

The unknown coefficients B in equation (7) are determined by boundary condition on tangential 
magnetic field and can be obtain from equations: 
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Measurements

The experiment was made for the spheroidal object  filled up the phantom, corresponding to 
biological tissues in accordance with European standard CENELEC for phantoms subjected to the 
gsm-frequency electromagnetic radiation. The illumination was a uniform plane wave with the 
magnetic field vector polarized along the z axis. The frequency range was from 800 MHz to 1800 
MHz. Measurement procedure depended on the measurement the total energy absorbed. The object 
was placed in a waveguide. The difference between input and output energy determines the energy lost 
in the object. This measurement  is believed to be as exact as the measurement of high frequency field 
energy is.  The results of measurements and calculation shown Fig.2. A relatively small discrep[ancies 
between measured and calculated values was obtain. 
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Fig. 2. The SAR distribution: x – measurement, o - calculations 

Conclusions

The paper is aimed at constructing an analytical model of RF electromagnetic field in lossy dielectric 
materials, i.e. in biological tissues. In this approach the relationship between SAR and model 
parameters (conductivities and dimensions) can be calculated which may create the standarised 
procedure for SAR evaluation.  The simple and fast procedure can be obtained for dosimetry [4] while 
the second one has methodological aspect – for testing numerical models. The simulation results are 
compared with the results of experiment.  A relatively good agreement was obtain 
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Abstract – The goal of the present work is to formulate a method that permits, in presence of hysteresis 
cycle, the association of circuit elements with the graph, preserving energy equivalence. In this way for 
each branch of the circuit, these elements represent both storage and dissipation phenomena. The 
proposed method allows to represent, unambiguously and with energy equivalence, the initial system with 
hysteresis losses by a conductance-susceptance network which can be experimentally deduced by 
measuring RMS current, RMS voltage and iron losses. At the end an experimental validation is proposed.

Introduction

The topological properties of the graph associated with a magnetic circuit do not depend on the type of 
the constitutive relation (linear or not-linear, single- or multiple-value) imposed by the magnetic 
relation characterising its branch. In the absence of iron-losses, the ferromagnetic cores are 
represented by reluctances, which become inductances in dual electric terms. The latter can be 
regarded as current-dependent in cases affected by non-linearity, but still as loss-less components, 
independent of the waveforms considered. 
In the presence of dynamic hysteresis losses, the graph remains unchanged. However, the associated 
circuit elements, representing hysteresis losses, are expressed in functional form, dependent on the 
entire function handled and not only on its actual value. The graph thus remains unchanged, but the 
circuit elements values associated with it change during operation and thus do not possess an intrinsic 
character. Similarly, from the energy point of view, the identification of the lossless component of the 
difference representing the energy absorbed does not lead to a single answer. 
The goal of the present work is to formulate a method that allows to associate the circuit elements with 
the graph, preserving energy equivalence. For each branch of the circuit, these elements represent both 
storage and dissipation phenomena. 
This analysis will be carried out according to the following guidelines: 
• In order to define a unified approach and being able to employ phasor calculus in line with classical 

analysis, an effective ellipse of equal area for all operating conditions replaces the real hysteresis 
cycle. 

• The circuit parameters (conductance G, inductance L) belonging to the electric circuit 
corresponding to the initial magnetic circuit including iron losses due to hysteresis are deduced 
using the rule of magnetic/electric circuit duality and the concept of the equivalent ellipse. 

• Once an effective method as above is adopted, an experimental analysis follows immediately. 
Starting with the measurements of RMS voltages and currents and the active power and then using 
the concept of an elliptic hysteresis cycle, it is possible to determine the parameters of conductance 
and inductance which characterise the electric circuit under the operating condition. 

Theoretical background

A linear time-invariant magnetic circuit can be represented, in terms of an equivalent electric circuit, 
by an inductance L associated with the flux-current relationship constituting the magnetic circuit itself.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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In the presence of non-linearity, the inductance (expressed in differential form iLdi/NdL
dd

),

becomes a single-value function of the actual value i of the current. The corresponding energy balance 
is:

dWidiiLdiL d  (1) 

which belongs to a conservative phenomenon – in fact 0idiiLd - and is expressed by an exact 

differential of the status function.
In the presence of hysteresis, the flux-current relation becomes multi-value and it can be represented 
implicitly by a functional f(i,ϕfe)=0. The induced EMF can be formally expressed as: 

pi)t(iLpi
A

Npi
A

b

f

h

f
Npi

di

d
NNpe dd

fe
fef

22  (2) 

In this case, using the differential permeability µd(i,ϕfe), the above expression identifies a multi-value 
inductance depending on the entire function i(t) and not only, as in the conservative case, on its actual 
value i. Given the multi-value nature of the constitutive relation, the energy balance is dissipative and 
is accordingly expressed by an differential relationship as follows: 

QdWidi)t(iLdtiL d  (3) 

Its integral over the cycle, equal to the area of the cycle itself, shows a loss expressed as follows: 

idi)t(iLdtiQL d  (4) 

The equivalent electric circuit, topologically unchanged with respect to the conservative case, includes 
the complex functional inductance Ld[i(t)] which allows for the presence of both storage and 
dissipation. In detail, the division of the total power δLµ/dt=e(t)i(t) into its two parts: the conservative 
dWµ/dt and dissipative δQµ/dt produces a double path in the circuit. However, this division has a 
purely formal character. As it is linked to the definition of the conservative part of the approximate 
derivative δLµ,, it has, in general, no unambiguous value.  

Use of the equivalent sinusoid: elliptic constitutive relation

In the case of a real constitutive relation, a non-linearity leads to a deformed current waveform 
flowing when a sinusoidal voltage is applied and vice versa. When the constitutive relation is 
complex, as in the presence of hysteresis losses, the current absorbed is not just deformed, but also 
shifted in phase with respect to the applied voltage (Fig.1a). This statement is completely general: it 
applies to all types of time-varying waveforms. 
It these cases becomes useful to employ equivalent sinusoidal concepts. In fact, under those 
conditions, the deformed current/voltage quantities can be replaced by sinusoidal quantities of 
equivalent energy, characterised by having the same frequency as the starting quantities. This 
procedure is equivalent to replacing formally the “real” hysteresis cycle with an equivalent elliptic 
loop of the same area [1], [2]. 
Let us consider a magnetic circuit with hysteresis fed with any periodic voltage and carrying a current 
of the same frequency. The equivalent sinusoidal voltage applied to the magnetic circuit can be 
expressed as follows: 

)t(b
dt

d
NA)t(

dt

d
tsinV)t(v fe2  (5) 
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where ψ is the flux in the winding, N the number of turns and Afe is the iron area of the magnetic 
circuit. The magnetic induction is then: 

2
2cos

21
tsinBt

NA

V
dt)t(v

NA
b

fefe

 (6) 

The equivalent sinusoidal current, shifted with respect to the voltage by the lag angle δ, is given by: 

tsinI)t(i 2  (7) 

from which follows the magnetic force: 

tsinHtsinNI)t(Ni)t(h fefe 22  (8) 

where fe  is the length of the ferromagnetic circuit. The magnetic induction and the magnetic force 

are shifted in phase by an angle 2/  with respect to each other. 
In the {b,h} plane, equations (6) and (8) describe an ellipse given by the following equation: 

0cos
22
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22
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B
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H

h  (9) 

the area of which: 

sincoscos2 MMMM HBHBBHhdb  (10) 

is equal to that of the initial hysteresis cycle area and represents the iron losses of the magnetic circuit 
with hysteresis (Fig.1b). As the angle α is changed, both the position and the dimensions of the axes of 
the equivalent ellipse are changed. However, all the ellipses are inscribed inside a rectangle with sides 
2HM e 2BM.
In terms of integral variables, the same result can be obtained in the following manner: 

(a)

(b)

Fig.1. (a) The hysteresis cycle changes the phase of the current with respect to that of the flux.  
(b) Normal hysteresis cycle and the corresponding elliptical cycle. 
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The angle α, which is complementary to the phase shift between the effective voltage and current, is 
called the loss angle.  

Circuit representation: complex permeance

Making use of phasor algebra, the equivalent sinusoidal quantities above defined can be represented 
by phasors as exemplified in Fig.2a. 

With equations (6) and (8) rewritten in phasor form, the constitutive relation of the ferromagnetic 
material is identified from the following complex permeability: 

jj eeHBHB  (12) 

From this equation, we can derive the complex reluctance: 

irfeirfefefe jAjA 2  (13) 

and the following overall electromagnetic relationships (see Fig.2b): 

NjV

IN

INM
(14)

We can now formally extend the duality between magnetic and electric circuits to the case of circuits 
with complex parameters and obtain the electric network of Fig.2c by a direct topological method. In 
this manner, the following parameters appear in parallel form: 
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These belong to the dual electric network. In energy terms, considering the system with an applied 
voltage, we have: 

222
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VI  (16) 

from which follows the power S, in terms of an energy balance, as below: 

(a) (b)
(c)

Fig.2. (a) Phasor diagram of the electric and magnetic quantities. (b) Magnetic circuit.  
(c) Application of the duality rule and the electric circuit deduced accordingly. 
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The apparent power turns out to be the complex sum of a real component, representing hysteresis 
losses - in accordance with (4) - and an imaginary component. 
In this way, the initial system with hysteresis losses is represented, unambiguously and with energy 
equivalence, by a conductance-susceptance network which can be experimentally deduced by 
measuring RMS current, RMS voltage and iron losses. 
All the above has been confirmed in practice. In the case presented here, the electric circuit and its 
parameters have been correctly determined applying the rules of duality and not introduced to create 
perturbations as occurs in the classical case. 
The above approach can easily be extended to the analysis of magnetic circuits with hysteresis and 
with residual magnetisation. In fact, if DC polarisation is present, the equivalent circuit parameters are 
the same as in the case of pure AC conditions and they can therefore be evaluated starting from the 
AC component of the voltage and current quantities. The parametric equations represent the same 
elliptical loop as under pure AC conditions, but the centre of the loop is shifted from the origin of the 
axes to a point depending on the DC component of flux and current [3, 4]. 

Experimental Validation

The experimental set-up shown in Fig.3 has been employed to validate the proposed method. A 
toroidal core with rectangular cross section, obtained with a wound ferrosilicon sheet, has been 
employed as a test core. 
In Fig.3a Hall-effect flux probe is depicted. This device has been employed in order to have a 
reference value of the magnetic flux inside the test core to compare with the values provided by the 
proposed method with and without of a dc flux polarization [3, 4]. 
The algorithm developed to apply the proposed method has been implemented in a Virtual Instruments 
(VI) structure under LabView environment. Fig.4 shows the front panel and the block diagram of the 
implemented VI. 

I

e(t)RSH N1 N2

CH1 OF ADC BOARD

CH2 OF ADC BOARD

CH3 OF ADC BOARD

Hall effect magnetic
fiedl sensing device

Signal
amplificator

Signal
generator

Fig.3. Schematic of circuit implemented for measurement 

Fig.4. Front panel and Block diagram of the VI 
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The validation of the proposed model has been carried out by calculating the L-G parameters of the 
equivalent linear circuit of Fig.2c under two different conditions: at a constant frequency (f=50Hz) 
varying the supply voltage, and at a constant supply voltage, varying the frequency between 5Hz and 
250Hz. 
In the first case, starting with the equivalent ellipses of Fig.5, the data shown in Table I have been 
obtained. It can be seen that the loss angle α increases with an increase of the magnetic field until the 
effects of saturation become apparent. The inclination of the principal axis of the ellipse grows as the 
strength of field B is increased, 
until saturation is reached. 
The results obtained when the 
frequency is varied are shown in 
Table II. It can be seen that, after 
an initial transient, the loss angle 
tends to stabilise itself. 
Consequently, the elliptical 
hysteresis cycles are concentric, but 
with different areas.

Conclusions

In this paper a method based on the energy equivalence by a real hysteresis loop and an elliptic loop 
with the same area, has been presented. 
This approach allows using the phasors to magnetic non-ideal circuit. Moreover, its use allows 
extending the duality rules between the magnetic circuits and the electric circuit. 
The method proved itself quite accurate and the experimental results of measurements performed 
under pure ac conditions and dc polarized cyclic conditions are in good agreement with the results of 
measurements coming from a Hall-effect flux probe. 
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TABLE II. 
f [Hz] G [S] L [mH] α

5 6.929 1.478 0.311 
10 4.369 1.482 0.386 
20 2.745 1.456 0.465 
50 1.456 1.371 0.56 
100 0.945 1.262 0.643 
120 0.842 1.217 0.658 
150 0.726 1.151 0.667 
200 0.606 1.07 0.684 
220 0.57 1.037 0.685 
250 0.524 0.995 0.687 
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Fig.5. Equivalent ellipses evaluated at a constant frequency varying the supply voltage 

TABLE I. 
BM [T] G [S] L [mH] α
0.099 1.775 0.554 0.3 
0.203 1.914 0.794 0.445 
0.302 1.838 0.992 0.52 
0.399 1.741 1.152 0.562 
0.503 1.64 1.28 0.538 
0.601 1.573 1.361 0.592 
0.802 1.47 1.4 0.574 
1.002 1.426 1.216 0.499 
1.200 1.307 0.754 0.3 
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III-5. SIMULATION OF END EFFECTS IN A SUPERCONDUCTIVE 
MAGNET WITH A FERROMAGNETIC CORE
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Abstract – Impedance of long direct massive conductors carrying time-variable currents is a complex 
function of time. Its evolution is affected not only by the skin effect, but also by the temperature rise. The 
paper presents a numerical method that allows computing the resistance and internal inductance of a 
nonferromagnetic conductor of any cross-section from values of the total Joule losses and magnetic energy 
within the conductor. The theoretical analysis based on the field approach is illustrated on a typical ex-
ample, whose results are discussed. 

Introduction

Simulations of fast phenomena in various electrical systems (grounding devices, windings of electrical 
machines etc.) often do not respect changes of the resistance and internal inductance due to the skin 
effect. The reason consists in a widespread opinion that the increase of the resistance leads to reduc-
tion of the surge effects while its neglecting provides results that are worse than the physical reality. 
And when the device is designed for less favourable parameters, its safety is higher. 

In case of steep pulses or waves, however, the effective resistance of the conductor may reach values 
by an order higher than the DC resistance. In such a case, neglecting the skin effect can lead to quite 
incorrect ideas about the voltage and current phenomena in the device. The situation (particularly in 
fault regimes) is also affected by the temperature rise of the current-carrying parts, which brings about 
an additional increase of their resistances. 

The complete analysis of the effect represents a coupled electromagnetic-thermal problem and the 
paper offers a methodology how to cope with it. We consider a surge skin effect in a direct massive 
nonferromagnetic conductor of a general cross-section placed in linear medium from which the pro-
duced heat is transferred by convection (which is usual, for example, at various kinds of grounders, or 
overhead and cable lines in power distribution systems). 

Formulation of the problem

A sufficiently long direct massive conductor of constant cross-section is supplied from the current 
source by current i(t) of general time dependence. Its material is nonferromagnetic (µ = µ0) and tem-
perature dependencies of its physical parameters (electrical conductivity γ, thermal conductivity λ,
specific mass ρ and specific heat c) are known. 

The aim of the analysis is to find the time evolution of various quantities characterising the process. Of 
great importance are particularly the effective resistance effR t  and internal inductance effL t  of the 

conductor that are generally influenced by the 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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• time dependence of the passing current i(t),
• corresponding time-dependent distribution of the current density within its cross-section, 
• consequent temperature rise due to the Joule losses in the conductor. 

The task is handled as a quasi or hard-coupled problem. This means that all required quantities are 
calculated simultaneously. 

Mathematical model

The continuous mathematical model of the problem consists of two partial differential equations de-
scribing the 
• nonstationary electromagnetic field expressed by distribution of the vector potential A,
• nonstationary temperature field in the conductor produced by the Joule losses. 

The nonstationary electromagnetic field produced by current i(t) within the conductor reads [1] 

0 0 0rot rot
t

A
A J                                                      (1) 

where J0 denotes the vector of the uniform current density within the conductor corresponding to ex-

ternal current i(t) from the source. The term e t

A
J  expresses the eddy current density. When 

accepting the Cartesian co-ordinate system according to Fig. 1 (conductor of cross-section Ωc with 
boundary Γc, Γa being the artificial boundary whose significance is dealt with later on), J0 has only one 
nonzero position-independent component J0z(t), Je and A also one nonzero, but position-dependent 
component Jez(x,y,t), Az(x,y,t).

Fig. 1: The investigated arrangement 

Now the equation (1) may be rewritten as 
2 2

z z z
0 0 0z2 2

A A A
J

tx y
                                              (2) 

(other co-ordinate systems may be used, of course, as well). Uniqueness of the solution may be se-
cured, for example, by imposing indirect boundary condition  

c

z
0 dz

A
J S i t

t
                                                      (3) 

(parameter γ is not constant, because it is a function of temperature T that is variable within Ωc). Prac-
tically, circular artificial boundary Γa placed at a sufficient distance from the conductor is character-
ised by a constant value of component Az of the vector potential. Distribution of this quantity on the 
definition area a c  follows from (2) and (4). The initial condition reads z , ,0 0,A x y
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because at the beginning of the process no magnetic field is supposed to affect the arrangement. 

The effective resistance '
effR t  per unit length of the conductor calculated from distribution of the 

specific Joule losses is 

c

2
J

0z ez'
eff J2

d
,

w S J J
R w

i
                                             (4) 

The effective internal inductance '
effL t  per unit length may be calculated from the magnetic field 

energy by formula 

c

22
z z

'
eff 2

0

d

.

A A
S

x y
L

i
                                               (5) 

The nonstationary temperature field is described by equation [2] 

Jdiv grad ,
T

T c w
t

                                                   (6) 

where the temperature T = T(x,y,t).  In our case this equation within the conductor may be written as 

J .
T T T

c w
x x y y t

                                          (7) 

The boundary condition along the surface of the conductor reads 

c 0 for 0,
T

T T t
n

                                               (8) 

n denoting the outward normal. Radiation is (but not necessarily) neglected due to lower temperatures 
usually not exceeding 100–200 °C. Here αc denotes the coefficient of the convective transfer of heat 
from the conductor surface into ambient medium of temperature T0. Finally the initial condition for the 
temperature reads 0, ,0T x y T .

The algorithm of calculation of the discretised model at the k+1-th time level on a grid with N nodes 
consists of the following steps: 
a) Iterative computation of values Azi,k+1 from values Azi,k, where i = 1, …, N by means of discretised 

equations (2) and (3) with respecting the dependence , ,i k i kT ,

b) Explicit determination of values Ti,k+1 from values Ti,k, where i = 1, …, N by means of discretised 
equation (7) with respecting dependencies , , , ,,i k i k i k i kT c c T ,

c) Computation of '
eff 1kR by means of numerical approximation of (4), 

d) Computation of '
eff 1kL by means of numerical approximation of (5). 

For very short processes such as fast current pulses the heating process is practically adiabatic (con-
vection and radiation can be neglected) and the temperature rise of the conductor may sufficiently 
accurately be calculated from the simple calorimetric equation. Computation of particular tasks was 
realised by combination of professional codes PC OPERA 7.0 and Femlab 2.3 with single-purpose 
user programs developed and written by the authors in Matlab 6.5.  
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Illustrative example

A hollow copper water-cooled conductor (Fig. 2) whose quarter is depicted in common with the dis-
cretisation mesh carries a current pulse according to Fig. 3. It is necessary to determine the time evolu-

tion of its effective resistance and internal inductance per unit length ( ' '
eff eff,R L ) as well as the tem-

perature T (its starting value T0 = 20 °C)  

Fig. 2: The investigated conductor and meshing of the area 

Fig. 3: Current pulse through the conductor 

The temperature dependencies of the specific electrical and thermal conductivities γ = γ(T) and λ = 
λ(T) for copper are depicted in Fig. 4. An analogous dependence for ρc(T) may with a sufficient accu-
racy be expressed as a linear function in the form 

33631200 934 5 20 J K mc T T. / .

These parameters are adjusted automatically during the calculation. 

Computations were realised on a grid with about 6700 triangular elements (see Fig. 2), with good 
geometrical convergence of the results. Stability of the numerical process was secured by accepting 
the time step 65 10 st . Basic solution to the task took (according to the selected time step) sev-
eral tens of minutes (PC 2.4 GHz).  
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Fig. 4: Temperature dependencies γ = γ(T) and λ = λ(T) for copper 

The most important results follow. Fig. 5 contains the time dependence of the total Joule losses 'P
per unit length that (to some extent) copies the current pulse in Fig. 3. Its growth at the beginning of 
the process is, however, substantially faster due to highly expressed skin effect. This results in the time 

dependence of the effective resistance '
effR (Fig. 6) whose maximum value is about five times higher 

than the direct-current value. 

An analogous shape as 'P  exhibits the magnetic field energy per unit length '
mW ; the corresponding 

time evolution of the effective internal inductance '
effL per unit length is depicted in Fig. 7. Its mini-

mum value is, on the other hand, about five times lower than its direct-current value. Finally, Fig. 8 
contains the time evolution of the temperature. As said before, the process of heating is practically 
adiabatic, which was validated by solution and comparison of the corresponding equations. Cooling of 
the conductor can be observed only in several seconds.  

Fig. 5: Time dependence of the Joule losses 'P per unit length 

Fig. 6: Time dependence of the effective resistance '
effR per unit length 
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Fig. 7: Time dependence of the effective internal inductance '
effL per unit length 

Fig. 8: Time evolution of the average temperature T of the conductor 

Conclusion

The presented methodology allows solving this hard-coupled electromagnetic-thermal problem with 
good accuracy and reasonable time of computation. Nevertheless, problems may appear with increas-
ing steepness of the time variations of the feeding current due to the necessity to reduce the time step 
in order to keep the stability of computations.  

Next work in the field will be aimed at testing the integral model of the skin effect, extending the 
methodology by conductors fed from the voltage source (an ordinary differential circuit equation has 
to be added to the system), mutual influence of several near conductors (proximity effect), influence of 
ferromagnetic material etc.  
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Abstract – The sound power level of the magnetic noise radiated from a DC electric motor was 
numerically estimated for different loading conditions and two motor designs. Since the mechanism of the 
magnetic noise generation in a DC electric motor can be described as a three-times sequentially coupled 
problem, three linked – electromagnetic, mechanical and acoustic – numerical models were prepared. In 
the first phase the electromagnetic model was built to calculate the magnetic forces that excite the 
structure of the motor using the finite-element method (FEM). In the next phase the exciting magnetic 
forces were transferred to the structural model where the harmonic analysis was carried out using the 
FEM. The last phase was to model the acoustics, where the boundary-element method (BEM) was applied. 
To take account of the complexity of the investigated DC electric motor all three numerical models were 
three-dimensional (3-D). Finally, the numerical results from all three models were compared with the 
cogging torque, the vibration and the acoustic measurements, and a reasonable agreement was found. 

Introduction

The need for a quiet human environment has become one of the most important environmental factors 
influencing almost every producer of noisy machinery, including the manufacturers of electric 
machines. A consequence of this is that acoustic noise defines the acceptability of electric machines 
for customers in a variety of industrial applications and has a major influence on their economic 
success. In spite of the fact that DC electric motors are being replaced by other electrical drives, the 
demand for noise and vibration remains a concern. For this reason it is important that the 
manufacturers of DC electric motors have a thorough understanding of the generation of noise and 
vibration.  

Improved computational facilities have made it possible to provide a more quantitative description of 
the noise from electric machinery, especially when it is the magnetic noise that dominates [1–6]. Most 
research seems to be concentrated on induction machines [1–2], [5–6], where two-dimensional (2-D) 
models dominate; just a few papers deal with the problem of magnetic noise generation in DC 
electrical motors. 

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate and verify a model of the magnetic noise radiated from DC 
electric motors. The complete analysis was performed on a permanent-magnet DC electric motor, with 
a rated power of 0.6kW, intended to drive an electro-hydraulic power-steering system in a car. A 
special emphasis is given to the investigation of different  loading conditions and two design 
variations of the rotor skewing angle. One motor had a rotor with no skewing and the other had a rotor 
with a skewing of one rotor slot. The numerical results obtained with the FEM and/or the BEM are 
compared with the experimental data. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Magnetic Noise Modeling

Magnetic noise can be calculated from a three-times sequentially coupled electromagnetic-
mechanical-acoustic numerical model [1–3], [6]. Fig. 1 shows a typical model of this kind. To 
calculate the magnetic forces that excite the structure of the motor, an electromagnetic model was 
developed. By applying the magnetic forces to the structural model we can calculate the magnitude 
and frequencies of the resulting vibrations. Finally, the results of the structural analysis, represented by 
the velocities on the exterior surface of the electric motor, are used as an input for the BEM acoustic 
model. 

Fig. 1. Prediction of the magnetic noise in a DC electric motor 

Magnetic Forces

For the magnetic-force calculation in the investigated DC electric motor, two 3-D FEM models were 
built; the only difference between the models was in the rotor skewing angle. Fig. 2 shows the FEM 
model with the magnetic forces acting on the rotors and on the stator. To estimate the current loads in 
the commutation zones the assumption of a linear commutation was applied. 

Fig. 2. 3-D FEM electromagnetic model, stator (on the left) and rotor (on the right) 
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By analyzing the magnetic forces acting on each magnet and on the rotor we found their amplitude 
and phase during the rotation for different motor currents of 0, 8, 16, 32 and 64A. Next, the variation 
in the resulting magnetic forces was decomposed by the discrete Fourier transform. Here, only the first 
five harmonics of the magnetic forces were calculated. As the rotor has twenty slots these harmonics 
are the 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the character of the most dominant 
component, i.e., the radial component, of the resulting magnetic force FR, see Fig. 2, acting on the 
magnet for both FEM models, with the skewed and non-skewed rotor. 
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Fig. 3. The radial component of the resulting magnetic force acting on the magnet during the rotation for the 
FEM model with skewed rotor (on the left) and non-skewed rotor (on the right) 
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Fig. 4. The decomposed radial component of the resulting magnetic force acting on the magnet for the FEM 
model with skewed rotor (on the left) and non-skewed rotor (on the right) 

The calculation of the magnetic forces and the electromagnetic FEM model were verified by 
measuring the cogging torque on the motor with the non-skewed rotor. The reason for this is that the 
cogging torque of the motor with the non-skewed rotor is more distinctive and therefore more practical 
to measure. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the numerically calculated and the measured data of 
the cogging torque during the rotation. The driftage of approximately 0.075Nm that occurs in the 
experimentally evaluated cogging torque can be explained by the friction torque in the motor bearings, 
which was impossible to eliminate during the measurement. The friction torque was also measured, 
see Fig. 5, and a similar value to that of the driftage in the cogging torque was found. An imaginary 
extraction of the friction torque from the experimentally evaluated cogging torque would lead to very 
good agreement with the numerically calculated data. 
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Fig. 5. The verification of the cogging torque 

Vibration Response

To calculate the structural dynamic response of the investigated electric motor a 3-D FEM model was 
developed, see Fig. 6. For verifying the structural response of the whole model, as with the individual 
parts, an experimental modal analysis (EMA) was applied to the real structure. At a later stage the 
EMA results were used to improve the structural FEM model. The structural response of both motors 
was calculated using harmonic analyses, where a structral damping ratio of 2% was considered.  

To make the numerical and experimental data comparable, the numerical calculation of the magnetic 
noise and vibrations was related to the experimental investigation. Next, the exciting magnetic forces 
were calculated (interpolated) for the corresponding experimental loading conditions presented in Tab. 
1. The interpolated exciting magnetic forces were then transferred to the structural model as the 
resulting magnetic forces and moments acting on the rotor and the stator, see Fig. 6. The analysis 
includes the first four or five harmonics of the magnetic excitation forces, depending on the rotational 
speed of the motor. 

Fig. 6. The investigated DC electric motor (on the left) and its 3D structural FEM model (on the right) 
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Fig. 7 shows the mechanically deformed motor that is a consequence of the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th

harmonics of the magnetic forces. The results were obtained both numerically, using the FEM, and 
experimentally, using operation deflection analysis (ODA) – and good agreement was found. The 
deformed shape at a particular harmonic is almost identical for both motors, for the skewed and the 
non-skewed rotor, only the amplitude of the deformation is different. The important influence on the 
deformed shape of the motor is the excitation frequency of the magnetic forces, which is directly 
related to the rotational speed and indirectly related to the loading condition of the motor. This is 
especially evident for the deformed shapes that are a consequence of the higher harmonics, i.e., the 
60th and 80th.

Fig. 7. Numerically calculated (on the top) and measured (on the botom) vibration response of the motor 
resulting from the 20th, 40th, 60th and 80th harmonics 

Acoustic Field

The acoustic field is calculated with the BEM, where the outer surface of the investigated motor is 
discretized. The boundary-element mesh is created over the structural shell elements sharing the same 
nodes. This means that the nodal velocities from the structural analysis can be easily execrated to the 
BEM model. To ensure the accuracy of the BEM calculation the maximum size of the element was 
less than one sixth of the sound wavelength at the maximum investigated frequency. Consequently, the 
initial mesh in the structural analysis should be considered to be fine enough for the later acoustic 
analysis. The exterior mesh, intended to observe the sound field in the surroundings of the motor, was 
built using triangular finite elements on the planar surfaces, see Fig. 8. Based on the so-prepared BEM 
model the sound field and the sound power level of the motor were calculated. Fig. 8 shows two 
acoustic parameters that describe the sound field in the surroundings of the motor and that are the 
result of the structural response due to the 20th harmonic component of the magnetic forces’ excitation.
The presented sound field radiated by the motor, due to the basic harmonic component of the magnetic 
forces, is similar to the acoustic dipole sound field. 

20th harmonic FEM 40th harmonic FEM 60th harmonic FEM 80th harmonic FEM 

20th harmonic ODA 40th harmonic ODA 60th harmonic ODA 80th harmonic ODA 
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Fig. 8. Acoustic field – instantaneous pressure (on the left) and sound pressure level (on the right) due to the 
magnetic forces of the 20th harmonic 

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the comparison between the calculated and measured sound power levels for 
the 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th harmonics. Every graph presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 has a bar on 
the top of it that represents the frequency range of the harmonics. Comparing the experimental and 
numerical data one can see that a reasonable agreement can be found for the motor with the non-
skewed rotor for almost all the harmonics. A similar situation can be found for the motor with the 
skewed rotor, but only for the 20th harmonic. In these cases the differences between the experimentally 
and numerically evaluated sound power levels reach values up to 10dB. Much higher miss-
agreements, up to 25dB, occur at the 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th harmonics for the motor with the skewed 
rotor. The explanation for this is in the character of the exciting magnetic forces. The fact is that the 
higher harmonic components of the magnetic forces, i.e., the 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th harmonics, are 
less distinctive in the motor with the skewed rotor, see Fig. 4. The consequence is that the 
corresponding numerically calculated sound power levels are underestimated. 

A comparison between the investigated motors shows the well-known and expected situation. The 
motor with the skewed rotor is less noisy than the motor with the non-skewed rotor, and the 
differences are even bigger at higher motor loads. This is proved both numerically and experimentally. 

Noise and vibration measurement

The experimental investigation of noise and vibration was conducted for a variety of loading 
conditions, defined by the rotational speed and the motor current. In general, the operation of the 
motor can be divided into free-run and loading. During free-run the motor operated at different 
rotational speeds between 3000 and 4000 min-1 by setting the supply voltage from 8V to 13.5V. The 
motor current was approximately 10A for the motor with the non-skewed rotor and approximately 5A 
for the motor with the skewed rotor. During the loading, the motor operated at a constant voltage of 
13.5V and at different loads (torques). The motor’s load was defined by the motor current. Precise 
data that describe the loading conditions of both motors, with skewed and non-skewed rotors, are 
listed in Table 1 below. 

To simulate the loading conditions the motor was attached to a hydraulic system that was insulated for 
sound. The sound power level was estimated using sound-intensity measurements at 24 points on the 
cylindrical surface around the motor. During the sound-intensity or/and vibration (ODA) measurement 
for a specific loading condition the rotation speed was kept constant. 
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Table 1. Loading conditions 

Loading Free-run 
Skew. No-skew. Skew. No-skew.

I [A] n[min-1] n [min-1] n[min-1] I [A] I [A]

20 4272 4272 4000 4.5 12.5 
25 4080 3936 3900 4.5 10.5 
30 3648 3840 3800 4.5 10.0
35 3552 3648 3700 4.5 10.0
40 3456 3456 3600 4.0 10.0
50 3408 3360 3400 4.0 10.0
60 3116 3216 3200 3.8 10.0
65 3312 3168 3000 3.5 9.2 

From the vibration spectra on the motor yoke and from the sound power-level spectra, see Fig. 9, 
measured for the motor with the non-skewed rotor at 4000 min-1 and during free-run, peaks at the
rotor-slot harmonics could be observed. This phenomenon shows that the magnetic noise, which is
related to the rotor-slot harmonics, strongly dominates. A similar situation can also be found for the 
spectra of the motor with the skewed rotor and for different loading conditions, except that the rotor-
slot harmonics’ dominance is diverse.

Fig. 9. Measured vibration (on the left) and sound power-level (on the right) spectra for the motor with the non-
skewed rotor during the free run and at 4000 min-1

Fig. 10. Sound power level during free-run operation conditions for the motor with the skewed rotor (on the left)
and for the motor with the non-skewed rotor (on the right) 
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Fig. 11. Sound power level during loading operation conditions for the motor with the skewed rotor (on the left) 
and for the motor with the non-skewed rotor (on the right) 

Conclusions

The presented investigation shows a step-by-step procedure for numerically predicting the acoustic 
field of a DC electric motor when the magnetic noise dominates. At each step the numerical results are 
verified and compared with the experimental results. The results obtained with the electromagnetic, 
structural and acoustic models give reasonable agreement with the measurements. Two different 
designs of DC electric motor were investigated, with a skewed rotor and with a non-skewed rotor, as 
was the impact of many different operating conditions on the evaluation of the magnetic noise. The 
results indicate that a numerical evaluation of the magnetic noise in a DC electric motor is more 
reliable in the case of more distinctive magnetic forces. For a more accurate analysis, however, 
improvements need to be made to the structural model.  
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III-8. MEASUREMENT OF 2-D MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF GRAIN 
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Abstract - The round rotational single sheet tester (RRSST) is presented in order to identify its 
performances at higher flux densities and pure rotational flux condition in case of GO silicon steel sheets. 
The magnetic properties were measured in pure rotational and alternating flux condition. The difference 
between the rotational loss in clockwise and counter clockwise rotation of vector B was considered to have 
a physical origin. The ability to control the vector B in measuring region on GO material was considered. 
Additional advantages of a RRSST over square rotational single sheet tester were pointed out. 

Introduction

In the past, a lot of effort was paid to the design of rotational single sheet testers [1]. Most laboratories 
worldwide use the square rotational single sheet tester (SRSST) with square samples. The SRSST has 
some drawbacks, which encourage some laboratories to use a hexagon [3] or circular samples [4-7]. 
One of the greatest disadvantages of SRSST is magnetizing the sample in ±45° direction, especially at 
higher induction levels. It seems that the sample is hard to magnetize in that direction. The real reason 
for that is the yoke construction itself, which yields the leakage flux in the corners of the sample at 
higher induction levels and therefore the higher flux densities cannot be achieved in the centre of the 
sample even if we have a huge power supply. That problem was overcome by using the RRSST 
because in the magnetic circuit of the RRSST all magnetization directions are equivalent [7,8]. In the 
past the conclusion has been drawn [2] that it is impossible to control the voltages in B coils (vector B)
at circular set-up at higher magnetic flux densities. That is may be true for some set-ups, which use a 
concentrate winding on the poles [5,6] or an ordinary three-phase excitation winding in the stator core 
of an induction motor [4]. 

Measurements

The measurement set-up [7] was improved by using a faster data acquisition board PCI 6110 (National 
Instruments), which has four simultaneously sampling input channels (Fig. 1). The yoke was improved 
in order to achieve a precise position of H coils and the sample (B coils). The H coil and the sample 
can be rotated separately by a certain angle in the centre of RRSST in order to balance the axes of B 
and H coils. 
Two GO samples M4T27 and M0H27 were measured in RRSST [7] in order to achieve the highest 
induction level (up to 2T) and pure rotational magnetic flux condition (Fig. 2). The measuring area of 
H coils was 20 mm x 20 mm. The B coils were wound (5 turns of 0.05 mm wire) through the holes 
(0.8 mm) in the samples and a cross H coil was used for vector H detection. The number of samples 
was 4000 pts/cycle for each channel and an iterative feedback control was used in order to control the 
induced voltages in B coils or in H coils. The vectors B and H and the power loss were calculated.  
It can be seen, (Fig. 2) that the induced voltages in B coils can be controlled up to 2 T, that the 
calculated locus of vector B has almost perfect circular shape. The maximal amplitude deviation 
(Table 1) was less than 0.8 % and the angle difference about ±0.2° for M0H27 and even better for 
M4T27 sample. The amplitude deviation and angular difference depend on number of iteration of the 
feedback loop. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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a) M0H27 b) M4T27 
Fig. 2. The locus of vectors B (1.5 to 2.0 T step 0.1 T) and H in M0H27 and M4T27 sample in clockwise 

direction (50 Hz) 

Table 1: Maximal deviation of the amplitude and angle difference of vector B from the reference value (M0H27) 

Bref(T) 0.50 1.00 1.50 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00 
-0.40 -0.74 -0.10 -0.14 -0.21 -0.28 -0.22 δBmax(%) 
0.37 0.48 0.26 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.33 
-0.65 -0.29 -0.06 -0.02 -0.19 -0.24 -0.18 ∆ϕmax(°) 
0.04 0.48 0.19 0.30 0.18 0.15 0.21 

The rotational loss was measured up to 2 T (Fig .3). Because of a great difference between the 
rotational loss in the clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise (ccw) rotation of vector B, we turned the 
M0H27 sample around the y-axis. This means that the cw rotation of vector B in RRSST now 
becomes the ccw rotation for the sample. We can see (Fig. 3) that the power loss does not change 
markedly, which means that the power loss at cw rotation is almost equal to the power loss at ccw 
rotation and turned sample (CW ≈ TO CCW) and vice versa for ccw rotation (CCW ≈ TO CW). The 
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reason for the differences in power loss in cw and ccw rotation could be the angular shift between B 
and H coils. To deny this assumption we shifted the signals from H coils by an angle ∆ϕH in order to 
get power loss that is equal to the average value of cw and ccw power loss. The value of the shift angle 
is very high (Fig. 4) and it changes versus amplitude of vector B. Thus, the angular shift between of H 
and B coils cannot be the reason for such a difference in power loss. Obviously, there must be a 
physical reason in the behaviour of the material. 
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In case of GO materials the following question arises: can we really control the vector B in the 
measuring region? The answer is no because we cannot measure the amplitude and the angle of the 
vector B using two perpendicularly positioned B coils (one in rolling one in transverse direction). This 
problem has already been pointed out for NO magnetic steel sheets and SRSST [9]. If we measure at 
the same time the vector B using B coils, which are displaced for 45 degrees (coils Bx45, By45) (Fig. 5), 
the results differ from those we get using B coils in the axes (coils Bx0, By0) (Fig. 6.). The coils give 
different results for the amplitude and angular speed (Table 2.) if we control the induced voltages in B 
(Fig. 6a.) or in H coils (Fig. 6b) even if we supply the excitation windings with sinusoidal voltages. 
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Fig. 5. The position of two pairs of B coils (Bx0;By0 and Bx45;By45) wound through the holes (NC machined) on 
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Table 2. The angular speed ωB of vector B, its deviation from reference value ωref=2πf, and deviation of 
difference from reference ωref 

ωB(1/rad)
δωB (%) 

=(ωB-2πf)/(2πf)·100
δωB0-B45(%) 

=(ωB45-ωB0)/(2πf)·100
circular coil pair Min Max Min Max Min Max 

Bx0, By0 286,61 337,30 -8,77 7,37 
1.5 T 

Bx45, By45 227,15 516,38 -27,70 64,37 -67,41 27,52 

Bx0, By0 297,25 331,60 -5,38 5,55 
1.9 T 

Bx45, By45 256,80 386,23 -18,26 22,94 -22,86 20,08 

Bx0, By0 15,72 975,12 -95,00 210,39 
0.5 kA/m 

Bx45, By45 23,75 892,98 -92,44 184,24 -35,56 47,53 

Bx0, By0 118,96 4616,14 -62,13 1369,36 
20 kA/m 

Bx45, By45 117,60 3780,88 -62,57 1103,49 -140,99 288,21 

The similar happens at alternating flux condition (Fig. 7). At 0° inclination angle the results from both 
pairs of B coils are in a pretty good agreement, therefore we can control the vector B in the measuring 
region. On the contrary, at other inclination angles ϑ the results from both pairs of B coils are different 
(Table 3), that means, we cannot really control the vector B in the measuring region but the induced 
voltages in B coils only. The locus of vector B, obtained by second pair of B coils (Bx45 and By45) at 
−ϑ  differs from locus at +ϑ (Fig. 7b and Fig. 7d). The difference is caused by imperfect texture of the 
sample. The strong asymmetry of power loss (Fig. 8) may be a consequence of imperfect texture. On 
the other hand the sample is actually measured under different magnetic flux condition although the B 
coils Bx0 and By0 show a pure alternating case (Fig. 7a and Fig. 7c). 
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inclination angles ϑ =−90° to 75° in 15° step, measured at the same time 
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Table 3 Amplitude deviation of vector B (second pair of B coils Bx45;By45) from the reference value 

B(T)\ϑ(°) -90 -75 -60 -45 -30 -15 0 15 30 45 60 75 
1.5 -0.69 1.29 12.99 12.03 6.01 -1.23 0.39 0.70 8.53 10.99 7.16 0.37 
1.9 0.47 0.64 6.65 5.76 2.97 0.62 -1.75 -0.02 1.93 5.92 4.35 0.66 

Conclusion

The RRSST allows the measurement of magnetic properties of GO materials up to 2 T in “circular” or 
alternating flux conditions. We cannot actually control and measure the amplitude of vector B and its 
angular speed (Fig. 6, Fig. 7) in the measuring region, which is very important for eddy current loss 
changes. Consequently, the power loss measurements are very questionable. (The alternating flux 
condition in rolling direction is an exception (Fig 7)). 
There remain some questions concerning GO materials: 

Is it reasonable to control the locus of vector B to make it circular or alternating in other 
direction than rolling? 
How can we better control and measure the vector B in case of GO materials? 

The RRSST has a few additional advantages over other rotational single sheet testers [7]: 
The vector B rotates much better in the larger measuring region on the sample [7, 9] 
There is no waste of ampere-turns in the magnetization of the sample in the direction of ±45° 
[8]
The flux densities achieved are higher (up to 2 T for NO and GO materials) 
The magnetic field distribution in the sample does not change versus magnetization direction 
because of tester itself [8] 
The eddy currents in the sample have the same path to conclude themselves at every 
magnetization direction [8] 
We can have a larger measuring region [8] 
Only two-phase power supply is needed 
We do not need any two to three-phase transformation 
Simplicity in making samples by turning 
Lower weight of the yoke 
Easy to get the yoke 
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Abstract: The heating of motor protection switch (MPS), caused by Joule losses by permanent load is 
presented in this article. Geometry inside the switch housing was simplified, and only one pole of the 
three-pole switch was considered. According to the regulations, connection conductors also need to be 
considered by heating, so they were replaced by the appropriate boundary conditions on the connection 
parts. In this way we tried to approach the real heat circumstances. The calculation of Joule losses and 
heat circumstances was been made using the finite element method (FEM). 

Introduction

Heating and cooling of the MPS is governed by various physical phenomena that affect the 
temperature field distribution. Besides the conduction and radiation, the physical mechanism of 
convection also influences the distribution greatly and it is the most difficult to define in heat analyses. 
It depends on the geometry along which the fluid flows and also on the fluid properties. During the 
fluid flow research, many studies on simple geometrical models (flat plate and cylinder) were 
performed, and many equations to calculate the convection coefficient were suggested. 
In the MPS temperature field calculation, only one pole of the switch was considered. Connection 
conductors that were considered in the calculation were replaced by equivalent boundary conditions 
on the connection parts of the switch. This approach was used for the following reasons: 
• Good quality model of connection conductors demands a large number of discretization element 

when using FEM. As a result, discretization and calculation time (period) is longer. 
• The length of the connection conductor, which is determined by the regulation to 1 metre, is 

significantly longer in comparison to the switch. This proves to be inconvenient for modelling and 
presentation of the results.  

• The software suite employed, ANSYS, is limited by a number of finite elements that must not be 
exceeded. 

Our work is limited to the presentation of the connection conductor substitution with equivalent 
boundary condition.  

Connection conductor model

One of the standard tests performed on the MPS is the connection part heating test. It is performed to 
establish whether the temperature rise exceeds the temperature rise limit, set by the EN 60947 
standard. During the test, the maximum allowable current (32 A) flows through the switch. It is 
ensured by the power supply through the connection conductors. Their length and the cross-section are 
determined by a standard. The required length of the copper connection conductor is 1 m, and its 
required cross-section is 6 mm2. The position of the switch during the measuring is also determined. 
The vertical position of the switch is required, and it has to be placed on a metal strip. During the 
measuring, connection conductors are vertical to the connection parts. After a certain length their 
position becomes horizontal, depending on the power supply position. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Joule losses, caused by the current flow through the conductive part of the switch, heat the conductive 
as well as non-conductive parts of the switch using the heat conduction. With the help of convection, 
there is also a heat exchange between the connection parts and connection conductor. Their final 
temperature is greatly affected by this heat exchange. The amount of heat transmitted from connection 
parts to the conductor depends on the temperature difference between these two elements.  
Final temperature of the conductor is affected by the heat outflow through the isolation to ambient air, 
described with the convection coefficient. To determine this coefficient, we considered a standard 
example of long, horizontal cylinder. Many studies and tests have been performed on this example, so 
there are many empirically estimated dependencies. Convection coefficient is usually calculated from 
the average Nusselt’s number, given as  

n
au CRN       (1) 

constants C and n depend on the current mode, and Ra is a Rayleigh’s number. For a laminar flow, 
Michejew suggests values of constants C and n, presented in Table 1 [3]. The characteristic length L is 
calculated by the equation (2) where r is a radius of the conductor with the insulation. 

rL        (2)

Table 1: Values of constants C and n depending on Ra

Ra C n 

< 10-3 0.5 0 
10-3 ÷ 5⋅102 1.18 0.125 

5⋅102 ÷ 2⋅107 0.54 0.25 
2⋅107 ÷2⋅1013 0.135 3.0

All thermophysical properties of the ambient air for the calculation of the characteristic numbers (Gr,
Ra in Nu) have to be taken at arithmetic mean between the average temperature of the insulation and 
the ambient air. If the average temperature on the surface of the conductor insulation along the whole 
length is 40 °C and the temperature of the ambient air is 20 °C, then the gained convection coefficient 
is 10.1 W/m2K.  
However, we should not overlook radiation in case of natural radiation, since the radiation heat flux 
has the equal order of magnitude as the convection heat flux. Literature offers the following empirical 
formula 

5033.0 TTSrad     (3) 

where αrad is a radiation heat transfer and the radiation heat flux is defined analogically to the 
convection heat flux. The upper formula holds for the temperature differences up to 120 K. It presents 
a huge simplification, since αrad does not depend on emissivity. Another approach is the evaluation of 
the radiation share, and is employed in our case. The emissivity value ε for PVC materials is 0.9 and 
0.95. If the given value of ε  is 0.9, we gain the convection coefficient value because of radiation, by 
equalising the Stefan – Bolzmann's heat radiation law and Newton's law of cooling.  Thus, radiation 
share was substituted by a convection factor αrad, which means the equal amount of conducted heat 
(5.7 W/m2K). Common convection factor on the conductor's surface is a sum of both (15.8 W/m2K).
Although the connection conductor's temperature decreases along with the distance from a connection 
part, the mechanism of heat conduction from copper to insulation and the mechanism of heat 
convection from conductor's insulation surface to the ambient air and convection of heat from copper 
to the ambient air can be joined because of radial conduction. In other words, the insulated conductor 
was substituted by the non-insulated, and the number of finite elements was reduced during the 
modelling of the conductor. To achieve that, the convection coefficient has to be changed. The 
circumstances are presented in Figure 1 and equations 4 and 5.  
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Figure 1: The substitution of conduction and convection thermal resistance for the substitute convection thermal 
resistance with the modified convection coefficient.

Table 2: Material properties and geometry of the connection conductor 
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where α´ is gained from the equation (2), considering Table 2 its value is 22.3 W/m2K, and is directed 
on the surface of the non-insulated (bare) conductor. Joule losses in conductor are evaluated by the 
calculation of the temperature field where the difference between the potentials on the both ends of the 
connection conductor is such that a 32 A current flows through it. Finally, on parts where the 
conductor is connected to the power supply during the measuring, the ambient temperature is directed 
(forced).  

Results

If we want to substitute the connection conductors with boundary conditions that will ensure heat 
circumstances equivalent to the real ones, we also have to get temperature dependence of the heat flux 
(for the conductor model during the calculation of temperature field). Temperature dependence can be 
gained in the following way: various Dirichlet's boundary conditions are placed at the conductor 
model's front side that contacts the connection parts. Here, we can observe the direction and 
magnitude of the heat flux. 
Heat flow dependence on temperature is shown in Figure 3. Evidently, this dependence is linear. With 
temperatures lower than 37.1 °C the heat flux has the direction of connection part. In other words, the 
heating because of the conductor prevails over the heating because of the switch, and the conductor 
heats the switch. With temperatures higher than 37.1 °C the circumstances are inverse and the switch 
heats the conductor. The gained dependence was directed to the part of a connection conductor, as it is 
shown in Figure 4. On the housing of the switch, Cauchy's boundary conditions were placed, which 
were gained similarly as for the connection conductor. The temperature field calculation of the 
conductive parts of the switch is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 3: Conductor heat flow dependence on the temperature at the side of the connection part 

              Figure 4: Model used in the analysis                              Figure 5: Temperature field distribution in the
conductive parts of the switch 

Conclusion

The article presents a procedure of determining the boundary condition, which substitutes the 
connection conductor during the MPS heating calculation. Using that we have achieved no additional 
modelling or discretization for the switch model. As a result, the calculation time has been reduced. 
When determining boundary conditions as a result of natural convection, we should not overlook the 
radiation, though the temperatures are relatively low.  
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Abstract - Rotational magnetic fields in the sample of R.R.S.S.T. and in the sample of S.R.S.S.T. are 
calculated. The aim of the calculation is to find out which of the testers is better for the measurement of 
magnetic properties of magnetic materials in the rotational magnetic field. The influence of the eddy 
currents and influence of the magnetic density on the magnetic field homogeneity in the samples of the 
testers is investigated.
 On the basis of the calculations and measurements some conclusion can be made. The path of eddy 
currents is the same for all rotational magnetisation directions for the R.R.S.S.T. and it is different for 
different magnetization directions for the S.R.S.S.T. The highest magnetic density B is always in the 
centre of the sample for the R.R.S.S.T. and the highest magnetic density for some magnetisation directions 
and higher amplitudes of B is at the corners of the sample for the S.R.S.S.T.

Introduction

Square rotational single sheet tester (S.R.S.S.T.) and round rotational single sheet tester 
(R.R.S.S.T.) are used for the measurement of magnetic properties in rotational and alternating 
magnetic fields [1], [2]. Rotational magnetic fields in the sample of R.R.S.S.T. and S.R.S.S.T. are 
calculated to find out which of them is better for the measurement of magnetic properties in rotational 
magnetic field. Influence of the eddy currents dependent on the frequency of the rotational field and 
influence of the magnetic density B amplitude on the magnetic field homogeneity in the sample of the 
tester is investigated. To assure a good quality of the measurement, the homogeneous area of the 
magnetic field has to be as big as possible. Both problems are calculated as a three dimensional 
nonlinear transient problems [3], [4], [5]. 

Photo of the R.R.S.S.T. and photo of the S.R.S.S.T. are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b).

(a) (b)
Fig. 1 (a) Photo of the R.R.S.S.T.; (b) Photo of the S.R.S.S.T. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Influence of the frequency on the field homogeneity

Investigation was made with sinusoidal excitation currents with equal amplitudes (in both excitation 
coils), which are appropriate to obtain magnetic density of 1.43T in the area of the centre measuring 
coils (length of the centre measuring coils is 20mm). In Fig. 2(a), 2(b), 3(a) and 3(b), magnetic density 
B is shown as arrows and eddy current is shown as shading. Results are obtained for the frequency of 
500Hz. From Fig. 3(a) and from Fig. 3(b) it can be seen that the paths of eddy currents are different 
for different rotational magnetisation directions for the S.R.S.S.T. Even the total eddy current, 
obtained by the integration of the eddy current density over the area with equal direction of the eddy 
current density, is different. 

Fig. 2 (a) B as arrows and J as shading in the sample 
for rotational magnetisation direction of 2250 with 
respect to x-axis of 500Hz T.C. for R.R.S.S.T. 

Fig. 2 (b) B as arrows and J as shading in the sample 
for rotational magnetisation direction of 2700 with 
respect to x-axis of 500Hz T.C. for R.R.S.S.T. 

Fig. 3 (a) B as arrows and J as shading in the sample 
for rotational magnetisation direction of 2250 with 
respect to x-axis of 500Hz T.C. for S.R.S.S.T. 

Fig. 3 (b) B as arrows and J as shading in the sample 
for rotational magnetisation direction of 2700 with 
respect to x-axis of 500Hz T.C. for S.R.S.S.T.

Total eddy current is I=153A or average current density is J=0.048A/mm2 for rotational 
magnetisation direction of 2250 with respect to x-axis and total eddy current is I=166A or average 
current density is J=0.052A/mm2 for rotational magnetisation direction of 2700 with respect to x-axis. 
The deviation of total eddy current between two characteristic directions is 9%. Contrary to Fig. 3(a) 
and Fig. 3(b), from Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) it can be seen that the paths of eddy currents in the 
R.R.S.S.T. are the same for all rotational magnetisation directions.  
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Influence of the magnetic density amplitude on the field homogeneity

Investigation was made with sinusoidal excitation currents with equal amplitudes (in both 
excitation coils), which are appropriate to obtain magnetic density of 1.43T and approximately 1.6T in 
the area of the centre measuring coils (length of the centre measuring coils is 20mm). In Fig. 4(a) and 
Fig. 4(b) magnetic density |B| in the sample in the centre horizontal plane for rotational magnetisation 
direction of 2250 with respect to x-axis of 50Hz T.C. and different |B| in the area of the centre 
measuring coils is shown for S.R.S.S.T. 

From Fig. 4(b) it can be seen that in the sample of S.R.S.S.T. magnetic densities at the edges of the 
sample can be higher than magnetic densities in the centre of the sample for higher excitations (B in 
the area of the centre measuring coils of S.R.S.S.T. is 1.7T) In the case of R.R.S.S.T. for lower and 
higher excitations the highest value of B is obtained in the centre of the sample. 

Fig. 4 (a) |B| as shading in the sample for rotational 
magnetisation direction of 2250 with respect to x-
axis of 50Hz T.C.  for S.R.S.S.T. (|B| in the area of 
the centre measuring coils with length of 20mm is 
1.43T). Almost the whole sample is shown. 

Fig. 4 (b) |B| as shading in the for rotational 
magnetisation direction of 2250 with respect to x-
axis of 50Hz T.C. for S.R.S.S.T. (|B| in the area of 
the centre measuring coils with length of 20mm is 
1.6T). Almost the whole sample is shown. 

Fig. 5(a) shows calculated amplitudes of B for different sinusoidal excitation currents in the case of 
S.R.S.S.T. and R.R.S.S.T. for magnetisation direction from 00 with respect to x-axis (t = 0) to 
magnetisation direction of 1800 with respect to x-axis (t = 0.01) after the transient phenomenon. 

Fig. 5 (a) Amplitude of B for half period of 50Hz transient calculations of S.R.S.S.T. and of R.R.S.S.T. 
The amplitude of excitation currents is the same in both phases of S.R.S.S.T and in both phases of 

R.R.S.S.T., but it is not the same for S.R.S.S.T. and for R.R.S.S.T. to obtain the same amplitude of B
in the centre of the sample. Calculation is made for the frequency of 50Hz. For lower amplitudes (the 
result is shown for the amplitude of B is 1.43T at the area of the centre measuring coils) of B there is 
no difference of amplitude of B for both single sheet testers. From Fig. 5(a) it can be seen that in the 
case of higher excitations (the result is shown for the amplitude of B is 1.64T in the area of the centre 
measuring coils) amplitude of B of R.R.S.S.T. is constant for all magnetisation directions, which is not 
the case for S.R.S.S.T. 
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Measurements and calculation

For the verification of the results some results of the calculation are compared with measurement. 
Excitation currents obtained form the controlled measurement are used for the calculation. In the case 
of R.R.S.S.T. the deviations between the measurement and calculation are less than 9% for different 
frequencies and different diameters of the measuring coils. In the case of S.R.S.S.T the deviations 
between the measurement and calculation are less than 12%. 

Conclusions

On the basis of the investigations of eddy currents influences on the magnetic field homogeneity in 
the sample of the S.R.S.S.T. and of the R.R.S.S.T. following conclusions can be made:  

- The path of eddy currents is the same for all rotational magnetisation directions for the R.R.S.S.T. 
and it is different for different magnetization directions for the S.R.S.S.T. Eddy currents influence 
field homogeneity specially at higher frequencies. 
 - Total eddy current is the same for all rotational magnetisation directions for the R.R.S.S.T. and it 
is different for different magnetization directions for the S.R.S.S.T. 

On the basis of the investigations of magnetic density amplitude influences on the magnetic field 
homogeneity in the sample of the S.R.S.S.T. and of the R.R.S.S.T. following conclusions can be 
made: 

- The highest magnetic density B is always in the centre of the sample for the R.R.S.S.T. and the 
highest magnetic density for some magnetisation directions and higher amplitudes of B is at the 
corners of the sample for the S.R.S.S.T. 
 - In the case of sinusoidal excitation currents amplitude of B in the areas of centre measuring coils 
is constant also for higher excitations for R.R.S.S.T. and in the case of sinusoidal currents amplitude 
of B in the area of the centre measuring coils is not constant for higher excitations for S.R.S.S.T. 
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Abstract - In this paper, we calculate the residual attractive force characteristics and the operating 
characteristics of a DC electromagnet using the 3-D finite element method taking into account the residual 
magnetization [1][2]. Consequently, it is found that the more the residual flux density of material is, the more 
the residual attractive force is. The effects of the residual magnetization on the residual attractive force of the 
DC electromagnet are clarified quantitatively. 

Introduction

It is important to obtain the effects of the residual magnetization on the attractive force of DC 
electromagnets, because the residual magnetization delays the operating time of electromagnets. The 
attractive force by the residual magnetization is affected by the B-H curve of the iron cores as well as the 
operating conditions. Therefore, we calculate the residual attractive force characteristics and the operating 
characteristics under some material conditions of the yoke, which has been magnetized, using the 3-D 
finite element method. 

Method of Numerical analysis

The fundamental equation of the magnetic field using the 3-D finite element method can be written as 
follows: 

MJA rot)rotrot( 00       (1)  

where ν is the reluctivity, A is the magnetic vector potential, J0 is the magnetizing current density, ν0 is 
the reluctivity of vacuum, and M is the magnetization for the residual flux density calculation. 

Analyzed Model

Fig. 1 shows the analyzed model of a DC electromagnet [3]. As the model is symmetric, a half of the 
whole region is analyzed. In the magnetizing process analysis, the DC magnetizing current is applied to 
the coil, which are 43.2, 86.4, 129.6, 172.8 and 216 AT. In the residual attractive force analysis, the DC 
magnetizing current is not applied to the coil. Fig. 2 shows the 3-D mesh of the model. Fig. 3 shows the 
magnetizing curves of the yoke used in the magnetizing process analysis. The demagnetizing curves used 
in the residual attractive force analysis and the operating process analysis are also shown in Fig. 3. From 
these figures, it is found that the residual flux density of material B is larger than that of material A, and 
the coercive force of material B is larger than that of material A. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. Analyzed model (1/2 region). 
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Results and Discussion

Attractive Force Characteristics

Fig. 4 shows the distributions of flux density vectors when the DC magnetizing current is applied to the 
coil, which is 216 AT. From these figures, it is found that the flux density in the yoke of material A is 
almost the same as that of material B. Fig. 5 shows the distributions of residual flux density vectors in the 
residual attractive force analysis. From these figures, it is found that the flux density in the yoke of 
material B is larger than that of material A. Fig. 6 shows the attractive force characteristics. From this 
figure, it is found that the attractive force of material A is almost the same as that of material B. Fig. 7 
shows the residual attractive force characteristics. From this figure, it is found that the residual attractive 
force of material B is larger than that of material A, because the residual flux density of material B is 
larger than that of material A as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. Distributions of flux density vectors 

(magnetizing current is 216 AT). 
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Fig. 5. Distributions of residual flux density vectors 
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Operating Characteristics

The return spring is set in order to keep the open state (stroke = 0.72mm) when the magnetizing current 
is removed. Fig. 8 shows the time variations of stroke when the magnetizing current is removed. From this 
figure, it is found that the operating time of material B is longer than that of material A, because the 
residual attractive force of material B is larger than that of material A as shown in Fig. 7. 

Conclusion

In this paper, we calculated the attractive force characteristics and residual attractive force 
characteristics of a DC electromagnet using the 3-D finite element method. Consequently, the effects of 
the residual magnetization on the residual attractive force of the DC electromagnet are clarified 
quantitatively. It is found that material A is effective for the quick response of the electromagnetic devices 
by our analysis. 
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Abstract – Magnetic materials are used for all kinds of electromagnetic energy-conversion devices to 
improve the capability of magnetic circuit. Iron Powder Materials are recently received much attention in 
the electric machine aplications due to their advantages over lamination steels, such as low iron losses and 
large fill factor. This paper describes an BLDC motor with iron powder materials and its perfomances are 
compare with  the Iron Powder Materials and lamination core in BLDC motor.  

Introduction

Magnetic materials are used for all kinds of electromagnetic energy-conversion devices to improve the 
capability of magnetic circuit. Most recently, iron powder materials in new magnetic materials have been 
developed and electric machine designers have an interesting in applying these materials to electric machines 
[1]. The iron powder materials allows improvements over the lamination core with the respects of design 
freedom, low manufacturing cost, simple manufacturing processes, and low eddy current losses [1-2].  
In this paper, the effects of magnetic properties of iron powder are investigated in the machine performances 

point of view in order to evaluate the application possibility and appropriate design of BLDC motors. Two 
different typed 300W rated BLDC motors, such as one is iron power and the other is lamination core, are 
designed and manufactured to test of their properties and the comparative analysis has been performed. 
Moreover, practical use of tooth shape in the iron powder BLDC motor is additionally suggested to maximize 
the effects of end winding in the motor.

Description of the compressed iron powder material  

An iron powder, Höganäs manufactured Somaloy 500, is used to produce the Soft Magnetic Composite (SMC). 
The iron powder materials are confessed iron powder particles insulated form each other epoxy resin and iron 
flakes. The magnetic properties of iron powder materials depend on shape, size content, and property of the 
powder particles. These iron powder materials, which are highly pure and highly compressible, ensure good soft 
magnetic properties.  Most of all, an excellent insulation between the particles and a smaller particles size are 
required to reduce eddy-current losses at the higher frequency applications [1-3].  

In this application, the typical particle size that is 212 micron is applied. The particles are high iron content of 
99.5(%) with thin insulation layers. Moreover, the particles larger than 150 micron occupy 10 (%) and the one 
less then 45 micron does 20 (%) of the used metal powders. Table I shows the size of the SMC materials 
according to a heat treatment and pressing pressure. And Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show expremental results of the SMC 
materials according to a heat treatment and pressing pressure.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Table 1. Size of the SMC materials according to a heat treatment and pressing pressure. 

Lindberg 275�/60min, Air Lindberg 530�/30min, Air 

HT (mm) WT (mm) HT (mm) WT (mm)Density 
(g/cm3) Before heat 

treatment 
After heat 
treatment 

Before heat 
treatment 

After heat 
treatment 

Before heat 
treatment 

After heat 
treatment 

Before heat 
treatment 

After heat 
treatment 

7.962 7.972 21.169 21.148 8.010 8.023 21.247 21.159 6.72 
~

6.74 7.985 7.998 21.212 21.195 8.024 8.022 21.263 21.175 

7.967 7.985 21.535 21.513 8.012 8.016 21.446 21.363 6.78 
~

6.85 8.005 8.006 21.414 21.405 8.062 8.068 21.617 21.535 

8.005 - 22.655 22.617 8.014 7.988 22.654 22.547 
7.17 

7.959 - 22.514 22.475 7.959 7.944 22.496 22.394 

8.004 - 22.701 22.661 7.964 7.963 22.589 22.488 
7.19 

7.946 - 22.525 22.489 7.947 7.93 22.535 22.435 

7.989 - 22.782 22.747 8.024 8.028 22.905 22.797 
7.23 

7.950 - 22.683 22.647 7.948 7.963 22.687 22.584 
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Fig. 1. Hysteresis (Magnetization) curve and Permeability according to and pressing pressure at 275 (°C). 
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Description of the compressed iron powder material  

The applied machine is a 300W BLDC motor, and its stator has 12 slots and the rotor is built of 8 poles of 
radial magnetic, Ferrite magnet. In order to compare of the iron powder BLDC motor with lamination core one, 
two BLDC motors are applied in examin iron powder motor of the same dimension as previously designed 
lamination core one. Fig. 3 shows the design specification of the applied BLDC motor and the summarized 
procedure of its initial design.   

Initial Design ((Design Specification)
• Output: 300[W]
• Rpm: 3,000[rpm]
• Rated Torque: 9.8[Kgf-cm]
• Efficiency: 80[%]

Redesign and Complementation Considering the 
distribution characteristics of field variable

• Stator Core 
• Rotor Core 
• Copper, Fill factor

Numerical Analysis FEM
• Accurate analysis 

(Torque, Rpm, Efficiency Rated Torque etc.)

Fig. 3. Flow chart describing design of BLDC motor.  

Field computation method 

The magnet field within the motor is computed using the two-dimensional finite element method (2-D FEM). 
The analysis domain comprises an eighth model of the whole motor and periodic conditions are used as 
boundary conditions of analysis model. The Maxwell stress tensor is used for a resultant forces and torque 
calculations. Beside many advantages of the iron powder materials, it has a disadvantage of low permeability. 
This low permeability causes output power density to be reduced, therefore, an overhang, which covers the end 
winding and is shown in Fig. 4, is proposed to use the leakage component of the end winding to effective 
components in this paper. To analyze the effect of the overhang, 3D-EMCN [4] is introduced in this paper and 
its basic concept is illustrated as following.  
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Fig. 4. Flow chart describing design of BLDC motor.  
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3D-EMCN is a numerical analysis method that can allow modeling of a machine in detail. Each region of the 
machine is divided into elementary volumes (elements) of hexahedral shape, and then 3-D equivalent magnetic 
circuit network is built by connecting the centroids (nodes) of adjacent elements with adjacent element’s 
permeance.  

In EMCN, Flux flow into the node (i,j,k) included in the source region, and the fundamental r-directional node 
equation between node (i,j,k) and node (i,j-1,k) can be described by using magnetic scalar potential [4]. 

( )P U U E= +
r r

i ,j - 1,k i ,j - 1,k i ,j - 1,k i ,j ,k i ,j - 1,k
              (1) 

/ S=
r r r
i ,j - 1,k i ,j - 1,k i ,j - 1,k

               (2) 

m= /i ,j ,k
                              (3) 

{ ( )}
r

M
= i ,j ,k

0 r

i , j , k
¦ Ì¦Ì� ¬

               (4) 

where r
i ,j - 1,k

is magnetic flux, r
i ,j - 1,k

is magnetic flux density, P r
i ,j - 1,k

is permeance, Ei ,j - 1,k
is magneto-motive 

force of permanent magnet and stator current and ri ,j ,k
is the magnetization depth of permanent magnet between 

nodes (i,j,k) and (i,j-1,k). U i ,j ,k
is unknown magnetic scalar potential and { ( )}M i , j , k is magnetization of 

permanent magnet at node (i,j-1,k). N is turn and m is element number of the teeth region in the r direction.  
Magnetic flux continuity condition in applied at node (i, j, k) as following: 

0=p
q

p= r¦È, ,z , q=i ,j ,k

                (5) 

At node (i,j,k), the node equation is calculated by substituting (1) through (4) into (5). After calculation all nodes 
by applying the node equation, the system matrix equation is following: 

[ ]{ } = { }P U F                  (6) 

Result and discussion

Two different types of 300W BLDC motors are constructed in order to compare the characteristics. Fig. 5 
shows teeth, which is made from the iron powder composite, their assembling stator, and lamination core stator. 
The stators are commonly composed of 18 slots and the rotor has 8 poles of radial ferrite magnet. 

Lamination core 

PM-Rotor

Stator 

Iron powder core

Iron powder teeth

Lamination core 

PM-Rotor

Stator Stator 

Iron powder core

Iron powder teeth

Fig. 5. Prototype of two BLDC motors.  
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Fig. 6 shows the experimental results of two BLDC motors. From the results, it is shown that as the torque 
increases, the motor with lamination core requires higher input current than the case of iron powder core. At the 
rated speed, the output power of the lamination core motor is 20% higher than the iron powder material motor. 
However, the iron powder material motor has better characteristic with the respect of efficiency than lamination 
core becuase of increasing the input current. A tooth segment, which has the overhang to cover the stator 
winding, is shown in Fig. 7. In order to dtermine the overhang lengh, 3D-EMCN is used to calculate the rated 
torque of the motor. Tables 2 shows the results of 3D-EMCN analysis according to overhang lengths. The 
various overhang lengths are investigated to satisfy the rated torque of lamination BLDC motor, which has 69 
(mm) stack length. In this paper, the proper overhang length is selected as the 5.5 (mm) overhang length with 71 
(mm) stack length of the motor. 
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Table 2. Result of 3D Equivalent Magnetic Circuit Network (EMCN). 

Stack length Lamination core (S18) Soft magnet composite Overhang Length 
69 (mm) 9.88 (kgf-cm) 9.11 (kgf-cm) No overhang 
69 (mm) - 10.89 (kgf-cm) 9 (mm) 
79 (mm) - 12.36 (kgf-cm) 9 (mm) 
71 (mm) - 10.64 (kgf-cm) 5.5 (mm) 

Conclusion

In order to apply the iron powder materials in BLDC motors, two different type BLDC motors with the same 
dimensions are investigated. One is made from the iron powder and the other is produced with lamination core. 
From experimental results, the torque performance of the lamination core motor is 20% higher than the iron 
powder material motor on the whole.  

Therefore, to improve the performance of the iron powder BLDC motor over the lamination core motor, the 
shape of the tooth of the iron powder BLDC is introduced and it may be valuable to use its flux leakage of end 
winding. Additionally, the examinations of their eddy current losses and hysteresis losses according to frequency 
performances are required and the method of the experiment and analysis is now on the process.  
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III-13. ELECTROHEATING IN SURFACE TREATMENT PROCESS 

Kurek K., Do ga D. 
Silesian University of Technology, Department of Elektrotechnology,  
Krasi skiego 8, 40-019 Katowice, Poland, kurekk@polsl.katowice.pl

Abstract – The paper describes the possibilities for computer forecasting of mechanical properties of
elements being treated on the surface as well as the influence of electric (induction) heating parameters on 
the quality and mechanical properties of the products. The computer simulations using programs Flux2D, 
TTSteel and Metal7 have been performed basing on the suggested calculation model. The carried out 
experimental verification proved the usefulness of computer simulation of the product’s final properties 
for heat treatment processes design. 

Introduction

Electrical heating methods especially induction method play a big role in technology of surface heat 
treatment. The current level of technology and production significantly influences the requirements set 
on the products which are to be used for concrete often highly specific aims. The precision of 
execution is critical. The correctly carried out process of surface heat treatment e.g. induction 
hardening allows to obtain products fulfilling the highly set requirements. However it is very 
important to properly choose the treatment parameters. Adequate selection of heating parameters and 
applying the correct cooling method ensures high quality of the product obtained as a result of this 
process. 
The computer analysis of the process enables to avoid mistakes and unnecessary costs that can arise 
while acting basing on experience and intuition. The paper presents the possibilities for computer 
forecasting of mechanical properties of the elements being treated on the surface as well as the 
influence of electric heating parameters on the quality and mechanical properties of the products 
In order to obtain the intended simulation result it necessary to apply a proper model and tools for 
performing calculations. The difficulties of the hardening process analysis are associated with the 
electromagnetic and thermal fields coupling during the heating stage and connection of thermal field 
calculations with transformations of structure during heating and cooling.  
The paper presents the worked out calculation model and computer simulations of the induction 
hardening process made on its basis allowing to determine the relations between the way the 
hardening process is carried out and the properties of the obtained product.  

Calculation model

Induction hardening process consists of the following stages for which the calculations are performed: 
• Induction heating – comprising the two-dimensional analysis of coupled electromagnetic and 

thermal fields which results in determination of temperature distribution in the cross-section of 
the hardened material, 

• Quenching – comprising the analysis of transient thermal field under the influence of the 
applied cooling factor allowing to determine the cooling curves in cross-section of the material, 

• Numerical determination of structural transformations occurring during the induction hardening 
process, the final hardness and mechanical properties of the process. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Induction heating

Induction heating system (Fig. 1) consists of the following areas: 1 -work piece, 2 - inductor, 3 –
air [1], [7]. Only the quarter of the considered system is analyzed because of the system’s symmetry. 
The electromagnetic problem is limited to the Maxwell’s equation solution. The following equations 
are in force in the particular areas : 

1 -  0
1

AjA           (1) 

2 - S
JA2

              (2)

3  - 02 A               (3) 

with boundary conditions as in Fig. 1, where: A - magnetic vector potential, ω  - angular frequency, 

µ - magnetic permeability, γ - conductivity, sJ - current source density. 

a)      b) 

Fig.1. Induction heating system (a); calculation model with boundary conditions (b) 

Thermal field analysis is connected with the solution of the Fourier-Kirchhoff’s equation: 

- for the 1 area interior    

     wQT
t

T
c           (4) 

- for points on the surface 1

   oow TTSTTSQT
t

T
c 44

         (5)
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where: ρ - charge density, c – specific heat, T - temperature, To – environment temperature, S - surface, 
α  - heat exchange coefficient, , σ - Stefan-Boltzman’s constant, ε - emissivity coefficient, λ  - heat 

conductivity, Qw – density of power induced by eddy currents AAQw
2

  (6), 

with the initial condition: 

     pTzrT )0,,(             (7) 

Cooling

The analysis of the cooling process requires the modified equation (4) (Qw = 0) for the interior of the 
area 1 and the equation for points on the surface 1:

     TTST
t

T
c w          (8) 

with the initial condition: 

     ),,()0,,( tzrTzrT            (9) 

where:  Tw – water temperature, tkn  - time of the final calculation step during the heating process. 

Structural transformations during heating and cooling 

Structural transformations occur in steel during heating and quenching mainly due to temperature 
changes. These changes are connected with carbon diffusion (and for the most part regard formation 
and decomposition of austenite) or are diffusionless (austenite  martensite). The transformation are 
shown by large on diagrams TTT and CCT which are worked out basing on dilatometric research. Two 
models are used for diffusion transformations description [2-5]: 
• A mathematical model basing on the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami’s formula and fiction time 
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       (10)

In these exceptions time ti in step i and the parameter ym  (max fraction of the new phase), n and b
appear in an apparent way (directly). They depend on temperature, uniformity and inherent grain size 
of austenite microstructure. Difficulties with application of this model are connected with 
determination of these parameters for the analysed material. 
• A model introduced by the firm PRISMECA allowing „the digitisation” of diagrams TTT [6]. 

The models enables to define the max fraction of the new phase, temperature Ti at the beginning 
of the transformation (AC1 for heating), temperature Tf  of the transformation end (AC3 for 
heating) as a function of heating and cooling speed. 

The martensite transformation model is based on the Koistinen and Marburger’s formula 

     TMsa
a eyy 1           (11) 

where: ya – volume fraction of austenite in the moment of transformation, T - temperature, a -material 
parameter dependent on the brand of steel, Ms – temperature of the martensite transformation 
beginning. 
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The material hardness HV is calculated basing on the multiple analysis of data regression [7]:  
   MacCBacCPecCFecCCHV iiiiiiiio 4321           (12) 

where: C0, C1, C2, C3, C4 – regression coefficients, ci - percentage of alloy add-ons, Fe, Pe, Ba, Ma -
percentage of ferrite, pearlite, bainite and mrtenisite. 

The calculation of ultimate tensile strength Rm results from its direct dependence on the HV hardness:  

)(HVfRm            (13) 

Determination of yield point Re has been based on the following general equation:

     MaBaPeFeCRDfeR ,,,,,          (14) 

where: D  – grain size of ferrite, CR – average cooling speed (K/s). 

Simulation results

The hardening process has been analyzed using the computer simulation method. The computer 
program Flux2D [5] has been applied for the simulation in its part connected with heating and cooling 
and the programs TTSteel [4] and Metal7 [6] have been used for the metallurgical part. The 
calculations have been performed for three different steel brands (45, 40HM, 40H) altering the 
supplying (power, voltage, frequency) and cooling parameters. Temperature distribution during the 
final time step has been shown in Fig. 2 and temperature courses in time in selected points of the 
heated and cooled sample in Fig. 3.  

Fig.2. Temperature distribution in the cross-section 
of the heated sample; f = 320 kHz, steel 40HM 

Fig.3. Temperature courses during heating and cooling 
in water in the selected point of the sample (steel 
40HM)

The austenite forming during heating (Fig. 4) disintegrates into secondary structures: pearlite, bainite 
or martensite. The dominant structure by quenching is matensite (Fig. 5). The depth of the sample’s 
hardened layer depends mainly on the supplying parameters (power, frequency) and the structure and 
hardness of the hardened sample is influenced for the most part by the cooling intensity (cooling 
curves course). The martensite is dominant by very rapid cooling which is also connected with 
obtaining of high values of hardness and by slower cooling the fraction of bainite and pearlite is higher 
and the hardness is lower. 
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Fig. 4. Percentage of austenite at the beginning of 
cooling; steel 40HM 

Fig. 5. Obtained martensite structure of the sample 
cooled in water (steel 40HM) 

The essence of the hardening process is obtaining the desired final properties of the product (hardness, 
ultimate strength, yield point). Fig. 6 shows the obtained properties of the material using the computer 
simulation. 

Fig. 6. Distribution of mechanical properties obtained during hardening process  

Experimental verification

The results obtained using the computer simulation method have been experimentally verified. For this 
purpose specially prepared samples in the shape of cylinder with diameter of 25 mm, made of steel 
40HM have been hardened in water by their immersion while the heating process has been carried out 
applying the 3-coil inductor with current of frequency f = 320 kHz with the average power of P = 4,3 
kW. The experimental and calculation results during the heating and cooling stage in water are very 
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similar. The metallurgical calculations also show satisfactory convergence. In both cases the sample 
has been hardened on the surface to the depth of ca. 2 mm. Hardness obtained as a result of simulation 
equals 619 HV and during research 667 HV.

Conclusions

The application of the computer simulation method for forecasting of the surface induction hardening 
process has been show in the paper. It enables the parameters selection so that the desired final 
properties of the product can be achieved. The calculations are performed basing on the worked out 
calculation model for the particular stages of the heating process, quenching, structural 
transformations. The computer programs assigned for the analysis of the coupled electromagnetical 
and thermal fields e.g. Flux2D can be used for simulations of heating and cooling while the 
metallurgical calculation can be performed with the aid of the program Metal7 (made by PRISMECA) 
or the program TTSteel worked out in cooperation with the firm ITA (Czech Republic). The 
simulations described in the paper have been carried out using these very programs. The comparison 
of capabilities of both programs has been shown in the table below. 

Comparison of TTSteel and Metal7 programs 

TTSteel Metal7 

- simplicity in inserting data although 
knowledge of exact chemical constitution of 
steel is needed, 

- assumes 100% of austenite in the heated area,  
- calculates structures and properties only in the 

area where the material has been heated up to 
austenisation temperature,  

- simplicity in inserting the cooling curves 
directly from the program Flux2D, 

- possibility to calculate ultimate strength and 
yield point,  

- some limitations connected with the chemical 
constitution of steel  

+

-
-

+

+

-

- rather complicated way of creating a database 
in the program: 
required knowledge of the exact CCTc diagram 
with the percentage composition of structures,  
required knowledge of data concerning the 
hardness of austenite, martensite, bainite, 
pearlite and ferrite, 

- possibilty to calculate austenite content in the 
heated material, 

- the program does not calculate structure and 
hardness in the whole probe,  

- the program does not calculate ultimate strength 
and yield point

-

+

+

-

The worked out method can be used in industry for design of the surface heat treatment process
(hardening, tempering or annealing). 
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Abstract - In this work a finite element modelling approach in order to analyse the electromagnetic 
performance due to effects of rotor broken bars was applied. The models were used on  3-phase squirrel 
cage induction motors to compute the electromagnetic field distribution in the motor cross-section as well 
as the bar current densities due to skin effect. 

Introduction

The reliability of industrial drive systems has led to concerted research and development activities 
around the fault conditions on bars and rings of a squirrel cage induction motor. During the last years, 
an important amount of methods and ways has been proposed to detect and assess such faults [1] [2]. 
Recently, attention is being focussed to causes which act in combination with stressing on the rotor. 
These stresses can be identified as due to electromagnetic, thermal, residual, dynamic, environmental 
and mechanical ones. We name to this stage the mechanism of the faults on squirrel cage, which 
provokes a cascade of failures on the rotor, what is widely assumed as a consequence of increasing in 
local losses. The updated works in the last mentioned line put emphasis on local core losses as a cause 
[3] [4]. There, efforts on measuring and obtain the thermal field under broken bar situations have also 
been made, in particular mentioned the paper [5], where two interesting observations were made: (1)
the asymmetric distribution of adjacent bars’ current depending on the direction of rotating magnetic 
field; (2) the temperature rise must be studied during start conditions, since the nominal steady-state 
does not look to offer dangerous increase. The interest for looking deep into the last observations 
implies to analyse the problem in terms of both thermal and electromagnetic field. 

Description of the problem 

Strategy of study

The work is concerned about the electromagnetic causes which condition the mechanism of 
propagation of faults on bars taking into account the existence of one first broken bar. Therefore, the 
attention was focused on the numerical assessment of the increase bar current in the adjacent bars 
around the faulty region, the influence of the direction of rotating magnetic field direction, and on the 
influence of slip to this behaviour. At the same time, the variations of the electromagnetic torque was 
carried out for different situations: (1) healthy rotor; (2) one broken bar – single cage, the outer broken 
bar and the total (inner and outer) broken bar – double cage. 

Analysis assumptions

The following assumptions in the currents study were assumed: 

- The starting regime is not taken into account; 
- Magnetic field distribution is considered to be plane (plan-parallel symmetry); 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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- The end-turn leakage inductance effects are included in the external electrical circuit coupled to 2D 
FE portion of field model; 

- Magnetic vector potential is constant (Dirichlet boundary condition) along the outside of 
circumferential boundary. All flux paths close within the structure of the machine; 

- The effects of inter-bar currents through the rotor core laminations are not taken into account; 
- No skew bars were considered in the rotor cage; 
- A broken bar is modelled by a very high resistance, keeping the rotor cage circuit topology 

unchanged; 
- The asymmetry of the rotor is strictly limited to existence of one broken bar (outer and inner with 

double cage); 
- Non-lineal behaviour of the magnetic circuit by means of B-H curve. 

Field model of the induction motor

The magnetic field of the induction motor is computed using a 2D FEM and assuming an A.C. non-
linear problem [6]. This approach enables to study the influence of the rotor bars conditions on the 
motor’s operating characteristics (torque and current vs. slip). The electromagnetic field model in the 
magnetodynamic problems is based on the Maxwell's equations and on the concept of magnetic vector 
potential. As known, in 2D problems the diffusion equation (1) provides the means to calculate the 
induced bar currents in the rotor cage. 

JAsjA
1

s     (1) 

Where A is the magnetic vector potential (unknown), σ  is the electrical conductivity, ωs   is the 
angular frequency of the stator supply, s is the slip, µ  is the magnetic permeability and J  is the 
current density supplied by external voltage sources. 

The natural excitation for finite element models is usually a current (or current density). In the real 
motor the current is normally unknown since it is supplied by an external electric circuit [5]. 
Therefore, the external electric circuit which supplies with voltage V must be modelled as coupled to 
the 2D FE model [7].  

The current i in a stranded coil of the field model can be expressed as follows: 

(2)

Where  Ret is the end-turn resistance, Let is the end-turn inductance, N  is the coil turns, S  is the cross-
sectional area where i flows, lc  is the length of the strand coil and e is the induced e.m.f. on the strand 
coil. This induced e.m.f. on a coil (S+,S-) can be expressed as follows: 

(3)

Geometry of the model

Two different cage geometries were considered: simple cage and double cage rotor. The existence of 
one broken bar causes an electromagnetic asymmetry. Therefore, symmetries were not possible to 
introduce in order to use reduced models, as shown Fig 1a and Fig 2a. 
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External electric circuit

The used electromagnetic field model considers a coupling to an external electric circuit in order to 
represent the external voltage sources. Fig 1b and Fig 2b show the external electrical connections used 
for the induction motors. Each horizontal branch represents the respective active conductors of a coil 
of a phase winding. These elements are modelled including winding turns and the resistance to relate 
with the region in the domain of finite elements. The inductance which appear in the external circuit 
represents the correspondent front and back end-turns of each coil, Let. The related circuit shows 
whole electric circuit of the motor. The symbolic squirrel cage is a macro component in model 
including solid conductors to represent the rotor bars and the end-rings resistance and end rings 
inductance.  

Practical application

Two different induction motors of 4 kW and 90 kW were studied: the first one, with a simple cage and 
the second one, with a double cage as shown Fig.1a and Fig.2a. The characteristics of these motors are 
presented in Table I. A summary of data of the motors are available in the next paragraph.  

b)

VR R1 R2 Let

VS S1 S2 Let

VT T1 T2 Let

Fig.1 a) Geometry of the single squirrel  
       cage rotor motor model and b) the  
       Electric circuit model associated.
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Table V.  Phase/slot winding characteristics of the 90kW motor. 

Phase (U-X) R11 R21 R31 R41 R51 R61 R71 R81 R12 R22 R32 R42 R52 R62 R72 R82

1 2 37 38 11 12 2 1 25 27 13 14 35 36 23 24 
    Slots 

4 3 40 39 14 13 47 48 28 28 16 15 38 37 26 25 

Phase (V-Y) S11 S21 S31 S41 S51 S61 S71 S81 S12 S22 S32 S42 S52 S62 S72 S82

33 34 21 22 43 44 31 32 9 10 45 46 19 20 7 8 
    Slots 

36 35 24 23 46 45 34 33 12 11 48 47 22 21 10 9 

Phase (W-Z) T11 T21 T31 T41 T51 T61 T71 T81 T12 T22 T32 T42 T52 T62 T72 T82

17 18 5 6 27 28 15 16 41 42 29 30 3 4 39 40 
    Slots 

20 19 8 7 30 29 18 17 44 43 32 31 6 5 42 41 
No. of conductors 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 

      Table II. Phase/slot winding of the 4 kW motor.

   Phase (U-X)      R1      R2

1 2 3 10 11 12 
     Slot 

19 20 21 28 29 30 
   Phase (V-Y)      S1      S2

25 26 27 34 35 36 
     Slot 

7 8 9 16 17 18 
   Phase (W-Z)       T1      T2

13 14 15 22 23 24 
      Slot 

31 32 33 4 5 6 
No. of conductors 27

Table III. Motor geometrical parameters in millimetres. 

Motor φ stator ext. φ stator interior φ shaft L
4 kW 170 108  37 120 

90 kW 420  270  90  268 
φ : Diameter L : Axial depth of magnetic body 

Motor A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

4 kW 0.80 0.00 4.20 6.13 0.90 0.00 4.77 
90 kW 1.27 2.83 11.70 6.20 1.73 4.00 4.00 
Motor R S1 S2 T1 T2 T3 T4

4 kW 0.50 3.2 0.00 14.25 0.00 16.60 4.77 
90 kW 4.60 3.10 1.10 35.30 1.73 34.69 16.47 

Table I.  Motor characteristics. 

Motor 4 kW  90 kW  
Power (kW) 4 90 
Line voltage (V) 400/230 400 
Line current (A) 9,2/16 168 
Connection type Y/∆ Y
Frequency (Hz) 50 50 
Number of poles 4 4 
No. of stator slots 36 48 
No. of rotor bars 28 40 
Efficiency 85 % 95 % 
Power factor 0.83 0.83 

Table IV.  Motor electrical parameters. 

 Stator Rotor 
Motor Rconductor Let Rend-ring Lend-rign

4 kW 5.90 mΩ 3.04 mH 1.84 mΩ 4.31 10-9 H 
90 kW 1.45mΩ 0.30 mH 1.22 mΩ 7.63 10-9 H 
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Fig.3 a) Stator slot and b) rotor bar shape of studied motors.

Fig.4 Single-layer, concentric winding of the 4 kW motor. 
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Results

Fig 6 and Fig 7 show the numerical results on percent increase of nominal bar current  and percent 
decrease of electromagnetic torque vs. slip variation for the two motors. To evaluate the torque the 
virtual work method was used.  

In the case of the 90 kW motor, the current distribution is not affected by the presence of outer broken 
bar (see Fig 6b).  However, there are current increases in the adjacent front bar (B40) and the adjacent 
back bar (B2) to the broken one (B1) with respect to the rotating magnetic field direction. The same 
happens with the presence of the broken bar in the case of the simple cage (see Fig 7 and Fig 8). For 
the studied motors, with totally broken bar (B1), the front bars (B40 and B28 respectively) with 
respect to the rotating magnetic field direction, suffer an increase up to 18% for high values of slip. 
Meanwhile the current of back bar (B2) is increasing up to 50% in both studied motors. The 
electromagnetic torque, as it is well known, decreases in all cases as it is shown in Fig 7. 

Finally, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show in detail the strong dependence between the flux density and the slip 
variation. 

Fig.7 b) Percent torque v.s.  slip. Healthy,   
            outer and Total  broken bar.  90 kW. 
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Fig.6 b) Percent bar current v.s.  slip. Healthy,   
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Conclusions

Even if this study was made without taking into account the interbar currents, the results show that the 
presence of a faulty bar produces an important asymmetric increase of the bar current. These results seem 
to indicate the idea of that losses, which generate the thermal stress and consequently mechanic stress in 
bars, are mainly caused by the Joule losses more than the flux density increase, around the faulty region. 
This phenomenon is very important in the double-caged induction motors because the increase of current is 
not generated only in start conditions but also it is nearly maintained at low slip values. 

The strong dependence between the increase of current and the flux density in the faulty region versus the 
slip variation was also shown.  

Finally, it is very important to remark that with the presence of a broken bar, the bar which suffers the 
major increase of the current is the back bar with respect to the rotating magnetic field direction (Fig 8). 
Consequently, it seems to indicate the direction in which the broken bars are propagated. 
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Abstract - The aim of proposed paper is to increase magnetostatic torque of single-phase two-pole motor 
with oscillatory starting. Reference values of torque are based on two basic types of motor. First is 
composed of laminated stator core with sintered ferrite magnet rotor and second one is made from SMC 
stator core with sintered ferrite magnet rotor. To reduce rotor and stator production costs the composite 
materials were introduced. Preparation, production, physical properties and magnetic characteristics of 
plastic bonded NdFeB magnet and plastic bonded ferrite magnet are examined. Also, brief description of 
soft magnetic composite is done. The analyze involves two new geometries. First is double layer rotor with 
two different plastic bonded magnets. The outer layer is made from plastic bonded NdFeB magnet and 
inner one is made from plastic bonded ferrite magnet. The second type of rotor is composed of these two 
plastic bonded magnets mixed together in proper volumetric proportions. Calculated results show the 
improvements in torque production for both types of rotor and stator.

Introduction

Mass production and market competition of small electric apparatus demand decrease of production costs. 
Meanwhile, the output characteristics have to remain the same or even increase. The use of single-phase two-pole 
motor with oscillatory starting is very common in such apparatus. The advantage of this motor is in its simple 
mechanical construction (fig. 1 and fig. 2) and relatively high efficiency at small dimensions and rated power. 
Classic type is composed of laminated stator core and sintered ferrite magnet rotor. The development made in 
permanent magnets and in soft magnetic materials have increased the interest in a design and even in re-design of 
such electric motors. 

Basic motor theory

The motor is self-starting due to its non-uniform airgap. To obtain a starting torque, the airgap is designed as non-
uniform, i.e. wider at one end of the pole shoe than at the opposite end (Fig. 1). The rest angle θ0 of the rotor is 
the angle between the center axis of the stator poles and axis at the permanent magnet rotor flux. These motors are 
only self-starting when, with the armature current I=0 A, the angle θ0 > 0. The largest starting torque is achieved 
when the rest angle θ0 = 900. The motor construction shown in figure 1. limit the rest angle to θ0 <5..120, which 
consequently results in a small starting torque [1]. 
With zero current in the stator winding, the rest angle θ0 > 0 as the attractive force between PM poles and the 
stator stack align the rotor center with the minimum airgap. After switching on the stator voltage the stator 
magnetic flux will push the PM rotor towards the center axis of the stator poles. The rotor oscillates with its 
eingenfrequency. If this frequency is close to the stator winding supply frequency, the amplitude of mechanical 
oscillations will increase and the motor will begin to rotate continuously The eingenfrequency depends on inertia 
and torque constant of the motor, which is lower for larger motors and thus they require lower supply frequencies. 
It is important to now how the dynamic behavior of these motors at the design stage to ensure desired speed 
characteristics. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Figure 1: Cross section of motor with oscillatory 
starting. 

Figure 2: Cross section of motor with oscillatory 
starting with double layer type rotor. 

The electromagnetic torque development by the motor can be found by taking the derivative of magnetic coenergy 
with the respect of the rotor angular position θ. If the magnetic saturation is neglected, the torque developed by 
the motor with p=1 is [2]: 

02sinsin relmd TiT  (1) 

where electrodynamics torque is given by the first term, the reluctance torque is given by the second term, 
Ψm=Ν1Φf is the peak linkage flux, θ is the angle of rotation related to the main stator axis and Trel is the peak 
value of the reluctance torque. When considering characteristic of the motor couplet to the machine to be driven, 
the following differential equations for electrical and mechanical balance can be written [3]: 

sinsin1 maaU dt

d

dt

di
LRitV  (2) 

shrelm TTi
dt

d
J 02

2

2sinsin  (3) 

where Vm is the peak terminal voltage, φU is the voltage phase angle, i is the instantaneous stator current, R1 is the 
stator winding resistance, L1 is the stator winding inductance, J is the inertia of drive system together with the load 
and Tsh is the external load torque.    
In this analyze, electromagnetic torque development of investigated types of different motor constructions and 
designs were carried out by software FLUX-2D [4] based on finite element method [5]. 

Soft magnetic composite material

The base for this composites are metallic particles(Fe, Fe-Si, Fe-Si-B, etc.), which are surrounded, at first with 
thiny oxide layer, and then with polymer as a binding material, which has task to create a final compact product 
from this particles. Finall prepared mixtures are pressed in the press to form final shape. 
Density of the final SMC material, the temperature, and the time of hardening, consequently, have great affect on 
the hardness, and magnetic features of the product [6]. In general, higher density, higher temperatures, longer time 
of hardening, and, at the same time, temperature processing of the material, results as the better magnetic 
properties of the material (higher relative permeability µ, higher magnetic induction B). 
On the Fig 3 we can see microstructur of the SMC core, which was pressed out from the selected mixture. It can 
be seen an irregular shape of the particles and their inner porousness. Between the particles we can notice the 
remaining porousness and polymer isolation. Meanwhile, oxide isolation layer is too thiny to perceive it at this 
magnification.  
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Plastic bonded magnets based on NdFeB and on ferrite

Magnetic phase of permanent magnets NdFeB is Nd2Fe14B. But these magnets “in-situ” originated composites are 
composed of many phases. Usually to modificate magnetic properties (higher coercitivity lower magnetic 
remanence or vice-versa, higher Curie’s temperature, better temperature coefficient) and to improve corrosion and 
mechanical properties they contain other alloy supplements (Co, Cu, Zr, Ti, Cr, Ni, …). To some other elements 
(C, Al, …), which are typically for metallurgic alloy processes it is impossible to avoid. Ore deposits beside Nd 
contain some other rare-earth elements (La, Ce, Pr, Cy, …), due to this, the raw stuff for NbFeB magnets 
production is used cheaper so-called “mish-metal”. Owing to this, the material specification is not in contain of 
Nd, but overall contain of rare-earth elements (TREM- total Rare Earth Metals, they have very related properties 
to Nd). Research show that addition of dysprosium (Dy) increase coercitivity but diminish remanence, meanwhile 
the supplement of presidium (Pr) is more advantageous. It propitiously influence on increase of coercitivity with 
preservation of magnetic remanence of magnets. So, general mark for these type of magnets is NdFeB, but exact 
mark is, for example: (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B, (Nd, Pr)-Fe-B or even Nd0,09Pr0,03Fe0,71Co0,05Zr0,01. These subscriptions 
mean atomic part of elements in alloy or more exactly in composite [7].  
The first and preferably used procedure to produce isotropic magnets is rapid solidification technology (RTS). 
Device for this technology is called melt spinner. With this device the RTS strips are produced. Their thickness is 
between 30-50 µm and some mm of width. The stripes are then beamed (transition from amorphous to nano-
cristalline state). Finally the stripes are pulverized into chosen granulation.  
NdFeB powders (MQP-B+, Magnequench. USA) were first examined with scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
From snap-shot (Fig. 4) it can be seen that the powder is very rough crumbed composed from sharp-edge plates 
irregular shapes. Between relatively rough parts are very fine particles, due to intensive crushing.  

Fig. 3: SEM snap-shot of compressed SMC material Fig 4. SEM snap-shot of MQP-B+ powder (20 times 
magnified) 

Preparation of mixture for cold automatic one-axe pressing is with dray mixing in cylindrical mixer or in V-mixer. 
In these mixers the powder and araldit are mixed. Equably distributed araldit on the surface of powder is desired. 
In this case, the powder mix is dissolved in acetone and then mixed into uniform mixture. After that the acetone is 
evaporated. The mass parts are now stacked together and by pressing the mass through a strainer of convenient 
largeness the parts become separated from each other. The granulation is the final procedure to form final material 
for injection squirting. In Fig 5 the microstructure of plastic bonded NdFeB composed from MQP-B+ magnetic 
powder and 2.5% araldit IEVT is shown. The structure of injection squirting plastic bonded ferrite magnet 
powder is presented in Fig 6.  
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Fig. 5: Microstructure of plastic bonded NdFeB 
composed from MQP-B+ magnetic powder and 2.5% 
araldit IEVT

Fig. 6: Microstructure of injection squirting plastic 
bonded ferrite magnet powder.

Magnetic properties of injection squirted plastic bonded magnets

Typical magnetic properties of plastic bonded ferrite and NdFeB magnets are shown in Fig. 7. Also, there are 
presented B-H curves of classic ferrite and NdFeB magnets (Fig. 7).  
Further work was in a way to produce the rotor of single-phase two-pole motor with oscillatory starting with 
plastic bonded magnets. In the same time the study of applying different stator materials was carried out. These 
materials were: laminated dynamo steel and soft magnetic composite (SMC). The goals to achieve were: new 
motor has to develop the same or better magnetostatic torque as reference model (laminated stator core with 
classic ferrite rotor), inertia has to be low as much as possible and overall price of production has to be the same 
or lower. Two motors were used as reference in comparition of results: Orig1 - laminated stator core with classic 
ferrite rotor, Orig2 - SMC stator core with classic ferrite rotor.  
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Fig. 7: B-H curves for plastic bonded ferrite (A) and 
plastic bonded NdFeB magnets (B) for sintered ferrite 

(C) and NdFeB magnets (D). 

Table 1: Values of intermediate radius R (h – height ot 
the rotor).

Two new rotor designs were investigated. First rotor has been a double layer type (Fig. 2). Outer layer is made 
from plastic bonded NdFeB magnet and inner layer from plastic bonded ferrite magnet. Magnetostatic torque 
calculations were made for different intermediate radius R (table 1) and for different stator materials (laminated 
core and SMC core). The excitation level was kept all the time at the same level. In Fig. 8 are shown the results 
for laminated stator core and in Fig. 9 for SMC stator core.   

R [mm] 3 4 5 6 
R1 [mm] 1 1 1 1 
R2 [mm] 7.15 7.15 7.15 7.15 
h [mm] 20 20 20 20 
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Fig. 8: Magnetostatic torque for different intermediate 
radius R (table 1) with laminated stator in comparison 
with original (Orig1). 

Fig. 9: Magnetostatic torque for different intermediate 
radius R (table 1) with SMC stator in comparison with 
original (Oorig2). 

From Fig. 8 it is clearly that the double layer type rotor with R<4 mm with laminated stator demonstrate better 
torque properties as original (Orig1) one. In comparition between original (Orig2) motor and SMC stator core 
motor with plastic bonded double layer rotor the results are also favorable to a new one for R< 4 mm.    
Second rotor design was the same as basic one (Fig. 1), but magnet material and its properties were different. The 
idea was to mix (granulated ferrite with granulated NdFeB) and with injection squirting produce a new rotor. 
Magnetic properties of  such a new magnetic material depend on contents of each basic component. The 
calculation of this new B-H curve was based on a volumetric proportion V% of each component. Starting point 
equations were: 
 (BH)max,AB=V%A (BH)max,A+ V%B (BH)max,B (4) 

 Br,AB=V%A Br,A+ V%B Br,B (5) 

 Hc,AB=V%A Hc,A+ V%B Hc,B (6) 

where Br,A (magnetic remanence), Hc,A (coercitivity), (BH)max,A (maximum energy product) are related to plastic 
bonded NdFeB (material A), Br,B, Hc,B, (BH)max,A to plastic bonded ferrite (material B)and Br,AB, Hc,AB, (BH)max,AB 

to produced mixture. In table 2 are shown typical magnetic properties of new prepared plastic bonded magnetic 
mixtures. The volumetric proportion was based on the volume defined by intermediate radius R (Table 1). 
Calculated B-H characteristics of new in different proportion mixed plastic bonded magnets are shown in Fig. 10. 
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Table 2: Typical magnetic properties of new prepared 
plastic bonded magnetic mixtures.  

Figure 10: Calculated B-H characteristics for new in 
different proportion mixed plastic bonded magnets 

name R VA VB Br,AB Hc,AB

 mm cm3 % cm3 % T kA/m 
code3 3 2.65 84 0.5 16 0.44 292 
code4 4 2.2 70 0.94 30 0.414 267 
code5 5 1.64 52 1.51 48 0.37 236 
code6 6 0.95 30 2.2 70 0.33 1.34 
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As in the case of first type of new rotor (Fig. 2) the investigation was made for two different stator core material 
(laminated dynamo steel and SMC). The results of magnetostatic torque calculation are presented in Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 12.   
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Fig. 11: Magnetostatic torque for different mixtures
(table 2) with laminated stator in comparison with 
original (Orig1). 

Fig. 12: Magnetostatic torque for different mixtures
(table 2) with SMC stator in comparison with original 
(Orig2). 

In Fig. 11 and in Fig. 12 can be seen the improvement in torque production in comparition with double layer 
rotor. Also, the manufacturing process is much simpler in the case of special magnetic mixture rotor instead of 
double layer rotor.  

Conclusion

In the paper was presented basic theory of single-phase two-pole motor with oscillatory starting. Preparation, 
production, physical properties and magnetic characteristics of plastic bonded NdFeB magnet and ferrite magnet 
were examined and they are showing good prosperity in their further use. Also, brief description of soft magnetic 
composite was done. The comparition on torque capability was carried out for different combinations of stator 
and rotor materials. All calculations were done with finite element method with magnetostatic torque calculation. 
Improvement in torque production were achieved for both stator types (laminated  and SMC core) with plastic 
bonded magnets in comparition with sintered ferrite magnet. This means with double layer rotor and with mixed 
plastic bonded magnets (mixture of NdFeB with ferrite). Motor with SMC stator core shows lower level of 
magnetostatic torque then motor with laminated stator core, regardless on rotor magnetic properties. To increase 
the torque different stator geometry has to be applied. 
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Abstract: In order to predict the motor performance more accurately, a core loss formula is derived 
considering the flux variation due to the magnet and the stator currents.  This paper presents the result of 
two-dimensional finite element analysis into relationship between flux distribution and core loss in the 
permanent magnet motor.  

Introduction

The problem of core loss calculations in electrical motors is interest for at least two reasons. First, it 
helps to evaluate the heat develop in the motor and secondly, motor control process take more and 
more sophisticated forms[1,2]. These mean needed to reduce heat and to use more powerful power 
electronic components.   

The lack of slip rings, brushes, and  field winding losses in the permanent magnet motors have always 
been viewed  as distinct advantages over that of conventional, wound field machines[3]. Although the 
advantages of reduced I2R loss in permanent-magnet motors are clear, core loss comparisons between 
these motors and conventional motors are cloudier. Core losses depend on numerous design and 
facrication factors, such as the core form, dimensions, and material electric and magnetic proporties. 
Steady state core loss is largely a function of the harmonic content of the core flux density. 

A half portion of the motor structure used for core loss analysis in this paper is shown in Fig. 1-a. The 
stator of the motor has four main poles and four auxiliary poles while the rotor has four poles created 
by the permanent magnets. The permanent magnet material used in this machine is the Neodymium 
Iron Boron (NdFeB) type which is radially magnetized with 120 degrees poles in the pattern N (north) 
-S (south). The interpolar sections of the rotor which is the area between the permanent magnet poles 
are occupied by non-magnetic material represented by O[4].  

The air gap flux density of the permanent magnet motor varies according to the stator current then the 
core loss of the permanent magnet motors is, in contrast to the induction machine, not a no-load loss 
[3]. So, the core loss formulation related the flux variation due to the stator windings current is 
required to obtain more accurate predictions. A general formulation for the core loss is used 
considering the flux variation in the main pole, the tooth, and the yoke due to the stator current as well 
as the magnet. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Electromagnetic Field Analysis

Two-dimensional Finite Element Analysis (FEA) has been performed to obtain an electromagnetic 
field analysis of these motors and to compute the flux density distribution on the core. FEA software 
used in the calculations is ANSYS.  

Starting from Maxwell’s equations a general formulation of the electromagnetic field for the 
permenent magnet machineis can be expressed  by in (1) [5-8]. Permanent magnets have been 
employed as an alternative to current carrying coils for magnetic field excitation in machines.  

mJJACulrCurl ))((               (1)  

Where ν is equal to (1/µ) and A  is the magnetic vector potential. Jm
 is the equivalent current density 

corresponding to the coercive force of the permanent magnet and J  is the stator current density. The 
equation (1) can be used for the electromagnetic field analysis of the motor. The solution of equation 
(1) under load condition has provided the nodal values of  magnetic vector  potentials (MVP) and flux 
lines as given in Fig. 1-b.     

      (a)                   (b)         
 Fig.1. (a) analyzed motor geometry, (b) flux distribution of the motor  

One of the most important pieces of information leading to core loss estimation is the spatial flux 
distribution in the iron core. Six sites were selected for the investigation of flux density variation, as 
shown in Fig. 1. Sites A  and C are located in main and auxilliary poles and similarly F and E are 
located staor yoke. Sites B  and D are  in boundary of pole shoes. The radial and circumferential 
component waveforms of flux density were obtained from a squence of finite element solutions. Fig.2 
depicts the flux density distribution in selected sites.   

Calculation of Core Loss

The core loss in the magnetic material occurs when the material is subjected to a time varying 
magnetic flux density and can be calculated from these flux densities and the rate of change of them in 
the stator pole and yoke. The nature of iron loss Pt can be attributed to two different components:  
hysteresis loss and eddy current loss [9-11].  

edht PPP                    (2) 

Hysteresis loss is due to the energy expended in the redirection of the magnetic domains of the 
material during every flux direction reversal. It is relatively easy to evaluate as they depend only on 
the peak magnetic flux density and its frequency. 

mhh fBkP               (3)
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Fig. 2. Flux densities at point A, B, C, D, E, and F on the stator core 

Where f and Bm are the frequency and peak value of the flux density, kh and  are the constant 
determined by the manufacturer provided loss data. Eddy current losses depend also on the rate at 
which the magnetic flux density changes and can be expressed as two components given below [12];

dttB
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                      (4)

Where , d and kexc are the electrical conductivity, the thickness of the lamination and the eddy current 
coefficient. Pc is the classical eddy current loss which is predicted on the assumption of a 
homogeneous flux density distribution. However, the magnetic domain structure induces eddy current 
concentration around moving domain walls, causing called excess loss Pexc. The total core losses per 
weight unit for a sinusoidal magnetic field are given as follows: 

5..15.122
mexcmemht BfkBfkfBkP             (5)

Fig.3 shows the calculated core loss as a function of motor speed.  
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Fig.3. Calculated core loss versus motor speeds 

Conclusion

A procedure has been developed to predict iron loss which is consisting of the hysteresis, eddy current 
and excess losses in the stator teeth and yoke, in the permanent magnet motor operating under load 
condition. By using two-dimensional finite element analysis, it is obtained that core losses occur 
mainly in the stator during the high speed operation. The finite element computation is useful in the 
prediction of the core losses during motor design stage before hardware prototype is built. 
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Abstract – The verification of the operation of any design program requires some measurement results 
from the actual devices. This is the situation with electrical machines also. Lappeenranta University of 
Technology (LUT) design and construct double-sided axial flux permanent magnet motor to the labora-
tory test use in order to obtain measurement results and practical experiences related to the construction 
of such a machine. Measurement results, obtained from the prototype machine, are used to verify the 
operation of analytical design program, developed for the axial flux machines by the LUT. In this paper 
the main features of constructed laboratory prototype machine are presented. 

Introduction

In a laboratory test use, it is advantageous if there appears a possibility to use the same machine in 
several tests without costly and time-consuming modifications in a machine construction between the 
different test runs. This is especially the situation with double sided, or multi disk, axial flux machines 
because of the structure of the axial flux machine itself generates several interesting phenomena to be 
studied about. Such a phenomena are for example how uneven air gaps between the rotor disk (or 
disks) and stators affect to the overall performance of the machine and how the multi stator machine 
behaves when the machine is operating by way of one stator only. Considering the interests of electri-
cal machine designers, the axial flux machine with two or more stators may be connected to several 
different electrical connections. As a result, the machine can provide measured parameter values for 
machine thermal- and electrical lumped parameter models verifying the calculated ones. This is advan-
tageous for the designers working with new machine structures without previous design experiences 
related to similar machines. So far only few studies related to axial flux machines under this topic area 
are presented even though axial field PM machines have been studied with increasing interest during 
the last years due to their suitability to several direct drive applications such as elevators and electrical 
vehicles wheel motors [1]. Previously Cavagnino et. al discussed in [1] how to perform parameter 
identification measurements for axial field type surface mounted PM machines. Caricchi et. al intro-
duced an interesting rotor structure and a laboratory prototype machine in [2] which is used while 
studying the effects of magnet skewing to the machine performance. This particular prototype machine 
was made purely to the laboratory test use as the one described in this paper. Braid et. al study per-
formance of multi-disk axial flux machines with unbalanced loading [3]. Lappeenranta University of 
Technology build up a prototype machine to the laboratory test use in order to verify the operation of 
the developed design program to the design of axial field surface mounted PM machines [4]. In order 
to verify the operation of the design program in different situations, the prototype machine was de-
signed such a way that a large amount of different measurement results can be obtained from the same 
machine without making significant modifications to the general structure of a machine. This is advan-
tageous since it is not necessary to construct new expensive prototype machines if only small modifi-
cations are made between the tests. It is advantageous also if there appears a possibility to restore the 
machine to its original state after modifications. This paper discusses how the machine structure ful-
filling these requirements is achieved. Furthermore, the main features of the designed machine are 
presented.  

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Prototype machine

The prototype machine is an axial flux PM machine with a configuration single rotor – two stators. 
Permanent magnets are Neodymium-Iron-Boron magnets and are attached on the surface of the solid 
iron rotor disk. Stators are operating parallel in a star connection as a default. Machine winding type is 
a conventional single layer winding, number of slots per pole and phase is equal to one. The main 
parameters of the machine are presented in Table I. 

Table I. Main parameters of prototype machine. 

Parameter Definition Value 

n Rated speed 300 rpm 
T Rated torque  159 Nm 

Dout External diameter of the stator 328 mm 
g Physical length of air gap per side 1.5 mm 
hm Thickness of PM 4.0 mm 

Rotor and stator structure

The rotor structure of the machine is illustrated in Fig. 1. The used rotor structure allows to change the 
magnets without full reinstallation of the rotor disk because of the magnets are firstly glued to addi-
tional iron plates which are then bolted to the rotor skeleton. This is a useful feature if one has to study 
the effects of different magnet shapes. If needed, one can change the whole rotor disk without chang-
ing the shaft because of the rotor disk is fixed into shaft via bolt joints. A non-laminated rotor disk, 
manufactured from magnetic iron alloy, offers possibility to run the machine as a single sided machine 
based to the fact that the thickness of the rotor iron is enough to keep the flux density level in rotor 
iron below the saturation value in a single sided operation also. Furthermore, the machine structure 
including deep groove ball bearings is mechanically rigid enough to handle the attractive force be-
tween the stator and rotor disk, which is 7.3 kN per stator according to performed 3D FEM analysis 
under load condition with nominal 1.5 mm air gap. It should be noted that in normal operation condi-
tions the presence of another stator cancels out the attractive force between the rotor and one stator. 
Thus, the total axial force affecting to the rotor structure and bearings is small. 

In order to align the rotor exactly between the stators, a special bearing nut arrangement was intro-
duced. Via bearing nuts, located in both ends of shaft, it is also possible to change the rotor position 
inside the machine without opening the frame. Such a structure may be used when studying how the 
rotor misalignment affects to the performance of the machine. This structure was found to be very 
useful during assembling of the machine also. By the help of bearing nuts one may detach the stator 
and rotor if these parts snap together accidentally as it happened during the machine construction. 

Two stators of the machine are manufactured from fully processed electrical steel sheet via laser cut-
ting technique and are fixed to bearing shields via bolt joints. Each stator includes 36 slots. Due to 
used manufacturing technique, the obtained stator lamination stacking factor is relatively poor, namely 

0.92. The stator diameter ratio was selected to be near the theoretical optimal value 
3

1
. In a proto-

type machine it is 0.6. However, this ratio was found to be slightly too small for the point of winding. 
It was rather time consuming to fit the end-winding in inner radius of machine to the available space. 
One of the machine stators is presented in Fig. 2 before and after winding. 
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Fig. 1. Rotor during the magnet installation sequence and one of the used magnets glued to support plate. 

Fig. 2. One of the stators before and after winding.  

Windings

In a stator winding the number of coils per pole and per phase is equal to one. Each phase coil includes 
140 turns and the total number of phase turns is then 840. Both ends of the stators phase windings are 
available in a connection box. Thereby, it is possible to change the machine electrical connection from 
star connection to delta connection and to change the connection between the stators from parallel to 
series, or run the machine by using the one stator only. The machine is designed to operate in star con-
nection while the stators are connected to parallel but it is possible to run the machine in different con-
nections by modifying the machine operating point.  

Temperature measurements

In order to develop an analytical lumped parameter thermal model for this machine, total 14 Pt100 
thermo couples was installed to the machine frame and 6 thermo couples to the phase windings. Fig. 3 
shows the machine in test bench and measured temperatures from D-side stator phase windings. Rotor 
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and magnet surface temperatures are measured via openings made to the frame by using infrared tem-
perature measurement device. These openings may be closed via hatches in order to achieve a closed 
machine structure if needed. Internal airflow inside the machine is improved with fan arrangement. 
Removable fan plates are installed on the outer radii of the machine rotor forming centrifugal fan. It is 
shown in Fig. 3 that the improved internal airflow reduces phase winding temperature rise about 8 
Celsius degrees compared to situation in which fan plates are missing.  

Fig. 3. Prototype machine in test bench and the measured phase winding temperatures at rated load with and 
without fan plates. Temperature curves are for D-side stator. 

Conclusions

In a laboratory test use expensive modifications to present test machine or totally new prototypes are 
undesired if only small modifications are needed to introduce. In this paper a double-sided axial flux 
PM machine, designed to laboratory use, was described. This particular machine can be used in sev-
eral studies by making modifications to machine modular construction or electrical connection with 
minimal work efforts.  
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Abstract –  The usage of heating power as a healing system has been well-known for long time.  A 
completely new motivation, however, came up  when heat treating was recognized as a new and 
promising form of cancer therapy. It was found that cancer growth was stopped at temperature higher 
than about 42 C. It created new subject of research in the area of application of electromagnetic fields in 
medicine.   In the paper the two main methods of heating have been described and two kinds of devices 
have been presented. Some advantages and drawbacks of the methods are discussed. 

Introduction   

   Hyperthermia, a procedure in which body tissue is exposed to high temperatures (up to 42ºC and above), 
is under investigation to assess its effectiveness in the treatment of cancer.  Hyperthermia has by now become 
the chosen treatment for some important physiotherapeutic pathologies of the muscle-tendon apparatus, and 
plays a fundamental role integrating with other methodologies in the more general rehabilitating program.   

Scientists believe that heat may help shrink tumors by damaging cells or depriving them of substances 
they need to live.  They are studying local, regional, and whole-body hyperthermia, using external and internal 
heating devices. Hyperthermia is almost always used with other forms of therapy (radiation therapy, 
chemotherapy, and biological therapy) in attempt to increase their effectiveness. 

Main problems

The wave propagates from the surface of the tissues towards the inside, and while it proceeds it is adsorbed, 
loosing electromagnetic energy that is transformed into heat. The mechanisms of heat deposition in tissues by 
electromagnetic fields is followed. When the tissue's electric dipoles (both permanent and induced) oscillate in 
response to the E-field of an applied  wave, heat is generated by a process  analogous to friction. Similarly, when 
free charges (electrons and ions) in the tissue are set in motion by the E-field, collisions with immobile atoms 
and molecules in the tissue generate heat. The propensity of the tissue to produce heat for a given sinusoidal E-
field magnitude is determined by the values of the imaginary part of its relative permittivity ε" and its 
conductivity σ. It is important that the internal E-field (i.e. the electric field inside the body) is responsible for  
the heat generation.  In addition, the  internal H-field is not directly responsible for heating because tissue has a 
permeability µ close to that of free space with no magnetic losses. But the time-varying H-field produces a 
resulting internal E-field (eddy currents) and in this way it causes  heating of tissue. 

The human body has an intricate structure (roughly stratified structure of the muscle-skeletal apparatus: 
skin, fat, muscle, bone), and that patients have a variety of physiological and psychological responses to 
hyperthermia treatment. The underlying principle is that a patient's responses must be monitored and considered 
in later designs, so as to reduce the patient's complaints and ultimately improve the efficiency by which the 
treatment is delivered. 

 From the very beginning of the application in question, there have been two essential problems to 
overcome: 

• Generation of heat within the region of interest leaving all the vicinity of it unaffected. 
• Monitoring and controlling  the temperature, both in the region of interest and its vicinity. 

The above problems are attempted to be solved by using different methods of heating, like capacitive, 
inductive, by microwave radiation, or by ultrasounds. It seems, however, that the therapy is still at the stage of 
medical research. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Hyperthermia in Cancer Treatment

  Hyperthermia activates the immune system. In normal tissues, blood vessels open up, (dilate) when heat 
is applied, dissipating the heat and cooling down the cell environment. Unlike healthy cells, a tumor is a tightly 
packed group of cells, and circulation is restricted and sluggish. When heat is applied to the tumor, vital nutrients 
and oxygen are cut off from the tumor cells. Heat above 41°C also pushes cancer cells toward acidosis 
(decreased cellular pH) which decreases the cells’ viability and transplantability. This results in a collapse of the 
tumor's vascular system and destruction of the cancer cells. Tumor masses tend to have hypoxic (oxygen 
deprived) cells within the inner part of the tumor. These cells are resistant to radiation, but they are very sensitive 
to heat. This is why, hyperthermia is an ideal companion to radiation: radiation kills the oxygenated outer cells, 
while hyperthermia acts on the inner low-oxygen cells, oxygenating them which makes them more susceptible to 
radiation damage. It is also thought that induced accumulation of proteins, induced by hyperthermia, inhibits the 
malignant cells from repairing the damage sustained.  

Techniques in clinical hyperthermia can be classified into three categories:  
• whole body, 
•  regional, 
• local hyperthermia. 

Whole-body heating is used to treat metastatic cancer1 that has spread throughout the body. It can be 
accomplished using warm-water blankets, hot wax, inductive coils (like those in electric blankets), or thermal 
chambers (similar to large incubators). In regional hyperthermia, an organ or a limb is heated. Magnets and 
devices that produce high energy are placed over the region to be heated. In another approach, called perfusion2,
some of the patient's blood is removed, heated, and then pumped (perfused) into the region that is to be heated 
internally. Local hyperthermia refers to the heat that is applied to a very small area, such as a tumor. The area 
may be heated externally with high-frequency waves aimed at a tumor from a device outside the body. To 
achieve internal heating, one of several types of sterile probes may be used, including thin, heated wires or 
hollow tubes filled with warm water; implanted microwave antennae; and radio-frequency electrodes.  
 The two major categories of applicators are developed for electromagnetic hyperthermia: 

• noninvasive applicators, which use devices external to the body to produce the internal E-field: 
− capacitive, 
− inductive, 
− radiative, 

• invasive applicators, which penetrate the body either through the skin or in natural body orifices. The 
invasive applicators are listed in order of the types of external fields that are principally responsible 
for the internal E-field: 

− electrodes, 
− radiative antennas. 

Capacitive Applicators

A capacitive applicator is composed of two conducting electrodes which are placed on or near the 
surface of the body (Fig. 1). The electrodes can have various shapes and sizes. A voltage source is connected 
across the electrodes, producing an E-field stretching throughout the volume between them. The E-field lines 
terminate on charges contained in the electrodes. Since these applicators are often  intended to heat deeper 
tissues, the frequency of the voltage source is relatively low (in the high kHz to low MHz range).  

The advantages of the capacitive-type applicator are based upon its simplicity. The placement and shape 
of the electrodes can be tailored to the location of the region that is to be heated. It is relatively easy to visualize 
the paths that the field lines take. Also, the electrodes can be curved to match the skin contour. 

1 Cancer that has spread from the place in which it started to other parts of the body 
2 Bathing an organ or tissue with a fluid. In regional perfusion, a specific area of the body (usually an arm or a leg) receives high doses of 
anticancer drugs through a blood vessel. Such a procedure is performed to treat cancer that has not spread 
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Fig. 1. Simple example of a capacitive applicator [1] 

The drawbacks of this type of applicators are that the fields generated in the tissue are not optimum for 
preferentially heating deep tumors because the E-fields are mostly perpendicular to the body surface, where there 
are fat layers and if muscle or muscle-like, tissue is beneath the fat. The boundary conditions for normal E-field 
components combined with the lower permittivity of fat means that the E-field in the fat is much higher than in 
the muscle. Even though fat is less loss, the higher E- field results in higher energy deposition, often overheating 
the fat layer. A common tendency with capacitive applicators is to burn areas on the surface of the body when 
attempting to heat deeper tissue. The E-fields concentrates at the edges of metallic electrodes. Spots on the skin 
are vulnerable to burns near the corners of the applicator. To reduce this problem by spreading out the fields, 
water boluses (nonmetallic containers of water) are sometimes placed between the electrodes and the skin. The 
water in the bolus can even be chilled and recirculated to provide some conductive cooling of the skin. 

Inductive Applicators

 In this type of applicator, an external coil or some other means of generating high currents near the body 
is used to produce an H-field inside the body (Fig. 2). The magnetic field itself, according to the mechanism of 
heating described above, does not produce any heat,  but if the H-field is time-varying it will induce an internal 
E-field for heating.  These applicators are generally provided to deep heating, which suggests again lower 
frequency. However, since the generation of the internal E-field is proportional to the time rate of change of the 
H-field, the frequency should be high enough to produce a sufficient internal E-field. Operating frequencies are 
generally in the low MHz range. 

Fig. 2. Simple example of an inductive applicator for hyperthermia [1] 

The H-field lines run longitudinally through the body, then encircle the coil outside the body because H-field 
lines must close upon themselves. Depending on the exact geometry of the coil windings and the size of the 
body, the density of the H-fields inside any cross section of the body can be fairly uniform. Other forms of coil 
applicators can also be used, such as pancake coils or saddle-shaped coils, or specially shaped conductors that 
bring currents to the surface of the body.  

All inductive applicators share common advantages and disadvantages. 
One advantage of this type of applicator is its relative insensitivity to the coupling conditions (since tissue is 

nonmagnetic, the exact position of the body with respect to the coil does not affect the H-field pattern). It is 
comfortable for patient because it allows him moving without any harm of treatment. In addition, the tuning of 
the coil in the resonant electrical circuit of the source is forgiving of exact body positioning. 
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One disadvantage is that centrally located tumors would not be heated effectively. Heating is greatest at the 
periphery, so surface heating is a major concern with inductive applicators, as it is with capacitive applicators. 
Because the E-field lines are produced by the time-varying H-field they encircle the H-field lines. There is a 
center of rotation for the E-field and here the field is zero. Also,   eddy currents are zero in tissue. The field and 
current grow linearly toward the periphery of the cylinder. Because power deposition P is proportional to the 
square of the E-field, the heating pattern has a parabolic shape. 

If the tissue properties are not uniform as in this simple example,  eddy currents will not follow a 
radially linear profile and will be more irregular. This sometimes can be used to advantage. For example, a high-
conductivity tumor surrounded by lower conductivity tissue will have a local eddy-current pattern flowing 
around the approximate center of the tumor. The local eddy-current patterns can lead to increased heating of a 
deep tumor, but the amount of improvement depends on the conductivities of the tissues involved, which may 
vary considerably from case to case. 

Radiative Applicators

This class of applicators relies upon the coupling of E and H to carry electromagnetic energy into the 
tissue. They operate either at higher frequencies when localized surface heating is needed or at lower frequencies 
when deeper penetration is desired. The applicator and feed configurations are chosen to maximize the coupling 
of the launched wave into the tissues. One version of a radiative applicator is shown in Fig. 3. It basically 
consists of an open-ended waveguide that is coupled to the skin with a quarter-wavelength matching slab. The 
waveguide is loaded on both sides with dielectric strips. This produces a mode structure, thus giving a more 
uniform pattern in the transverse direction than an unloaded waveguide. The size of the waveguide dictates its 
relatively high operating frequency,  namely 2450 MHz, so it is appropriate for heating superficial tumors. 

Fig. 3. A radiative hyperthermia applicator consisting of an open-ended waveguide[1] 

To make the applicator size more compact, microstrip radiators have also been developed. These 
applicators are lightweight and can even be made flexible, so they are more convement to use than the larger, 
heavier waveguides. They operate at higher frequencies (433 MHz to 2450 MHz), so they are meant for 
localized superficial heating. All electromagnetic radiative applicators face the same tradeoff between depth of 
penetration, applicator size, and localizing ability. Fig. 4 shows the penetration characteristics for planewaves of 
various frequencies into a dielectric halfspace whose properties are similar to those of muscle. The higher-
frequency waves are clearly attenuated quickly by the tissue due to their high loss. Although the waves coming 
from practical applicators are not planewaves and the body certainly is not an infinite halfspace, this same 
general behavior is expected to apply to radiative applicators. Note from Fig. 4 that to penetrate to reasonable 
depths (say, beyond 7 or 8 cm), the frequency must be about 100 MHz or lower. The wavelength in muscle, 
therefore, is quite large-about 30 cm. 
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Fig. 4. The penetration of planewaves of various frequencies into a dielectric halfspace with the 
properties of muscle [1] 

A radiator is not very effective unless at least one dimension of the radiating structure is one-half of a 
wavelength or larger. If the frequency is lower, the applicator will be even larger. This means it will be rather 
bulky and heavy, and more important, the energy coming from the applicator will spread out due to diffraction. 
Localized heating is difficult at the low frequencies that will penetrate deeply. They are drawbacks of this type of 
applicators. 

Ultrasound waves obey these same laws but with different constants and with a much different outcome. 
Ultrasound's advantage of being able to penetrate deeply with small-wavelength beams is one reason ultrasound 
energy is being seriously considered for hyperthermia therapy. A disadvantage, however, is that ultrasound will 
not effectively penetrate bone or air, so treatment is limited to regions of the body where access is through soft 
tissue. 

Invasive Applicators

To circumvent the difficulty of obtaining deep, localized heating patterns from external electromagnetic 
applicators, some investigators use invasive probes. These probes are placed in natural cavities of the body (if 
the tumor is nearby) or directly through the skin. The cavity applicators are often designed as thin radiating 
antennas. Higher frequencies are used to get good radiation efficiency from the small antennas, and penetration 
depth is not as critical as with external applicators. The probes that pierce the skin may also be small radiating 
antennas or may be an array of lower-frequency electrodes. In the latter case, conduction current in the tissues 
produces the heating. 

The advantage of invasive probes is that the heat can be localized with more precision and in a smaller 
volume at depth than with external applicators. One disadvantage is much more uncomfortable for the patient. 
Also, even using multiple probes does not assure uniform heating; there still may be considerable no uniformity 
to the power deposition pattern depending on the placement and individual patterns from the probes. 

Hyperthermia Simulation and Treatment Planning

As part of a bigger research project ( Sonderforschungsbereich "Hyperthermia: Scientific Methods and 
Clinical Applications") new algorithms for simulating and planning regional hyperthermia are developed at ZIB. 
These include methods for segmenting medical image data, generating tetrahedral patient models, solving 
Maxwell's equations and the problem of heat transport, as well as novel visualization methods. All these methods 
are integrated into a single, flexible, easy-to-use software system, called HyperPlan.

HyperPlan is able to simulate of the electric and thermal processes in the patient's body numerically. In 
order to perform a complete simulation some intermediate steps have to be executed. For every step a set of 
special-purpose modules is provided. All steps can be controlled by means of 3D visualization methods. In order 
to simulate the electric and thermal processes in the patient's body two different mathematical equations are 
solved in HyperPlan, Maxwell's equation in inhomogeneous media and the bio-heat transfer equation. This is 
achieved by means of modern adaptive multi-level finite-element methods. These methods require the user to 
create a tetrahedral model of the patient, describing the shape of the tumor and of other tissue compartments.
Tools to carry out this task are integrated into HyperPlan. As a result, electromagnetic fields and power 
deposition in the patient's body are obtained. Using this information, a temperature distribution is calculated in a 
subsequent step. Finally, an optimized setting of applicator control parameters is computed. 
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Fig. 5. System overview 

Summary

It should be clear from the previous discussion that one area that remains problematic with electromagnetic 
hyperthermia is the ability to heat deeply in a well-controlled and localized manner. Too often there is surface 
overheating that accompanies deep heating, regardless of the type of applicator used. Based upon the concepts of 
electromagnetics, it seems unlikely that this problem will be easily solved. When localized superficial heating is 
desired, on the other hand, several of the approaches, in particular the small radiating applicators, are successful. 
Other engineering issues remain. These include the need for multiple-point temperature measurements for 
accurate and thorough monitoring. Treatment planning will require accurate characterization of the applicator 
deposition pattern and the tissue parameters, as well as a numerical technique to predict the resultant heating 
pattern. Tissue perfusion significantly modifies the temperature distribution for any given power deposition 
pattern, often in a time-variable and unpredictable way. Still, the promise of even a partially successful therapy 
for cancer spurs the continued study of hyperthermia.
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Abstract— The main objective of this paper is to provide some specific ideas that are appropriate for the 
design of magnetic circuits, particularly a new industrial micro-relay prototype. The authors needed to 
obtain a micro-relay which had to comply with severe restrictions on volume, cost and technical –Ampere-
turns, operational parameters–specifications. Given the lack of any symmetry in the relay , in the early 
analyses,  a 3D Finite Element model was necessary to use. Due to the geometry of this device –
particularly its airgap–, time consuming computations were required to obtain the torque with the 
required reduced margins for error. Therefore, this strategy was not considered suitable in the early steps, 
when a lot of parameters had to be set; consequently,  to outline the preliminary design of the micro-relay, 
two different 2D Finite Element models were used. Particularly, approximate results using a single 
analysis were obtained with one of these methods, being verified with a computed –3D Finite Element 
Method. Subsequent 3D analyses were performed to calculate the effect on technical parameters –torque– 
of modifications in the preliminary design. 

Introduction

The design of electrical devices using numerical techniques can be summarized as follows. Firstly, the 
design engineer, using relatively simple rules, obtains a design prototype. This prototype is analyzed 
using the Finite Element Method (FEM). In this way, performance is estimated before construction. If 
the computed performance meets the required specifications, the prototype is considered satisfactory; 
if not, adjustments are made and the new performance recomputed. Besides, these analysis strategies 
must be quick and accurate; speed is essential when several steady-state analyses for each design 
prototype are calculated, or several alternatives are taken into account. Accuracy is important to 
ensure that the performance is reliably predicted, so error is minimized and therefore the risk of 
manufacture modifications can be also reduced. 

The design process mentioned above can be achieved with two ways. In the first method, the engineer 
evaluates each analysis modifying the model until reaching the initial specifications. In the second 
method, these modifications are achieved with automated mathematical methods. The design of 
electromagnetic devices using optimization techniques is a problem often complex, non-linear and 
multi-modal. Therefore, the optimization process is time-consuming if the finite element method is 
employed and so, many researchers are devoted to minimize this computational effort. Until recently, 
shape optimization of 2D electromagnetic devices by using sensitivity analysis has been widely used, 
[1][2][3][4]. However, the configuration of many of the electromagnetic devices has become 
increasingly complicated, and therefore in some cases 2D models can not be obtained, or at least a 2D 
model is not obvious and so, some authors are applying 3D models from the initial stages of the 
design process, [5]. Nevertheless, 2D simplified FE models have been obtained in certain problems, 
like induction machines with skewed slots, [6][7]. Here, the 2D simplified model is attacked from the 
point of view of the flux path in the magnetic structure. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Our research group, having experience in FEM, needed to develop a micro-relay in a short time. The 
aim of the work was to provide some prescribed performance (characteristic curve), taking into 
account behavior, geometry and cost, during the micro-relay design synthesis. The characteristic 
curve is the relationship between the torque (force) and the angle (air-gap distance) during the 
switching-on process. The group decided to search for a non-automated method for obtaining a 
prototype sufficiently optimized, even if it was not the mathematically optimal. This paper provides a 
brief summary of this study. 

The initial design of the micro-relay (figure 1) was not symmetrical lengthways, being the coil 
wounded on piece D. This characteristic made difficult that a simple 2D model was obtained, carrying 
out a time consuming 3D model, even when symmetry was taken into account (figure 2), as a first 
option. However, this strategy was not considered suitable for the early design stages where several 
alternatives had to be compared. To speed-up the calculations, several 2D models were developed. 
The reduction of CPU time of 2D models implied a reduction in accuracy as well. Therefore, a 
compromise solution was adopted, accomplishing a reasonable computing time in these steps of the 
design process, with limited margins for error in accuracy. Two 2D methods accomplished the above 
requirements. The first one is a 2D model obtained using several geometrical transformations. This 
2D model is proposed as magnetically equivalent to the initial 3D model. In the other method, several 
parallel sections or slices are considered (2½D FEM). In the final steps of the design process, the 
margins for error in accuracy are reduced to minimize the post-manufacture modifications using 
complex and time consuming 3D models. 

Proposed 2D FEM model

In the first model (proposed 2D FEM), a 2D analysis is applied using a modified 2D model. This 2D 
model is equivalent to the 3D model, from a magnetic point of view. It can be obtained by using 
several transformations. This transformation process can be described in three steps. 

1) Figure 3 is obtained by cutting the 3D symmetrical model presented in figure 2, rotating 
AA1A2 and BB1B2.

2) Figure 4 is obtained by rotating 90 degrees the pieces A1, B1 and A2, B2 and so, the magnetic 
flux path in 3D is “confined” in the same plane, where are placed all the components of the 
micro-relay. 

3) Figure 2 and figure 4 will be magnetically equivalent when the path of the magnetic flux is 
the same. It can be achieved by adding two pieces of a material with ideal infinite 
permeability between A1 and B1 and A2 and B2, figure 5. In the same figure, some 
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Figure 1. Magnetic structure (complete) Figure. 2. Magnetic structure (using symmetry) 
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observations can be taken into account: the coil is shown and termed C, and the pieces A1 and 
B1 are not fixed and their position depends on the angle θ, figure 1. 

It can be observed that the reluctance of this modified magnetic circuit is the same as the real 3D 
circuit, with the exception of the value of the leakage flux. 

2½D FEM

In the second model (2½D FEM or multi-slice) several sections parallel to the xy plane (figure 1) are 
considered. Each section is independently modeled with 2D FEM and the force on the mobile piece is 
computed as f(x) in figure 6. The total torque on the mobile piece is calculated taking into account the 
contribution of the different sections. Using this method, the solution is accurate when the angle θ is 
null (all the sections are the same), and therefore the magnetic field is two dimensional. When the 
angle (θ) is not null, the density of the flux lines in the air gap is higher near the rotation axis, 
otherwise the density of the flux lines will be approximately constant in the core and therefore the 
magnetic flux density will be approximately constant as well. When the 2½D FE method is applied to 
a micro-relay with non-zero θ, the sections near the rotation axis will be much more saturated. 
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A1

A
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Figure 3 Proposed 2D FEM model. Step 1 of 3 Figure 4. Proposed 2D FEM model. Step 2 of 3 

Figure 5. Proposed 2D FEM model. Step 3 of 3 
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3D FEM

The validity of the previous 2D models was assessed by torque computations using this 3D model. 
Besides, this 3D model was used to obtain accurate torque calculations in the final stages of the 
design process where modifications in the micro-relay geometry could not be taken into account with 
the 2D FEM models. 

To accomplish the above requirements, the 3D model of the micro-relay had to predict accurately the 
torque. So, to reduce the margins of error in the computation of torque in 3D FEM analysis, the 
density of elements and nodes must be adequate. The error in torque (force) computed using 2D/3D 
FEM depends on the quality of the mesh employed. Basically, all of the methods of force calculation 
compute small variations in the finite element solution. So, the flux density is obtained by calculating 
the curl of the magnetic vector potential, and therefore an error is introduced by these mathematical 
operations. Finally, the flux density computed in this way is squared and the error in the computed 
force is increased; therefore the density of the elements must be adequate in all the areas, especially in 
the airgap and its surroundings. Using a mesh with over 100.000 elements, several hours were 
necessary to solve the model, instead of several minutes in 2D computations, using the ANSYS© 
package on a Convex S-Class computer with 16 CPU’s (PA-8000). 

Results

The above models have reflected substantial differences in CPU resources, specifically between the 
proposed model with a single 2D analysis and the 3D FEM model. The use of this 2D model would 
speed up the preliminary design –by testing different modifications in the magnetic structure– if its 
results were accurate enough. 

Several alternatives have been computed with the three methods. Figure 7 shows and the computed 
torque versus angle with the 3D FEM model (TFEM-3D), the proposed method using 2D FEM (TFEM-

Proposed-2D) and the 2½D FE method using 2D FEM (TFEM-Multisection-2D). The agreement between 3D FE 
model and 2D FE models is good, specifically in the proposed method. So, approximate results can be 
obtained solving one analysis with the proposed 2D FEM model instead of several analyses using the 
2½D FEM. The differences are because of the leakage flux in 2D and 3D analyses are not the same. 
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Figure 6. 2½D FE method 
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The 3D FEM has been employed to analyze the effect of the final modifications on the characteristic 
curve. The analyses showed that small changes in some parts of the magnetic circuit significantly 
modify the curves. Figure 8 shows the changes in the magnetic structure when three elements termed 
E, F and G were added to the initial 3D structure (figure 1), figure 9 shows its mesh. Table I shows 
the computed torque in the magnetic structures shown in figures 1 and 8 for four different values of θ
(0, 1, 2 and 5 degrees). The torque calculated in the structure shown in figure 8 is seen to be 
significantly greater than the one obtained without these new added elements (figure 1) when θ is 
greater, even greater than the prescribed load torque. The performance of this new design met the 
required specifications (torque, volume and cost), considering this prototype satisfactory from these 
points of view. 
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Table I. Computed torque using 3D FEM 

 Torque (mN.m) 
 0º 1º 2º 5º 
Initial structure (figure 1) 59.66 20.22 9.39 2.49 
Final structure (figure 8) 46.11 21.12 12.31 3.70 

Conclusions

This paper has outlined three methods for analyzing a magnetic structure (micro-relay) using FEM. 
Two of the methods (2D FEM) gave a sufficiently accurate steady-state performance prediction in the 
early steps of the design process, using a modest amount of computer resource and therefore speeding 
up the results in these stages. This paper proposes a quick method to obtain approximate results using 
2D instead of 3D models and solving the 2D FEM model obtained by geometrical transformations in 
just one step when the object is not symmetrical lengthways. This approach will be especially useful 
for the first steps of an industrial design process. The final steps are made with a 3D model. Besides, 
the 3D FEM model was employed to analyze the effect on the torque of small modifications, so that 
post-manufacture modifications could be minimized. 

In conclusion: using the proposed method, we have obtained a prototype of a micro-relay which 
performs better than other relays – for the given operational parameters, meeting the initial 
geometrical restrictions, and exceeding the minimal prescribed characteristic curve. 
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Abstract - Mobile phones and their base stations transmit and receive signals using electromagnetic 
waves. In this study, effects of RF radiation from mobile phone base stations on human health have been 
examined extensively. Researches and international regulations in this matter are compared with the 
measured values in Turkey in order to make it clear if base stations are threatening our bodies, and so our 
lives. Then, a conclusion has been obtained related to the health effects of base stations.

Introduction

Radio frequencies constitute part of the overall electromagnetic spectrum. Cellular communications 
systems use frequencies in the 800-900MHz portion of the Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum, and 
transmitters in the Personal Communications Service (PCS) use frequencies in the range of 1850-
1990MHz. Each base station is a low power radio station that serves users in a small geographic 
region called a cell. Cell phones operate by communicating with a nearby base station. The antenna of 
the base station is usually mounted on a tower, the roof of a building, or on another structure that 
provides the required height for proper coverage. Apart from concerns about aesthetic/visual impacts 
of antenna towers, many individuals have expressed concern about possible health risks of RF 
radiation from these installations, particularly for people residing close to the antennas. 

Base Station Antennas

Cellular communication systems require the use of many base stations located throughout a service 
area. When a user places a call, his or her handset communicates with a nearby base station, which 
then relays the call to a central switching office and then to the conventional land line telephone 
network. As the user moves about, he or she is “handed off” to other base stations. As the system 
grows, base stations are installed closer together (to increase capacity) but operated at lower power 
levels (to prevent interference among base stations).  

The RF patterns for different types of antennas are very different. For a low-gain antenna with a 
1000W ERP (Effective Radiated Power) of the type formerly used by many cell phone base stations, 
the pattern can be shown in Fig.1, and for a high-gain (sector) antenna of the type used in many of the 
newer base stations, the pattern can be shown in Fig.2 [1]. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig. 1. Low gain antenna pattern 

Fig. 2. High gain antenna pattern 

Exposure Limits

There are various organizations in the world which produced guidelines for RF exposure limits [2]. 
Table 1-(a) and (b) summarizes FCC (U.S. Federal Communications Commission) major exposure 
guidelines at frequencies used by cellular and PCS communications systems for controlled and 
uncontrolled areas [3]. 

Table 1. FCC Limits for Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) 
(a) Limits for Controlled* Exposure 

Frequency 
Range 
(MHz)

Electric Field  
Strength (E)  
(V/m) 

Magnetic Field  
Strength(H) (A/m) 

Power Density  
(S) 
(mW/cm2)

Avg. Time 
|E|2, |H|2 or S 

(minutes) 
0.3-3.0 614 1.63 (100)* 6 
3.0-30 1842/f 4.89/f (900/f2)* 6 
30-300 61.4 0.163 1.0 6 
300-1500 -- -- f/300 6 
1500-100,000 -- -- 5 6 

* Controlled environments are locations where there is exposure that may be incurred by persons who are aware of the 
potential for exposure.
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(b) Limits for General Uncontrolled** Exposure 
Frequency 
Range(MHz) 

Electric Field 
Strength (E)(V/m) 

Magnetic Field  
Strength (H)(A/m) 

Power Density  
(S) (mW/cm2)

Averaging Time 
|E|2, |H|2 or S(minute)

0.3-1.34 614 1.63 (100)* 30 
1.34-30 824/f 2.19/f (180/f2)* 30 
30-300 27.5 0.073 0.2 30 
300-1500 -- -- f/1500 30 
1500-100,000 -- -- 1.0 30 
f = frequency in MHz  *Plane-wave equivalent power density 
** Uncontrolled environments are locations where there is exposure of individuals who have no knowledge or control 
of their exposure. 

The relevant interval for time-averaging for controlled exposures is six minutes. This means, for 
example, that during any given six-minute period a worker could be exposed to two times the 
applicable power density limit for three minutes as long as he or she were not exposed at all for the 
preceding or following three minutes.  

Turkish Telecommunication Agency has also specified maximum permissible exposure limits [4].  
Table 2 shows these limit values for a irepresents square- root of frequency, and f is the frequency in 
MHz. 

Table 2. Limits specified by telecommucation agency in Turkey 

Limits specified by telecommunication agency 

E (V/m) H A/m) 

frequency band MHz for one device for all devices for one device for all devices 

0.010-0.15 22 87 1,3 5 

0.15-1 22 87 0.18/a 0.73/a 

1.0-10.0 22/a 87/a 0.18/a 0.73/a 

10-400 7 28 0.02 0.073 

400-2000 0.341a 1.375a 0.0009a 0.0037a 

2000-60000 15 61 0.04 0.16 

Measurement Results in Turkey

In Turkey, there has been a great increase in the number of base stations in recent years. There are 
several GSM companies and each of them is trying to widen its own containment area. Many base 
stations are being set onto the roofs of buildings. That makes people anxious about the health effects 
of base stations. As a result, radiation measurements are being realized quite often. 

Following pictures in Fig.3 are samples of radiation measurement of some base stations in Turkey [5]. 
When these results are compared, it can be seen that measured values are under limits specified by the 
Turkish Telecommunication Agency.  
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Fig.3. Maximum and minimum measured values for some base stations in Istanbul. 

Effects of RF Radiation

A large body of data exists on the biological effects of exposure to RF EM fields. Much of this 
literature describes experimental investigations with laboratory animals, tissue preparations, or cells. 
There are also several epidemiologic studies. Consequences of exposure to RF EM energy that have 
been reported in the literature at various exposure levels can be classified as follows [6], [7]: 

Thermal Effects

Thermal effects are those caused by the rise in temperature produced by the energy absorbed from 
oscillating electric fields. The force produced by an electric field on charged objects, such as the 
mobile ions present in the body, causes them to move, resulting in electric currents, and the electrical 
resistance of the material in which the currents are flowing results in heating. This heat input causes 
the temperature to rise and it continues to do so until the heat input is balanced by the rate at which it 
is removed, mostly by blood flowing to and from other parts of the body. It is estimated that it takes 
several minutes from the moment RF exposure occurs for the irradiated parts of the body to reach 
their final equilibrium temperatures. In view of this slow response, the equilibrium temperature 
arising from the pulsed fields of mobile telecommunications will essentially be determined by the 
average power absorbed. There will, however, be small oscillations about that temperature at the 
pulse frequency or frequencies.  

The relationship between the SAR (Specific Absorption Rate: quantity used to measure how much RF 
energy is actually absorbed in a body) and the resulting temperature rise is complex, and significantly 
dependent on antenna configuration, location and frequency. The most problematic feature of a 
temperature calculation is modelling the effect of blood flow on heat transfer. 

Non-thermal effects

The energy quanta of radiation at 0.9 and 1.8 GHz equal 4 and 7 µeV, respectively (1 µeV is a 
millionth of an eV). Both these values are extremely small compared with the energy of around 1 eV 
needed to break the weakest chemical bonds in genetic molecules (DNA). As already noted, it seems 
impossible. Therefore, that RF radiation could damage DNA directly, which might start cells on the 
path to cancer. In summarising the physical basis for non-thermal effects, it is convenient to consider 
separately the situations near to the antenna of a mobile phone and near to a base station. 
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Cellular Function

The cells of living organisms naturally maintain an electrical charge across their membranes that are 
essential for normal functioning of human tissues. This is extremely sensitive to very weak 
electromagnetic fields. Radiation of unnatural frequencies can rearrange and damage molecules and 
alter metabolism. A process of a chain-like reaction will firstly alter the organism´s electrical stability 
and affect cell polarisation. The resulting disharmony may eventually lead to changes in hormonal 
activity, affect the synthesis of genetic material, interfere with the flow of substances in and out of 
cells, and change the behaviour of cancer cells. 

Creating Free Radicals

The basic mechanism for damage involves free radicals. They damage proteins and cellular 
membranes, injure genes and DNA, reduce levels of antioxidant hormones, such as melatonin, affect 
enzymatic and biochemical processes essential to normal function, and disrupt patterns of 
electromagnetic energy in muscles. 

Promoting Histamine Release

Mast cells (which secrete histamine and other substances) are destabilised by free radicals. When 
exposed to radiofrequency radiation, studies have shown a doubling of histamine release. 

Upsetting Calcium Levels

Radio waves and their destructive agents, the free radicals, upset calcium levels in the body, 
especially in the central nervous system, the brain and the heart. It is thought that calcium (and 
possibly magnesium) levels diminish within the cells. This affects the growth, reproduction and 
division of cells and the communication. 

Effects On Nerve System

There is a vast literature on the effects of RF fields on isolated nerve cells (neurons), on cultured 
nervous tissue, on living brain slices, on brain function in experimental animals, on the blood–brain 
barrier and on behavioural measures of brain function. The behaviour of animals, in particular, can be 
a very sensitive indicator of adverse health consequences. Early signs of potential result are often 
behavioural rather than anatomical. 

Genetic Damage

There is a large body of evidence, from a variety of studies, indicating that neither isolated nor 
repeated exposure to radiofrequencies and microwave radiation acts as a tumour initiator. A few 
studies, however, suggested that radiofrequency fields might damage DNA. There have been other 
recent studies that did not find genotoxic effects from RF radiation. An Expert Panel of the Royal 
Society of Canada stated [8] “although some investigations have suggested that RF fields may damage 
DNA, most studies conducted to date in this area have been negative.” 

Effects on Cell Membranes

The lipid bilayer membrane that surrounds cells and the internal membranes within cells are vitally 
important for normal cellular function. It has been concluded from a review of the World Health 
Organization [7] that RF fields, continuous or pulsed, can affect membrane channels, mainly at fairly 
high intensities, but even at levels that do not cause significant heating. There have been reports of 
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decreased rates of channel formation, decreased frequency of channel openings, and increased rates of 
rapid, burst-like firing. However, there is no clear understanding of how low intensity RF fields have 
such effects. 

Effects on Cancer

Some studies have also examined the possibility of a link between RF and microwave exposure and 
cancer. Results to date have been inconclusive. While some experimental data have suggested a 
possible link between exposure and tumor formation in animals exposed under certain specific 
conditions, the results have not been independently replicated. In fact, other studies have failed to find 
evidence for a causal link to cancer or any related condition. Further research is underway in several 
laboratories to help resolve this question. 

Conclusion

In making decisions about the settling of base stations, planning authorities should have the power to 
ensure that the RF fields to which the public will be exposed will be kept to the lowest practical levels 
that will be commensurate with the telecommunications system operating effectively. It is 
recommended that particular attention should be paid initially to the auditing of base stations near to 
schools and other sensitive sites. 

It should be noted that mobile phones threaten our health more than base stations because mobile 
phones are conventionally held close to the head. Recent reports in the media, for instance, have 
implied that the use of mobile phones can cause memory loss, changes in attention, and variation of 
blood pressure.
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Abstract - This paper describes fault analysis of a 100kVA high temperature superconducting 
synchronous generator (HTSSG) using two dimensional (2D) finite element modelling. The 100 kVA 
generator dimensions are based on the actual machine under construction in the Electrical Power 
Engineering Research Group at University of Southampton, United Kingdom. The non-linear transient 
modelling was simulated taking into account the relative movement between the stator and rotor. The 
high temperature superconducting field windings were analysed using external circuit equations as the 
equivalent supply voltage and resistance.  

Introduction

It is important for electrical machine designer to understand the causes of instability in a machine 
especially due to sudden three-phase short-circuit condition. This will provide essential stability 
margins and hence suitable specification of control system and protective devices can be decided upon 
before the machine is built. In the past most designers relied on the use of complicated equivalent 
circuit machine models whose parameters are difficult to obtain with good accuracy during the design 
stage. The finite-element method provides better facilities to model complicated geometry of electrical 
machines, including saturation effects in iron, thus leading to better understanding of the short-circuit 
phenomenon. Many researchers, in particular Turner [1], has proved that numerical analysis using 
finite-element method gives answer consistent with test results for various machine designs. 

The short-circuit analysis is of particular importance when considering devices operating in very low 
temperature environment. In this case the field winding of the HTSSG is made of silver clad 
(BiPb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox or better known as BSCCO tapes which operate in a temperature range 73-77 K. 
During fault condition, large transport currents are expected to be induced in these windings; these 
cause large loss densities which may lead to thermal runaway and could damage the winding.  

The design reported in this paper is based around an existing stator which has 48 slots and a balanced 
2-pole 3-phase winding. The stator winding is short pitched (14/24) with two parallel circuits 
connected in each phase. The rotor of the generator (with hybrid salient pole design) is made of 9% 
Nickel steel plates of various sizes and shapes. The superconducting field winding consists of ten 40-
turn identical flat coils placed in between 9% Nickel steel flux diverters. The flux diverters made of 
9% nickel steel are placed between the coils to reduce the normal field in the coils by diverting flux 
around them. The required low temperatures are provided using a purpose built closed circuit liquid 
cryogen cooling system with pipe-network feeding liquid cryogen to the rotor body of the generator 
and to the copper radiation screen. Details of the design of the HTSSG may be found in [2]. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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2D Transient Rotating Machine Model

The generator is modelled by a transient 2D finite-element model which includes rigid body rotation 
of the rotor. External circuits are linked to the 2D model to simulate the connections between the coils. 
The resistance of the armature winding and the end winding leakage inductance are included in the 
definition of the external circuits. The value of the end winding leakage inductance was estimated 
using a formula based on Kilgore [3]; this gave a value of 0.125 mH. The rotor is set to rotate at a 
fixed speed of 3000 rpm and the time-step was chosen to hide the effects of tooth ripple, which in this 
case are believed not to be significant. Therefore, a fixed time step of 0.417 ms was used which is 
equivalent to a period for the rotor to pass one stator slot. Non-linear analysis was used throughout 
because the saturation of the rotor core was thought to be important. For simplicity, the coils are 
considered as being constructed from filamentary wires such that skin and proximity effects in the 
turns are ignored. 

The symmetry of the machine is exploited to halve the area that needs to be modelled; regions are 
bounded by the rotor inter-polar axis and the back of the stator core: the later was taken as flux line 
with A=0 and the former had a periodicity boundary condition with A at 180º = –A at 0º. The model 
was discretised into 24496 elements in order to obtain a solution with minimal error. The simulation of 
this time stepping rotating machine model was carried out using available finite-element OPERA 
software. Figure 1 shows the extent of the models used and the mesh near the coils.  

Fig. 1.  2D model of the high temperature superconducting synchronous generator. 

Fig. 2.  The circuit arrangement for finite element modelling. 
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The generator was subjected to a three-phase balanced short-circuit at the terminals, starting from the 
no-load condition. Important parameters, such as direct axis reactances and time constants, were 
derived from the predicted waveforms. Finally, the use of a substantial negative field voltage to reduce 
the large fault currents in the field circuit was investigated. 

Since it was unclear what value of resistance should be used for the field circuit, two models were 
produced. In the first approach, a constant value of field current was imposed by removing the field 
circuit from the model. In the second model, a low value of resistance (10 m ) was used to represent 
the resistance of the field circuit under normal operating conditions. Figure 2 shows the external 
circuit arrangement for the two models used for short-circuit analysis. 

Results

The envelope of the AC component is high at the instant of short-circuit and decays ultimately to the 
sustained value IS. If IS is subtracted from the AC wave, the remainder is found to consist of two 
exponential components: transient component I’ with long time constant, Td’, and subtransient 
component I’’ with short time constant, Td’’. In addition to these AC currents, the waveforms of the 
stator currents each include a decaying DC component. The waveforms of the stator currents for the 
first and second model are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b) respectively. In general, each short-circuit 
armature current waveform consists of a unidirectional or DC component and three AC components, 
and is given by an expression of the form 

2
''/''

1
'/'

0
)/( cos)cos()cos( teIteItIeII dda TtTt

S
Tt

DCSC  (1) 

Fig. 3. Currents as a function of time for HTSSG short-circuited while running at no-load: (a) With constant 
value of field current and (b) With low resistance applied to the external field circuit.  

The DC current components arise because, at the instant of short-circuit, the flux linking the stator 
windings differs from the value required to drive the sustained current. The DC components drive this 
additional flux, and are driven by the decay of the flux. The algebraic sum of the DC components is 
zero and they all decrease to zero exponentially with the same armature time constant, Ta. The 
transient and sub-transient currents arise from similar mechanism due to the flux trapped in the field 
winding and damper winding (radiation screen) respectively. 

Due to the low resistance of the field circuit in the second model, the transient time constant is very 
long; the length of the simulation is therefore too short to give any estimate of the synchronous 
reactance or transient time constant. The synchronous reactance was therefore obtained by fitting the 
results from the first model into Equation 1 with the 3rd term removed. The difference between 
synchronous and transient reactances is due to eddy currents in the field circuit which are not allowed 
in the first model. This is due to the fact that the constant field current applied does not affect the 
transient term. Other parameters were obtained by curve fitting Equation 1 into the second model, and 
their values are shown in Table 1.  
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When a transient that is caused by a short-circuit, is induced into the field, a large positive fault current 
results. In order to investigate the voltage required to control this large current, a negative voltage was 
applied externally to the field winding 5 ms after fault initiation. It can be seen from Figure 4 that, 
with -175 V, the field fault current was successfully reduced. 

Table 1. The direct reactances and time constants of the HTSSG 

Fig. 4. The unidirectional component in the field current of the HTSSG  

Conclusions

The simulation of the HTSSG during symmetrical three-phase short-circuit was successfully analysed 
using full transient rotating machine model. As expected the reactances were found to be of very low 
value compared to conventional generators. This is due to the large air gap needed to accommodate 
the thermal insulation. The field current during the fault condition was also analysed due to the 
anticipated large current that may cause damages to the superconducting field windings. 
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Abstract – In this paper, electromagnetic fields and temperature fields of a synchronous generator with 
fractional stator slot are calculated. As a result, temperature distribution in this generator is obtained. 
When the terminal voltage fluctuate from +10% to -10%, the distribution of electromagnetic fields and 
temperature fields are analyzed. During the course of fields’ calculation, the effect of strands insulation 
and turns insulation to the coupled fields is discussed. Longyang Gorge 320MW hydro generator is taken 
for example to test the accuracy of calculation.

Introduction

With the increasing of the single capability of synchronous generator, the problems of heat and 
ventilation are more and more cared by designers. Through Analyzing by coupled fields’ method for 
synchronous generator, the more accurate distribution of temperature can be obtained. In 1999, the 
coupled field problems from the angles of weak-coupled problem and strong-coupled problem as well 
as common arithmetics for the two problems are expatiated by Kay Hameyer and other scholars [1]. In 
2000, the maximum temperature point in the slot of an induction machine is calculated by coupling 
electromagnetic fields and temperature fields by Eric Chauveau and other scholars [2]. 

Because insulation layers in strands and turns are very thin, they are always be out of consideration 
when calculating electromagnetic field. However, the whole areas of stator strands insulation may 
exceed that of one piece of strand and it will have certain of effect on the calculation precision, it is the 
same for the turn’s insulation. Therefore, calculation of the airgap magnetic field and rotor surface 
losses and comparison of the calculated result with and without the consideration of the stator strands 
insulation and rotor turns insulation will have reference significance for designing machine accurately 
[3]. In addition, the insulation layers are always ignored in the calculation and analyze of synchronous 
generator. However even a thin insulation layer may have a significant temperature drop and this will 
have a direct effect on the machine design. In 2001, small transition layers with a significant 
temperature drop were discussed and the mathematic model of thermal contact resistances and 
insulation layers were given by Johan Driesen and other scholars [4]. In 2002, electromagnetic fields 
and temperature fields of large salient synchronous generator are calculated with the consideration of 
turn’s insulation layers from the angle of weak coupled problem [5]. 

The terminal voltage of generator should agree with that of electrify networks and an error from 
+10% to -10% is permitted. When the Voltage fluctuate from +10% to -10%, the distribution of 
electromagnetic fields and temperature fields are analyzed from the angle of weak-coupled problem. 
During the course of fields’ calculation, the effect of strands insulation and turns insulation to the 
coupled fields is discussed. Longyang Gorge 320MW hydro generator (Fig. 1) is taken for example to 
test the accuracy of calculation. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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Fig.1. Longyang Gorge 320MW hydro generator 

According to Maxwell’s laws, magnetic vector potential is applied to solve the electromagnetic 
fields problem. 

JH                                                                                (1) 

t

B
E                                                                             (2) 

0B                                                                                (3) 

From (3), magnetic vector potential A  is 

AB                                                                               (4) 

Form above equations, we can derive the equation as follows: 

JA                                                                        (5) 

We can write the equation (5) as  

J
yyxx

AA
                                                           (6) 

Tab.1 Rated specifications of the machine 

Characteristic Value 
Rated voltage 15750V 
Rated current 13035A 
Rated power 320000kW 
Rated speed 125rpm 

Rated power factor 0.9 
Rated field winding 

current 
1584.2A 

Table 1 shows rated value of Longyang Gorge 320 MW hydro generator, which is the studied 
generator in this paper. 
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Fig.2. Solved region of 2D electromagnetic fields 

Fig.3. Mesh grid 

Fig.4. Isopotential line with the consideration of strands insulation and  turns insulation when the 
terminal voltage don’t fluctuate 

Fig.5. Isopotential line with the consideration of strands insulation and  turns insulation when the 
terminal voltage fluctuate +10% 

Fig.6. Isopotential line with the consideration of strands insulation and  turns insulation when the 
terminal voltage fluctuate -10% 

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are the solved region and mesh of Longyang Gorge 320 MW hydro generator 
respectively. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are isopotential line under three conditions respectively. 
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Temperature Fields Analysis

According to the theory of heat transfer, 3D heat of transfer equation in rotor under the steady state 
operation is [6]: 
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where T is the temperature, xk , yk  and zk  are the thermal conductivity along the x•y and z direction 

respectively, q  is the power source density, n  is the outer normal vector to the boundary,  is the 
convection coefficient, k  is the thermal conductivity, fT  is the ambient temperature,  is the solved 

region, S1 and S2 are heat insulation side and heat transfer side respectively. 

Fig.6. The solved region of 3D temperature fields 
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Fig.7. Comparison of temperature distribution along the axial direction of rotor with the consideration 
of strands insulation and  turns insulation under three conditions (Figure (a) (b)(c) are temperature 

distribution along the axial direction of rotor under the condition of 1*; figure (d) (e)(f) are temperature 
distribution along the axial direction of rotor under the condition of 2*; figure (h)(i)(j) are temperature 

distribution along the axial direction of rotor under the condition of 3*) 

Note: 1*: The terminal voltage do not fluctuate; 2*: The terminal voltage fluctuate +10%; 3*: The 
terminal voltage fluctuate -10%. 

Fig. 6 is the solved region of 3D temperature fields and Fig. 7 is the comparison of temperature 
distribution along the axial direction of  rotor under three conditions. 

Results and Discussion

Tab.2. Comparison of temperature under three conditions 

Temperature when the 
terminal voltage 

doesn’t fluctuate. (ºC) 

Temperature when 
the terminal voltage 

fluctuates +10%. 
(ºC) 

Temperature when 
the terminal voltage 
fluctuate -10%. (ºC) 

The 
maximum 

temperature 
70.00 67.60 68.45 

The minimum 
temperature 

65.66 57.41 57.98 

The field 
winding at 
the leeward 

side 
The average 
temperature 

68.67 66.30 67.16 

The 
maximum 

temperature 
62.72 60.61 61.36 

The minimum 
temperature 

58.28 54.53 55.06 

The field 
winding at 

the 
windward 

side The average 
temperature 

61.29 59.24 59.98 

Table 2 shows the comparison of temperature under three conditions. The measured results of the 
rotor winding of Longyang Gorge 320MW hydro generator is 56.6ºC, which agree with the calculation 
results. Shown as the distribution of temperature under the three conditions, temperature when the 
terminal voltage do not fluctuate is higher than the other two conditions and the average temperature 
differences are 1.3~1.5 ºC and 2.1~2.4 ºC. The effect of voltage-fluctuate to the distribution of 
electromagnetic fields and temperature fields is little. Temperature of rotor from the end section to the 
middle section increase, which agree with the practical engineering condition. Therefore, the 
ventilation condition in the middle section should be improved to decrease the local temperature of 
rotor. 
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Conclusion

In this paper electromagnetic fields and temperature fields of a synchronous generator under three 
conditions from the angle of week-coupled problem are calculated and the comparison the three 
conditions are listed and discussed. Longyang Gorge 320MW hydro generator is taken for example to 
test the accuracy of calculation. 
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Abstract- Many magnetic techniques were developed for nondestructive evaluations for iron-based 
materials such as SUS304, A533B, S25C etc in a tensile stress range up to each fracture state. 
Magnetic tools are composed of a triple-fold coil for ac resistivity detections, a small Hall element for 
leakage flux observations after polarizations of the material and a pickup coil of magnetic 
Barkhausen noises combined with the excitation yoke. The degree of degradations was expressed by 
an average field for the discontinuous magnetization. Magnetic noises were simulated by Monte-Carlo 
method under the non-equilibrium condition with limited trials. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, nondestructive evaluations (NDE) of iron-based structural materials are of great 
importance for modern societies. However, NDE of the gigantic plants are not always performed 
by experienced specialists, and are mostly performed with high costs. We propose in this study 
the technologies with easy manipulations for inspectors by using electromagnetic tools. The 
presented approach consists of three different methods as follows. (1) Observation of ac 
resistivity by using a triple-fold coil [1,2]. The probe coil is integrated with an exciter coil and 
two equivalent receiver coils in a concentric configuration. This method exhibited the advantages 
of resistivity measurements without direct contacts to rusty samples and also the fixed 
configuration of the pick-up coils and the exciter coil. (2) Leakage flux measurements using a 
small size Hall element [3,4] after an adequate polarization for each material. The leakage flux 
distribution of the normal component to the surface reflects the inhomogeneous distribution of the 
material constants such as permeability or geometrical thickness. The local material degradations 
as a function of positions are well detected by the numerical derivations of the leakage flux 
distribution. (3) The observation of magnetic Barkhausen noises (MBN) with a pick-up coil [5,6] 
located in between exciting yokes. The MBN, in general, reflects the degree of the degradations 
via the lattice defects or via the pinning forces against the magnetic domain wall shifts. The 
signals of MBN are processed to derive an average field (<HD>) for the discontinuous 
magnetization to avoid the unstable amplitude measurements. 
Our magnetic tools listed above are combined to judge the degradations as a function of positions. 
Especially the index (<HD>) was found an excellent parameter for exhibiting the degree of the 
local residual strains in addition to these anisotropic behaviors. Further, the theoretical 
simulations of 3-D moment arrays of 50x50x50 using Monte-Carlo method was performed for 
comparisons with the experimentally obtained MBN. We attained very close behaviors of our 
simulation as a function of applied magnetic fields at different temperatures. For the real 
evidences of degradations, we measured the residual strains by XRD using the relationship 
between the internal pressure in the material and the average inter-atomic distances. Therefore, 
the presented investigations are mainly based on the comparisons between complex 
phenomenological data and the residual stresses obtained by the thickness deformations or by the 
direct observations of XRD measurements. The overall judgments of degradations could be 
performed relatively by comparing the original calibrations of many parameters with those of 
fatigued samples and by the multilateral comparisons. 

© 2005 Springer. Printed in Great Britain. 
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2 .EXPERIMENTALS

The samples of A533B, SUS304 and SUS316 were prepared in the typical shapes of 30x120x2t mm 
or 60x165x5t mm as shown in Fig.1. Static or repetitive tensile stresses were applied up to each 
fracture states along the sample elongating directions. The sample preparations before the stress 
applications are listed in the reference [6]. 

    

 Fig.1. Sample shapes in this experiment 

We performed ac resistivity measurements by using a triple-fold coil as shown in Fig. 2. Here the 
electromagnetic waves (EMW) were excited by the central coil (CE) and received by the both side 
coils (C1 and C2) arranged in the symmetric positions. The output voltages of the two coils of C1

and C2 were connected in series and reversed to cancel the generated electromotive force (e.m.f.) 
each other when no sample is attached. In case of a sample is attached to one side, e.g. C1 as in 
Fig. 2, output voltage (V0=VA1-B1) is generated.  

Fig.2. The experimental set-up of triple coil for ac resistivity measurement 

For the more precise measurements, the signals deviated from a reference sample are obtainable 
to attach the reference sample to the side C2. The signals were sensitively obtained by using a 
Lock-in amplifier with the reference signal from the exciter. Fig. 3 shows some experimental 
results for the several materials of 1 mm thickness with an operating frequency at f=10 kHz and 
100 kHz. The output voltages decreased with increasing resistivities of the materials. Here, it is 
worthwhile to note that the ferromagnetic materials like as Fe show anomalous responses deviated 
from those nonmagnetic materials. The physical mechanism will be discussed later. Fig 4 shows 
the results for a SUS304 samples with 1 mm and 25mm thickness, respectively with the residual 
strains of 0, 20 and 40 % given by static tensile stresses up to 740Mpa. In this experiment, a 
reference sample without strain was attached at C2 side. As shown in this figure, V0 increased with 
increasing frequencies up to 100kHz. 
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Fig.3. Pick-up voltages vs. resistivities observed for different materials 

Fig.4. Pick-up coil vs. frequencies up to 1000Hz for differently strained SUS304 samples

However, the output voltages as a function of resistivities or strains for the samples with larger 
degradations are reversed against those in the characteristics as shown in Fig.3. In this case, the 
negative amplitudes increased with increasing resistivities of the samples in comparison with the 
reference sample, because the output voltages were obtained by subtracting those from the 
reference sample. 
The experiment of the leakage flux observations was performed by using the experimental setup 
as shown in Fig.5. Here, we used a Hall sensor of 120x120 µm2 with a lift-off distance of about 
200 µm from the sample surface. The leakage fluxes were measured after an intentional 
polarization in B=1kOe (=0.1T) to avoid any spurious polarizations by tools or electric machines. 
We observed densely over the sample surface by every 0.1mm of 500 points along the elongation 
direction (=x direction) times 250 points in y direction. For high quality measurements available 
down to 1mOe (=10-7T), the output voltages were amplified by a Lock-in amplifier operated at 
f=20kHz as the optimum condition for the Hall element of GaAs. Fig.5 (a),(b) show the 
experimental results for an A533B sample with a tensile stress of 480MPa. Here, Fig.5(a) shows 
the leakage flux distribution BZ(x,y) colored in black(-) and white (+), Fig.5(b), dBZ(x,y)/dx, 
respectively. The absolute values of the leakage flux intensities are large at the both ends (very 
black:S-pole, vice versa). It varies rapidly at the positions where the thickness deformations 
strongly occur. The location of Lüders band (“L”) well coincided with the positions in white color 
of the distribution of dBZ(x,y)/dx.  
We performed the experiments of MBN by using the device as shown in Fig.6, where the diameter 
of the pick-up coil is about 1mm. We applied magnetic fields up to 16kA/m (0.02T) in a constant 
increasing rate of 200kA/ms, at which field sweeping condition the maximum information of the 
magnetic domain wall shifts were obtained. This fact was examined by the  2-D fractal 
dimensions of the time dependent MBN signals [7]. The important notices for this device are that 
the pick-up coil must locate at an off-center position in between the magnetic 
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Fig. 5. The experimental setup for leakage flux observation and the examples of the observations 

(a) Leakage flux distribution [BZ(x,y)],  (b) the first derivative along positions [dBZ(x,y)/dx].

Fig. 6(a) Experimental setup for MBN measurement and (b) an example of the measurements for an A533B 

sample with a tensile stress of 540MPa 

yokes and that the observations must be performed after several cycles of field sweeps by which 
the magnetic domain distribution are initialized to avoid the minor loop. For an example, Fig.6 
(b) shows the processed index (<HD>) of MBN as a function of positions defined [8] by 
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Here, V(x,y, ,h ,t) denotes the pick-up voltage at a position R(x,y,h) with a lift-off distance h, with 
an observation angle of yoke tilted by  against x-direction at time t. Hint(t), an internal magnetic 
field  at a time t=tk (k=1,2,3, ,N) in the pick-up coil, respectively. Here, V(x,y, ,h ,t) is a rapidly 
varying function of h and the time dependent part behaves like as the sequential delta-functions 
with different amplitudes [8]. Therefore, the k’th signal of fields (Hint k) and the magnetic flux 
density (B k) are countable to calculate the summation as in Eq.(2). As shown in Fig.6 (b), <HD>
behaves just reciprocally with thickness deformation change. It is also important to note that the 
pick-up voltages become lager when the pickup coil is closer to the surface. However, both the 
denominator and nominator in Eq.(1) increase simultaneously so that the derived index <HD>
was unchanged. Therefore, <HD> is sensitive only to the distribution of MBN along with the 
applied field strength. 
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3. DISCUSSIONS

As we have shown in the former sections, the leakage flux distribution patterns reflects the 
inhomogeneous distributions of the material constants such as residual strains and/or lattice voids 
in addition to the apparent sample thickness change at each point. Here in discussions, we show 
briefly the physical mechanisms of the detected phenomena in each experiment. First of all, the 
output voltages in the triple-fold pick-up coils in Fig. 2 are generally explained by the time 
dependent flux changes (dB/dt), and the electromotive force (EMF) (VH ) in the coil C1 and C2.
When the sample is attached to C1, the effective EMF for the two coil become different due to the 
magnetic material is close to C1. Therefore the flux  inside of C1 become modulated by the 
reflected fields from the material so that the unbalance EMF of V0=VC1-VC2 occurs. As a 
magnetic circuit, the flux through the coil is given by the permeabilityµ( ) and the cross section 
S( ) along the magnetic path  in C1 as expressed in Eq. (3). Here Vm is electro-magnetic force 
by the exciter coil. V0 is given rise by the difference of µ( ) along of each coil. The voltage is, 
therefore, determined by the skin depth of the material as a function of permeability, thickness, 
resistivity and frequency. 
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Fig. 7. The physical model of the leakage flux from sample surface 

Secondly, we can show the physical origins of the leakage flux from the surface as shown in Fig. 7(a) 
and its enlargement. Namely, by the cross section decrease at a central position with a thickness 
W2<W1, the leakage flux inevitably occurs and the dBZ(x,y)/dx exhibit two peeks. In between the 
peeks, the degradations should be found due to the smaller value of µS in Eq.(3) and the situation 
is the same as that the permeability decrease as µ1>µ2 at the center as shown in Fig.7(b). It is very 
plausible to consider the smaller permeability of the sample with increasing degradations. MBN 
are simulated by using Monte-Carlo simulations for 3-D spin arrays up to 50x50x50 in the 
thermal equilibrium of a temperature T with various spin voids [9]. The Hamiltonian is simply 
composed of spin exchange interactions of -Jsi · sj between the first nearest neighbor i th and j th 
spins, respectively with an exchange constant J. We consider the thermal equilibrium of spin 
system by comparing the lowest total energy, E of the system and the Boltzmann factor of 
exp(-E/kBT). The non-equilibrium and ballistic behaviors of MBN were realized by stopping trials 
before the thermal equilibrium is obtained with the lowest energy. Fig.8(a) shows a result of the 
simulations for the spin array magnetizations for different array numbers vs. temperature. Fig. 
8(b) shows MBN at the two temperatures of RT and 77K, respectively during a linearly increasing 
field sweep. These behaviors of MBN are quite similar with those obtained in our experiments.  
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Fig. 8. Simulations of magnetizations as a function of temperature with different array numbers (a),  

and the MBN at T=RT, 77K as a function of time (b). 

4. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments in this paper look successful for the aim of NDE. However, the phenomena are 
given rise by many parameter changes and also by the spatial inhomogeneities. Therefore, the 
calibrations of each material are indispensable before the real use in industries because each 
structural material was prepared characteristically for its own purpose and shows different 
behavior deviated from any standard properties. 
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